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THE CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD IN MAN AT
HIGH ALTITUDES

I. The Pulse Rate, Arterial, Capillary, and Venous

Pressures

By EDWARD C. SCHNEIDER .axd DWIGHT L. SISCO

{From the Department of Biology of Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Colorado)

WE purpose in a series of papers to consider circulation data

obtained in Colorado Springs, altitude 6000 feet, and on

Pike's Peak, altitude 14,109 feet, dealing first with the influence

of low barometric pressure upon men Uving a comparatively

inactive life muscularly and second with the influence when
moderate muscular activity, and sometimes strenuous exercise such

as hard mountain climbing, is added. For the prosecution of such

a study Pike's Peak ofTers unusual advantages. It is essential that

the physiological conditions, apart from the reduced atmospheric

pressure, should be normal as far as possible. A cog-wheel railway

ascends to the very summit of the Peak, affording easy transport

for men and apparatus, which permits the elimination of muscular

fatigue due to climbing. Further advantages are a substantial

stone building well heated and an excellent table provided with

the same variety of foods available in Colorado Springs.

In this paper appears a part of the data obtained in Colorado

Springs during a period of one and a half years and in three

expeditions to the summit of Pike's Peak. The first sojourn on the

Peak by Havens and Schneider was for three days, October 12, 13,

and 14, 1912; the second, upon which we lay most emphasis, lasted

six days. May 29 through June 3, 1913, Havens, Schneider, and
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Sisco being the subjects. Plve men i)articipated in the last expe-

dition. October 2^ to 27, 191 3. Two, Schneider and Sisco, ascended

bv railway-car, while Eager. Havens, and Munro walked from

Manitou to the summit. In addition to the five persons men-

tioned above, II. U. Robison. the resident manager of the Summit

House, also served as a subject. He has now spent eighteen sea-

sons, each of about six months, on the summit of Pike's Peak.^

The Frequency of the Pulse

Durig and Kolmer - give a critical review of the earlier studies

of the pulse rate at high altitudes. They point out how greatly

the heart rate varies with a variety of influences and they hold

that the phenomena of circulation at high altitudes can be solved

only when accidental inlluences are completely eliminated. Many
discrepancies appear in the records of altitude studies. These

are in a measure due to different conditions of living at the higher

stations, such as restricted and unsatisfactory diet, poor ventila-

tion, poor beds, and low room temperatures. Durig and Kolmer

believe that circulation data obtained at low and high altitudes

should be compared only in cases where the subject of observa-

tion has subsisted on a similar diet at the two altitudes and was

reclining with muscles completely relaxed when under observation.

The majority of circulation records have been obtained on

men who have undergone considerable physical exertion in climb-

ing a mountain. All such records show that the heart rate

increases decidedly during an ascent. Mosso ^ counted the pulse

rate of five soldiers each morning before they had risen and found

that the rate on the summit of Monte Rosa never sank to the mini-

mum observed in Turin. The diflferences noted by him are less than

those found in many other records. The acceleration at the end

' We wish here to offer our hearty appreciation to Mr. Leonard P. Eager,

Mr. Leon C. H.avens, Mr. E. Everett Munro, and Mr. H. H. Robison for

serving as subjects for experimentation and for kindly help. We also take

this opportunity to express our sincere thanks to ^Ir. C. W. Sells, President

of the Manitou and Pike's Peak Railway; and to Mr. J. G. Hiestand, pro-

prietor of the Summit House, for generous help and many facilities granted.

^ Durig: Physiologische Ergebnisse der im Jahre 1906 durchgcfuhrten

Monte Rosa Expedition, p. 41.

' Mosso: Life of man on the High Alps. 1899, pp. 66 and 213.
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of their sojourn was 11.7. 25, 42.4, 43.4, and 85.6 per cent respect-

ively. Zuntz and coworkers ^ give records, from which the follow-

ing figures are obtained. Using the averages of the pulse rates

at Brienz (1640 feet) and Rothorn (7052 feet) and the averages

at Capanna Regina Margherita (14,965 feet) on the summit of

Monte Rosa, we find the percentage of acceleration was for

Caspari 20.3, Loewy 28.6, Zuntz 28.9, and Kolmer 36. On the

last morning of their stay the increase was 8, 20, 20.3, and ^7,.
7,

percent. Durig and Kolmer - the morning following the ascent

of Monte Rosa from Col d'Olen (9360 feet) found the pulse rate

to be for Rainer 97, Reichel 92, Durig 87, and Kolmer 89. With

one exception, a further acceleration occurred for from one to

three days. The maximum increase in pulse rate was, Rainer 74,

Kolmer 50, Reichel 44, and Durig 30 per cent. After this the

rate retarded considerably for each man, but never sank as low-

as the normal for each at sea-level. In the English-American

Pike's Peak Expedition ^ the pulse was not counted on the subject

in bed so that these data are not wholly comparable with the

above. There is, nevertheless, some similarity in events. These

observations are of interest in view of our own work. The resting

pulse, in the sitting position, in Douglas, Henderson, and Schneider

progressively accelerated, not for three days, but for about a

fortnight, after which it gradually became slower. Even after

live weeks the rates were decidedly more rapid than the normals

for sea-level. In Haldane the change was wholly different; the

resting pulse from the first decreased until at the end of residence

it was far below his sea-level rate.

The decrease in the pulse rate found in Haldane is exceptional.

Mosso ^ has reported that the two keepers of the Regina Marghe-

rita Hut had the same pulse rate at the end of the season as on

the plain before ascending. We have found no cases of such

return to normal, nor fall below normal, among the men who
spend the summer working in the hotel on the summit of Pike's

^ ZuxTZ. Loewy, ]\Iuller, and Caspari: Hohenklima und Bergwan-

•derungen, 1905, p. 337. - Durig: loc cit.

3 Douglas, Haldane, Henderson, and ScHNEroER: Philosophical trans-

actions of the royal society of London, 1913, Series B, ciii, p. 262.

* Mosso: loc cit., p. 64.
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Peak. In such persons the i)ulse rate, even after a residence of

three and more months, has been above the normal for sea-level.

It is generally recognized that moderately high altitudes.

6000 to 9500 feet, do not in most persons cause an augmentation

of the cardiac rate.

We have made a careful examination of the pulse rate in order

to determine whether it is necessary for a subject to take the

reclining posture with rela.xed muscles in case the circulation

data obtained at low and high altitudes are to be compared.

For this purpose pulse counts were recorded frequently through-

out the winter months in Colorado Springs and on the summit

of Pike's Peak during the several expeditions.

The conditions under which we lived were quite similar at

the two altitudes. The periods of observation on Pike's Peak

had an atmospheric temperature variation corresponding to that

of the winter in Colorado Springs. In the Summit House four

rooms were placed at our disposal. The largest of these rooms,

used as a laboratory, and from which each of the other rooms

opened, was warmed with a stove so that the temperature was

easily regulated. The beds were comfortable and clean. Our

food included fresh meats, vegetables, and fruits, in fact the

same variety that was to be had in Colorado Springs. The con-

ditions of living, then, with the exception of barometric pressure,

were practically the same at our two laboratories. Our physical

exertion throughout was governed by the requirements of experi-

mentation and was very similar at the two altitudes.

Pulse counts were made during the journey up the 'Xog"
railroad on each of us that went up by train. After equilibrium

was once established the pulse rate remained constant through-

out the journey and even on the summit, as we remained sitting

quietly in the train after it had stopped, did not accelerate.

The rates for the three of us May 29 were 60, 64, and 70. How-
ever, moderate exertion at once caused an extraordinary acceleration

in pulse rate. Thus in one of us on October 12. 191 2, after slowly

carrying two moderately heavy suit cases 120 feet from the car

to the Summit House, the pulse rate had augmented from 73 to

104. Again an hour later walking 350 paces at the rate of three

miles per hour it accelerated from 80 to 120. The effect was not
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so lasting as after the more vigorous exertion required to secure

a similar increase at a low altitude. On the first day on Pike's

Peak the return to normal after mild exertion required from two

to five minutes. The acceleration for such mild work was less

twenty-four hours later and marked improvement was noticed

by the end of the second day.

The train on May 29 arrived at the summit at 11.25 ^^ the

morning. The members of that expedition began at once to

slowly set up the apparatus, avoiding hurried movements.

Throughout the day, whenever we were sitting, counts of the

pulse were made. Havens' pulse continued at the tempo common
for him in Colorado Springs, ranging between 60 and 78. Sisco

showed more variation than ordinarily, but in the evening had

counts of 65 and 67. Schneider throughout the afternoon re-

tained on the whole his normal low altitude rate, but during the

evening had an acceleration to between 85 and 90.

Schneider and Sisco each developed a headache during the

first afternoon. Schneider later was mountain sick and his

headache continued for several days. Sisco's headache was sUght,

continued throughout the first night, and wholly disappeared by

noon of the thirtieth.

The pulse rates for each man of the May expedition taken in

the morning before arising arc given in full in the curves of

Fig. I. On using the averages for the rates observed in Colorado

Springs we find Havens had an acceleration of only 7.1 per cent

the first morning. His heart rate was greater the second morning,

had fallen the third, and reached its maximum. 21.4 per cent,

the fifth or last morning. Sisco's heart had not clearly accelerated

the first morning, but if the average of counts at the lower alti-

tude is taken he showed an increase of 4.5 per cent. The rate

was greater each succeeding morning and on his last had aug-

mented 18.8 per cent. This rather moderate acceleration, which

is in marked contrast with that observed by Durig and Kolmer,

is accounted for by the fact that we ascended passively by train

while they cHmbed the mountain on foot.

With Schneider the pulse changes were different; he was quite

mountain sick throughout the first night. As a consequence his

pulse had augmented by the first morning 46.6 per cent. Each
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morning following it was found to be slower than on the day

previous and by the fifth morning the rate was onl>' 17.3 per

cent above his normal.

PULSE

RATE

80

60

50

80

70

60

50

90

80

70

60

MAY JUNE

20 21 22 13 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 I 2 3
_i I J I i_

,
--»— *

COLORADO SPRINGS PIKEl'S PEAK

Figure 1

In the autumn expedition of 19 13. only Schneider and Sisco

of the party went up by train. Schneider, who had an average

of 62 in Colorado Springs for the four mornings prior to the
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ascent, had on Pike's Peak on each of the four mornings the

following pulse rates: 88, 72, 74, and 76. Sisco had at the time

of the ascent a slight bronchitis with no fever or other symptoms

of illness. This condition was sufficient, however, to alter his

reaction. Instead of a gradual daily increase in the rate, as

observed in May, his heart rate had accelerated from an average

of 50 in Colorado Springs to 66 the first morning, 67 the follow-

ing morning, and had decreased to 62 the next two mornings.

After a residence of almost six months on the summit the

pulse rate of Robison, while in bed, was exactly 64 on each of

three consecutive mornings. This figure is above the rate noted

in him a year earUer after his return to Colorado Springs from

the summit.^ It was then 60 for five mornings, even after he had

walked to the college laboratories.

TABLE I

PcLSE Rati: whilk Seated
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Also in Table I are contrasted the daily variations in heart rate

at the two altitudes. (1iant,a's due to exercise are not included.

It is evident that the heart of each man merely took a higher

daily tempo on the summit of Pike's Peak; the daily mean
resting pulse curve agrees in general with the curve of the early

morning rate. The tables showing arterial and venous pressures

also contain pulse rates which give the details of the variation.

The percentage of acceleration in what we have designated as

the daily mean was for Havens 14.3. Sisco 10.3, and Schneider

15.8. The percentage increase observed throughout the day was,

therefore, somewhat less for each man than his early morning

acceleration of the last day. Havens' heart did not accelerate the

29th. His mean pulse rate w^as 73 on the 30th, had increased to

84 on the 31st, and on the following days had decreased to 80.

Schneider's mean was 91 on ]\Iay 30, the day he A-as most ill

with mountain sickness. On the following days it varied between

87 and 89. Sisco also showed the highest mean rate on the 30th

when it reached 79. By the following day this was down to 75

where it remained for the balance of our sojourn on the summit.

During the October, 1913, sojourn Sisco's mean pulse rate was

uniformly higher, 90 the 24th and 25th and about 80 the last

two days. Schneider's mean was quite similar to his of the May
trip.

The fluctuation in cardiac rate due to accidental and illy

defined causes was, as shown in Table I in the percentage differ-

ence between minimum and maximum, practically the same at

the two altitudes. These data are also from the expedition in May,

at which time physical exertion constituted only a small part of

a day's routine.

The above facts and the almost constant parallel in the pulse

rates at the two altitudes, when conditions are similar, justify

us, we believe, in placing in contrast the altitude data of other

phenomena of circulation obtained from men leading a quiet life.

Arterial Pressures

Reviews of the early literature dealing with arterial pressures

have been given by one of us and Hedblom,' and by Durig and

' Schneider and Hedblom: This journal, 1908, xxiii, p. 90.
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Kolmer.^ The early records deal almost entirely with systolic

pressure and fail to reveal a definite influence of high altitude

in one direction; some show an increase, others no change, and

still others a fall in the pressure. The same lack of uniformity

appears in the data of the more recent publications.

Schneider and Hedblom reported observations made, with the

Erlanger sphygmomanometer, on nine young men who climbed

Pike's Peak March 27, 1907, and remained seven days on the

summit. In eight of these men there was a fall in the averages

of the systolic and diastolic pressures. In five the decrease was

too sHght to be of importance. On looking over their original

notes we find that two of the men. who averaged a fall in the

systolic pressure of 11 and 22 mm. respectively, had constantly

a lower pressure than in Colorado Springs. The ninth man had

uniformly a higher systolic pressure on the Peak and showed an

average rise of 11 mm.
Durig and Kolmer employed in their expedition to Monte

Rosa the Gaertner tonometer. Immediately after their arrival

on the summit each man showed a marked decrease in the sys-

tolic pressure. The averages of the records of later days, how-

ever, give for three of the party an increase and for the fourth

a slight fall in pressure. They conclude that in general the ef-

fect of high altitudes is to increase rather than decrease arterial

pressures.

Fuchs,- making observations on himself on Monte Rosa with

a Riva Rocci sphygmomanometer having a wide cuff, found a

slight increase, average 3.22 mm., in pressure. Ward ^ about the

same time, in connection with another study on the same moun-

tain, determined his systoHc pressure, which during a sojourn of

seven days averaged 106 mm. This is shghtly below his sea-level

average of 109 mm.
The Enghsh-American Pike's Peak Expedition * employed a

"Tycos'' sphygmomanometer and concluded that while the sys-

' Durig: he cit., p. 69.

FucHS: Sitzungsberichten der physikalisch-medizinischen Sozietat in

Erlangen, 1908, xl, p. 224.

' Ward: Journal of physiology, 1908, xxxvii, p. 381.

* Douglas, Haldane, Henderson, and Schneider: loc cit., p. 262.
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tolic pressures were somewhat less than umler urtUiKir\- barometric

pressure the ditTerences were inconstant and so slight as to fall

for the most part within the errors of observation. The dias-

toUc pressure clearly varied only in one of the four members of

that expedition and in him there was a distinct rise associated

with a decided fall in the pulse pressure. These differences were,

however, also inconstant.

The studies by clinical men dealing with the relation be-

tween barometric pressure and blood pressure in pulmonary

tuberculosis also fail to agree. Thus Peters ' and Bullock.- tirst

working separately and later together •' near 6000 feet, claim that

altitude raises the blood pressure, while Smith ^ and Pomeroy,^

each working separately at about the same altitude, report a fall

in systolic pressure.

ReaUzing that many factors in activity and diet may influence

arterial blood pressure, as w^as show-n by one of us and Hedblom,

we have sought in this study to make certain that the condition

of each subject in these respects was comparable at both altitudes.

The determinations of pressures were made with Erlanger's sphyg-

momanometer. To detect the systolic pressure we used the

abrupt separation of the ascending and descending strokes of the

pulse record as recommended by Erlangcr '^ and at the same time

noted the return of the pulse wave at the wrist. Determinations

were always made in duplicate.

The number of determinations made has been too great to be

recorded here in full. However, in order that the ordinary range

of variations may be clear it has seemed best to give in detail,

in tables II and IV, a part of the data obtained from each man.

The changes that occurred in the arterial pressures at the high

altitude were surprisingly slight, in fact they were so slight

that they fall for the most part within the errors of observation.

1 Peters: Archives of internal medicine, 1908, ii, p. 42.

- Bcllock: Journal of the American medical association, June, 1909,

P- 23.

' Peters and Billock: .\rchives of internal medicine, 1913, xii, p. 456.

* Smith: Public health reports, 191 1, xxvi, No. 51.

* PoMEROv: Studies of cardio-vascular diseases, reprinted from the

interstate medical journal, 191 1, p. 105.

' Erlanger: This journal, 1901. vi. p. xxii.
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Havens, during the sojourn in ]\Iay, showed a greater range in

the variation of the systolic pressure and an occasional pressure

8 mm. above his maximum at the lower altitude. These differ-

ences, however, were not found during the October stay.

TABLE II

Arterial and Venous Pressures

Havens

Date

Mar. 6

11

13

Apr. 29

30

May 6

14

20

21

.\ verage

May 29

30

30

31

31

June 1

1

3

3

Axcracre

Time

:> P.M.

4
"

11.30 a.m.

11.30 "

4.30 P.M.

2.20 '^

3

2

2

2.30 P.M.

10.20 A.M.

5 P.M.

8.20 A.M.

2.50 P.M.

8.20 A.M.

5.30 P.M.

8 A.M.

11.50 "

Room
tem-

perature

Pulse

rate

21

19

21

21

2?>

21

22

20

20

21

20

23

24

18

21

21

21

19

66

78

84

56

72

75

70

78

70

72

78

78

70

92

90

90

76

86

80

82

.\rterial pressures in

mm. of Hg

Systolic

118

122

118

115

124

118

124

124

124

121

110

122

132

120

124

119

132

122

124

123

Diastolic

90

78

90

87

85

84

84

86

84

85

84

86

88

90

90

86

94

91

93

89

Pulse

28

44

28

28

39

34

40

38

40

35

26

36

44

30

34

2>i

38

31

31

34

\'enous

pressure

in cm. of

water

Place

18.2

11.7

7.4

10.2

11.7

16.2

15.0

18.2

II.O

13.3

16.9

9.9

12.7

5.1

6.3

4.4

13.4

11.1

9.5

9.9

Colo.

Springs

Pike's

Peak
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TAliLK II (Continued)— Sclnicidir

Mar. 5

12

Aj.r. 10

25

29

30

May 6

14

Average

May 29

29

30

30

31

June 1

1

2

2

3

Average

Mar. 5

Apr. 10

25

29

30

May 6

8

22

Average

3.30
"

4

5

3.30
"

11.30 a.m.

3.45 P.M.

2.15 P.M.

5.30
"

10.40 A.M.

3 P.M.

7.10 A.M.

8.50
"

5 P.M.

6.30 A.M.

12 noon

8.40 A.M.

3 P.M.

4

4.30
"

5.20
"

4

4

4.15
"

11 A.M.

23

19

19

24

22

23

20

22

21

21

21

22

27

21

21

18

21

23

72

77

78

77

68

80

75

82

80

88

100

81

86

82

86

94

90

87

114

120

122

114

118

120

122

120

119

124

128

123

138

130

120

116

116

114

116

123

Sisco

23
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TABLE II {Continued)

Sisco (Continued)

Date
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TABLH II iCoittiiiu(d)

M iiiiro

Oct. 7

10
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of 14.000 feet the arterial pressures are practically unchanged or

at the best only slightly lowered.

Eager, who was one of the three to walk up the Peak, showed

on the mountain an average decrease of 7 mm. in the systolic

and 5 mm. in the pulse pressure but no change in the diastolic

pressure.

In Munro and Sisco (during his first trip) we could find no

constant change in any of the three pressures while they were

on Pike's Peak. Sisco had in the October expedition a slight

decrease in the systolic and pulse pressures.

TABLE III

Average Arterial and Venous Pressures for the four Periods

Person
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two expeditions up the Peak. There is a remarkable Hkeness in

the data for the two periods at each altitude. What difTerences

occur are on the whole slight and. appearing as they do in the

readings at both altitudes, suggest that these are incidental and

not the effect of altitude.

Since the two sets of pressure determinations for Havens,

Sisco, and Schneider are in such complete agreement for the two

sojourns on Pike's Peak, we feel we are justified in concluding

that we have succeeded in eUminating disturbing factors and that

the conditions of life were, excepting barometric pressure, prac-

tically the same at the low and high altitudes.

The observations on Robison, given in Table IV, are of more

than passing interest in that he spends six months of each year

on the summit. Schneider ^ has recently shown that during a

period of six years in which Robison has been under observation

his arterial pressure has remained normal. A few of our determi-

nations were made last spring before Robison ascended the Peak.

When these are contrasted with the pressures obtained on the

mountain the high altitude readings show an average fall of 6

mm. in each of the systolic and pulse pressures, but no change in

his diastolic pressure. The decrease observed in the pulse pres-

sure is in harmony with our recoil curve records in which we

find the recoil for him less than that of the other subjects of our

investigation.

These data from Robison are in complete agreement with those

obtained on him by Schneider and Hedblom - in 1907. They

record a series of eighteen observations in which his systolic

pressure had on Pike's Peak an average decrease of 7 mm. and

pulse pressure 5 mm.
There are among the records of this laboratory arterial pres-

sure determinations on five employees of the hotel who have

resided from ten days to several months on the summit of the

Peak. For these men the systoHc pressure ranges from 104 to

134, the diastoHc from 75 to 90, and the pulse pressure from 26 to

50 mm.
Data accumulated during the past five years from determina-

' Schneider: This journal, 191.5, xx.xii, p. 299.

^ Schneider and Hedblom: loc. cit., p. loi, Tabic \T.
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tions on ninety young men of college age show that for about

80 per cent the average systohc pressure at an altitude of 6000

feet is less than 120 mm. Our experience leads to the opinion

that at an altitude of 6000 feet normal healthy young men show
the same range and distribution of pressures as young men do

at sea-level.

TABLE IV

Arterial and Venous Pressures. (Robisox)

Date
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We conclude, from our experience in these several expeditions

and from the data accumulated in this laboratory during the past

six years, that for many, and very likely the majority of healthy

men. residence at very high altitudes does not influence the

arterial pressures. In a certain, but as yet undetermined, per-

centage of men it will cause a demonstrable fall in the systolic

and pulse pressures, and in very exceptional cases will bring about

a marked rise in the arterial pressures. This rise was observed

by Schneider and Hedblom in one man.

Venous Pressure

For the determination of venous pressure we have constructed

an instrument which is a modification of the one described by

Hooker and Eyster.^ Experience with two of the Hooker-Eyster

instruments made here demonstrated that the rectangular form of

the box is a difficult one over w'hich to fit the rubber dam by

means of the metal collar. Only after repeated trials was it possi-

ble to secure an air-tight chamber and this would hold only a few

days; in that time the rubber skirt would be cut at the angles by

the collar.

Our instrument- is a cylindrical glass box 5 cm. in diameter

and 1.8 cm. in height. The top is a thin watch-glass cemented

to a narrow thin metal band which in turn is cemented to the

glass cylinder. The metal band has a tube entering it which con-

nects the chamber with a manometer and also has attachments

for the binding tapes which hold the instrument in place on the

arm. Over the lower end of the cylinder a thin metal band is

cemented and a metal collar 4 mm. wide holds the rubber sheet in

place. The rubber sheet is easily placed in position, and should

leaks occur around the band these are readily closed wdth rubber

cement or balsam, after which the instrument is ready for constant

use for several months or until the rubber deteriorates.

For use a rectangular opening is cut in the rubber covering of

the bottom. The box, after the plan employed by Hooker and

' Hooker and Eyster: Johns Hopkins hospital bulletin, 1908, xix,

p. 274.

2 We are indebted to Mr. E. E. T.ali.aferro for suggestions and for

making our instrument.
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Eyster, is connected with a water manometer and rubber pres-

sure bulb so that the pressure is transmitted directly to the box

and manometer. The instrument can readily be placed on the

arm or hand in such a manner that it does not exert pressure on

the veins.

Our determinations of the venous pressure have all been made

with the above instrument on the back of the hand or wrist.

Pressure was applied rapidly until the vein collapsed and the

manometer was then read by an assistant or the subject of experi-

mentation. Pressure was next lowered and again applied and this

repeated until ten or fifteen readings had been made. The average

of these readings was then taken and a correction made by deduct-

ing the difference in level between the vein and the right auricle of

the heart. This level of the heart was considered to be the mid

point at the anterior-posterior diameter of the body at the tip of

the sternum, the subcostal angle, the point arbitrarily chosen by

v. Rechlinghausen.^

We have not to date determined the venous pressure of many
different individuals. A hmited number of observations on seven-

teen men indicate that the pressure range at 6000 feet is about the

same — 2 to 16 cm. of water — as Hooker'- found in Baltimore.

An occasional reading, for which an explanation was not apparent,

has been as high as 20 cm.; but in not a single case has this high

pressure been found to be the normal condition for an individual.

Since the number of individuals examined has been so small and on

several of the men only one and two determinations have been

made, we give only a tentative estimate of the average value of

the venous pressure in Colorado Springs, which, with our instru-

ment, we find to lie between 10 and 11 cm. of water. Hooker

gives 9 cm. as the average value near sea-level. This difference

in view of experience on Pikes Peak cannot be attributed to alti-

tude influence but rather to instrumental and technic differences.

Venous pressures have not been studied heretofore at extremely

high altitudes. Oliver ^ made observations on two subjects, aged

^ V. Recklinghausen: Archiv fiir experimentelle Pathologic und Phar-

macologic, 1906, Iv, p. 463.

^Hooker: This journal, iqii, xxviii, p. 235.

^ Oliver: Blood and blood pressure, 1901, p. 204.
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23 and S7. ^^11 ^1 ^i^it to Arosa, altitude 5800 feet, tinding their

venous pressures high. He fails to give data. Sewall ^ finds evi-

dence of overstrain of the right side of the heart in certain cases

newlv arrived in Denver (5300 feet) from lower levels, from which

he concludes that the venous pressure at least in such cases is

abnormallv high. However, his determinations on healthy men

with an instrument designed by himself - show an average pressure

of about 4 mm. Hg. This is below the average for near sea-level

as given by Hooker.

A part of the data on venous pressure secured in our expedi-

tions to Pike's Peak appears in tables II, III, and IV. They show

a decided fall in this pressure for Eager. Havens, Munro, and Sisco,

but no change for Schneider. The percentage of the fall in the

averages of the venous pressure on Pike's Peak was for Munro

87, Sisco 72. Eager 57, and Havens 25. Individual differences

were in evidence. Sisco during the tirst half day on the summit

had on both sojourns a high venous pressure; in the first instance

it was above that of any determination made in Colorado Springs.

During the first night on the summit his pressure lowered and

frequently thereafter was slightly negative; at one time it was

3 cm. below atmospheric pressure. Munro likewise often showed

a negative venous pressure; once this was fully 4 cm. The highest

pressure obtained on Havens occurred the first half day of the

first expedition. His venous pressure was more variable than

that of any other of our subjects. He generally had a higher

pressure in the morning than in the afternoon.

The averages of the venous pressures for Havens, Schneider,

and Sisco for the two expeditions appear in Table III. The

changes observed the second trip almost duplicate those of the

spring expedition.

The observations on Robison (see Table lY), who spends six

months of each year on the summit of Pike's Peak, show his ve-

nous pressure to fluctuate as did Havens'. It should be noted that

this pressure for him was always higher in the morning than in

^ Sewall: Transactions of the American climatological association, 1906,

xxii, p. 122.

* Sewall: Journal of the American medical association, 1906, xlvii,

p. 1279.
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the afternoon ; in fact in the morning it was as high as in Colorado

Springs. Only a small number of determinations have been made
on Robison in Colorado Springs, but they average more than

his average pressure on Pike's Peak. This average shows a fall

of 27 per cent on the Peak.

While on Pike's Peak the venous pulse was noted on three of us

in the recumbent position. Since we were not equipped for record-

ing this pulse we were compelled to note only the visible changes.

In Havens and Schneider the external jugular veins appeared as

full and the pulse as pronounced as at the lower altitude. With
Sisco in the reclining position at a time when the venous pressure

was — 0.8 the jugulars were visible and the pulse fairly distinct.

A rock weighing about 25 lbs., then placed on Sisco's abdomen,

raised his venous pressure to 1.6 cm. and somewhat accentuated

the venous pulse. This observation demonstrated that the splanch-

nic reservoir at the high altitude did not contain more blood

than at the altitude of Colorado Springs, since there we had been

able to increase the venous pressure a little over 4 cm. with a

similar weight.

The venous pressure, as shown by Krogh ' and by Henderson

and Barringer - determines the extent of filling of the right ven-

tricle and is thus the principal factor controlling the volume of

the arterial blood stream. It may be questioned whether men
with as low a venous pressure as was sometimes found in Munro
and Sisco on Pike's Peak do not have a greatly reduced systoHc

discharge. A study of sphygmograms and of our recoil-board

curves do not indicate such a reduction. Furthermore, Hender-

son and Barringer ^ have shown that a venous pressure above that

which they designate as the critical venous pressure will not

increase the diastolic filling of the ventricle; i.e., the heart will

begin to beat with an efficiency which is maximal for a given rate

when the critical venous pressure is reached. They find that the

critical venous pressure necessary to distend the dog's right ven-

tricle as rapidly as it relaxes is not more than 50 mm. of saline.

They deem it probable that in the adult human heart the larger

' Krogh: Skandinavisches Archiv fiir Physiologie, 1912, xxvii. p. 227.

2 Henderson and Barringer: This journal, 1913, xxxi, p. 288.

' Henderson and Barringer: loc. cit., p. 352.
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size involves a somewhat greater critical pressure, but consider

that the negative pressure of the chest would provide an effective

pressure of at least the critical value. The normal intrathoracic

negative pressure in expiration at sea-le\"el is at least —60 mm.
of water and in inspiration —100 mm. or more. The thoracic

negative pressure must average somewhat higher at extreme alti-

tudes in that the depth of inspiration is increased, it having been

shown by Douglas, Haldane Henderson, and Schneider ^ that the

rate and depth of breathing on Pike's Peak is such as to cause the

inhalation of 30 per cent more air per minute. Since the rate of

respiration is only slightly or not at all increased it follows that

the depth will increase and with it the negative pressure. Further-

more, the lessened atmospheric pressure very likely leads to greater

negative pressure even during expiration. Whatever the average

negative intrathoracic pressure may be on Pike's Peak it is possi-

ble that there may occur periods of such low venous pressure in

some men, examples Munro and Sisco, that for a time this pres-

sure is below the critical venous pressure. This condition, how-

ever, is only occasional in men so far examined. In the majority

of men the venous pressure is always positive and even in those

in which it is at times negative it is the greater part of the day

positive; hence it follows that the venous supply and pressure are

generally sufHicient at the high altitude to give a maximal effi-

ciency of heart stroke.

The cause of the fall in the venous blood pressure at the high

altitude appears to be the increased rate of the heart beat, which

permits an increased outflow from the large veins. The probable

decrease in intrathoracic pressure may also be a supplementing

factor. That diminution of ventricular outj^ut was not responsi-

ble for the fall in venous pressure was evidenced by our recoil-

board records, in which the height of the curves were practically

the same at both altitudes; that it w^as not due to a stagnation of

the blood in the splanchnic reservoir was shown by pressing the

blood from this area into the systemic or external circulation by

means of weights placed on the abdomen of men in the rechning

position, since in each man this increase in pressure was no greater

than that secured in Colorado Springs; that it was not caused

' DovGLAS, Haldane, Henderson, and Schneider: loc. cit., p. 217.
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by a contraction of the arterioles was proven by the fact that

the arterial pressures were not increased, also by the fact that the

capillary pressures were practically unaltered.

Capillary Pressures

For these determinations we employed a Lombard pressure

chamber which we had constructed in accordance with his speci-

fications.^ With this instrument the skin is wet with glycerine

and the smaller blood vessels are viewed with a microscope as the

pressure is apphed. The obliteration of the blood vessel is observed

rather than the blanching of the skin as in older methods. We
eliminated the Wolf-bottle suggested by Lombard for applving

pressure and employed instead the same device that was used

with the venous pressure apparatus. A Xernst lamp was the

source of illumination in Colorado Springs while on the summit
of Pike's Peak it became necessary to use sunlight which was

reflected onto the microscopic field by means of a mirror.

Unfortunately adequate light could not be obtained in the

laboratory on the summit so that the capillary readings on the

mountain had to be made out of doors. This made it impossible

to regulate the temperature so that conditions would be similar

to those experienced at the lower altitude. Sheltered places were

found near the Summit House, but even then the temperatures

were much below those in the laboratory. Because of this and

frequent cloudy weather the number of determinations on the

Peak was much limited.

The capillary determinations which have been corrected for

the intercostal angle appear in Table V. The most compressible

capillaries disappeared at fully as low pressures on Pike's Peak as

in Colorado Springs. To obhterate the majority of capillaries

required for Havens and Sisco a sHghtly greater pressure on the

Peak than was usually necessary in Colorado Springs, but was not

above pressures often found at the lower altitude. For Schneider

in one trial the majority of capillaries disappeared at the same

pressure as the average in Colorado Springs, but in the second

determination on another day it was above this average. The

1 Lombard: This journal, 1912, x.xix, p. 347.
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most resistant capillaries were obliterated by pressures of 67 mm.

Hg and under. Our readings both in Colorado Springs and on

Pike's Peak fail within the ranges of variation established by

Lombard for near a sea-level altitude. He found the pressures

TABLE V

Capillary Pressures

Subject
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According to Hough, ^ also Oliver,- low temperatures (from 5°

to 15° C.) increase capillary pressure by causing a venous constric-

tion. Our determinations on Pike's Peak were out of doors under

a temperature of 10° while those in Colorado Springs were at

temperatures varying from 17° to 22° C. This, applied to our data,

suggests that the capillary pressure on Pike's Peak at ordinary

room temperatures would be at least the same or slightly less than

in Colorado Springs. Bayliss and Starling^ have shown, when the

capillary pressure cannot be measured directly, that simultaneous

determinations of arterial and venous pressures will give rehable

information as to the variation of capillary pressure; that in

cases in which one of these falls while the other remains constant

the capillary pressure must be diminished, and in cases where

arterial and venous pressures rise or fall together the capillary

pressure rises or falls with them. From our arterial and venous

determinations we are, therefore, warranted in concluding that the

capillary pressure is decreased in some men and unaltered in others

by residence at high altitudes.

It has frequently been claimed that bleeding from nose, lips,

gums, lungs, or stomach is a common experience at high altitudes

and this has been attributed to increased capillary pressure.

Among the thousands of people that one of us has seen ascend

Pike's Peak there have been very few cases of hemorrhages and

these of the nose only. Such cases are so rare that doubt would

be thrown on the usual explanation even in the absence of the

positive proof that capillary pressure is not increased.

The Mass-movement of the Blood Shown by a

Recoil Curve

The device employed has been described by Yandell Hender-

son * and was used by the EngHsh-American Pike's Peak Expedi-

tion.^ A plank, or recoil board, was supported upon rubber

stoppers, a large and a medium size stopper placed one upon the

1 Hough: This journal, 1900, iii, p. xii.

^ Oliver: Studies in blood pressure. 1908, p. 77.

' Bayliss and Starling: Journal of physiology, 1894, xvi, p. 159.

^Yandell Henderson: This journal, 1905, xiv, p. 290.

5 Douglas, Haldaxe, Henderson, and Schneider: loc. cit., p. 267.
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otlur under each corner. By nu\ins of a small upright of wood a

stiff wire hook was connected with a lever in such a manner that

the movements of the board were magnified sixty times and

recorded upon a smoked drum. The amplitude of the graphic

record afTords an index of the volume of blood propelled by each

heart stroke in relation to the body weight.

Since our curves are similar to those obtained by Douglas,

Haldane, Henderson, and Schneider, and our results in complete

agreement with their work, they are here omitted. The ampH-

tude of the curve varied on the whole with the pulse pressure,

and the variations were practically the same at the low and high

altitudes. The ampHtude of the curve for Robison was uniformly

less than that of the other subjects. Unfortunately no records

are available for him at the lower altitude. It is, however, of

interest to find his pulse pressure also less at the high altitude.

When the heart rate reached a hundred and over there was as

a rule a reduction in the amplitude of the curve.

It is evident from our observations on the pulse, the recoil

curve, and the various pressures that in the men examined the

conditions were favorable for an increase in the rate of blood flow

while they were on the summit of Pike's Peak. The amplitude

of the heart beat, as shown by the pulse pressure and recoil curve,

was practically unaltered in four of the six men examined. In

the two exceptions the pulse pressure showed a diminution of 14

and 1 8 per cent. Each subject examined had a marked accelera-

tion, 10 to 21 per cent, in heart rate on the Peak, the greatest

occurring in the case of greatest fall in pulse pressure. If the

pulse rate be multiphed by the pulse pressure and the product be

taken as a relative measure of the volume of the blood stream

per minute, for each subject a marked increase in the circulation

rate is indicated. The output of the heart per minute being

increased without a corresponding rise in the arterial systolic

pressure, a readjustment in the peripheral resistance, i.e., the arte-

rioles, must occur so as to permit a more abundant flow of blood

through the capillaries. The arterial systolic pressure was un-

changed in four of our subjects and lowered in two, thus indicating

that such readjustment did occur. Furthermore, in all but one
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man a lowering of the venous pressure was found, thus giving

another factor favoring an increase in the rate of circulation.

With the physiologic resistance in the circuit decreased, or even
remaining unaltered, a fall in pressure at the outflow end can
only give an increase in the velocity of flow.

Summary

1

.

The pulse rate does not accelerate immediately on arrival

at an altitude of 14,109 feet, but requires several days to reach

its maximum. Very moderate exertion at first brings on an ex-

traordinary, but brief, acceleration, an effect which is less marked

by the second or third day. In mountain sickness the rate

augments rapidly, to retard on recovery to high altitude normal.

The daily mean pulse rate for a subject in the sitting posture

while rapid, shows approximately the same proportionate increase

as the early morning rate does when compared with rates at the

lower altitude. The daily fluctuation of heart rate due to acci-

dental and illy defined causes was found to have approximately

the same percentage range at low and high altutides.

2. In the majority of healthy men at high altitudes the arterial

pressures are unchanged. Some men may experience a moderate

decrease in the systolic and pulse pressure, the diastolic remaining

most constant. In about 80 per cent of young men of college age

at the altitude of 6000 feet the normal systolic pressure is under

120 mm. Hg.

3. Venous pressure determinations, made with a new form of

instrument, show the pressure at an altitude of 6000 feet to vary

from 2 to 16 cm. of water, the range of variation recorded by
Hooker for sea-level. In five out of six subjects on Pike's Peak

the venous pressure was lowered from 25 to 87 per cent. In two

men it was at times slightly negative.

4. The capillary pressure was not clearly altered by reduced

barometric pressure.

5. A study of the mass-movement of the blood by the recoil-

board method and observations on the pulse pressure show the

volume of ventricular output per heart stroke to be the same for

four of the men at both altitudes and to be clearly reduced for

one man at the high altitude.
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6. In consequence of the increased pulse rate and fall in

venous pressure and the unchanged or only slightly lowered

arterial pressure, conditions of the vascular system favor an

increased rate of blood flow on Pike's Peak. An adaptive re-

sponse in the mechanism regulating the peripheral resistance is

predicated.



THE CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD IN MAN AT
HIGH ALTITUDES

II. The Rate of Blood Flow and the Influence of

Oxygen on the Pulse Rate ant) Blood Flow

By EDWARD C. SCHNEIDER and DWIGHT L. SISCO

[From the Department of Biology of Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Colorado.]

THE data here presented have been obtained from the same

men who served as subjects in our study of the pulse rate,

arterial, capillary, and venous pressures.^ Three men participated

in the first expedition (May 29-June 3), while these and two

additional men were members of the last expedition (October

23-27, 1913) to the summit of Pike's Peak. A sixth subject was

the resident manager of the Summit House.

Blood Flow in the Hands

We have sought throughout our study to determine how and

to what extent the circulation rate is altered by residence at very

high altitudes. Naturally the best way to settle the question

would be a direct determination of the volume of the systolic

discharge per minute into the aorta. L'nfortunately no simple

method has as yet been devised that will even indirectly give

satisfactory data as to the volume of the heart output in man.

Since the oxygen-want at high altitude stimulates the blood-

forming centers to increase the percentage and the total amount

of hemoglobin in the blood, the lungs to actively secrete oxygen,

and the respiratory mechanism to a greater ventilation of the

lungs, all so that the tissues may be more adequately suppHed

with oxygen; it has seemed almost certain that the rate of blood

flow must also be increased for the same purpose. A more rapid

^ See this journal, 1914. xxxiv, p. i.
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rate of blood flow could raise to a limited extent the oxygen

pressure in the blood passing through the tissues and so ensure

better oxidation within the tissues. The problem then to be

solved is not so much the amount of the systolic discharge but

rather the relative rate of the blood flow through any organ or

tissue at low and high altitudes. We have, therefore, made
determinations of the amount of blood flow in the hands.

The determinations of the blood flow were made by Stewart's^

method. For this purpose we constructed and equipped two

hand-calorimeters according to his specifications. The method

determines the amount of heat given olT by the resting hand in

a given time, and indirectly the temperatures of the arterial and

venous blood in the part. With these data it is possible to calcu-

late how much blood has passed through the hand in order that

it might give off the determined amount of heat. The method

undoubtedly gives values of blood flow somewhat less than the

amount actually passing through the hand. It is, nevertheless, a

simple method which measures the rate with a considerable degree

of accuracy and has served well in our problem in which evidence

as to change in the rate of the flow was demanded.

Experience early showed us that muscular activity of any

kind accelerates the blood flow. Hence in our study we have

made determinations after the subject had been quiet for several

hours and as often as possible on days in which he had not in-

dulged in strenuous work or exercise. The conditions of the

subject and of experimentation correspond at the two altitudes.

It was impossible to have an absolutely uniform room tempera-

ture throughout. However, Hewlett - has shown that room

temperatures between i8 and 25.5° C. do not materially alter the

blood flow in the arm. With but one exception our room tem-

peratures fell within this range.

In all experiments the subject was required to immerse the

hands for at least ten minutes in a bath of the same temperature

as the water of the calorimeters in order that equilibrium in the

circulation should be attained. Then while sitting comfortably

he held his hands in the calorimeters for from 10 to 30 minutes;

' Stewart: Heart, 191 1, iii, p. a.
^ Hewlett: Heart, 1910, ii, p. 230.
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the water was stirred almost constantly and the temperature

read at intervals of two minutes.

While our data have been obtained from six men, three

(Havens, Schneider, and Sisco) were studied more thoroughly at

both altitudes than the others. In each of the six subjects the

amount of the blood flow through 100 c.c. of hand volume was

greater on the summit of Pike's Peak than in Colorado Springs.

Table I contains these data. Since there are individual differences

requiring explanation each subject will be discussed separately.

For Havens the average increase in the blood flow on Pike's

Peak was for the right hand 65 and the left hand 70 per cent.

This subject during the spring months was in training for the

two mile run and consequently exercised daily. The determina-

tions in Colorado Springs on March 20, April i and 15, were

made during the afternoons and were preceded by a morning

workout on the track. During the summer and autumn he had

taken almost no exercise and spent much of each day in labora-

tory work. It may be only a coincident and not the result of the

physical condition of the subject that his blood flow in the hands

averaged in Colorado Springs about 50 per cent less in the

autumn when out of training than during the spring months of

vigorous exercise. His average amount of blood flow in Colorado

Springs during the spring months was 8.6 grams per minute in

100 c.c. of hand and for the fall 4.2 grams. A further point

indicating the value of physical fitness is found in the smaller

increase in the blood flow during' the expedition to the summit

in May. At that time the percentage increase was for the right

hand 24 and the left hand 29. much below the average of increase

for the two expeditions. It should be borne in mind that he

walked up the mountain in October and this may account for the

constantly higher rate of flow during the autumn expedition.

The variations in Havens' records while on Pike's Peak may
be explained in part. The high rates of June i, October 23 and

25, were associated with an accelerated pulse rate and on each

occasion the pulse pressure was 36 mm., which was a little above

his average of ^2> mrn-

Schneider had about the same rate of blood flow during both

sojourns on the summit with an average increase of 76 per cent
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for the rij^'ht hand and 53 per cent for the left hand. The higher

rate in him was undoubtedly largely due to the increase in heart

rate, the pulse pressure averaged 34 mm. at both altitudes. The

determination on May 30 occurred during an attack of mountain

sickness while arterial pressures were extraordinarily high, systolic

138 mm. and pulse pressure 44 mm. At that time the venous

pressure also reached a ma.ximum of 20.6 cm. of water.

A greater fluctuation occurred in the blood flow of Sisco while

on Pike's Peak than in any other of our subjects. His pulse rate

was also more changeable on the summit than in Colorado Springs.

The first determination made on him twenty-four hours after the

ascent in May showed no increase whatever. At that time his

pulse rate was greater than it generally was in the blood flow

studies in Colorado Springs. However, his systolic pressure was

only no mm., the lowest found in him, and the pulse pressure was

also unusually low, only 26 mm.; his average being 32 mm. The

blood flow per 100 c.c. of hand volume was almost 100 per cent

greater the following day. May 31, with the pulse rate practically

the same. There was, however, a slight rise in arterial pressure,

the systolic pressure was 114 mm. and the pulse pressure 31 mm.
The maximum flow, on June i, occurred at a time when the

systoHc pressure was 120 mm., the highest obtained on him on

the Peak; but the pulse pressure, 34 mm., was not equally raised.

With these changes was associated a moderate acceleration of

the heart rate. Sisco showed at the high altitude an average

increase of 58 per cent for the right and 66 per cent for the left

hand.

Our study of Eager and Munro was unfortunately brought to

a sudden end on the Peak by the breaking of the glass flasks

used for measuring the water for the calorimeters. Two deter-

minations were made on Munro and only one on Eager. The first

on Munro, like the first for Sisco, gave no change; the second,

however, gave an increase over the Colorado Springs rate of 54

per cent for the right and 49 per cent for the left hand. His

average percentage increase for the two determinations was right

30 and left 33. The determination of blood flow for Eager made
two days after the ascent showed an acceleration of 55 per cent

for the right and 58 per cent for the left hand.
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The observations on Robison, while too few to be wholly

satisfactory, are of more than passing interest because he had

resided for more than four weeks on the summit at the time his

circulation rate was determined. It is interesting, therefore, to

find that he too had an augmented flow; 45 for the right and

48 per cent for the left hand. This is somewhat less than that

found for other subjects. His pulse rate was 20 and 15 beats

more rapid than during the experiment in Colorado Springs. The
differences in the arterial pressures are of interest, on May i

while in Colorado Springs the systolic was 114 mm. and the

pulse pressure 30 mm.; during both observations of the blood

flow on the summit the systolic was no mm. and the pulse pres-

sure only 26 mm. If the pulse rate be multipHed by the pulse

pressure and the product be taken as a measure of the volume

per minute of the blood stream, it will be found that the increase

on May 31 should have been only 18 per cent and on June i

12 per cent. This fact suggests the occurrence of vasomotor

changes that our methods have failed to detect.

The augmentation in blood flow found to occur in all of our

subjects on Pike's Peak is greater than in other oxygen-want

adaptive changes. It should here be noted that in calculating

the data for the blood flow we have not corrected the specific

heat of the blood constant for the increase in red corpuscles on

Pike's Peak. This correction has been neglected because the

number of corpuscles was constantly increasing and further it

would only add slightly to the figures recorded for the flow.

That the average flow would decrease somewhat with longer

residence on the Peak is suggested by the observations on Robison

and by the experience of the EngHsh-American Pike's Peak

Expedition ^ in which they found the pulse rate to be slightly

reduced from the maximum after a residence of two weeks.

On considering all of our data we are forced to conclude that

the facts of the blood pressures and changes in pulse rates do not

wholly account for the augmentation in the blood flow observed

at the high altitude. There were vasomotor changes for which

we cannot account. It was our experience during both expedi-

1 Douglas, Haldane, Henderson, and Schneider: Philosophical Trans-

actions of the Royal Society of London, 1913, Series B, ciii, p. 270.
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tions that each of us was more sensitive to heat on the mountain

than we were at 6000 feet and that we felt comfortable at a lower

room temperature. On looking over the room temperatures

experienced during the experiments on Havens, Schneider, and

Sisco we fail to fmd here an explanation of the variations. For

none of these three men was the most rapid flow coincident with

the highest room temperature. The slowest rate for Sisco was

associated with the minimum room temperature; but this was

not the case for the others. It appears, therefore, that room

temperature does not explain the vasomotor changes.

That the body temperature was not instrumental in altering

the vasomotor relations is also evident when the more extended

records of Havens, Schneider, and Sisco are examined. Havens

had one of the lower rates of blood flow on the day his body

temperature was the highest, 38° C. For Schneider the more

rapid rates occurred when body temperature was the highest, but

the small increase in temperature of 0.23 of a degree would very

likely be ineffective as a stimulating factor. With Sisco the

maximum rate occurred on a day when his body temperature

was also maximum, but the next day while the body temperature

was still the same the rate of blood flow had lowered 37 per cent.

It is now generally recognized that the rate of flow of the

blood from arteries to veins does not depend upon the arterial

pressure alone but that two other factors, the caliber of the

vessels between artery and vein, and the venous pressure, are of

prime importance. We have shown in our former paper ^ that

the venous pressure of all our subjects, with the exception of

Schneider, was decidedly lowered — 25 to 87 per cent — on Pike's

Peak. The fall in venous pressure along with the acceleration of

pulse rate will in large part account for the observed increase in

the rate of blood flow at the high altitude. However, there are

some irregularities involving an increase in the cahber of the

arterioles for which we do not account.

It would be interesting for such a study as ours to have a

subject who reacted as did Haldane,^ whose pulse rate was from

15 to 20 beats slower on Pike's Peak than at sea-level. From a

' ScHXEiDER and Sisco: loc. cit.

2 Douglas, Haldane, Henderson, and Schneider: loc. cit., p. 265.

i
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study of his pulse rate and amplitude of heart beat it was con-

cluded that his circulation rate was decidedly decreased at the

high altitude. Very likely his venous pressure lowered with resi-

dence on Pike's Peak but it is ,unlikely that the circulation rate

was unaltered and certainly it appears that it could not have

been accelerated.

The Ixfluenxe of Oxygen Ixhalatiox ox the Heart Rate

If it is the oxygen-want at low barometric pressures that is

responsible for the accelerated heart action and the observed

increase in the rate of the flow of blood through the tissues, it is

probable that inhalation of oxygen may so benefit the body that

the heart rate will be retarded and the blood flow diminished.

We have tested the influence of oxygen inhalation on both the

pulse rate and blood flow.

One of us^ reported from a series of studies on Mr. Robison,

the resident manager of the Summit House on Pike's Peak, that

the breathing of oxygen-rich mixtures caused in him, when on the

summit, a marked slowing of the pulse rate. It was suggested

that the effect of the oxygen was exerted through the oxidation

of certain easily oxidizable metabolites normally present in a

considerable amount in the blood at very high altitudes. It was

also pointed out that these readily oxidizable metaboHtes accu-

mulate in the blood because of the deficient supply of oxygen and

that they may in turn accelerate the heart rate.

We have now compared the influence of oxygen on the pulse

rate in Colorado Springs and on Pike's Peak on six subjects and

have found the slowing action in each to be more pronounced on

the Peak. For this study the subject sat quietly for ten or more

minutes, or until the heart rate became constant. The oxygen

was then administered by means of a small closed apparatus

provided with a soda-Hme chamber, for the absorption of carbon

dioxide, and with a rubber balloon for the reception of the tidal

air and the reserve supply of oxygen. The oxygen was introduced

continuously at a uniform rate which was determined by the need

of the subject. The oxygen was pure, made from ozone. All

^ Schneider: This journal, 1913, x.xxii, p. 300.
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air was thoroughly washed out oi the apparatus with the oxygen

before each experiment. The mouthpiece and all tubes were of

a large size so that the resistance was reduced to a minimum and

the breathing was comfortable. -The oxygen was generally ad-

ministered for ten minutes. The pulse was counted every minute

during oxygen inhalation and for an equal interval on return to

air. The results of the experiments are given in Table II.

It will be seen that the amount of slowing in Colorado Springs

varied from 2.^ to 8.8 per cent. The extent of slowing was not

determined by the heart rate at the time the oxygen was admin-

istered; thus in the case of Havens in one experiment with a

cardiac rate of 80 a reduction to 78 or only 2.5 per cent occurred,

while at another time with an initial rate of 62 the heart responded

with a slowing of 4.8 per cent. Individual differences appear

among the records in Colorado Springs, thus the retarding effect

of the oxygen was less pronounced for Havens than for Sisco,

Robison, or Munro. The average reduction obtained for the

six subjects in Colorado Springs was 5.4 per cent.

Many oxygen breathing tests have been made with men in

Colorado Springs and all, with one exception, have responded

with a definite, though usually slight, slowing of the heart. The
exception was Robison immediately after his descent from the

Peak in November, 191 2; the case has been discussed by
Schneider.^ At that time the partial pressure of oxygen in Robi-

son's blood was extraordinarily high because he continued for a

time to ventilate his lungs as thoroughly as on the Peak and this

resulted in an alveolar oxygen pressure at least 10 mm. above

that found in men accHmatized to the altitude of Colorado Springs.

On Pike's Peak we were able to reduce the pulse rate in our

six subjects from 7.4 to 20.8 per cent. The least reduction, that

of 7.4 per cent, occurred in Havens at a time when his heart rate

had not taken up the high tempo of the later days. It will be

recalled that his pulse rate did not clearly accelerate on the Peak for

forty-eight hours. All other tests with oxygen on the mountain
show a retardation of 10 or more per cent. The average amount
of slowing for all our subjects while on the Peak was 14 per cent.

Since the cardiac rate may be so decidedly slowed at an
* Schneider: loc. cit.
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TABLE II

Slowtn'g the Heart with Oxygen

Subject
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altitude of 14.10Q feet by the breathing of oxygen-rich mixtures,

the conclusion follows that the quickened action of the heart in

rarefied air is a means of compensating for the lack of oxygen.

Arterial pressures were determined in some of the oxygen

inhalation experiments, both in Colorado Springs and on Pike's

Peak, but no definite evidence of change was obtained. Unfor-

tunately no determinations of venous pressure under these condi-

tions have as yet been made.

The Influence of Oxygen Inhalation ox the Blood Flow

We have made a partial study of the influence of the inhalation

of oxygen on the blood flow in the hands. Unfortunately this

work was interrupted when we were last on Pike's Peak by an

accident to our apparatus. Consequently certain control tests

we had planned have had to be omitted. However, since the

data obtained are on the whole concordant we venture to make

a tentative report at this time.

The normal rate of the blood flow was determined for ten or

more minutes, this was followed by another period of at least

ten minutes during which the subject breathed oxygen through

the apparatus used in slowing the heart rate, and then occurred

an after air period of the same length of time. In six out of

seven experiments on the Peak there was a diminution in the

rate of the blood flow during the oxygen inhalation period. Two
protocols giving calorimeter readings and pulse rates are cited to

show the sequence of the changes.

Eager. Mouth temperature, 36.56°. Rectal temperature, 36.94°.

Volume of the hand 396 c.c. Hand put into the calorimeter con-

taining 3015 c.c. of water at 10.46 a.m. Following Stewart's sug-

gestion for computation we find that during the first air breath-

ing period of ten minutes there was a flow of 33.2 gm. per minute

for the entire hand and 9 gm. per 100 c.c. of hand per minute.

In the o.xygen breathing period there were 27.5 gm. for the hand

and 7 gm. for 100 c.c. of hand volume. During the after period

these were 36.1 and 9.1 gm. each.

Sisco. Mouth temperature, 36.61°. Rectal temperature, 37°. Volume

of the hand 430 c.c. Hand put into the calorimeter containing

3015 c.c. of water at 9.34 a.m. During the first period the flow
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for the entire hand was 44.1 gm. of blood per minute or 10.3 gm.

per 100 c.c. of hand per minute. For the oxygen inhalation period

the flow for the whole hand was 39.9 gm. and 9.3 gm. for 100 c.c.

of hand per minute. In the after period these figures are 45.9 gm.

and 10.7 gm. respectively.

E.A.GER Sisco

Time
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graduallv and did not tend to return to the normal rate as did

the flow of the blood in several instances.

T.\BLi-: 111

Blood Flow in 100 c.c. of Hand During Oxygen Inhalation on Pike's Peak

Subject
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the fore-period. A detailed study of these various irregularities

will be made in a future expedition to Pike's Peak.

In Colorado Springs experiments made on five of our subjects

have failed to show a slowing of the blood stream when the subject

was in a normal condition. Thus in one series of oxygen inhala-

tion experiments we obtained the following rates per minute: —
Eager, fore-period 7.5 gm., oxygen-period 8.4 gm.; Havens, fore

4.9 gm., oxygen 4.8 gm.; Munro, fore 7.7 gm., oxygen 7.8 gm.;

Schneider, fore 4.5 gm., oxygen 5.1 gm.; and Sisco, fore 5.9 gm.,

and oxygen 6.5 gm. We have, however, two experiments made
in Colorado Springs in which a diminution in the flow occurred

during oxygen inhalation. One of these was with Eager one

hour after he had pushed a heavy motorcycle several miles on a

dusty road, then the rate of blood flow per minute in 100 c.c.

of hand was in the fore-period 10. i gm., during the oxygen inhala-

tion-period 8.1 gm., and in the after-period 9.4 gm. The second

experiment was with Schneider at the end of a very busy day.

Then the blood flow in his hands averaged 8.4 gm. in the fore-

period, 7.6 gm. in the oxygen-period, and 8.1 gm. during the

after-period.

The influence of oxygen on the rate of the blood flow at the

high altitudes is the opposite of that shown by Stewart^ in a

case of cyanosis in which inhalation of oxygen increased the flow

of the blood by an amount varying from 30 to 70 per cent. It

should here be noted that Stewart found the breathing of oxygen

did not change the rate of the blood flow in the hands of two

normal men at a low altitude. Our results in part resemble those

obtained by Stewart- on two healthy men during forced breathing.

A distinct diminution in the flow through the hands was observed

by him during the periods of increased respiration. We have

tried to avoid forced breathing in our experiments. Since the

conditions of experimentation were the same in Colorado Springs

and on Pike's Peak, and at the lower altitude ordinarily no change

occurred, we believe that forced breathing may be eliminated as

an explanation of our results. A dift'erence in the reaction will

^ Stewart: Journal of pharmacology and experimental therapeutics, 191 1,

ii, p. 477.

^Stewart: This journal, iqii. xxviii, p. 190.
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be observed on comi)aring Stewart's and our data. In forced

breathing the change in blood flow required some minutes to

reach its maximum while with our oxygen experiments it was

almost immediately maximal. We also found that the heart

rate increased during the forced breathing while in our experi-

ments with oxygen inhalation the rate decreased.

The above experiments dealing with the effects of oxygen

inhalation on the heart rate and the velocity of blood flow indicate

that it is the lack of oxygen at high altitudes that calls forth the

changes within the circulatory system. Alterations in the com-

position of the blood very likely influence the heart and the vaso-

motor mechanism. Durig and Kolmer' after finding the heart

rate to be permanently augmented by residence on Monte Rosa

question as to the causes of acceleration. It will be recalled that

they found the heart rate accelerated for two or three days fol-

lowing ascent; after which there was some retardation, but never

a return to the rate generally found at low altitudes. They

associated the early augmentation in part with an increased body

temperature, and in part with the altered composition of the

blood resulting from the lack of oxygen. They assumed that the

retardation was caused by an increased tone of the cardio-inhibi-

tory center and that this heightened tone was associated with

the more intense stimulation of the lung fibers of the vagus nerve

in consequence of increased lung ventilation. We as yet are not

prepared to debate the questions as to the cause or causes of the

acceleration or how the stimulus acts. A study of these questions

is in progress and the investigation will be continued in another and

longer expedition to Pike's Peak. It here should be noted, how-

ever, that our temperature records (see table on the blood flow)

fail to support Durig and Kolmer's contention that a rise in the

body temperature causes, in part or wholly, the initial augmenta-

tion in heart rate. Our men did not have a higher temperature

on Pike's Peak than in Colorado Springs.

Attention is called to the fact that with oxygen we slowed the

heart of Robison, whom we take it was fully acchmatized to the

' Durig: Physiologische Ergebnisse der im Jahre 1906 durchgefiihrten

Monte Rosa-Expedition, p. 48.
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altitude of 14,109 feet, as much as in any, and more than in

the majority, of the members of our expeditions. Unfortunately

we did not test the influence of oxygen on the rate of blood

flow with Robison.

Summary

1. The rate of blood flow in the hands of the six men examined

was increased by residence on Pike's Peak by an amount varying

from 30 to 76 per cent. The increase in the rate of flow has been

associated in part with an augmented rate of heart beat and a

fall in the venous pressure, also in part with a dilatation of the

arterioles.

2. The breathing of an oxygen-rich mixture slowed the heart

rate in each of the six subjects to a greater degree on Pike's Peak

than in Colorado Springs. The average retardation was 14 per

cent at 14,109 feet, and 5.4 per cent at 6000 feet.

3. The arterial pressure was not clearly altered at either

altitude during oxygen inhalation; but the pulse, with one excep-

tion, was fainter and softer.

4. Oxygen inhalation diminished the rate of blood flow in the

hands from 4 to 20 per cent on Pike's Peak while the flow was

not ordinarily altered in Colorado Springs.

5. In view of the beneficial influence of oxygen inhalation —
the retardation of the heart rate and diminution in the rate of

blood flow — it was concluded that oxygen-want induces the

adaptive high altitude circulatory changes.



A STUDY OF THE MECHANISMS BY WHICH
MUSCULAR EXERCISE PRODUCES
ACCELERATION OF THE HEART

By H. S. GASSER and WALTER J. MEEK
[From the Physiological Laboratory of the University of Wisconsin]

THE mechanisms which have been described as concerned

in acceleration of the heart during exercise may be divided

into two classes: first, those depending on the physical and

chemical changes in the blood, and, second, those depending on

nervous impulses of either central or peripheral origin. Most

work on the subject has favored the latter class of mechanisms.

Petersen and Gasser^ have recently found that the rate of excised

hearts is not increased by extracts of fatigued muscles although

the amplitude may become greater, while Athanasiu and Carvallo^

long ago showed that acceleration might be purely nervous in

origin. This was done by binding the arm with an Esmarch

bandage. On working a dynamometer with the hand thus ren-

dered anaemic the heart accelerated from lo to 20 beats per min-

ute. These authors felt that if the chemical products of muscular

contraction affected the heart it was only after prolonged exercise

and the action was more nearly pathological than physiological.

That the acceleration in exercise is not due to chemical or

physical changes in the blood but rather to nervous phenomena

of some kind is also indicated by the interesting observations of

Bowen^ and Buchanan.^ Bowen studied the latent period of

the acceleration following the onset of exercise. He determined

by continuous graphic records of the pulse that the diastole of

the next pulse cycle occurring after the commencement of exercise

is materially shortened, and he therefore gave the latent period as

one cardiac cycle. Buchanan, by measuring the length of the

heart cycle with the capillary electrometer, also found that the

acceleration occurs so promptly that even if the muscular con-

traction takes place at the end of a systole the immediately en-
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suing diastole of the same cycle is shortened. In one case the

cycle was shortened to 81 per cent of the preceding. We have

confirmed these results by electro-cardiographic methods. The

duration of the pulse cycle was obtained with great accuracy on a

rapidly moving photographic registration apparatus, and the

exercise, which consisted in clenching the fist, was simultaneously

recorded by a tambour connected with an aspirator bulb held in

the hand clenched. One of our records shows that the first cycle

following the clenching of the fist was shortened 9 per cent and

the second 25 per cent. It took exactly 1.09 seconds for this

25 per cent increase in rate to be brought about.

Inasmuch as the latent period for the acceleration of the heart

has been proved to be one cardiac cycle or less, the possibility is

at once eliminated that chemical products of muscular metabolism

or the heat evolved in such metabolism could have had time to

reach the heart. The first acceleration in exercise can therefore

scarcely be due to any direct action of metabolites on the heart

or cardiac centres, or to a reflex arising from stimulation of sen-

sory nerves in the heart by heat, as is maintained by Mansfield.^

or to inhibition of the vagal centre by afferent impulses from the

lungs arising from increased respiration, as is maintained by

Hering.^ Apparently the only mechanism in the body that could

act within the specified time limits is one that is purely nervous

in character.

The results just detailed give considerable support to Johann-

son's^ theory that impulses along the motor paths affect the

cardiac centres of the medulla. This author found that tetaniza-

tion of the hind limbs by stimulation of the severed spinal cord

produced a cardiac acceleration that was very small compared

with that occurring in normal voluntary movement. He attrib-

uted this dift'erence to a psychic stimulation of the accelerator

centre occurring during the voluntary activity, strengthening his

conclusions by the observation that passive movements of the

Umbs in the normal animal produce very little acceleration.

Johannson gave no reason for his assumption that the nervous

action was on the accelerator centre rather than on the cardio-

inhibitory.

Athanasiu and Carvallo- advanced an entirely different expla-
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nation for acceleration in exercise which was based on the follow-

ing observations: First, that when paraplegic individuals were

ordered to make voluntary efforts to move their disabled limbs

no acceleration resulted. Second, that on mechanically exciting

an animal poistJncd with chloralose the resulting muscular activity

produced an increased heart rate, but if no movements resulted

the acceleration was absent. They concluded from these by no

means conclusive experiments that the voluntary motor impulse

is alone insufficient to cause an acceleration of the heart and that

reflex movements very efficiently produce it. In this way they

came to the view that the working muscles send excitations toward

the higher centres, which in their passage through the medulla

depress the cardio-inhibitory centre. Athanasiu and Carvallo

based their conclusion that it is the cardio-inhibitory centre that

is concerned upon some experiments on animals a few hours after

vagotomy. Pulling rhythmically on the hind limbs caused the

animals to withdraw them actively, but the movements now

produced no acceleration, although the same manipulation did

increase the heart rate of the normal animal.

Hering^ studied the role of the extrinsic cardiac nerves in

motor accelerations of the heart by determining the heart rate as

the result of exercise before and after removal of the stellate

gangha. He found that after removal of these ganglia the rate

following exercise was considerably less than normal, while the

resting rate was considerably higher. The acceleration was,

therefore, much reduced. As a result he arrived at the conclusion

that the increase in heart rate in muscular activity is principally

dependent on the integrity of the accelerator nerves. This he

beUeved to be supplemented especially in the early stages of

exercise by diminution of vagal tone, but only in so far as this is

brought about by the increased respiratory rate resulting from

the increased muscular activity.

The mechanism of reflex cardiac acceleration due to stimulation

of sensory nerves has been investigated by several workers and

the results have been rather freely applied in explaining increased

heart rate during exercise. MacWilliam- came to the conclusion

that reflex acceleration is dependent on depression of the vagus

centre, since it occurs with remarkable suddenness, rises rapidly
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to its maximum, remains essentially the same after section of the

accelerators, and since direct stimulation of the accelerators is

followed by an increase in rhythm only after a long latent period.

A number of years later this same field was covered independently

by Hunt,^ whose work confirmed that of MacWilham's. Hunt
showed that in reflex acceleration the response is the same as that

occurring on cutting the vagi; that is, the diastole is markedly

shortened. This is in marked contrast to the results obtained by

accelerator stimulation, in which case both systole and diastole

were shortened.

Aulo ^" suggested that by Hunt's criterion for depression of

the cardio-inhibitory centre the nature of acceleration in exercise

might be determined from the sphygmogram. Curves were there-

fore taken and it was shown that in exercise for periods of one

minute, at least, the diastole was the part shortened. Aulo from

these observations concluded that if Hunt's criterion is correct

the first increase in pulse rate results from a diminution of vagal

tone.

In the light of our present knowledge it seems that accelera-

tion of the heart in exercise is best attributed to nervous mechan-

isms. Although experimentally it is clear that reflex acceleration

may be produced either by depression of vagal tone or stimulation

of the accelerators, -" workers are not yet agreed as to which of the

two centres is normally more affected, no matter whether the

stimulus should prove to be an irradiation from voluntary im-

pulses, or a sensory one from peripheral parts.

Our own work was taken up primarily to determine the relative

parts played by the vagi and accelerators in cardiac accelerations

during the early stages of exercise. The investigation has been

carried out according to the following scheme. Accelerations

occurring in exercise were determined: (i) When both the accel-

erator and inhibitory mechanisms were intact; (2) when the

accelerator mechanism was eliminated and the inhibitory mechan-

ism was intact; (3) when the inhibitory mechanism was eliminated

and the accelerator intact; and (4) when the heart was freed

from all extrinsic nervous control. An inquiry was also made in

regard to factors causing accelerations after all the extrinsic nerves

had been eliminated.
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Methods

The experiments were performed entirely on dogs. It was

first necessary to get the pulse of the normal dog at rest. To do

this the dog was made to lie quiet until the pulse rate no longer

decreased. The rectal temperature was then taken. The dog

was exercised for two minutes, the exercise consisting in making

the dog run as fast as possible at the end of a leash. The pulse

was counted immediately at the end of exercise, the loss of time

being only a few seconds, and the counting was continued in most

cases until the rate returned to normal. The temperature of the

animal was again observed. After the temperature returned to

normal, atropine was administered subcutaneously to determine

the power of the heart to accelerate after complete removal of

vagal inhibition. To insure a complete block of the vagal end-

ings 1.5-2 mg. of atropine were administered subcutaneously and

after the pulse had reached its maximum an additional half-

milligram was given to see if the pulse could be driven any higher.

In most cases it was found that after administration of atropine

the pulse rate rose rapidly to a maximum, then slightly decreased,

remained at this level for a short time and then again gradually

decreased. No further injection of atropine could then increase

the pulse rate. This decrease in rate must be due to the inability

of the heart to maintain such a high frequency, since it has been

our experience that several hours after administration of atropine

electrical stimulation of the vagus was without effect on the

heart. The high pulse rate was readily counted by means of a

phonendoscope placed over the chest at the position of the apex

beat.

The next step was the removal of the accelerator nerves. The

technique may be of use to other workers and will be described

in some detail. It will be well to briefly review the anatomy of

the gangHon in the dog. especially since it was found to be given

incorrectly in some recent textbooks of physiology. As usually

seen from the open thoracic cavity it is a white, laterally com-

pressed bean-shaped body shining through the pleura at about

the level of the second rib. It lies at the edge of the longus colli

muscle with the smallest diameter in the sagittal plane. From
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the upper pole, which hes anteriorly and ventrally. the two

branches of the ansa subclavia are given off. These pass ventrally

one on each side of the subclavian artery to the inferior cervical

ganglion. From the anterior portion of the ganglion branches

pass to their distribution in the nerves of the brachial plexus.

From the dorsal edge arise the rami communicantes to the anterior

divisions of the first and second dorsal nerves. The ramus to the

third dorsal segment may arise directly from the stellate ganglion,

but more often it first joins the sympathetic chain. Posteriorly

the ganglion tapers out and is connected with the sympathetic

chain at the level of the third rib.

The operations were performed under ether anaesthesia with

due aseptic precautions. The incision was made in the midline

from the level of the larynx to the suprasternal notch, and the

skin separated from the sterno-hyoid and the sterno-thyroid

muscles. A separation was made between these two muscles and

the carotid sheath exposed. The vagus nerve was then freed

from the sheath and its course followed to the inferior cervical

ganglion, from which arise the ansa subclavia. The field of

operation was most easily exposed by passing the forefinger behind

the carotid sheath down into the superior mediastinal space to the

level of the third rib. The pleura was carefully lifted from its

position over the ganghon. The field was then further exposed

by inserting two large fiat-bladed retractors into the opening

prepared by the finger. With these the subclavian vessels were

displaced ventrally and a retractor placed medially served to

hold the carotid and vertebral arteries out of the field.

From this time on illumination from a head mirror was neces-

sary. When the ansa subclavia had been found a Halsted

mosquito clamp was placed on the dorsal loop and by gentle

traction its course was followed to the antero-ventral pole of the

ganghon. At this point the rami communicantes to the brachial

plexus were encountered. One of the larger of these was secured

by a mosquito clamp which was subsequently used as a guide.

Both branches of the subclavian loop w^ere then cut. after which

each of the branches to the brachial plexus was in turn exposed

and severed with a cutting probe. The position of the rami

communicantes to the first and second dorsal nerves was de-
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termincd and the rami cut. The removal was completed by

severing the connection of the ganghon with the sympathetic

chain. Care was taken throughout the operation not to produce

a pneumothorax by puncturing the pleura, and on the left side

the thoracic duct had to be avoided. When its position had been

determined it was easily displaced forward with a retractor. The

wound was closed by uniting the sterno-hyoid and the sterno-

thyroid muscles and then expressing the air from the mediastinum

through the suture by pressure on the outside of the thorax. The

skin incision was closed by a continuous suture and the neck

bandaged without further dressing.

The animals made uneventful recoveries and they were playful

and ate well. The only external sign of the removal was the fact

that the nictitating membrane extended out over the bulbus

oculi, due to its loss of tone after cutting the sympathetic inner-

vation of its retractor muscle. This condition persisted although

the membrane later developed a certain amount of tone. The

dilation of its vessels w^hich occurred at first usually entirely

disappeared.

The completeness of the removal was determined by autopsy

in every case. Usually the removal was found to be complete.

The ganghon was in most cases found to have been separated

from the sympathetic just above the first dorsal ramus. In some

cases a tiny speck of the ganghon was found adherent to the third

ramus. In some of the earlier operations before the technique

was perfected, autopsy showed that the knife had slipped into the

ganghon and that portions remained adherent to the second or

second and first rami. In no case was there a trace of the antero-

ventral half of the ganghon or the cardio-accelerator nerves which

arise from it. Data from the earhest experiments in which the

autopsy showed incomplete removal of the ganghon were, of course,

discarded. In addition to the operations described above several

control experiments were made which will be referred to in the

text.

After recovery the resting pulse rate of the dog was counted

as before and the reaction of the heart to the two-minute period

of exercise was determined. The resting pulse was also determined

when the vagal endings were blocked by atropine. These obser-
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vations were made over periods ranging from sixteen hours to

five months after the operation. The vagi were then divided in

the neck and similar observations repeated.

I. Effects of Removing the Stellate Gaxglla.

In six out of nine attempts the autopsies showed that we had

succeeded in completely removing the stellate ganglia. Data from

the three failures were, of course, rejected. Before the subsequent

vagotomies were performed the animals were observed during

periods varying from one to nineteen weeks. The principal data

will be discussed under the following sections:

1. The resting pulse. —• In every case the resting pulse after

removal of the accelerators was less than in the normal animal.

The pulse rate fell rapidly immediately after the operation and

then more gradually decreased until it reached a level at which it

remained nearly constant. The immediate decrease in rate was

usually over one-half the total. By the end of about the first

week following ganghectomy the rate had slowly fallen to a level

which was fairly constantly maintained. Apparently the large

decrease at first was due to the removal of the tonic accelerator

action and the subsequent more gradual decrease was due to the

return of the normal tone to the vagi. The decrease from the normal

rate differed widely in the different animals, depending mainly

on the rate of the normal resting pulse. In dogs 3 and 5, in

which the normal resting pulse was high, 140 and 136 per minutes

respectively, the corresponding resting pulses after the gangh-

ectomy were 76 and 80, while in dog No. 4 the pulse which was

normally 78 fell only to 66. The actual decrease thus varied all

the way from 12 to 64 per minute.

So far as the nervous mechanisms are concerned the resting

pulse rate might be determined in three different ways, assuming

that the inherent automaticity of the heart is fairly constant.

Some evidence for such an assumption has been presented by

Stewart and Pike,^^ who found that the heart rate of cats during

cerebral anaemia was remarkably uniform. In the first place the

accelerator tone might be a constant factor for the species and

the variations in rate be due to vagal activity; in the second
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Table I

Showing acceleration before and after removal of the stellate ganglia. The resting

pulse rates arc in each case the lowest found in a series of observations. The accelera-

tions given were observed in the same experiment as that in which the corresponding

resting pulse rate was obtained. In experiment No. 5 the rate after removal of the

ganirlia finally fell to 80 but acceleration was not measured at this time. Rates are

gi\en in l)eats per minute.

Before removal
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our six dogs were in a larger measure dependent on the activity

of the accelerators than on any vagal action.

2. The reaction to muscular exercise. — The abihty of the

heart to accelerate during muscular exercise after removal of the

stellate ganglia was striking. The actual increases in rate per

minute before and after the operation were not markedly different.

Table I gives the exact figures. If the lowest observed resting

rate in each experiment and the corresponding acceleration are

compared it will be noted that in one case the acceleration was

greater after the operation, in one case the same, and in four

cases slightly less. On looking over all observations made it has

been found that in the majority of cases the accelerations were a

few beats less per minute after removal of the accelerators.

The results obtained show conclusively that the accelerator

mechanism is by no means necessary to secure the increase in

pulse rate normally occurring at the beginning of ordinary exer-

cise. This conclusion is directly opposite to that reached by

Hering.^ If we compare our results with his the reason for this

becomes at once apparent. In our experiments the resting pulse

after the operation was in every case much lower than in the

normal animal, and this lower rate was maintained until the

death of the animal, one dog being observed for a period of five

months. This is what would be expected from our present

knowledge of the tonicity of the accelerators. An examination

of the pulse rates recorded in Hering's experiments given in

Table E, page 469, shows that in every case where the normal

resting rate was given it became higher after the operation. In

five of the seven experiments it remained higher, and in three

cases the rate kept increasing following the recovery of the animal.

The motor acceleration following the operation was at first small

but it gradually increased.

The possibility was suggested by Hering that in tearing out

a part of the sympathetic the function of the remaining portion

might be injured, so that in the first exercise experiments the

sympathetic accelerator nerves would be partly anatomically

and partly physiologically removed from activity. On the return

of function to the injured nerves the motor acceleration of the

heart would, of course, increase. This possibility he could not
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eliminate with certainty. In his method of operation the sym-

pathetic which runs separate from the vagus in the rabbit was

followed down to the first thoracic ganglion, which was secured

and torn off from the sympathetic chain. The injury was variable

in the different cases, in many of which he tore out three ganglia.

While post-mortem was made in most cases, he believed the

findings were of doubtful value as the field w'as so scarred over it

that it was difficult to find any remaining branches from the

sympathetic to the heart.

While Hering's explanation may in a measure be correct it is

more probable, inasmuch as the heart was much more rapid after

the operation, that the fault lay in an impairment of the vagal

action either centrally or peripherally. The latter was probably

the reason, because in Hering's description of his operation he

says that the nerves which were connected wath the ganglion,

the depressor and branches of the vagus, were cut across. Further-

more, Friedenthal and Schaternikoff^- state that in performing

this operation a portion of the cardio-inhibitory fibres are always

removed.

On the basis of injury to the vagi the failure of Hering's rabbits

to accelerate is readily explained. When the heart is not under

normal vagus control an increase in rate can hardly be secured

by inhibition of the vagal centre. Thus in experiment No. 23

(i) (Table E) where the resting rate was high after the operation

and kept on increasing during the succeeding days, the motor

acceleration fell far below the normal, and on subsequent section

of the vagi the pulse rate fell in spite of the fact that Hering had

previously shown that there is considerable vagus tone in the

rabbit. On the other hand in experiments No. 12 (H) and No.

14 (II) where the pulse rate fell below the normal resting rate on

recovery from the operation, the motor acceleration reached that

attained by the intact animal and in No. 14 (II) in which subse-

quent vagotomy was performed the pulse rate rose following the

operation.

A criticism of our results may lie in the possibility of accel-

erator fibres being present in the vago-sympathetic trunk. How-
ever, the improbabiUty of such fibres having any great importance

was shown bv Hunt. He found that evidence of accelerator
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fibres in the vago-sympathetic of the dog occurred only in excep-

tional cases and when it did occur the acceleration produced was

not at all like that obtained reflexly.

The fact that acceleration at the beginning of exercise persists

after removal of the accelerators would in itself seem to prove that

the increased rate was brought about by means of the inhibitory

mechanism. That this is true we have tried to estabHsh in

several ways.

As already pointed out the extremely short latent period for

exercise acceleration in the normal animal seems explicable to us

only on the basis of nervous mechanisms being involved. If this

be true, the mere fact that acceleration persists after removal of

the stellate gangha is sufficient proof that the efferent path to

the heart is by way of the vagi, provided that the acceleration is

of the same type as normally.

If the accelerations during exercise before and after the removal

of the stellate gangha be compared in percentages of the resting

rate, it will be found that the acceleration in every case but one

is gfeater after removal of the ganglia. This results from the

fact that although the resting rate falls after removal of the

accelerators the power to increase the rate a given number of

times remains about the same as before. Cardiac acceleration

in the normal animal as expressed in percentages is thus largely

dependent on the resting rate, or what is the same thing, accel-

erator tone. In the six intact animals the percentage accelera-

tions for 2 minutes exercise varied from 31 per cent to 66 per cent,

averaging 43 per cent. After removal of the accelerators the

same amount of exercise produced increases varying from 55 to

72 per cent with an average of 61 per cent. These percentages

are of little importance, aside from the fact that they show how
little the power of the heart to accelerate in exercise depends on

the accelerator mechanism.

Our protocols show that acceleration occurred as quickly after

the removal of the accelerators as before. This is in contrast to

the results which will be given later of experiments in which the

vagi alone were sectioned. Furthermore, the actual acceleration

remained approximately the same after the stellate ganglia were

removed. These observations seem clearlv to indicate that the
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same mechanism was active in both cases, that is, the inhibitt)ry

mechanism. Bowen^ and Aulo '" have each shown that accel-

eration produced by depression of the vagal centre has the same

characteristics as that seen in the early stages of exercise. In

each the increased rate is brought about by the shortening of the

diastole.

By the use of atropine we attempted to determine whether

depression of the inhibitory mechanism was alone sufficient to

account for the accelerations observed. In dogs Nos. i, 2, and

3 after 2 mg. of atropine injected subcutaneously the heart rates

rose to 232, 230, and 188 per minute respectively. The rates

after 2 minutes exercise were 160, 148, and 184. In these same

animals after removal of the stellate ganglia 2 mg. of atropine

caused the heart to rise to 206. 168, and 200 respectively. The

data show that whether the accelerators are intact or not the

heart still has a certain power of acceleration which is greater

by a large margin than that needed during the early stages of

exercise. Diminution of vagal tone can, therefore, readily account

for the exercise accelerations.

The question as to whether the inhibitory mechanism was

still responsible for the accelerations occurring after extirpation

/ of the accelerators seemed capable of being put to a crucial test

I
by the simple expedient of cutting the vagi. At intervals varying

I

from I to 18 weeks after removal of the stellate ganglia the six

dogs were therefore vagotomized. The data obtained after this

procedure will be presented in the next section.

II. Effects of Vagotomy .\fter Previous Removal of the

Stell.\te Ganglla.

1, The resting pulse. — After vagotomy in dogs whose accel-

erators had previously been cut, the pulse rate was greatly in-

creased, its highest point being reached immediately after the

operation. Three of the dogs were kept longer than two days

after the operation and in these it was noted that the pulse rate

fell rapidly from this maximum. Thus in dog No. 6, with a

resting pulse of 72 after gangliectomy, the rate went up to 160

immediately after vagotomy. Twenty-four hours following, the
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pulse rate was 120. 36 hours following it was 116, at which figure

it remained until the end of the third day when the animal was

killed.

This fall in rate occurred no matter whether the vagi were

cut previous to or subsequent to removal of the accelerators.

Thus in dog No. 9, in which the accelerators were intact, imme-

diately after section of the vagi the pulse rate rose to 200 per

minute, falling on the second day to 162 per minute, and on the

third day to 154 per minute. In both cases this drop in pulse -v

rate was probably due to an impairment of the heart's autom-

aticity by its unrestrained activity.

Our protocols show the resting rates after vagotomy to be

from 42 to 96 beats per minute faster than after the previous

removal of the accelerators. The wide differences in these figures

is largely due to the dififerences in time of the observations after

vagotomy. They all §how the existence of a marked vagal tone:

The figures all fall short of the rates observed when the vagal

endings were blocked by atropine after removal of the accelera-

tors, but this is to be expected since the latter observations were

made immediately after the administration of the atropine while

the automaticity of the heart was still at its maximum.

2. The reaction to muscular exercise. — Much to our surprise

the dogs showed a marked acceleration on exercise after all the

extrinsic cardiac nerves were cut. These accelerations varied

somewhat in different animals, and dift"ered greatly in the same

animal on different days. The accelerations on the first day, a

few hours after the vagotomy, were very high, but by the end of

the second day the accelerations due to the same amount of

exercise had become greatly reduced. Thus dog No. 4 increased

his pulse rate 64 beats per minute on the day of vagotomy, but

on the day following, the same amount of running gave an accel-

eration of only 18 beats. Similarly dog Xo. 6 accelerated 68

beats per minute at first and on the next day only 12 beats. The

time of exercise was reduced from two minutes to thirty seconds

in these experiments on account of the marked cyanosis and

vomiting which were present immediately following vagotomy.

It will be noted that the accelerations immediately following

vagotomy were greater than those observed before any of the
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nervous mechanisms were removed. Results similar to these -were

obtained on four of the six dogs. The data on two of the dogs

were incomplete since our attention had not yet been called to

this point. .

The fact that the accelerations immediately following vagot-

omy were at times higher than in the intact animal suggested to

us that possibly an entirely new factor had been introduced. It

was observed that the dogs exercised on the same day that the

vagotomy had been performed became extremely cyanotic, due

to the slow respiratory rate and the almost entire inability of the

respiratory organs to meet the demands of the moment. On the

day following the operation, however, the respiratory exchange

seemed to be sufficiently adequate to prevent any marked cyanosis

during the same amount of exercise. Just how this improvement

was brought about we are not entirely clear. In part it seemed

to consist of a slight permanent increase in rate and the ability

to accelerate a few respirations per minute during the exercise.

Such an acceleration does not necessarily conflict with the con-

clusions of Scott, ^'^ who showed that after vagotomy the rate of

respiratory discharge could not be raised by increasing the carbon

dioxide content of the blood. Psychic impulses or even tempera-

ture of the blood might have had an effect in our animals. Stewart

and Pike^^ cite the case of a dog in which on emotional excitement

the respiratory rate increased after vagotomy. Whatever the

means of adaptation may have been in our animals the same

amount of exercise on the second or third day following vagotomy

gave very few of the distressing cyanotic symptoms observed

during the same procedure shortly after the operation. Along

with the disappearance of the cyanosis, retching and vomiting,

the exercise acceleration showed its marked decrease.

It seemed, therefore, that the great acceleration occurring at

first might be due to the asphyxia. That this was the case we
proved on dog No. 6. On the day following vagotomy when the

pulse rate could only be increased 12 beats by the same exercise

that on the day before had given an increase of 48, the dog was
asphxyiated for 30 seconds. This was done by wrapping a wet
towel around his head. The struggling during this procedure

was probably no more than equivalent to the exercise previously
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given, but the pulse rose to 208 per minute, thus almost attaining

the frequency observed when exercise was given immediately after

vagotomy. Evidently the marked accelerations observed after

vagotomy were in some way associated with asphyxia.

The recent work of Von Anrep,^^ who showed that there is a

secretion of the adrenals during asphyxia arising through stimula-

tion of the centres of their secretory nerves, suggested a possible

explanation of this asphyxial acceleration. The hypothesis could

readily be put to a crucial test. When dog No. 6 was made to

exercise for thirty seconds by struggling during asphyxia its heart

accelerated 92 beats per minute. If ligation of the blood vessels

to the adrenal glands should prevent this acceleration, the con-

clusion would be justified that the acceleration was due to a

secretion of the adrenals. This experiment was therefore per-

formed. The blood vessels were tied under ether anaesthesia.

The animal was allowed to recover, and exercise during asphyxia

was tried one and one-half hours after the operation, before the

intervention of the marked asthenia which follows removal of the

adrenals in dogs. The marked acceleration was now absent.

Asphyxia and struggling for 90 seconds produced an acceleration

of only eight beats per minute. This acceleration may be attrib-

uted to temperature and it shows how relatively small a role

that factor plays. That this lack of acceleration was due to

removal of the adrenals and not to depression following the

operation, was shown by a similar experiment on a dog whose

extrinsic cardiac nerves were intact. In this case although the

resting pulse was 224 per minute and the dog had become very

asthenic and would exercise but little, the heart still accelerated

to 248 beats per minute.

The marked acceleration which was observed during exercise

immediately after all the extrinsic cardiac nerves were cut was

therefore due largely to a secretion of the adrenals. As shown by
Eyster and Meek,^-" the action of the adrenahn is independent of

the integrity of the accelerator nerves. The acceleration found on

the second and third day after the vagotomy, when the signs

of asphyxia were reduced or absent, remains to be explained.

The greatly reduced power to accelerate at this time indicates

clearly the importance of the role which the inhibitory mechanism
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had been playing. Gangliectomized dogs that accelerated on an

average of 41 beats per minute after two minutes exercise were

able after a subsecjuent vagotomy to accelerate only 16 beats per

minute, provided there were no signs of asphyxia. The inhibitory

mechanism was then responsible for the major part of the ac-

celeration observed after extirpation of the accelerators.

To explain the Hmited acceleration possible after the signs of

asphyxia had passed off, four possibihties suggest themselves,

namely: changes in blood pressure, respiratory rate, temperature,

or composition of the blood.

A review of the literature shows quite clearly that the blood

pressure has no effect on the isolated mammalian heart, and that

in those experiments which seem to show the contrary the tem-

perature was not controlled. It was first shown by Martin ^^ that

between the pressure limits of 30 and 150 millimetres of mercury

the pulse rate is not in the least influenced, provided the composi-

tion and the temperature of the perfused blood were kept con-

stant. The recent work of Knowlton and Starhng ^" confirms

this result.

In a large percentage of animals whose hearts are normally

slowed by tonic activity of the vagi, such as the dog, there is an

acceleration of the pulse which occurs synchronously with inspira-

tion. It would be expected, therefore, that when the respiratory

rate increased an acceleration of the pulse rate would result.

This could hardly explain the increase in our experiments, how-

ever, for the simple reason that the increase in respiratory rate

after vagotomy was at most very little and in several cases show-

ing the usual slight acceleration it did not occur at all.

However, to rule out completely any mechanical or nervous

effects on pulse rate arising from vagal breathing simultaneous

records of the respiration and heart beat were made by means
of a pneumograph and the string galvanometer. The speed of

the records was made such that measurements to .01 second

were possible. Xo differences occurring synchronously with

changes in respiratory phase could be discovered. A further

investigation was then made of the lengths of the heart cycles

when the respiration was increased in rate and depth. For this

purpose 2.5 c.c. of M/50 XaCn. was injected in the ear vein of
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the unanaesthetized animal. The amphtude of respiration was

much increased and the rate rose from 5 to 12 per minute. In

spite of these increases no effect was observed in any stage on

the length of the cardiac cycle.

Of the two products of muscular activity which could produce

changes in other parts of the body by altering the condition of

the blood, heat and metabolic products, attention was paid only

to the latter in the earher work on exercise. Johannson" attrib-

uted the comparatively small accelerations that he obtained when
the hind limbs were tetanized by stimulation of the lumbar cord

to fatigue products, but furnished no proof for this assumption.

Hering,^ whose paper appeared shortly after that of Johannson,

suggested that this might be the cause of the accelerations he

obtained after the inhibitory and accelerator nerves to the heart

were cut. The experiments of Johannson were confirmed by

Athanasiu and Carvallo.- who, however, present no additional

evidence that products of metabolism were the real cause. It

has, however, been rather generally accepted that at least in

prolonged exercise the effect of fatigue products directly on the

heart is added to the acceleration whicji has already resulted

through the nervous system.

Considerable doubt has been thrown on this view by recent

work. Mansfeld found that intravenous injection of the extract

of fatigued muscle produced no more cardiac acceleration than a

corresponding amount of the extract of normal muscle. We
have already mentioned the work of Petersen and Gasser, who
found that while substances are formed in the fatigued muscle

which affect the size of the beat, these substances are without

effect on the rate. We must, therefore, next consider the tem-

perature change produced by exercise as a possible explanation

of the acceleration in pulse rate occurring after all nervous con-

nections are severed.

While it has been known since the experiments of Xewell

Martin that the rate of the isolated heart increases as the tem-

perature rises and decreases as it falls, little attention has been

paid to it in the problem of the acceleration during exercise. This

is probably largely due to the fact that it has been found that

the temperature curve does not closely parallel the curve of heart
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rate. It is b}- the work of ]\Ianslekl'' that interest has recently

been revived in temperature changes. However, according to

his view, the action of heat is not expressed merely in the in-

creased chemical activity of the heat, but the change in tempera-

ture stimulates the endings of afferent vagal nerve fibres in the

heart which produce a rellex slinuilation of the accelerator centre.

This conclusion is based on the fact that when the hind limbs of

his animals were isolated from the central nervous system and

tetanized, he obtained marked accelerations if the temperature

of the animal was kept above 36 degrees. These did not occur

when the reflex arc was cut.

Application of this theory to our observations shows how far

it falls short of explaining the facts. In the first place the accel-

erations in our animals were as good after the removal of the

stellate gangha as before, w^hich according to Mansfeld's theory,

would be impossible since the efferent neurone of the arc he

describes was interrupted. In the second place, the heart has

considerable ability to accelerate still left after both the accel-

erator and inhibitory nerves are cut, which, if due to the rise of

temperature, must be caused by a direct action.

The rise of temperature in our experiments observed after the

two-minute period of exercise was in most cases .4° to .5° C. In

the isolated heart Martin found that for temperatures between

37° C. and 40° C. a variation of one degree in the perfusion fluid

changed the heart rate from 5 to 18 beats per minute. The

figures published by Knowdton and Starling gave increases of 3

to 12 beats per minute for similar conditions. Increased tem-

perature of the blood may be somew'hat more effective in the

intact animal than in case of the isolated heart. If a slight

advantage of this kind is granted the accelerations we have

obtained after removal of all nervous connections and after asphyx-

ial effects have abated is quite sufficient to explain the residual

acceleration, averaging 16 beats per minute, which we have

observed.

III. Effects of Exercise after Cutting the Vagi Alone

An attempt was made to study in a positive way the part

played by the accelerators in the early acceleration of exercise.
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To do this dogs were vagotomized and a day later the adrenals

were ligated. As was to be expected, exercise immediately after

the vagotomy produced cyanosis and vomiting with a very rapid

heart rate. In one case, dog No. 10, the pulse increased from a

resting rate of 160 per minute after vagotomy to 224 on exercise.

From our previous experience it seemed impossible to tell whether

this increase was due to an asphyxial secretion of adrenalin or to

a stimulation of the accelerator mechanism. This point we tried

to settle by tying off the adrenals and again exercising.

Two hours after extirpation of the adrenals while the dog was

in good condition, the same amount of exercise increased the pulse

from a resting rate of 160 to 184. It was noted that the maxi-

mum increase occurred in the third and fourth quarter minutes

after a 30-second period of exercise, which was of course typical

of accelerator stimulation. The increased rate after removal of

the adrenals was about one-half that observed in the normal

animal. A second experiment veritied the fmdings just mentioned,

the acceleration after removal of the adrenals being, however,

somewhat less. The loss of the inhibitory mechanism seems,

therefore, to interfere more with exercise acceleration than does

the loss of the accelerators. The definite acceleration after section

of the vagi and extirpation of the adrenals shows, however, that

although the accelerators may not play a leading part in the

intact animal, yet it is possible through them to cause an increase

in pulse rate.

IV. Discussion

Our work has led us to believe that the heart as a result of

exercise may under certain conditions be accelerated in at least

four different ways; namely, by a decrease in vagal tone, by

stimulation of the accelerators, by a secretion of adrenalin and

by an increase in the temperature of the blood. Just what part

does each of these factors play in the increased pulse rate follow-

ing ordinary voluntary exercise? Before attempting to answer

this question one should have clearly in mind that there are

apparently two types of acceleration following exercise, one

immediate and the other prolonged. Our experiments and our

conclusions apply only to the immediate response of the heart.
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The cause of the increased heart rates, which may persist for

long periods after exercise has ceased, seems to us to be a separate

and distinct problem.

The rapidity with which acceleration of the heart rate follows

exercise as shown by Bowen, Buchanan and ourselves, the vagal

character of the acceleration as pointed out by Hunt and Aulo,

and the fact shown by our work that the reaction of the heart

to exercise is impaired by removal of the inhibitory mechanism

but practically unaffected by extirpation of the accelerators, all

seem to give ample proof that the lirst acceleration during exer-

cise in the normal animal is produced by inhibition of vagal tone.

Our data give no evidence as to whether this inhibition is brought

about by an irradiation of motor impulses in the medulla according

to Johannson, or whether it is a reflex from peripheral muscular

end organs according to Athanasiu and Carvallo. The marked

acceleration found after extirpation of the stellate ganglia does,

however, invalidate any explanation depending on the accelerators

as part of the reflex arc.

Inhibition of the tone of the vagus is the most economical

means by which acceleration of the heart can be brought about.

On account of the great differences in rate demanded of the heart

in different states of bodily activity, the potential automaticity

of the heart is high but is held in check by the central nervous

system through the vagal inhibitory mechanism. This potential

automaticity, which may be defined as the maximal rate of im-

pulse formation when the heart is free from all control, is more

than sufficient to allow for the accelerations occurring during

exercise. By releasing the check on this automaticity, the accel-

eration in rate demanded by increased activity can readily be

produced. An analogy may be drawn with a battery circuit in

which the amount of current is controlled by a resistance box.

If an increased current is demanded which is still less than the

battery is able to produce, the most logical procedure would be

to remove some of the resistance rather than to add more
batteries.

The accelerator mechanism might be regarded as a factor of

safety superimposed on the vagus to meet the stress of extreme

conditions. The fact that it can produce a certain increase in
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heart rate after section of the vagi and ligation of the adrenals

would be in accordance with such a view. It was brought out in

Hunt's work that the accelerator mechanism is very resistant to

pathological conditions such as low blood pressure, asphyxia, and

drugs such as curare and the anaesthetics. The recent work of

Kuntz ^^ on the development of the sympathetic nervous system

in vertebrates is of interest in this connction. He found that the

vagal sympathetic plexuses were the first to arise in the course of

evolution and only as specializat'on advanced was any part in

the nervous control of the internal functions shifted posteriorly.

If this be true it follows tliat the accelerator mechanism is added

to the phylogenetically older inhibitory mechanism.

The part played by temperature in the acceleration immedi-

ately following exercise must be small. For this factor to affect

the heart a comparatively long latent period is necessary. When,

however, the blood of the body finally reaches a higher tempera-

ture, it must have its efTect on the heart rate. This influence

may be important in prolonged exercise but ordinarily it is added

to the vagal effect and thus obscured. Our experiments show

that accelerations from this cause could not exceed about 16

beats per minute.

The amount of acceleration that is due to the secretion of

adrenalin in the intact animal is probably negligible. As is well

known, when the vagi are intact the injection of adrenahn is

followed by a slowing of the heart due to action either directly

or reflexly on the cardio-inhibitory centre. Exercise with

dyspnoea would doubtless call forth a secretion of adrenalin in

the normal animal, but so far as we know with the vagi intact

this would not express itself in an increase of heart rate. It

might, however, be useful and important in augmenting the

strength of the beat. In this way the heart might be benefited

by the secretion of adrenalin which Cannon and de la Paz •^ have

shown to occur at times of great emotion. That exercise as such

has little eft'ect on the adrenals has already been shown in our

experiments. After the asphyxia succeeding vagotomy had some-

what abated, the same amount of exercise no longer greatly

accelerated the heart.
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Summary

Acceleration of the heart at the beginning of voluntary exercise

in the normal animal is chietiy due to the decrease in tone of the

cardio-inhibitory centre. Our evidence for this conclusion is the

following: (i) Electro-cardiograph records confirm the work of

Bowen and Buchanan that acceleration takes place as early as

the cardiac cycle following the initiation of the exercise. (2)

Acceleration of the heart at the beginning of exercise persists

after the removal of the accelerator mechanism. The actual

increase in number of beats due to a given amount of exercise

has been found to be practically the same in six dogs before and

after removal of the stellate gangUa. One of these animals was

observed for over four months. (3) Acceleration on exercise is

reduced after section of the vagi provided that all asphyxial

effects are excluded.

After the removal of the accelerators and subsequent section

of the vagi marked acceleration of the heart may still be produced

by a short period of exercise. This is associated with the cyanosis

following vagotomy and on the second day when the animal is

able to do the same work without such a marked cyanosis the

increase following exercise is greatly reduced. It may be increased

again by asphyxiating the dog for some 30 seconds. After tying

off the adrenals neither asphyxia nor exercise gave a marked

increase in heart rate. Exercise involving asphyxial conditions

may then be accompanied by a secretion of the adrenals. In the

normal animal with the vagi intact this secretion of adrenalin

can hardly be supposed to affect the heart rate. It may. however,

cause an increase in the amplitude and force of contraction.

In all six dogs the heart rate after removal of the accelerators

was found to be remarkably constant, averaging about 72 beats

per minute. The resting pulse rate of each animal is therefore

beheved to depend more on accelerator tone than on any other

factor.

After removal of all nervous control and elimination of the

adrenals exercise may still cause a small acceleration of the heart.

This is attributed to the increased temperature of the blood.

Acceleration of the heart occurs on exercise after vagotomy
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and extirpation of the adrenals. The amount though small is

more than can be accounted for by increased temperature of the

blood. Acceleration may therefore be brought about through

the accelerators if necessary. Our work leads us to beheve that

the accelerators are a factor of safety and that in exercise their

action is superimposed on that of the vagi only in times of great

need. Aside from this their chief function is maintaining the

level of the resting pulse.
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THE NERVE CONTROL OF THE THYROID GLAND ^

By JESSIE MOORE RARE, JOHN ROGERS, G. G. FAWCETT,
AND S. P. BEEBE

[From the Department of Experimental Therapeutics, Loomis Laboratory, Cornell University

Medical School, Ncii' York City]

TWO mechanisms are established within the animal body by

means of which the functions of its different parts are

co-ordinated. One of these acts through the medium of the nervous

system, while the other is chemical in nature. The two are,

however, interdependent to some degree. The activities of the

nervous system in this respect have long been a subject for ac-

curate investigation, but the work of recent years has served to

emphasize the importance of the hormones, the chemical mes-

sengers by means of which widely separated structures are brought

into a harmony of action. At some link in the chain it will be

found, however, that the determining influence of the nervous

system is predominant.

The thyroid gland is a favorite example of the glands which

produce internal secretions. Its functions and pathological con-

ditions are perhaps better known than any others in its class.

Variations in its functions are correlated with fairly well-defined

clinical conditions. A large number of studies have been made
upon the chemical nature of its active substance, and many
attempts have been made to show how its activity is regulated,

at least in part, by the secretions of other ductless glands.

It seems very probable that the active substance in the thyroid

gland contains iodine in combination with protein, and that the

physiological activity is in proportion to the quantity of iodine

in the combination. We believe that the function of this sub-

stance is not performed within the gland itself. The colloid of

the gland may be looked upon as reserve material ready for dis-

^ The expenses of this research were defrayed by the Johnston Livingston

Fund for Experimental Therapeutics.
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charge into the blood or lymph, through which medium the

general tissues of the body are supplied. Some attempts have

been made to demonstrate the presence of this active substance

in the blood by means of a biological reaction, but none of them

have thus far been successful. If one considers how very vascular

the gland is, and how small a quantity of the active substance is

distributed through the blood leaving the gland in twenty-four

hours, it is not surprising that none of these methods have satis-

factorily demonstrated the presence of the iodized protein in the

circulation.

Recently Asher and Flack' have attempted to demonstrate

the nerve control of the thyroid. Their experiments are indirect

and are so complicated as to leave the matter in great doubt.

Their experiments were made upon rabbits, cats and dogs, with

a view to determine whether any phenomena could be observed

after stimulation of the thyroid nerves which would lead to the

conclusion that stimulation had caused an increase in thyroid

secretion in the blood. As a means to this end they compared

the excitability of the depressor nerve before and after stimula-

tion of the thyroid nerves, and also the effect of a small intra-

venous injection of adrenalin before and after such stimulation.

They conclude that under otherwise exactly similar experimental

conditions, a stimulation of the depressor nerve or an intravenous

injection of adrenahn was more effectual during a stimulation

of the thyroid nerves than shortly before without it. That both

these symptoms, viz., increased depressor excitability and more

effective action of adrenalin, actually depend upon an inner secre-

tion of the thyroid and not upon any accompanying circumstance

of nerve stimulation is proven by the fact that on extirpation of

the thyroid the symptoms no longer appeared, and on the other

hand intravenous injections of thyroid extracts acted exactly like

stimulation of the thyroid nerves. Their experiments are compli-

cated and while suggestive they do not satisfy.

The purpose of the experiments reported in this communica-

tion is to give evidence of a different character that the thyroid

gland is, at least in part, under nerve control. Briefly, the plan

of the experiments was to determine, first, whether the iodine

content of the two lobes of the normal thvroid gland from the
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same animal is identical; and second, whether stimulation of the

nerves leading to one lobe causes a loss in its iodine content. If

the two lobes of the normal thyroid are" identical in iodine content

they may serve as controls of one another. Granting such to be

the case it was our hypothesis that stimulation of the nerves to

one lobe might cause a change in the iodine content because of

the resulting discharge of iodized proteid from the gland.

The method followed in determining the iodine in all the

analyses herein reported was the modification of the Baumann
process devised in this laboratory by Riggs.- Some very slight

changes in the technique were made which experience has shown

to be valuable in rendering the fusion easier and in lessening the

tendency to form iodates to such a degree that many of the

fusions were wholly free from such compounds. The procedure

in detail was as follows: the fresh glands were carefully trimmed

from any adhering tissues and accurately weighed; they were

then placed in a nickel crucible and covered with lo to 15

c.c. of a 50 per cent solution of sodium hydroxide. Heat

was carefully applied and the glands disintegrated and finally

fused. Such a technique is preferable to the use of the solid

hydroxide in that it gives a gradual disintegration of the gland

and allows carbonization to take place at a lower temperature.

At no time was more than a dull red heat applied and often not

that. When the mass had been thoroughly fused, only as much
sodium nitrate was slowly added as was necessary to oxydize any

small particles of carbonaceous material remaining. After cooling,

the fused mass was dissolved with hot water, quantitatively fil-

tered, made up to exactly 100 c.c. and thoroughly mixed.

From this point the method of Riggs was followed exactly.

In this laboratory we have found that in determining such

small amounts of iodine as is found in dogs' thyroids the method
is preferable to that of Hunter,^ in that the fusion is more easily

carried out, and it requires the use of fewer standardized reagents.

In Kendall's * method the fusion is quite similar except that he

uses larger amounts of sodium hydroxide and potassium nitrate,

and reduces excess by the use of gallic acid which in itself causes

trouble if too much is added. His method for titration after

usion is more complicated than Riggs' colorimetric method and,
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in this laboratory, has not been found more accurate when using

minute quantities of iodine.

For the purpose of determining whether the iodine content

of the two lobes of the thyroid is the same per gram of fresh

gland several animals were killed and the glands immediately

dissected out and subjected to the method outhned above. No
particular selection was followed with reference to the animals,

and in no case was there found any gross pathological condition

of the gland. They were the usual animals kept in stock and had

been fed the same diet which we have used for a number of years,

viz. boiled beef hearts and bread.

Table I shows the results of these analyses:

TABLE I

Showing Iodine Content of the Two Separ.\te

Thyroid Lobes from the S.\me Anim.vl

Lobe
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noted is fouiul in the third pair of glands, in which there is a

difference of only .009 mgms. per gram of fresh gland.

The tigures are based upon the weight of the fresh gland

rather than of the dried substance, because most analyses of the

iodine content of these glands recorded in the literature are so

expressed, and furthermore because it is probably more accurate.

It is not a simple matter to dry the glands to constant weight

and transfer the dried powder without loss to a fusion crucible,

and the fusion of the moist gland in the manner described above

is much simpler.

It seems evident from the analysis quoted that one lobe of

-the thyroid may serve as control of the other provided both lobes

are normal.

The method of conducting the stimulation experiments was

as follows: The stimulation in each instance was electrical and

was obtained by connecting three dry cells in series for the primary

current. This current was connected with the ratchet wheel of a

clock in such a manner as to permit a momentary stimulus every

ten seconds. The current from the secondary coil was so regu-

lated that only a faint stimulus was given to the moist tongue of

the operator.

The nerve supply to the thyroid probably has its origin in

filaments from the sympathetic. In man a nerve filament can

be demonstrated to arise from the superior cervical ganglion of

the sympathetic, and to follow more or less closely the course of

the superior thyroid artery, and to terminate in the upper anterior

portion of the superior pole of the thyroid. In addition there

are microscopic filaments from the sympathetic which can be

demonstrated to enter the gland in the walls of both the superior

and inferior thyroid arteries and sympathetic filaments are ap-

parent around each of the thyroid vescicles.^

In the dog the same nerve filament exists entering each of

the separate thyroid lobes near the outer superior pole, but the

cervical sympathetic and the pneumogastric nerves form one

strand and the apparent nerve supply of the gland cannot be

proved by dissection, as in man and the cat, to arise only from
the sympathetic. Nevertheless it is possible that the dog's anat-

omy is not different from that of the cat and man in this respect.
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In these experiments ether anaesthesia was used in each case

and was administered through a bottle with a cannula in the

trachea. The method of arranging the stimulation was varied

in the different experiments.

Stimulation Experiments — Series I.

In these experiments one lobe of the gland was removed

immediately before the stimulation was begun. This lobe served

as a control. The vessels of the upper pole of the remaining lobe

were carefully separated from the connective tissues and the

electrodes were then carefully brought into contact with the

vessels and the accompanying nerve filaments. Careful approxi-

mation of the electrodes was carried out so that the blood supply

and return would not be impaired.

(In the fifth experiment in this series both lobes were left in

until the end of the period of stimulation.)

TABLE II

Showing Iodine Per Gram of Control .\nd Stimulated Gland. Series I.

Gland
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stimulated gland there has been a loss so great as to be beyond

the possibility of error in the determ'nation.

ST1MUL.A.TI0X Experiments — Series II

In these experiments both lobes remained intact throughout

the experiment. After the period of stimulation they were both

remo\ ed and prepared for analysis. The point of stimulation was

on the combined vagus and sympathetic. The vagus on the side

stimulated was hgated low down on the neck, a careful dissection

was made, the superior ganglion exposed, and the nerve cut central

to the ganglion. The electrodes were applied to the nerve periph-

erally to the ganglion. The exposed tissues were covered with

cotton moistened with Locke's solution.

T.VBLE III

Showing Iodi.ne in ]\Iilligrams per Gr.\.\i of Gl.\nd .^fter Stimulation

Through Xer\-e

Gland
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and the stimulation which was identical with that used in the

previous experiments was applied at this point. The nerve was

not cut or ligated in any manner. The circulation through the

gland was not impaired or disturbed by the operative procedure.

TABLE IV

Showixg Loss of Iodine in Glands Stimulated Through the Intact Xerve

Lobe of gland
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4. The average difference found when stimulus was appHed

to the intact vagus was .2640 mgms. In series III two glands

were stimulated 45 minutes and 30 minutes respectively. If the

loss in the remaining five glands which were stimulated three

hours is averaged it will be found that a loss of .3588 milligrams

per gram of gland occurred.

In no case did we fail to get a loss after stimulation. There

seems to be no reasonable doubt from these results that the

thyroid is at least in part under nerve control, and that its physi-

ologically active substance is discharged into the circulation in

response to a nerve stimulus.

^ AsHER and Fl.-\ck: Zeitschrift fiir Biologic, 1911, Iv, p. 83.

^ RiGGS: Journal of the American Chemical Society, 1910, xxxii, p. 692.

'Hunter: Journal of Biological Chemistry, 1910, vii, p. 321.

* Kendall: Journal of the American Chemical Society, 1912, xxxiv, p.

894.

^ Rhinehart: American Journal of Anatomy, 1912, xiii, p. 91.



THE VARIABILITY OF BLOOD PRESSURE AND OF

VASOMOTOR IRRITABILITY IX THE
ANAESTHETIZED DOG

By R. G. HOSKINS and HOMER WHEELON
[From the Laboratory of Physiology of the Xorthnestern University Medical School]

IN connection with other researches we have found it necessary

to determine somewhat definitely the extent of variation of

blood pressure and of vasomotor irritabihty at different times in

the individual anaesthetized dog, under ordinary laboratory con-

ditions. The matter seems to have received Uttle exact investi-

gation. Pawlow/ however, has reported an instance of a dog in

which an arterial cannula was left for a number of days. He
made several blood pressure determinations, but without anaesthe-

sia. The pressure at dift"erent times proved remarkably constant.

A series of readings during twenty-one days showed pressures of

128, 131, 128, 129, 131 milUmetres of mercury. As regards

changes of vasomotor irritability some data have been secured

in the use of the blood-pressure method of assaying epinephrin.

Under the conditions of any given experiment there is a consid-

erable degree of constancy in the reactions to this drug. The

literature on the subject has been reviewed by Schultz.- We are

not aware, however, of any previous determinations in the same

animal at dift'erent times.

Our experiments were made upon medium sized dogs, about

10 kilos in weight, with the exception of one which weighed 17

kilos. Males or females were taken at random. Two or three

blood-pressure determinations were made on each animal. An
interval of five to ten days between successive determinations

^ Pawlow: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologic. 1879, xx, p. 216.

* Schultz: Bulletin No. 61 Hygienic laboratory, public health and

marine hospital service of the United States, 19 10.
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permitted recovery from the preceding operation. As Poiseuille ^

showed nearly a century ago there is Httle difference in mean

pressures in the larger arteries, consequently any of these could

have been used. Owing to their accessibility, however, we used

the right and left femorals and a carotid. Blood pressure was

recorded by means of an ordinary mercury manometer and float.

Ether administered by the open cone method was used through-

out the series. It is of course possible by varying the depth of

anaesthesia to produce marked differences in arterial pressure. On

the other hand, if the anaesthetic is carefully administered in

amount just sufficient to keep the corneal reflex in abeyance, a

long-continued record can be secured in which the pressure is

practically constant. It was at this depth of anaesthesia we aimed

to work. In the earlier experiments each dog was given an

injection of morphine, o.i to 0.2 grain, the amount being constant

for any given animal. It was found, however, that this proce-

dure added httle to the smoothness of the anaesthesia and it was

discontinued.

To permit a series of observations in the same animal aseptic

precautions were observed in making the determinations. In

securing an aseptic technique the use of a Hall reservoir cannula

proved fortunate. This cannula was devised by Dr. W. S. Hall

to obviate the necessity of a pressure flushing system. It consists

of an ordinary glass arterial cannula in which is blown a bulb of

about 20 cc. capacity. This is filled with anti-coagulating solution

and connected directly with the manometer. To prevent too

rapid diffusion into the artery but at the same time keep the

fluid supplied to the blood in sufficient amount, the part of the

cannula below the bulb should be conical in shape and the lumen

of the apex comparatively small. With reasonable expedition in

carrying out the experiments little trouble with clotting is experi-

enced. In the earlier observations half-saturated solution of

sodium carbonate was used as anti-coagulent. A single charging

with this prevented coagulation for an hour or longer. Direct

experiments showed that no immediate deleterious results followed;

the post-operative mortaHty rate, however, was high. Substitutions

1 Poiseuille: "fhese de Paris, 1828. Cit. by Tigerstedt, Physiologic des

Kreislaufes, Leipsig, 1893, p. 351.
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of 5 per cent solution of sodium citrate greatly lowered this rate

without seriously impairing the efficiency of the method. Occa-

sionally, however, a cannula had to be removed and recharged.

All necessary fluids and appliances having been sterilized, the

dog was prepared for an aseptic incision; the hair was removed

with saturated solution of sodium sulphide. The skin was then

washed with soap and water, rinsed with alcohol, dried and

swabbed with tincture of iodine. An artery and a vein were

laid bare and cannulas inserted into each. To prevent necrosis

and subsequent sloughing it is desirable to protect the exposed

tissues from contact with the anti-coagulent solution.

When working with femoral vessels it is desirable to insert

the cannulas about 10 cm. distal to the inguinal Hgament. In

two instances in which the incision and subsequent ligation were

made close to the body gangrene followed. When the incision

was made in the neck no untoward results followed ligation of

one carotid artery and external jugular vein.

To test the vasomotor irritabihty intravenous injections of

standard doses of "adrenalin" and of nicotine were made. To

secure uniform freshness and sterihty of the adrenalin it was

bought in i c.c. ampoules. There was, therefore, little or no

variability of the standard due to deterioration in an open bottle.

Further to prevent decomposition of the adrenalin, distilled water

was used as a diluent. After experimenting with various dilutions

and dosages we finally selected as standard 0.66 c.c. and 1.33 c.c.

(10 and 20 minims) of 1:100000 solution. It was found that

doses below 10 minims gave notably less constant results than

those of this size. On the other hand if the vagi are intact

quantities larger than 20 to 30 minims are not advisable. With

larger doses a reflex inhibition of the heart occurs so that the quan-

titative relationship between the dosage and its pressor effect is

less direct.

The reaction to adrenalin varies greatly according to the speed

with which it is injected. To secure uniformity in this respect

the following technique was employed: To the venous cannula

was connected a reservoir of normal saline solution by means of

a rubber tube which was closed by a clip just above the cannula.

By means of a hypodermic syringe the epinephrin was quickly
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TABLE I

Showing Mean Blood Pressure, Maximum Percentage of Deviation from Average Mean
anil Maximum Percentage of Deviation from Average-in Each Instance. Based upon 46

UoK No.
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TABLE I

Pressure, Pressor Effect of Constant Doses of ''Adrenalin "' and Nicotine. Averages of Effects
Determinations in 21 Anaesthetized Dogs. All Pressures expressed in Millimetres of Mercury.

22

9.8
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matical treatment. The essential point to the experiments, how-

ever, is the degree of variabiHty from the average pressure in

each case. In Table I is given the two or three pressures noted in

each animal, the average pressure and the percentage of the

maximum deviation from this average pressure in each dog. The

average maximum deviation for the whole series can thereby readily

be calculated.

The greatest variability was noted in case of dog 27, in which

the higher and lower pressures were 108 mm. and 76 mm. respec-

tively, giving a deviation of 17 per cent from their average value.

In half the cases the deviation from the average was within 20

per cent of that average. The average deviation in the 21 cases

was approximately 4.8 per cent from the average pressures.

The reaction to 20 minims of i-ioo.ooo adrenalin was more

nearly constant than to the smaller doses employed. This quan-

tity was finally selected, therefore, as giving the best index of

vasomotor irritability. In a few of the earher determinations,

however, only smaller quantities were used. The data were tabu-

lated just as were those previously considered: the pressor efTect

of each dose, the average in case of each animal, and the maxi-

mum percentile deviation from this average are given. Owing to

the smaller numerical values the percentile deviations are notably

higher than in the preceding series of data. The greatest varia-

tion from the average reaction was 54 per cent, in case of dog 4.

The average maximum variation of the 21 cases was 14 per cent.

A priori one would expect a relationship between the existing

blood pressure and the reaction to the standard dose of adrenalin.

Such, however, does not appear in our determinations. Sometimes

the reaction was greater with the higher initial pressure and

sometimes smaller. In case of dog 27, with initial pressure of 108

mm., the reaction was 23 mm. ; but with an initial pressure of 76 mm.
the reaction was 24 mm., essentially the same as before.

The effects of the nicotine injections were tabulated just as in

the preceding case. The reactions showed a similar degree of

constancy. The greatest variability, — 45 per cent from the

average, was noted in dog 27. The average maximum deviation

of the series, 19 cases, was 15 per cent.

In many of the experiments an unexpected sort of constancy
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was observed in the reactions to adrenalin and to a less extent in

the reactions to nicotine. Following the injections there occurred

a series of variable events giving for each animal what might

be called a "reaction picture." These "pictures" consisted of

various combinations of elevation succeeded by subnormal waves

of pressure, of quickened or slowed heart beat, of augmented or

depressed pulse pressure and of secondary tension waves. That

such a concatenation of features would persist throughout a given

series of injections is remarkable. Xot only was this true, how-

ever, but the same reaction picture was often observed in a suc-

ceeding experiment several days later.

A practical difficulty in such experiments is to secure a uniform

dosage of the drugs employed. Epinephrin is particularly sus-

ceptible to deterioration and the use of the same lot throughout

a series of experiments is scarcely feasible. Moreover, the diluted

solutions must be made up fresh for each experiment. Consider-

ing the high potency of the drug a certain degree of variability

of strength of the fmal dilution is inevitable, even though the

laborious plan were followed of starting each time with the dry

crystals. Probably no greater error is introduced by using, as

we did, a reUable commercial preparation and depending upon the

manufacturers' standardization. The results obtained indicate,

however, that this source of error is not of major importance.

The experiments as a whole show a fairly satisfactory degree

of constancy and indicate that the method used is capable of

giving a usable index of vasomotor activity and irritabihty and a

corresponding criterion of the functional condition of the sympa-

thetic nervous system.

Summary and Conclusion

1. Mean arterial blood pressure in the individual anaesthetized

dog under laboratory conditions at different times is fairly con-

stant. Forty-six determinations in 21 dogs at intervals of 5 to 10

days showed an average maximum deviation of 4.8 per cent. The
greatest individual deviation from the average was 17 per cent.

2. The pressor effect of standard doses of epinephrin injected

at different times is proportionately somewhat less constant. The
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average maximum deviation from the average was 14 per cent

in 21 animals. The greatest individual deviation was 54 per cent.

3. Simihir results were secured with nicotine. The average

maximum deviation was 15 per cent in 19 animals. The greatest

individual deviation was 45 per cent.

4. The reaction consisted of a concatenation of features often

giving "reaction pictures" characteristic for each animal.

5. The constancy of blood pressure and of the reactions to

epinephrin and nicotine is of a degree to permit their use as

criteria of activity and irritabihty of the sympathetic nervous

system.



STUDIES IN FATIGUE

IV. The Relattox of Adrenalin to Curare and Fatigue

IN Normal and Denervated ^Muscles

By CHARLES M. GRUBER

[From the Laboratory of Physiology in the Harvard Medical School]

THAT certain drugs, i.e., atropine and pilocarpine or mus-

carine, curare and nicotine, curare and salicylate of physo-

stigmin are mutually antagonistic has been shown by different

experimenters.

In 1903 Brodie and Dixon, ^ in determining the point of action

of adrenalin, used curare for paralyzing the nerve endings in

smooth muscle. \'ery variable results were obtained by its use

and they concluded that there was, therefore, a direct antago-

nistic action between curare and adrenalin, although only to a

partial degree. Four years later Panella - observed that if curare

was injected, either mixed with a small amount of adrenalin or

followed by an injection of adrenalin, total paralysis did not

result as it did when curare alone was injected.

In this paper I hope to show further that there is this antago-

nistic action and also that fatigue affects the threshold of a

curarized muscle.

The Method

In some cases the animals (cats) were decerebrated, in others

they were anaesthetized with urethane (2 gm. per kilo body

weight by stomach). In all instances they were tracheotomized.

Usually the right tibialis anticus muscle, but in a few cases the

left, was used for study.

^ Brodie and Dixon: Journal of physiology, 1903-04, xxx, p. 497.

-Panella: Archives italiennes de biologic, 1907. xlvii, p. 30.
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Threshold stimuli were calculated in ^ units according to the

Martin ^ method. The apparatus for this determination was

connected to platinum needle electrodes thrust into the muscle.

The strength of the primary current for determining the threshold

of the normal muscle was .05 ampere and for the curarized and

denervated muscle i.o ampere.

In every case the arterial pressure was recorded by a mercury

manometer connected with the right carotid artery. After ad-

renalin was injected the blood pressure returned to normal, and

after curare was injected the record became horizontal before the

threshold was determined.

Through a cannula placed in the left external jugular vein

the adrenalin was injected slowly in doses of 0.3 to 2 c.c. of a

1:100,000 solution. Through another cannula, placed in the

right external jugular vein, the curare, in a 3 per cent solution,

was injected slowly. As soon as natural respiration ceased,

artificial respiration was begun and maintained throughout the

experiment. For testing the effect of curare the radial nerve or

the peroneus communis nerve was stimulated with a strong

faradic stimulus.

Experiments were also performed on animals in which a sec-

tion (2 cm. long) of the left peroneus communis nerve was re-

moved aseptically 7 to 16 days before the experiment.

In experiments in which the muscle was fatigued the stimu-

lating current was a maximal break induction shock obtained

from a vulcanite disc interrupter, the rate of stimulation being

120 or 240 times per minute. This rate was kept uniform through-

out each experiment. The animals for these experiments were

always decerebrated and then fatigued from 10 minutes to one

hour.

^Martin: Measurement of Induction Shocks, New York, 191 2, pp.

71-93. For detailed description of the method employed in this work, see

Gruber, this journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 438.
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The Normal Threshold Stimulus of Muscle as Affected by

Curare, and the Action of Adrenalin or Fatigue

UPON THE Curare Threshold

Eight experiments were performed in which the average

normal threshold for the tibiahs anticus muscle varied from 12 to

26 ^ units or an average of 21 /3 units. This average is the same

as that cited in earUer papers of this series.^ After intervals

varying from 15 minutes to one hour after an intravenous in-

jection of curare, the animals completely immobihzed, the thresh-

old stimulus of the eight experiments increased from an average

/3 of 21 to 65.7, an increase of 213 per cent. See Table I.

In the eight experiments performed adrenalin, in 5 minutes

or less, decreased the average curare threshold of 65.7/3 units to

38.9, a recovery of 60 per cent.

Figs. I and 2 are curves illustrating the efYect of curare and

adrenalin. These were plotted from the data of two of the ex-

periments and show the relative heights of the threshold before

and after an injection of curare and after an injection of adrenalin.

In Fig. I, points i and 2 represent the normal threshold stimuli.

After the threshold at 2 was determined 2.5 c.c. of curare was

injected intravenously, and 15 minutes later, with the animal

immobile, the threshold was again determined (at 3). The in-

jection of curare had increased it from 22.8 ^3 units to 64.9, or

184 per cent. Five minutes after an injection of 2 c.c. of ad-

renalin (1:100,000) the threshold was decreased (i.e. at 4) from

64.9 to 42.5, a recovery of 53 per cent.

Fig. 2 also shows the relative heights of the threshold before

and after an injection of curare and after an injection of adre-

nahn. In this figure the continuous line is the curve of the nor-

mal right tibiahs anticus and the broken line that of the

denervated left tibialis anticus of the same cat. The peroneus

communis nerve was cut seven days previous to the experiment.

In Fig. 2 (i.e. at i of the continuous line) the normal threshold

was 24.3 /3 units. Eighteen minutes after injecting 3 c.c. of

curare, when the animal was paralyzed this threshold was in-

^ Gruber: this journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 443; Ibid., 1914, p. 335.
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creased to 77.6 /3 units (at 2), an increase of 219 per cent. Eight-

een minutes later it was again determined and found to be 77.6

/3 units (at 3). Adrenalin 0.5 c.c. (1:100.000) was then injected in-

travenously, and six minutes later the

threshold (at 4) was found to be 43.2 /3

units, a recovery of 64 per cent. After

15 minutes' rest the threshold (at 5) was

39.8 /3 units, and 10 minutes later, after

an injection of 5 c.c. of curare, the p
threshold (at 6) was 64 /3 units, an in-

crease of 60 per cent.

Since fatigue increases the threshold

of a denervated muscle it was interest-

ing to note whether or not it would

have an effect upon the threshold of a

curarized muscle.^

Six experiments were performed. The
average /3 after curare was 60.5. This

was increased by fatigue to an average Figlre l.— A curve plotted from
the data of one experiment.

Urethane anaesthesia. The
time interval in minutes is

represented on the abscissa;

the value of the threshold in

/8 units is represented on the

ordinate. i. Normal thres-

hold stimulus 22.8 /3 units.

2. Threshold after 5 minutes'

rest 22.8. 3. The threshold

16 minutes after an injection

of 2.5 c.c. of curare, 64.9

units. 4. The threshold 5

minutes after an injection of

2 c.c. of adrenalin (1:100,000),

42.5 /8 units.

/3 of 370.6, an increase of 512 per cent.

Five minutes or less after an injection

of 0.1 to 3.5 c.c. of adrenalin (1:100,000)

this threshold was decreased to 176/3

units, a recovery of 62 per cent.

Does Curare or Adrexalix Affect

THE Threshold of the Normal
Unfatigued Dexervated Muscle?

In Table I (II) the average threshold

of the denervated muscle, for six ex-

periments, was 61.4 /3 units. After an injection of curare which

completely immobihzed the animal the average threshold was

53.3 /3 units and after an injection of adrenalin the threshold

was 55.1 ^ units. From this table and the broken hne in Fig. 2

it is evident that neither curare nor ^drenahn afifects unfatigued

muscles in which the nerve endings are degenerated.

^ Gruber: this journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 444; Ibid., 1914, xxxiii, p. 345.
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The conditions for testing the denervatcd muscle were the

same as those for the right tibiaHs anticus, the results of which

are shown in the continuous line in the same figure. The slight

variations in the curve of the denervated muscle are amply within

the limits of error. That there is such marked similarity between

the threshold stimuH of the denervated and curarized muscles

Figure 2. — A curve plotted from the data of one experiment performed on a decere-

brate cat. The time interval in minutes is represented on the abscissa; the value

of the threshold in /3 units is represented on the ordinate. The continuous line is

the curve of the normal right tibialis anticus muscle, the broken line that of the dener-

vated left tibialis anticus (left peroneus communis nerve cut 7 days previous).

The normal muscle: i. The normal threshold, 24.25 /3 units.. 2. 18 minutes after an

injection of 3 c.c. of a 3 per cent solution of curare (animal totally paralyzed) 77.6 /S

units. 3. After 18 minutes' rest 77.6/3 units. 4. The threshold 6 minutes after an in-

jection of 0.5 c.c. of adrenalin (1:100,000), 43.15 /S units. 5. .\fter a rest of 15

minutes 39.8 units. 6. The threshold 10 minutes after an injection of 5 c.c. of a

3 per cent solution of curare 64 /S units.

In the denervated muscle: i. Normal threshold 50 /3 units. 2. Ten minutes after curare

was injected 50.8 /3 units. 3. 12 minutes later 48.4 /3 units. 4. 12 minutes later

51.6 /3 units. 5. 18 minutes after an injection of 0.5 c.c. of adrenalin (1:100,000),

50.8 j8 units. 6. 22 minutes later or 10 minutes after an injection of 5 c.c. of curare,

48.4 j8 units.

indicates that seven days are sufficient for degeneration of the

severed nerves. The average threshold stimulus of the 14 de-

nervated muscles which were inexcitable on strong faradic stimu-

lation of their cut nerves, was 62.5 jS units and that of the

curarized animals, in which there was complete immoiblity, was

63.5 j(3 units. See Table II.
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TABLE II

The Threshold Stimulus of the Tibialis Amicus Muscle in Decerebrate and Urethanized
Cats. Measurements taken by the Martin Method. (I) Peroneus Communis
Nerve Degenerated. (II) Curare Paralysis.

Date of the

experiment
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of the average thresholds of curarized muscle and of dencrvated

muscle. See Table II.

Probably curare acts upon a different substance than that

upon which fatigue acts. Fatigue increases the threshold of a

muscle whether denervated by nerve degeneration, or curare,

whereas curare affects only the threshold of a muscle in which

the nerve endings are normal.

That adrenalin decreases the threshold of the curarized tibialis

anticus has been demonstrated, but the manner in which it exerts

this antagonistic action is quite obscure, since the point of action

of adrenalin is not definitely known.

Summary

1. Curare increases the threshold of the normal muscle but

not the threshold of a muscle in which the nerve endings have

degenerated.

2. Adrenalin is an antagonist to curare and decreases, in

five minutes or less, the curare threshold, in some cases to normal.

3. Fatigue increases the threshold of a curarized muscle, and

adrenalin antagonizes this fatigue.

4. The substance upon which curare acts is probably dif-

ferent from that upon which fatigue acts. It either degenerates

upon nerve degeneration, is transformed by muscle atrophy or

is inexcitable to electrical stimuli.



VARIATIONS IX THE SENSORY THRESHOLD FOR
FARADIC STIMULATION IN NORMAL

HUMAN SUBJECTS

III. The Influence of General Fatigue

Bv E. G. MARTIN, P. R. WITHINGTOX, anb J. J. PUTNAM, Jr.

[From the Laboratory of Physiology in the Harvard Medical School]

IN connection with a series of studies being carried on in this

laboratory of variations in electro-cutaneous sensibiHty in

normal human beings we have made some observations which

seem to show that a state of general fatigue, incident to the

daily routine and cumulative from day to day, manifests itself

as a progressive general rise in the value of the threshold stim-

ulus. This, in turn, signifies a progressive lowering of sensitive-

ness and, according to the view of Grabfield and Martin,^

a diminishing tone of the nervous mechanism as a whole. Our

observations indicate further that a pronounced break in the

routine may bring about a restoration of sensitiveness to a high

point, from which it sinks again as the routine proceeds.

The subjects of our experiments were nine first-year medical

students, young adult males in good health. The observations

were made in term time. The subjects, therefore, w^ere following

a routine which was necessarily regular and similar during six

days of each week, made so by the pressure of the school exer-

cises. The routine was interrupted weekly by the Sunday recess,

an interval occupied variously by the subjects, but in no case in

precisely the manner of the week days.

The sensory thresholds were determined in ^ units " according

^ Grabfeeld and Martin: this journal, 1913, xxxi, p. 308.

2 Martin: The measurement of induction shocks, New York, 191 2, p. 76.
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to the method described by Grabfield and Martin.^ Daily read-

ings were made on all the subjects except two between 12.30 p.m.

and 1.30 P.M. This period, according to Grabfield and Martin

[loc. cit., p. 306), is specially satisfactory for taking readings, since

then the sensory threshold is usually at about the position of the

average for the day. Two of the subjects were being observed

daily at 9.00 a.m. in connection with a special problem. The

results obtained from them are included with the others without

any attempt at correction for diurnal variation.

In Table I our observations are compiled for convenient

reference. To facilitate comparison the data for each day of the

week are grouped together. Four vertical columns are devoted

to each subject; the first contains the observed thresholds in ^
units; the second the values of reciprocal /3xIO^ used in these

studies as indices of irritability- ; the third the values for irritabil-

ity reduced to a percentage basis ^; the fourth the average per-

centage irritability for each week day. For such studies as this

the use of relative or percentage irritabilities, rather than actual

irritabilities, is instructive, since the percentage figures not only

reveal the extent of departure of each subject from his own

average irritability, but also allow direct comparisons between

various subjects, whether they happen to have a high or a low

general level of sensitiveness.

The data on which we base the conclusion set forth at the

beginning of the paper appear in the table in the fourth column

under each subject, where the percentage irritabilities for each

week day are averaged. These average figures show a well-

marked tendency for the irritability to diminish from day to day

as the week progresses. There are, as must be expected, depar-

tures from this tendency in individual cases, but on the whole,

the decline in irritability seems too pronounced to be accidental.

Furthermore, the observations were spread over a sufficient

number of weeks to avoid the likelihood that irritability changes,

interpreted as due to general fatigue, were in reality the result

of meteorological or other special conditions.

' Grabfield and Martin: Loc. cit., p. 303.

2 Grabfield and Martin: Loc. cit., p. 306.

^ Ibid, p. 307.
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TABLE I

Daily Variations in Irritability, Grouped According to Days of the Week

Subject 0. Subject B.

Date
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TABLE I. {Continued)

Subject L. Subject Wt. Subject II.

T^ito >3
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TABLE I. (Conlinued)

Subject Wb. Subject Wl.

Date
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TABLE I. {Continued)

Subject G. Subject McG.

Date i

1
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As a means of summarizing our observations the curve shown

in Fig. I is presented. All the percentage irritabilities for each

week day as given in Table I were averaged, and the values thus

obtained were plotted against the days of the week with which

they correspond. The curve pictures clearly a progressive diminu-

tion in sensitiveness which we believe to be characteristic of the

human nervous mechanism under such conditions of general

fatigue as result from a rather pressing routine.

Although our conclusion is based upon averages, it is sup-

ported by direct comparison of the irritabilities of Saturdays and

the Mondays following. We
have examined 19 such pairs

of observations upon the no

nine subjects of this study

and upon two additional

subjects. These enable us

to compare with the results
^^^

obtained by the study of

averages, the effects on in-

dividual cases of the inter-

ruption of routine. Of our

nineteen observations, twelve

showed greater irritability

on Monday than on the m td w th f s

preceding Saturday; three Figure 1. Curve of percentage irritabilities

showed a diminished irrita- showing the general decline in irritability

during the week,
bihty; and four showed no

change. The four cases of unchanged irritabiUty all occurred in

three subjects. Of the three cases of lowered irritability two

occurred in subjects who at other week ends showed marked

increase of sensitiveness. The other case was of a subject upon

whom the observations were discontinued before a second week

end arrived. The increase of irritability in the twelve cases that

showed it, ranged from 7.5 per cent to 82 per cent, averaging 30

per cent; the decrease in the three cases that showed that change,

ranged between 7.5 per cent and 15.6 per cent, averaging only

10 per cent.

In comparison with these observations, and for further assur-
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ance that the effects observed are actually associated with the

conditions of routine, as we have assumed, we have studied in

sixteen cases the irritability on two successive days in the middle

of the week. Of these sixteen, eight showed diminished sensi-

tiveness, six increased sensitiveness, and two no change. An
interesting fact is that the eight subjects whose irritabihty change

was in the general direction called for by our assumption had

an average extent of change of 23.5 per cent, while the six whose

irritability change was in the opposite direction had an average

extent of change of only 14.9 per cent.

When we consider how many unexplained factors undoubtedly

have influence in determin-

ing the threshold of sensi-

tiveness from time to time

the general relationship we

have reported between irri-

tability and routine seems to

us undoubtedly significant.

As illustrating the way
in which the sensitiveness

may follow the routine over

a considerable period we

reproduce in Fig. 2 the curve

of irritability of a single

S.SC MT. w thf s. sc m tc w th
subjcct, O., from March 29

Figure 2. Upper cun^e, the variations in irrita- tO April lO, I9I3- ThlS
bility from day to day of a single subject; ^jUip^^ :<, „ ^p,^ ^^f ,,prv
lower curve, the cun-e of Figure 1 for general

SUDjeCl IS a man 01 \ ery

irritability extended to include the same regular habits, and therefore
period as does the upper one. ^ • ^ ^ r 1 i r i

highly favorable for such a

study as this one. For comparison our curve of average daily

irritabihty (Fig. i) is set alongside the other, extended to make it

cover the same period.

Summary

Daily observations for several weeks on nine subjects, all

following a regular and somewhat pressing routine, show that at

the beginning of the week the irritability tends to be high, that

from then till the end of the week there is a fairlv continuous
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decline in irritability, as judged by the sensory threshold, and

that following the interruption of the routine by the intervention

of Sunday the irritability returns to its original high point.

This is interpreted as a result of general fatigue incident on

routine and restoration of nervous tone following a marked

interruption therein.



TWO TYPES OF REFLEX FALL OF BLOOD PRESSURE

By E. G. martin and PERCY G. STILES

[From the Laboratory of Physiology in the Harvard Medical School]

CHANGES in arterial pressure may be caused by changes in

the total volume of the blood, by variations in the output

from the left ventricle, or by changes in the peripheral resist-

ance. Alterations of the last-named condition may be due to

local influences brought to bear upon the musculature, as in the

effect of adrenalin, or to vasomotor mediation. If we limit our

attention to the vasomotor factors we recognize that a dilation

with lowering of resistance to the blood-stream may be occa-

sioned by a lowering of the tonic activity of the vasoconstrictor

centre or, at another time, by the intervention of vasodilator

impulses. Presumably the widest possible opening of the vascu-

lar channels will be secured when vasoconstrictor tone is abol-

ished and the dilators are universally stimulated.

With regard to the afferent side of the mechanism by which

the calibre of the small blood-vessels is changed we have had a

very clear conception of the several possibilities ever since their

presentation by Hunt ^ in 1895. A fall of pressure, reflexly

brought about, may be the result of reduced tonic activity on the

part of the vasoconstrictor centre; in this case the afferent fibres

concerned are said to have a depressor effect. Such a fall may
be the expression of dilators coming into play; in this case it is

appropriate to call the afferent fibres excito-dilators. Excito-dilator

reflexes need not be assumed to involve a localized vasodilator

centre, no such anatomical feature being known. Evidently,

a given sensory nerve may contain both depressor and excito-

dilator fibres, or the same fibres may make central connections

such as to mediate both reactions.

'Hunt: Journal of physiology, 1895, xviii, p. 381.
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The best known example of a nerve which can be relied upon

to produce a reduction of blood-pressure when its central end is

stimulated is found in the group of afferent fibres commonly
called the Depressor.^ This appears in the rabbit and some

other animals as a strand accompanying the vagus. It is assumed

to be represented in other cases by a set of fibres within the

vagus trunk. These fibres have been said to originate in the

wall of the aorta and to be stimulated by the. distension of that

vessel near its root. Thus a rise of aortic pressure tends to secure

a compensatory adjustment and to be promptly abated.

The Depressor nerve, or the depressor fibres, have been be-

lieved to effect a lowering of arterial tension partly through

reflex inhibition of the heart but more extensively in the animals

usually chosen for experiment by suppressing the tonic action

of the vasoconstrictor centre. If the reaction were confined to

this mode of operation the name Depressor (by which depressor

par excellence seems to be implied) would be fully justified.

Sherrington - has with great ingenuity brought this central action

into the class of reciprocal innervation. He points out that the

circular muscle elements in the blood-vessels are the true antag-

onists of the cardiac elements and that it is to be expected that

an increased action of the heart will be attended by an inhibition

of the vascular musculature, just as the contraction of a flexor is

accompanied by the inhibition of the corresponding extensor.

But the actual working of the Depressor is not limited to the

inhibition of existing vasoconstrictor tone. There is an enlisting

of vasodilators in the response and a certain share of the loss of

pressure is to be referred to this action. Bayliss ^ was led to

believe this even before the work of Hunt mentioned above had

been published. In 1893 he expressed his opinion that one can

discover traces of the dilator effect in the presence of the true

depressor phenomenon. Much later ^ he studied the submaxil-

^ LuDwiG and Cyox: Berichte d. k. Gesellschaft, math. phys. Classe.,

Leipzig, 1866, p. 307.

^ Sherrington: The integrative action of the nervous system, Scribners,

New York, 1906, p. 99.

^ B.A.YLISS: Journal of physiology, 1893, xiv, p. 314.

^ Bayliss: Journal of physiolog>', 1908, xxxvii, p. 264. Also Fofanow
and TscHALLUsovv: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologie, 19 13, cli, p. 543.
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lary gland in this connection with clear and interesting results.

The constrictor supply of this gland may be cut off by severing

the cervical sympathetic. After this has been done, stimulation

of the depressor still accelerates the flow from the vein of the

gland, a fact which must be accounted for on the assumption of

a positive excitation of the dilator fibres in the chorda tympani.

The converse experiment — cutting the chorda and obtaining a

real depressor reaction from the gland — is also successful.

Bayliss noted that the type of pressure reduction which he

referred to the dilators was moderate in degree and not lasting.

The profound lowering seen when the stimulation of the Depres-

sor is adequate may be continued for a long time with little or

no exhibition of a tendency toward a recovery of normal pres-

sure. Bayliss suggested that the transient action of the dilator

mechanism might be held to indicate central fatigue and that

fatigue is something which we expect to see in connection with an

excitatory process. An inhibitory process, on the other hand,

might not entail any fatigue because of its negative character;

it certainly should not on the Gaskell conception of anabolic

processes in the cells involved. At any rate, the main effect of

depressor stimulation is one which may be maintained without

flagging for as long as 17 minutes.

The present paper is to report the results of an attempt to

bring the Martin method for the physiological calibration of

induction shocks ^ to bear upon the analysis of the depressor

reaction. These experiments have been upon cats. In this

animal a separate Depressor is said to be frequently found. Our

experience does not confirm such a statement although the num-
ber of animals observed has been small. Out of some fifteen cats

we have seen in two cases only, a slender nerve alongside the

vagus which would have been taken for a Depressor on anatomical

grounds. In both these cases stimulation of the nerv-e in question

failed to give the typical depressor reaction and this was found

to be obtainable by stimulating the main trunk of the vagus.

We have once seen the complete failure of the usual effect when

' Martin: The measurement of induction shocks, Wiley, New York,

1912.
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the central end of the vagus was excited and in this instance the

power was found to reside in the nerve of the opposite side.

Our procedure has been to anaesthetize, sometimes with

ether and at other times with

urethane. Tracheotomy has

then been performed and both

the vagi have been cut. Stimu-

lation has been by means of

a Sherrington electrode con-

nected with a cahbrated in-

duction coil. Break shocks

have been given by means of

a mechanical, motor-driven

interrupter at rates between

8 and 15 per second. The
blood pressure has been taken

in most cases from the femoral

artery. It is better to use

this vessel than the carotid

because if the latter is chosen

there is danger of wetting the

nerve with the fluid used to

retard coagulation, in this re-

search a strong solution of

sodium carbonate.

The strength of the stimu-

lation employed was deduced

from the position of the sec-

ondary coil and the amperage

of the primary current. Our
figures are therefore in the

Z-units of Martin ^ and are

not corrected for variations of external resistance. Under
this system one reading can be fairly compared with another so

long as the electrode remains in one position; the readings cease

to be accurately comparable otherwise, and yet their range from

one experiment to another continues to have a general value.

' Martin: loc. cit., p. 73.

Figure 1. — Showing the slight increase of effect

upon the blood pressure following stimuli

rated as 22, 35. and 60Z (i, 2, 3 in the

record) and the profound effect of the

stimulus of 127Z (4), this being above the

Depressor threshold.
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It is to be remembered that we are dealing with a series of nerves

which vary in size and physical condition only within rather nar-

row limits.

A series of t\pical results may now be described. If we begin

with stimuli too weak to affect the blood pressure and proceed

to apply stronger and stronger ones we shall presently obtain a

response which is recorded as a transient lowering of pressure.

This is the reaction interpreted by Bayliss as a reflex through

the dilators. There is usually a partial recovery within the

period of 30 seconds during which we ordinarily continue to

stimulate. With gradually increasing intensity of stimulation

through a considerable range this "mild" reaction is repeated with

but little augmentation. Often there is an "all or none" char-

acter about it which is quite suggestive.

Since we are making use of a mixed nerve and not a pure

Depressor such as can be found in the rabbit, there is, of course,

the possibility of reflexes from the skeletal muscles, particularly

those concerned in the breathing movements. But as a matter

of fact these disturbances have very seldom become noticeable.

Nearing a certain level we begin to see hints of the change from

the mild to the profound depression of the blood pressure and

when the threshold is cleared the effect quickly becomes maximal.

The fall of pressure is now a matter of 25 per cent or more and

there is no rebound within the stimulation period of 30 seconds.

It is to be noted that the cutting of the other vagus has sub-

tracted from the possible depression that fraction which could have

been produced in the normal animal through reflex inhibition of

the heart. A further increase of stimulation above that giving

the typical depressor effect adds but little to its magnitude.

Here we have very distinctly the appearance of tw^o thresh-

olds. The lower of these is measured by the strength of stimu-

lation necessary to secure the ''mild" or supposed excito-dilator

response. How wide is the interval between this and the higher

one, assumed to be the threshold for inhibition of the vaso-

constrictor centre, will be made plain by the following table.

The attempt to assign precise values to these thresholds does

not lead to satisfactory results. The full depressor reaction does

not appear all at once when the record first shows a departure
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from the excito-dilator curve; there is a relatively narrow range

within which the influence of changing stimulation is a graded

one. One reason why the thresholds cannot be very sharply

defined is found in the shifting due to modified conditions ac-

companying repeated trials.

Our chief results may be conveniently grouped as below:

54 trials in which the average stimulus was loZ gave an average drop

of 6 per cent.

59 trials in which the average stimulus was 70Z gave an average drop

of 8 per cent.

28 trials in which the average stimulus was 175Z gave an average

drop of 8.5 per cent.

54 trials in which the average stimulus was 250Z gave an average

drop of 27 per cent.

The entrance of the second, or profound, effect is evident. If

we were to add a fifth group comprising the stimuli which were

manifestly supra-maximal, the average pressure reduction would

still be in the vicinity of 27 per cent.

Attention may again be called to the approximately "all or

none" character of the mild or assumed vasodilator reaction.

It appears in the tabulation above that an increase of strength

of stimulus from loZ to 175Z, that is, a 17-fold multiplication,

makes the sagging of the blood-pressure only slightly more pro-

nounced. We could cite one series after another, chosen from

the records averaged in our summary, in which the weak stimuli

were fully as efficient as those many times stronger. This is so

striking as to make it desirable to have a comparison between

these vagal reflexes and those obtainable from other nerves.

We are able to introduce the desired figures for the sciatic, the

saphenous, and for certain branches of the brachial plexus.

The application of stimuli to the central end of the sciatic

can be depended upon to cause a moderate lowering of pressure

so long as the stimuli are below a certain intensity. Using this

nerve we passed on one occasion, by many gradations, from a

stimulation strength of iiZ to 45Z and obtained with the weakest

stimulus a drop of 8.5 per cent and with the strongest a fall of

8.3 per cent. The intermediate values were all between 5.4 and
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8.9 per cent. In another experiment the change of pressure

remained between 10 and 1 1 per cent while the stimulation was

shifted from 35 to 86Z. Again, the effect varied only between

10.6 and I I.I while the stimulation was changed in strength

from 41 to 145Z.

When the saphenous nerve has been under observation it has

been the general experience that very strong stimuli have given

no greater reduction of pressure than could be secured by the

employment of others much weaker. This is a small nerve and

it is doubtless more subject to injury than are the others we

have used. For this reason somewhat less dependence is to be

placed upon the quantitative findings based upon its investiga-

tion. But when due allowances are made the results still appear

to be significant. For example, in a series of six trials in which

the weakest stimulus was 3.25Z and the strongest 360Z the effect

of the first was a fall of 8.1 and of the last 8.2 per cent. The

intermediate stimulations gave magnitudes varying between

2.9 and 9.2 per cent, a wide fluctuation but entirely unrelated to

the stimulation gradient. In another experiment a descending

series of five trials gave the following results: for 60Z a drop of

9.6 per cent, for iiZ a drop of 9.1 per cent. The three inter-

mediate figures for the pressure change are 10.7, 8.9, and 10.9

per cent.

The nerves of the fore-limb are probably more reliable for our

purpose. From these we have obtained such results as the follow-

ing: in one instance a stimulus rated as 5Z produced a fall of

9.1 per cent, iiZ gave 9.2 per cent, 22Z gave 7.0 per cent, and

360Z gave II.6 per cent. In another protocol we find that 5Z

gave a fall of 5.3 per cent, iiZ gave 4.0 per cent, and 60Z 4.1

per cent.

Reviewing our data we are not disposed to claim that the ex-

cito-dilator reaction has an all or none character in precisely the

same sense that the heart muscle has that property. When we

use this expression with reference to the heart we mean that the

least stimulus capable of evoking any response causes a full-

sized contraction. In this case we believe rather that the excito-

dilator reaction is a graded one from its threshold through a

limited range of stimulation, but that a maximal effect is
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soon attained and that the stronger stimuH are then supra-

maximal.

Martin and Lacey ^ have recently reported that with afferent

nerves other than the vagus a depressor reaction is exchanged for

a pressor effect when the stimulation is carried above a threshold

of reversal which they have found to be near 280Z. The figures

we have cited for the vagus show that our second type of reac-

tion is superimposed upon the first when the strength of the

shocks applied is of a roughly similar order. (The difference

between the position of the secondary coil for a stimulus of 250Z

and that necessary to give 300Z is but a few miUimetres.) The ob-

vious suggestion is that the threshold for the inhibition of the

vasoconstrictor centre is the same as for its excitation. In the

sohtary case in which we could not elicit the depressor property

from the vagus we found that this nerve like others produced

pressor reactions when strongly stimulated. The reversal oc-

curred in the vicinity of a stimulation strength of 400Z.

Our attention was called by Doctor Cannon to the possi-

bihty that the mild type of depression might be due to a reflexly

induced discharge of adrenalin of the order of magnitude which

Cannon and Lyman - found to cause vasodilation. It seemed

to us that the response was rather too prompt to be accounted

for in this way, but we made a precautionary experiment in which

the adrenal bodies were excluded from the circulation. We
found that we could still obtain the famihar reduction of 5 to 10

per cent on applying weak stimuli to the vagus.

1 Martin and Lacey: this journal, 1914- x.x.xiii, p. 212.

2 Cannon and Lyman: this journal, 1913, xx.xi, p. 376.



THE INFLUENCE OF FOOD, POSTURE, AND OTHER
FACTORS ON THE ALVEOLAR CARBON DIOXIDE

TENSION IN MAN

By HAROLD L. HIGGINS

[From the yulrilion Laboratory of the Carnegie Inslilnlion of Wasliington,

Boston, Mass.]

Introduction

THE tension of CO2 in the alveolar air, representing the CO2

tension in the arterial blood, was shown by Haldanc and

Priestley^ to be the normal regulator of respiration. It was further

shown by these authors and later more extensively by Fitzgerald

and Haldane - that the alveolar CO2 tension of the same individ-

ual was practically always the same, although individuals differed

markedly from each other as to their normal CO2 tension. But

under abnormal or unusual conditions the CO2 tension has been

found to vary from the normal. Especially is this the case when

there is an acidosis, or increase of acid in the blood; in such con-

ditions there is a lower alveolar CO2 tension. This has been noted

in diabetics ^^ and earlier in cases of oxygen want*"^ and especially

at high altitudes." This has led to the presentation of the theory,^

recently experimentally confirmed by Hasselbalch ^ that it is the

^ Haldane and Priestley: Journal of physiology, 1Q05, xxxii, p. 225.

^Fitzgerald and Haldane: Journal of physiology, 1905, xxxii, p. 486.

^ Beddard, Pembrey, and Spriggs: Journal of physiology, 1908, xxxvii,

p. xxxix.

•• PoRGES, Leimdorfer and Markovici: Zeilschrifl fiir klinische IMedizin,

1 911, Ixxiii, p. 389.

* Boycott and Haldane: Journal of physiology, 1908, xxxvii, p. 355.
' Haldane and Poulton: Journal of physiology, 1908, xxxvii, p. 390.

' Ward: Journal of physiology, 1908, xxxvii, p. 378.

• Winterstein: Archiv fur die gesammte Physiologic, 1911, cxxxviii, p. 167.

9 Hasselbalch: Biochemische Zeitschrift, 1912, xlvi, p. 403.
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H-ion concentration of the arterial blood which is the main factor

in the regulation of breathing. In this paper I shall deal with

variations in the alveolar CO2 tension in man found after the

ingestion of food and with the subject in different postures, which

are difficult to explain by changes in the quantity of acids in the

blood other than H2CO3, and which point to another factor in

the regulation of respiration.

Method

The Haldane ^ method of determining the alveolar air was

used in the cases quoted in this paper. In this method one col-

lects and analyzes a sample of the last part of an expiration, which

is alveolar air. To get information as to the average composition

of the air in the alveoli, two samples are taken, one at the end

of inspiration, when the CO2 content is .naturally lowest, and the

other at the end of expiration, when it is highest. The technique

of the method requires quite normal breathing for a minute or

more; then at the end of a normal inspiration, the subject expires

rapidly and fairly deeply through a long tube of about three-

quarters inch (19 mm.) diameter; at the end of this expiration

the subject seals the tube with his tongue (or a valve is used to

close the end through which he breathed); a sample of the air

in the tube near the mouthpiece is then taken and later analyzed.

Similarly another sample is taken when the rapid deep expiration

is made at the end of a normal expiration. The chief criticism

of and difficulty in the Haldane method has been that the subject,

being conscious of his breathing, is unable to breathe naturally

before the taking of a sample; a deeper breath just before the

sample is taken leads to a too low result. In experimenting on

new subjects for the first time one often notices this tendency to

breathe deeply, which when two determinations are made, one a

few minutes after the other, generally leads to widely varying

results. But with nearly every subject after the first day satis-

factory samples are obtained, as practically everybody can learn

to breathe naturally, even while conscious of his respiration. As

^ Haldane and Priestley: he. cit.
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a check that the breathing has been normal before taking the

samples, most of the figures given here are the average of two or

more determinations; the duplicates usually agree very closely

(within one part in forty). In some of the earlier experiments of

this series but one sample of the alveolar air was taken, that after

a normal inspiration; the differences found in the alveolar air

when one sample was taken were all verified by later experiments

where the average of the two samples was taken; in fact the

relation between the inspired and expired samples at rest was

found to be very constant.

The subjects in these experiments were all young men from

twenty to thirty years of age, most of them being medical students

and none of them being engaged in heavy muscular work.

To show the variations in the normal alveolar CO2 tension

in subject over a period of several months, the following figures

are given for two subjects; all the results are with the subject

sitting and in the breakfastless (niichtern) condition, and each

figure represents the average for one day.

H. — 38-5' 38-5- 37-6, 39-9' 37-7' 39-0' 39-5' 40.o, 37.9, 39.4,

38-7- 37-9' 38-9^ 39-9- 38-9' 38-4^ 37-4- 36-6, Av. 38.6 mm. (Hg)

COo tension (i.e., ^2 about 2 mm.).

M. — 41.0, 43.5, 43.4, 42.6, 42.4, 42.8, 41.8, 41.7, Av. 42.4

mm. (Hg) CO2 tension (+ about i mm.).

Thus as noted by Haldane and Priestly, there is a distinct, but

different average for each of the two subjects. There are small

but distinct differences on different days with the same subject.

To show about how much variation may be expected on the

same day with a subject, the following figures are given, which

are the alveolar CO2 tensions on successive hours (9 a.m. to 4 p.m.)

when no food was taken.

H. — 39-5- 37-6, 36-9' 38.7> 39-6, 38-9' 382, 38.8, Av. 38.5 mm.
(Hg) CO2 tension (+ 1.6 mm.).

No marked diurnal variations were noticed.
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Effe'ct of Taking Food upon the Alveolar CO2 Tension
WITH the Subjects in a Sitting Position

Porges. Leimdorfer, and Markovici mention that the CO2 ten-

sion of the blood ^ was raised above the niichtern value after the

subject had taken breakfast. The higher CO-2 tension of the blood

after food is ascribed by these authors to the flow of gastric juice

in the stomach. The reasoning is that with the withdrawal of

HCl from the blood, the latter becomes more alkaline; therefore,

a higher tension of CO2 is required to keep the H-ion concentra-

tion of the blood at a point sufficiently high to stimulate the

respiratory centre. But in this connection one must remember
that although acid is taken from the blood to form gastric juice,

alkali is also taken to form pancreatic juice (in amounts more
than enough to neutralize the gastric juice). While it is true that

the gastric juice begins to fiow before the pancreatic juice, it is

not very much over 15 minutes under any circumstances, and

even less with liquid nourishment. But owing to the earher flow

of the gastric juice and the fact that for a time this loss of acid

will be felt only by the blood and not by the body fluids as a

whole, one must concede that this may Idc the cause of the raising

of alveolar air. But on the other hand, if the blood became
much more alkaline by reason of the flow of gastric juice, one

would expect that the urine would become more alkaline imme-
diately after eating; but that this is not invariably the case, has

been shown by Hasselbalch.-

Table I gives the results of experiments made where the

' Loc. cit. Their method, which represents the CO2 tension of the venous

blood rather than that of the arterial blood, gives a value about 20% higher

than the alveolar CO2 tension; but the changes noted in their paper with a

resting subject are probably coincident with similar changes in the alveolar

CO2 tension.

'^ Loc. cit. Tables II and III in Hasselbalch's article show almost in-

variably a higher acidity (H-ion concentration) in the urine for the period

(No. 2) immediately after a meal than for the preceding breakfastless period

(No. i). Results (unpublished) by Dr. Smillie of the Harvard Medical

School show similar tendencies for the period following food. Determina-

tions in several of the experiments reported here show no marked difference

between the breakfastless and food periods.
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TABLE I

Effect of First Me.\l of Day upon the Alveolar COo Tension,
Subject Sitting

Subject
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alveolar air was taken before and at varying intervals after the

taking of food. The rise of the alveolar CO2 tension after food

is very evident in practically every case. In Table II a similar

rise is noted after a non-carbohydrate meal in the case of normal

individuals where an acidosis had been produced. The presence

of carbohydrate in the diet is thus obviously not essential to this

rise, although generally considered as the important factor in

reducing an acidosis. The rise is still manifest after one and one-

half hours in every case but one.'

The effect of a second meal on the alveolar air, while the effect

of the first meal was still evident, is shown in two cases; no

further rise is evident, showing the effect of food is not cumulative.

T.\BLE II

Effect of the First Meal of the Day upon the Al\t;olar C0> Tension,
WHERE the Meal Contains no Carbohydrates

Subject and date
(1912)
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TABLH III

Effect ox the Alveolar CO2 Tension of Taking 100 Grams of
Cane Sugar Solution

Subject
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TABLE IV

Effect on the Alveol.ar CO2 Tension of T.aking 10 Gr.a.ms Ag.\r-.a.g.a.r

Subject
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TABLE V

Alnteolar C0> Tensions in Different Positions (Breakfastless)

Subject
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U., these differences were not noticed, but with the other subjects

the results seem consistently to point to this general conclusion.

The order in which the different positions were taken made no

difference in the result; the alveolar CO2 tension for any of the

positions assumed its level for the position almost immediately

on taking it; alveolar CO2 tensions determined after three to five

minutes were essentially the same as those determined after the

subject had been in the position for a longer time. That the

changes in the alveolar air due to dift'erent postures are not the re-

sult of nervous impulses carried from the diaphragm to the respira-

tory centre, seems to be indicated by the failure to find the highest

value in the Trendelenburg position, where there is the largest

pressure on the diaphragm.

The results of the experiments on the alveolar CO2 tension

in other positions than sitting when food was taken are given

in Table VI. One finds the rise in the COo tension standing after

taking food to be fully as large as when the subject is sitting.

However, when the subject is lying, the rise is not so large on

the average; although in some of the cases it is fully as large as

sitting, yet in others there is little or no rise at all.

Effect of other F.\ctors on' the Alveol.ar CO2 Tension

Cojfee. Experiments were made on the alveolar CO2 tension

as the result of taking coffee. About 350 c.c. of black coffee were

taken in each experiment.

T.\BLE VII

Effect of Coffee on the Alveolar CO2 Tension

I hr.

35.6

A fall in the CO2 tension is noticed in both experiments; but

the lowering effect of coffee, as shown in these experiments, was

not great enough to overcome the rise in the alveolar CO2 tension

due to the taking of food in previously cited experiments in

Table II.
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TABLE \'i

Effect of Food on the Alveolar COj Tension with the Subject in other

Positions than Sitting

Subject
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Discussion

While it is perhaps not yet possible to lay down any hard and

fast rule as explaining the results obtained, there are many coin-

cidences in connection with these experiments that it is well to

note. It seems highly probable that the rise in the alveolar air

following the intake of food and that following the taking of a

more relaxed position have much in common. It is well known

that drowsiness is very often noticed after a heavy meal and also

that it is more prone to appear in a reclined or relaxed position.

Thus, one may conclude that drowsiness is more likely to be

evident with a high alveolar CO2 tension. One finds vasodilation

in the skin or splanchnics. the former in a relaxed position and

the latter after food; thus it will appear that the higher alveolar

air is also coincident with vaso-dilation; where there is vaso-

dilation from both food and position, as after food when in a lying

position, there is not noticed in some cases marked cumulative

effect to raise the alveolar C0> tension by reason of both factors.

The fact that the rise in the alveolar CO-j tension lasts only so

long as there is active digestion and absorption of food, and the

fact that coffee, a vasoconstrictor, lowers the alveolar COo ten-

sion, furnish additional evidence to point to the fact that vaso-

dilation and a high alveolar CO2 tension and vasoconstriction

and a low alveolar CO2 tension run parallel. The anatomical

position of the two centres — the respiratory and the vasomotor

— confirm the possibility that the same impulse might affect

both at the same time.

Hasselbalch ^ reports that the H-ion concentration ot the blood,

other things being equal, increases with the concentration of the

blood corpuscles; unless there is a diminution of the blood cor-

puscles in the blood entering the respiratory centre in a relaxed

position or after food, it seems that some other factor beside the

H-ion concentration must be exerting an influence upon the

respiratory centre.

' Loc. cit.
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Conclusions

1. The alveolar CO2 tension rises after the intake of food and

remains high so long as the food is in active digestion.

2. The alveolar CO2 tension is higher when one is in a relaxed

position than when one is in an erect position. Thus the alveolar

CO2 tension is markedly higher standing than sitting, and higher

sitting than lying.

3. The taking of coffee, without food, caused a fall in the

alveolar CO2 tension.

4. These variations, especially those from changing position,

do not appear to be due to changes in the H-ion concentration

of the blood (independent of the H2CO3); but apparently some

other agent is affecting the respiratory centre to cause these

changes.

5. A high alveolar air is coincident with vasodilation, and a

low alveolar COo tension with vasoconstriction.
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THE ANTERIOR LOBE OF THE PITUITARY BODY
IN ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE EARLY

GROWTH PERIOD OF BIRDS

By R0S.\LIXD WULZEN
[From the Rudolph Spreckels Physiological Laboratory of the University of California]

PATHOLOGICAL conditions in the pituitary body have been

so frequently connected with abnormal growth that the

former are generally conceded to bear a causal relation to the

latter. Nevertheless attempts to modify growth by increasing

the normal amount of pituitary secretion present in the body

have yielded various and somewhat ill-defined results.

Caselli^ noted no effect on growth after long-continued in-

jections of whole pituitary glycerine extracts but found that

ingestion retarded growth in some instances. Fodera and Pittau-

observed that emaciation resulted from injection of pituitary

extracts. Sandri^ fed large quantities of ox pituitary to young

mice for a period of two months and found that there was a

notable arrest of growth. He also injected guinea pigs with a

pituitary emulsion and found again a diminution in the rate of

growth. He fails to state that he used control animals. Crowe,

Gushing, and Homans,^ using boiled suspensions of powdered

pituitary from either dog, pig, or ox, found that repeated injec-

tions of the entire body caused rapid loss in weight both in puppies

and in adult dogs. Pure anterior lobe preparations had no such

^ C.\SELLi: Revista sperimcntale di freniatria. Reggio-Emilia, 1900

xxvi, pp. 176, 486.

2 FoDERA and Pittau: Gazzetta di medicina e chirurgia, 1909, viii, p. 149.

^ Sandri: Archives italiennes de biologic, 1909, li, p. 337.
^ Crowe, Gushing and Homans: Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital,

1910, xxi, p. 127.
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effect, a normal puppy being given daily injections for three

months without visible result. Also, according to Gushing/

Goetsch and C\ishing found that one puppy fed daily with three

grain doses of powdered extract of whole pituitary was less in

height at the end of the experiment than the control.

Cerletti- worked upon guinea pigs and rabbits, using whole

pituitaries of young sheep from which he prepared a glycerine

emulsion. He injected an amount about equal to three fourths

of a w^hole pituitary into the peritoneal cavity every five or six

days. He also used dogs, giving them a more frequent dosage.

All of his experiments covered considerable periods, the longest

being 144 days. His results were uniform throughout. During

the period of the experiment the animals receiving injection of

pituitary extract fell constantly below the controls in weight.

Moreover in the case of the dogs, measurement of the hind legs

showed that those of the control were increasingly greater in

length throughout the experiment than those of the dogs receiving

pituitary injection. Measurement of the tibia in two experi-

ments with rabbits showed that the diaphyses of the control

animals were longer, but that the frontal diameter of the epiphyses

of the animals receiving pituitary injection w^as equal to or greater

than that of the controls.

Schafer^ fed young rats on a constant small amount of dried

anterior lobe added to a measured diet of bread and milk. Fresh

ox pituitaries WTre kept for a few days in chloroform, w^ere then

separated into anterior and posterior lobes, finely divided and

dried. The controls were fed upon similarly prepared ovary or

testicle. A group of four rats was fed in this way for three

months. For the first eight days the pituitary fed rats fell below

the controls in weight, but at the close of the experiment their

total weight was almost twice that of the controls. In a second

series of experiments similarly conducted, Schafer^ arranged the

animals in three groups, the first containing four young females,

the second three young males, the third three half grown males,

^ CusmxG: The pituitary body and its disorders, 191 2.

^ Cerletti: Archives italiennes de biologic, 1907, xlvii, p. 123.

' Schafer: Proceedings of the Royal Society, 1909, Ixxxi, B, p. 442.

* Schafer: Quarterly journal of experimental physiolog>', 1912, v, p. 203.
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each group being duplicated by a control group. The experiment

continued for three months. At first f gm. of material was
administered. This amount was doubled after two months and
still further increased toward the end of the experiment. At the

conclusion the ovary fed animals in the first two groups were a

httle heavier than the pituitary fed animals. In the third group

the pituitary animals about equaled the ovary fed animals in

weight. The conclusion is drawn from these experiments that

the addition of small amounts of ovarian or pituitary tissue to

the diet of rats has httle or no effect upon growth.

Aldrich^ performed two series of experiments, the first upon
dogs, the second upon rats. He added to the bread and milk

diet of each about 50 mg. per day of fresh, dessicated, defatted

anterior lobe of ox pituitary. He used seven dogs divided into

two groups, one group being fed upon similarly prepared ovary

as control. The average weights show that the controls had a

natural tendency to increase in weight more rapidly than the

pituitary animals, but for certain reasons Aldrich concludes that

there is neither stimulation nor retardation in growth, though in

individual cases the anterior lobe may stimulate. In the second

series, Aldrich- used ten young rats divided into two groups,

male and female in each. The control group, fed as in the case

of dogs, held an increasingly greater weight than the pituitary

group during the three months of the experiment. Ingestion of

the anterior lobe thus impedes growth. A similar series performed

with posterior lobe gave no such inhibition. Aldrich mentions

that J. L. Miller has conducted experiments on young white rats

in much the same way and has obtained negative results as regards

weight and skeletal change.

The preponderance of the above evidence indicates that the

pituitary body either injected or ingested is able to cause a

diminution in rate of growth in young animals. That the falling

off in weight is due to something more than emaciation has been

shown by those investigators who have through measurement of

the long bones found a decrease in their length. I have been

^ Aldrich: This journal, 191 2, xxx, p. 352.

' Aldrich: This journal, 1913, xxxi, p. 94.
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able to confirm in this series of experiments both the falHng off

in weight of the animal and in length of bone following ingestion

of anterior lobe of the pituitary body.

Experimental

In order that dependable averages might be secured through

the use of a number of individuals of the same age, the domestic

fowl was selected for the investigation. The work was started

September 25 with two groups each containing eighteen White

Leghorn chicks cither two or nine days old at that time. Feeding

with pituitary material began October 3 and continued until

January. The chicks were kept within a small enclosure in the

laboratory and given artificial heat until they reached 250 gm.

in weight when they were allowed the range of a sunny room.

They were fed at first upon finely cracked grains with a little

boiled rice, then upon coarsely cracked grains, entire wheat, grit,

and a mash composed of bran, shorts, bone meal, cornmeal and

charcoal. They were also given green feed. Five days in the

week each chick was fed a weighed amount of unmodified anterior

lobe of ox pituitary or in the control group an equal amount of

fresh liver. The ox pituitaries were obtained from the Oakland

Meat and Packing Company through the great courtesy of the

Superintendent. The glands were eaten by the chicks within

twenty-four hours after being removed from the cattle at the

slaughter house. The amount of pituitary material given varies

throughout the experiment, the attempt being to keep it roughly

equal to one hundredth of the average body weight of the pituitary

chicks. A few individuals died early in the experiment. During

December probably on account of the confinement and adverse

weather conditions, the chickens contracted roup. On this

account it was thought best to give figures for two months only

and to gather the data from those individuals which up to Decem-

ber appeared normal. If all had been used the result would have

been to reduce the averages of the pituitary fed individuals still

further, as the very smallest individuals in the pituitary group

were ehminated in this way, while those eliminated from the

controls were of fairly large size. It should also be observed that
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the results obtained during the first two months were continued

without change during the third month. The extension of the

curves in the direction in which they are going would indicate

in a general way the growth occurring in this last interval.

The results here presented are based upon data gathered

from twenty-five individuals divided into four groups: (i) 7

pituitary fed females, (2) 10 fiver fed females, (3) 4 pituitary fed

Ipl^lSpliMIlP^^^^llEi^ES
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the pituitary fed chickens both male and female. It is noticeable

that the males are more atTected than the females. At the con-

clusion of the experiment, while the average measurements of

the male controls were greater than those of the female controls,

the average measurements of the pituitary fed males were less

than those of the pituitary fed females. The measurements of all

140

i 9 16 23 30 6 13 20 28 4

Oct. Nov. Dec.

Figure 2. Derived from Table I. Abscissae: successive dates. Ordinates:
length in millimeters. Broken lines: data from pituitary fed chickens.
Solid lines: data from controls. The curves represent the a\-erage length
in successive weeks of (A) the wings of 7 pituitary fed females and 10 con-
trol females, (B) the wings of 4 pituitary- fed males and 4 control males,
(C) the feet of 7 pituitary fed females and 10 control females, (D) the feet

of 4 pituitary fed males and 4 control males.

the individuals included in the totals for December 4 present

this fact in another way (Table II). It will be observed that

whereas the two groups of females overlap one another in weight
and length of bone, the male groups show no overlapping in any
measurement. This difference could hardly be entirely due to

the smaller number of males.

The inhibition of growth indicated in the tables was easily

apparent on inspecting the living animals. Those fed upon
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pituitary material were noticeably smaller, this difference being

especially prominent in the males. After three months, the

three smallest males, all pituitary fed, showed no wattles and

Figure 3. Photograph taken November
29. The posterior chicken is a control

male. The anterior one is a pituitary

fed female. Note how the control ex-

ceeds in length of foot, wing and tail

and in height. The female could have

been exchanged for a male in the same
group without altering the appearance

of the picture.

Figure 4. Photograph taken about Janu-

ary 15. The larger chicken is a con-

trol male, the smaller a pituitarj' fed

male. Besides differences in size of all

parts of the body, note that the pitui-

tary fed chicken has no wattles and a

verj' small comb as compared with the

well developed comb and wattles of the

control.

their combs were only sHghtly larger than those of the females,

whereas the combs and wattles of the three remaining control

males were large and well developed. (Figs. 3 and 4.)

These results are reinforced by a previous feeding experiment

in which three White Leghorn fowls were raised to adult size.

One, the control, was a male. The others, fed as above on pit-

uitary material, were male and female. This male originally

exceeded the control in size, but in the course of a few days it

dropped below and remained smaller than the control during the

period of growth corresponding to that covered by the tables

given above. The female was always the smallest of the three.

Involution of the thymus. After two months' feeding, the

smallest of the pituitary fed chickens died. Autopsy showed that

there was practically no thymus tissue left. For comparison the

smallest of the controls was killed. It was found to have a

considerable amount of thymus tissue stretching through the

neck in close contact with both jugular veins. This led to an
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possible to arrange the chickens in a somewhat accurate series

from the one possessing the smallest to the one possessing the

largest thymus. This agreed in general with the order of arrange-

ment by weight including both males ^and females. Table III

shows the distribution of the pituitary and the control chickens

according to the size of the thymus. On weighing the total

TABLE III

Group I

Thymus small
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thymus persists abnormally in young dogs from which the pitui-

tary has been removed, which is in accordance with the retention

of certain infantile characteristics. The same observation has

been made by Gushing.^ who further adds that chnical experience

Figure 5. Radiogram taken December 5. The larger leg is that of a control

female, the smaller that of a pituitary fed male. At the time each was the

closest representative of the average in its own group. Note the greater

length of bone in the foot and the larger and more plainly defined centers of

ossification at the tarsal joint in the control.

would lead him to beheve that in cases of hypophyseal insuffi-

ciency there is apt to be a persistent and enlarged thymus where

the process dates from a preadolescent period.

It is possible that the diminution in growth which accompanies

injection and ingestion of pituitary tissue may be caused indirectly

by disturbances in nutrition. But it is also possible that this

inhibition may be the result of a primary effect of pituitary secre-

tion upon the thymus. In fact the changes brought about through

1 Gushing: Loc. cit.
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its action call to mind the changes found by Basch' to follow

extirpation of the thymus in young dogs. In the operated animals

the bones were slighter and smaller than in the controls while

the epiphyseal lines were frequently broadened and irregular.

There is a larger proportion of cartilaginous tissue at the epi-

physeal line than in the normal animals. The cartilaginous

covering of the epiphyses is thicker and more voluminous and the

Figures 6 and 7. Radiograms taken from two of the chickens raised to adult

size in a previous experiment as mentioned in the text. Figure 6 is the tar-

sal joint of a pituitarj' fed female about five months old. Figure 7 is the tar-

sal joint of a control male of the same age. Compare especially the distal

ends of the tibio-tarsus. That of the pituitary fed hen shows considerably

more cartilage and less bone than that of the control, suggesting the changes

in bony growth found by Basch to follow extirpation of the thymus.

ossified bony portion is smaller. The long bones take longer to de-

velop and this causes a marked retardation in growth of the whole

body. These words might be used in large part as a description

of the differences existing between the bones of pituitary fed

chickens and controls as shown by the accompanying radiograms.

(Figs. 5, 6, and 7.) Whether or not the above idea is fruitful

will require further experimentation to decide, and it is my pur-

pose to continue the study.

' B.asch: Jahrbiicher fiir Kindcrheilkunde, 1906, Ixiv.
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Conclusions

1. The growth of young fowl is retarded by the addition to

the diet of fresh, unmodified anterior lobe of ox pituitary. This

is shown both in body weight and in length of the long bones.

2. Involution of the thymus accompanies this retardation and

may bear a causal relation to it.

3. These effects are more marked in the males than in the

females.

The writer extends grateful thanks to Professor Maxwell for

his constant and kindly suggestions and help.
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IT may be shown in several ways that nascent oxygen destroys

all the ordinary enzymes.

We have found that ptyaUn, amylopsin, malt diastase, rcnnin,

pepsin and trypsin are destroyed by the passage of the direct electric

current and that the rate of this destruction is directly proportional

to the amount of current used. Since the time of Faraday it has

been known that the passage of the direct electric current decom-

poses water and that the amounts of oxygen and hydrogen liber-

ated are directly proportional to the amount of current passed.

We have no evidence that nascent hydrogen decreases the activity

of enzymes, but we have abundant evidence that nascent oxygen

decreases their activity and that this decrease is more or less pro-

portional to the amount of oxygen used. Hence it seems reason-

able to conclude that the cause of the destruction of enzymes by

the passage of the direct electric current is oxidation.^

The above named enzymes are also destroyed by bubbling

oxygen gas or air through their solutions, but the rate of this de-

struction is very slow. However, if a piece of platinum mesh,

previously covered with platinum black, be introduced into the

solution, thereby supplying nascent oxygen, the rate of the destruc-

tion of the enzyme is greatly increased.^

We have been able to show in still another way that nascent

oxygen destroys the activity of enzymes. If hydrogen peroxide

be added to the enzyme solution and a piece of platinum mesh,

1 Burge: Resumes des Communications, IXieme Congres international

•des Physiologistes, Groningue. 1913.
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previously covered with platinum black, be introduced the oxygen

liberated from the hydrogen peroxide by the platinum black

oxidizes the enzyme. This method was used in the experiments

to be described in this paper.

The solutions were made by dissolving one gram of a commercial

preparation of the enzyme in 15 cubic centimeters of distilled

water. Such solutions possessed optimum activity. Two cubic

centimeters of the enzyme solution were used in each experiment.

This amount was diluted to 7 cubic centimeters using varying

amounts of hydrogen peroxide and a diluting solution. The
diluting solution consisted of some of this solution of hydrogen

peroxide which had been decomposed completely by means of

platinum black. The strengths of the diastatic enzymes were

determined by the amounts of reducing sugar produced by the

addition of 2 cubic centimeters of the solution to 10 cubic centi-

meters of a 0.2% starch paste. The digestion was carried on in

the case of amylopsin and ptyalin for three minutes at 38° C. In

the case of malt diastase and taka diastase the amounts of starch

paste and of the enzyme solution were the same as for amylopsin

and ptyalin, but the digestion was carried on for thirty minutes at

T.ABLE I

Ezyme
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60° C. Pavy's method was used for the estimation of the sugar.

Mett's tubes were used in determining the strength of the pepsin

solutions. The activity of the rennin was determined by adding i

cubic centimeter of the solution to 5 cubic centimeters of fresh

cow's milk at 38° C.

The details of these experiments may be seen in the accompany-

ing table.

The solutions indicated in column N were made by adding 5

cubic centimeters of the diluting solution to 2 cubic centimeters

of the enzyme solution of optimum activity. The solutions in

column A were made by adding 4 cubic centimeters of the diluting

solution and i cubic centimeter of hydrogen peroxide to 2 cubic

centimeters of the concentrated enzyme solution. Solutions in

column B were the same as those in column A except that 3 cubic

centimeters of the diluting solution and 2 cubic centimeters of

hydrogen peroxide were used. The solutions indicated in columns

C, D and E were similar to those in A and B except for the in-

creasing amounts of hydrogen peroxide and the decreasing amounts

of diluting solution as shown in the table.

The experiments were made as follows: A piece of platinum

mesh, previously covered with platinum black by the passage of

the direct electric current, was thoroughly washed and introduced

into a solution of amylopsin made by adding 5 cubic centimeters

of the diluting solution to 2 cubic centimeters of the concentrated

amylopsin solution (column N). This was allowed to stand for

thirty minutes. It will be noticed that no oxygen was given off

to this solution. Two cubic centimeters of this solution were added

to 10 cubic centimeters of a .2% starch paste and permitted to

stand at 38° C. for three minutes. At the end of this time the

digestion was brought to a close by bringing the solution to boiling

in thirty seconds. It may be seen in column N for amylopsin

that 9.8 milligrams of reducing sugar were present as determined

by Pavy's method. The same piece of platinum mesh was intro-

duced into another solution of amylopsin made by adding 4 cubic

centimeters of the diluting solution and i cubic centimeter of

hydrogen peroxide to 2 cubic centimeters of the concentrated

solution of amylopsin. This solution was permitted to stand until

the I cubic centimeter of hydrogen peroxide was completely de-
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composed by the platinum mesh. The diastatic power of this

solution was then determined as before and in column A it may
be seen that this was represented by 6.8 milligrams of reducing

sugar. In column B for amylopsin may be seen the result of a

similar experiment except that 3 cubic centimeters of hydrogen

peroxide were used. The diastatic power of the amylopsin was

here represented by 5.0 milligrams of reducing sugar. The experi-

ments in column C, D and E for amylopsin were made in a similar

way with the solutions indicated in the table. In each of these

solutions was placed a piece of platinum mesh and each was

allowed to stand until all the hydrogen peroxide was decomposed.

In column C for amylopsin the diastatic power of the solution is

represented by 2.6 milligrams of reducing sugar, and in column D
the diastatic power is reduced to O. In column C the solution

was exposed to the oxygen liberated from the decomposition of

3 cubic centimeters of hydrogen peroxide. In column D the solu-

tion was exposed to the oxygen liberated from 4 cubic centimeters

of hydrogen peroxide. This amount was sufficient to oxidize com-

pletely the amylopsin present.

It may be seen that the normal diastatic power of the amylop-

sin used in this experiment is represented by 9.8 milligrams of

reducing sugar, and that when a similar amount of amylopsin was

exposed to the action of the oxygen liberated from i cubic centi-

meter of hydrogen peroxide its diastatic power was reduced to 6.8

milligrams of reducing sugar, i.e., the amount of oxygen that can

be liberated from i cubic centimeter of hydrogen peroxide reduced

the diastatic power of the amylopsin by 3.0 milligrams of reducing

sugar. It will be observed for amylopsin in column B that the

oxygen liberated from 2 cubic centimeters of hydrogen peroxide

reduced the diastatic power by 4.8 milligrams of reducing sugar,

or 2.4 milligrams of sugar per cubic centimeter of hydrogen perox-

ide. In column C the oxygen from 3 cubic centimeters of hydrogen

peroxide reduced the diastatic power by 7.2 milligrams of reducing

sugar, or 2.5 milligrams per cubic centimeter of hydrogen peroxide.

In column D the oxygen liberated from 4 cubic centimeters of

hydrogen peroxide completely destroyed the dastatic power of

the amylopsin.

Similar experiments to those on amylposin were carried out on
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ptyalin, malt diastase, taka diastase, pepsin and rennin. It may
be seen for ptyalin in column N that when 2 cubic centimeters of

the concentrated solution of ptyalin were diluted to 7 cubic centi-

meters by adding 5 cubic centimeters of the diluting solution the

diastatic power is represented by 7.5 miligrams of reducing sugar;

that when a similar amount of a solution of ptyalin was exposed

to the action of the amount of oxygen liberated from i cubic

centimeter of hydrogen peroxide the diastatic power is represented

by 7.3 milligrams of reducing sugar and that when it was exposed

to the amount of oxygen liberated from 5 cubic centimeters of

hydrogen peroxide by platinum black its diastatic power was

reduced to o. It will be noticed that the rate of the destruction

of ptyaHn was not proportional to the amount of hydrogen peroxide

added and hence not to the amount of oxygen liberated. It may
be seen also that a similar destructive action is produced on malt

diastase by the oxygen liberated from hydrogen peroxide. Its

diastatic power was completely destroyed when its solution was

exposed to the amount of oxygen liberated from 4 cubic centi-

meters of hydrogen peroxide. The solutions of taka diastase were

not affected by the amounts of oxygen used in these experiments.

However, the activity of taka diastase was destroyed by exposure

to the amount of oxygen liberated from 12 cubic centimeters of

hydrogen peroxide. The activity of both pepsin and rennin was

greatly reduced but was not completely destroyed by the amount

of oxygen obtained from 5 cubic centimeters of hydrogen peroxide.

Both of these enzymes were destroyed by the oxygen liberated

from 7 cubic centimeters of this hydrogen peroxide. The rates

of the destruction of these two enzymes run parallel. This

may be accounted for by the fact that the solutions of pepsin

and rennin were both made from the same commercial preparation

of pepsin. We do not think that the result is any proof for the

identity of the two substances because if a commercial preparation

be chosen which has strong rennetic property and weak peptic

property it is possible to destroy the peptic property without

apparently affecting the rennetic.

In addition to the enzymes enumerated in the table we have

found that oxygen liberated from hydrogen peroxide by platinum

black destroys the diastase extracted from Elodea canadensis
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gigantea, trypsin, emulsin, invertase, bromalin, papain and auto-

lytic enzymes.

Brown and Morris ^ have shown that the amount of diastase

in the leaves of foliage plants increases during the night and de-

creases during the day. Using Elodea canadensis gigantea, a

green water plant, we have been able to confirm their observa-

tions. We also found that the amount of destruction of the dias-

tase was more or less proportional to the length of time of exposure

of the plant to light. The fact that diastatic enzymes are destroyed

by nascent oxygen would seem to ofifer an explanation of this

observation that the diastase in plants decreases during the ex-

posure of the plant to light. The assumption would be that the

oxygen liberated during exposure to light oxidizes the diastase

formed, hence a decrease in diastatic activity during the day.

As soon as the plant is removed to darkness oxygen ceases to be

given off and during this period the diastatic activity increases.

The oxidative action of the tissues has been demonstrated by

various observers - employing a variety of reactions by which

colored oxidation products arc formed within the tissues. These

observers ^ have shown that the capacity of the tissues to form

these colored products bears a direct relation to their capabiUty

of freeing oxygen from hydrogen peroxide, of bluing tincture of

guaiac and of oxidizing salicylic aldehyde and benzyl alcohol to

their respective acids. They found that there are definite and

constant differences in the oxidative properties of the different

tissues. This property was most marked in the spleen, liver and

kidney and least marked in muscular and nervous tissue.

Using the above methods Lillie ^ examined the oxidative prop-

erties of the different regions of the alimentary canal. When such

sections were placed in a solution of alpha benzol and di-amido-

benzene the parts of the cross section where oxidation takes places

most rapidly were stained violet by the formation of indophenol

dyes. He found that when cross sections of the stomach wall

were placed in such solutions the mucous membrane assumed a

1 Brown and ]\Iorris: Journal of the Chemical Society, 1893, 63, p. 604.

2 jMedwedew: Archiv flir die gesammte Physiologic, 1896, 65, p. 249.

3 S.ALKOWSKi (mit jAiL\GiWA): Virchow's Archiv, 1897, 147, p. i.

* Lillie: This journal, 1902, 7, p. 413.
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deep violet coloration which was particularly intense at the inner

ends of the cells. The muscular layers took on a diffuse and

relatively slight coloration in accordance with the generally ob-

served feeble oxidative properties of muscle. The connective

tissue portions of the sub-mucosa remained almost colorless. Cross

sections of regions of the intestine showed a similar distribution of

the indophenol coloration. In all regions the mucosa colored

soonest and most deeply while the muscular layer and the sub-

mucosa assumed a relatively slight stain. Thus he concludes that

the mucosa in both stomach and intestine possesses intense oxida-

tive properties.

The fact that pepsin and trypsin are easily oxidized and that the

mucosa of the stomach and intestine possesses intense oxidative

properties would seem to offer an explanation of the fact that these

organs are not digested by the pepsin and trypsin contained within

their lumen. The assumption would be that the pepsin and tryp-

sin immediately in contact with the mucosa of the stomach and

intestine respectively undergo oxidation and that by such means

the cells maintain their integrity during life.

Salkowski and others ^ have shown that all the body tissues

possess the power of undergoing autolysis after death and that

under certain normal as well as pathological conditions tissues and

even organs may undergo autolysis during life. The atrophy of

the thymus and the involution of the puerpural uterus might be

mentioned as examples of normal auto-digestion. Various theories

have been advanced to account for the fact that the tissues do not

undergo auto-digestion during life as after death. One theory ^

is that there are in the living tissues anti-substances which hold

the autolytic enzymes in check. Another theory ^ suggests that

the tissues are protected by their alkahne reaction as it has been

shown that an acid reaction is necessary for the activity of auto-

lytic enzymes. A third theory assumes that the enzymes exist in

a zymogen form and are activated or inactivated as the need may
arise.

In view of the fact that autolytic enzymes in common with all

' Salkowski: Deutsche Klinik. 1903 (11), 147.

2 Glaessn'er: Hofmeistcr's Beitrage, 1904, 4, 79.

' VV'ien'Er: Centralblatt fiir Physiologic, 1905, 19, 349.
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the ordinary enzymes are destroyed by nascent oxygen an additional

theory may be advanced, namely that the tissues maintain their

integrity during life by means of their oxidative properties. This

theory would assume that normally a balance exists between the

autolytic enzymes and the oxidative processes of the tissues. It

is known that in infectious diseases/ in diseases of the circulatory

and respiratory systems,^ in acute yellow atrophy of the liver and

in chloroform and phosphorus poisoning autolysis may be increased

to a marked degree. Without the oxygen continually supplied

by the circulatory and respiratory systems oxidation in the tissues

would be impossible. Since this is true, any special interference

with either of these systems would presumably result in a decreased

oxidation in the tissues. If the balance which has been assumed

to exist between the oxidative and autolytic processes exists, then

any interference with the supply of oxygen to the tissues should

express itself in an increased rate of autolysis. Schlesinger - noted

an intense self-digesting tendency of the tissues in diseases of the

circulatory and respiratory systems. Under such conditions the

amount of oxygen supplied to the tissues is decreased and the fact

that under these conditions autolysis is increased would seem to

support the above assumption. Jacoby ^ showed that the livers of

dogs dead of phosphorus poisoning underwent autolysis more

rapidly than normal livers, while Welsch ^ and Riess '" found that

oxidation in cases of this poisoning is decreased. Welsch made a

study of the respiratory exchange in cases of phosphorus poisoning

and found that the oxidative processes were decreased by about

20%. Riess proved the deficiency of oxidation also by showing

the presence in the urine of large amounts of organic acids which

are oxidized under normal conditions.

' Flexner: University of Pennsylvania Bulletin, July, 1903.

2 Schlesinger: Hofmeister's Beitrage, 1904, 4, 87.

3 Jacoby: Zeitschrift fiir physiologische Chemie, 1900, 30, 174.

^ Welsch: Archives internationales de pharmacodinamie et de Therapie,

1905, 14, 211.

' Riess: Berliner klinische Woclienschrift, 1905 (42), 44a, 54.
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Conclusions

1. The facts that pepsin and trypsin are oxidized by nascent

oxygen and that the mucosa of the stomach and intestine possesses

intense oxidative properties may be used to explain the protection

of these organs from self-digestion during life.

2. The fact that disatase is destroyed by nascent oxygen offers

an explanation of the observation that the amount of this enzyme

is decreased during the day and increased during the night in

plants.

3. The fact that the autolytic enzymes are destroyed by nascent

oxygen and that the tissues possess oxidative properties would

seem to justify the assumption that normally there is a balance

between the oxidative and autolytic processes in the living tissues.

The fact that in certain pathological conditions where autolysis is

increased the oxidative processes are decreased is in accord with

this assumption.
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IT is generally held to be true that smoking shortly before a

meal leads to depression of hunger and appetite. It is also a

common belief that strong pressure on the abdomen ("tightening

the belt") decreases or relieves the hunger sensation, at least

temporarily. We are now in position to test the correctness of

these beliefs by decisive experiments, at least as regards the in-

fluence of these measures on the objective hunger contractions and

the subjective hunger sensations.

I. The Influence of Smoking on the Hunger Contrac-

tions AND ON THE HUNGER SENSATIONS

Depression or inhibition of hunger by smoking is rendered

probable by the fact that anything which stimulates the sensory

nerve endings in the mouth and in the gastric mucosa inhibits the

gastric hunger contractions in direct proportion to the intensity of

the stimulation.^ Smoking stimulates the nerve ending in the

mouth in varying degrees according to the kind of tobacco used.

Smoking frequently involves stimulation of nerve endings in the

gastric mucosa owing to the swallowing of saliva containing nicotin,

oils, tannic acid, and probably other irritating substances. Smok-
ing may also act on the hunger mechanism in a third way, that is,

through absorption of nicotin and other products of the combus-

1 Carlson: This journal, 1913, xxxi, p. 212.
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tion. This third possibility has not been investigated. It is well

established, however, that even small quantities of nicotin in the

blood leads to nausea and vomiting. Nausea and vomiting are

accompanied by atony of the gastric fundus, which insures absence

of hunger contractions and hunger sensations.

The effects of smoking on the gastric hunger contractions were

first studied on Mr. V., our young man with the permanent gastric

fistula. In his case smoking (cigars) leads invariably to inhibition

of the hunger contractions. This fact was briefly reported in our

first communication.^ But Mr. V. is not an habitual smoker.

It is therefore possible that the results obtained on him were

simply due to the condition of nausea or disgust that smoking

usually produces in the novice and hence not appHcable to persons

used to smoking.

The tests have now been repeated on several habitual smokers.

In so far as smoking influences the gastric hunger contractions this

Figure 1. Tracing from the empty stomach of A. J. C. Bnjmoform manometer.
Beginning of a period of hunger contractions, .v, starting to smoke a "strong"
cigar. Showing inhibition of the gastric hunger contractions and tonus.

influence is in the direction of inhibition. This inhibition appears

to depend on the intensity of stimulation of the nerve endings in

the mouth, a cigarette or "mild" cigar causing only slight inhibi-

tion, while a "strong" cigar or pipe causes complete and prolonged

inhibition even when the gastric hunger contractions are at their

maximum. A typical tracing showing this inhibition from smoking

is reproduced in Figure i.

If the cigar or pipe causes very strong stimulation of the nerve

endings in the mouth, the inhibition of the hunger contractions

may continue from five to fifteen minutes after the cessation of

the stimulation. Thus even a brief period of smoking may sup-

press an entire hunger period.

' Carlson: This journal, 1913, xxxi, p. 151.
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The subjective sensation of hunger is diminished or aboHshed

parallel with the gastric hunger contractions. But it seems to

the authors that even a "mild'' smoke diminishes the sensation of

hunger rather more than one might infer from the slight depression

of the contractions. This is probably due to the deviation of at-

tention, the smoking acting partly as a "counter irritant."

Smoking inhibits the gastric hunger contractions. It is prac-

tically certain even in the absence of direct experiments that

moderate smoking does not inhibit the gastric movements of

digestion. The reason for the difference in the action of the same

condition on the empty and on the filled stomach is not clear from

present data.

II. The Influence of Constriction of the Belt

The experiments with constriction of the belt were made on

three normal men. Mr. V. was not used in these tests for the

KriPIll' I'jlll'illrriMWMMkCTMfMli'^

Figure 2. Tracing from the emi)t.y stomach of A. J. C. Beginning of a period of

hunger contractions, .v, strong pressure on the abdomen bj' belt. Showing inhibi-

tion of gastric hunger contractions of moderate strength by strong pressure on the
abdomen by the belt.

reason that any considerable compression of the abdomen leads to

pain and discomfort from pressure of the rubber tube in the gastric

fistula. The tests were made with the subject standing up, sitting,

and lying on the back, and at all stages of the gastric hunger

contractions.

I. Strong contraction of the abdominal belt leads nearly always

to inhibition of the gastric hunger contractions of weak or moderate

strength, lasting from five to fifteen minutes. The inhibition may
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be partial or complete, but in either case the hunger contractions

reappear despite the continued pressure of the belt. This inhibi-

tion is obtained even when the belt constriction is moderate so

that no discomfort or pain is produced. A typical tracing showing

complete inhibition of the feeble hunger contractions on constric-

tion of the belt is reproduced in Figure 2.

2. When the gastric hunger contractions are strong (the middle

of a hunger period), constriction of the belt never causes complete

inhibition. But so far as the increased abdominal pressure affects

the hunger contractions the influence is in the direction of inhibi-

tion. The individual hunger contractions are weakened without

<
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extent than seemed warranted from its effect on the hunger con-

tractions. Several factors are probably involved in this discrep-

ancy, (i) The belt constriction distracts the attention from the

hunger impulses by stimulation of cutaneous nerves as well as by

stimulation of nerve endings in the viscera, especially those of the

peritoneum. (2) Strong pressure on the abdomen from without

Figure 4. Tracing from the empty stomach of J. H. L. (standing position). X, strong
pressure on the abdomen by belt. Showing completion of the hunger period
despite the belt constriction. Kut the period does not culminate in the incom-
plete tetanus characteristic for Mr. L.

appears to induce, temporarily, a condition simulating in a feeble

way the complex sensation of satiety.^

' According to R. LennhofT (quoted in Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc, 1913,

Ix, p. 41) hunger and appetite are appeased with a less quantity of food when
the belt is constricted than when the intra-abdominal pressure is regulated

solely by the tonus of the abdominal muscles. LennhofT ascribes this to de-

pression of hunger and appetite by the pressure of the belt. Lennhoflf's ob-

servation is probably correct, but his explanation erroneous. The actual

hunger contractions and the hunger sensations are stopped by the first few

morsels of food swallowed, while this may actually increase the appetite

through stimulation of nerve endings in the mouth and in the mucus mem-
brane of the oesophagus and stomach. This appetite sensation is gradually

counteracted by the sensation complex of satiety, which depends in part on

the distention of the stomach with corresponding readjustment of the tonus

of the abdominal muscles. This feeling of fullness, which appears to be re-

ferred to the abdomen as a whole, is probably developed with less intake of

food when the abdominal wall is mechanically prevented from relaxing owing

to the pressure of the bell.
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5. We have practically nothing but conjectures to offer in way

of explanation of the mechanisms involved in the above inhibition of

the gastric hunger contractions by strong pressure on the abdomen.

Strong pressure on the abdomen causes temporary inhibition

of the gastric hunger contractions in dogs, but the manipulation

greatly disturbs the dogs, and disturbance from any cause leads

to a temporary inhibition of the empty stomach in dogs with

the splanchnic nerves intact. In dogs with the splanchnic nerves

sectioned on both sides, strong pressure on the abdomen causes no

distinct inhibition of the gastric hunger contractions. This points

to the conclusion that belt constriction causes gastric inhibition,

not by direct pressure on the stomach, but by direct stimulation

of inhibitory nerves, or by mechanical (or sympathetic) stimu-

lation of the adrenal glands, but through long reflexes. Belt con-

striction involves stimulation of cutaneous nerve endings, but the

stimulation of the tactile nerve endings in the skin alone does not

lead to this inhibition. The afferent path of the reflex must there-

fore involve abdominal proprioceptors. The splanchnic nerves

probably constitute the efferent path of the reflex. We do not

wish to be understood as denying the existence of local inhibitory

mechanism that may be stimulated by mechanical manipulation

of the abdominal organs. But our results indicate that strong belt

constriction is not a sufficient stimulus for such local mechanisms.

In any event, belt constriction is not a very efficient control of the

hunger mechanism. A "strong" cigar is more efficient in that

direction than a good belt.
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THE activity of the gastric hunger mechanism is subject to

reflex (nervous), and to chemical or ''hormone," control.

The present paper deals with the nervous control. The results of

our studies of the control of the hunger mechanism through sub-

stances in the blood will be reported later.

Some data on the side of nervous control pf the gastric hunger

mechanism have already been reported. It has been shown that

the nervous mechanism involves both local centres (Auerbach's

plexus in the stomach wall) and the central nervous system.

Stimulation of the sensory nerves in the mouth, oesophagus and

stomach mucosa inhibits the hunger mechanism by way of the

splanchnic nerves as well as through the Auerbach plexus. It has

also been shown that practically all stimuU that act on the gastric

hunger mechanism via the central nervous system cause inhibition

mainly through the splanchnic nerves. This is true, for example,

in the case of the sight or smell of food on the part of dogs in

hunger.

We now ask the reader's attention to the question of reflex

control of vagus tone so far as this aft'ects the stomach. We have

determined the influence of the factors or conditions that are

associated with lowering of the tonus of the central nervous system

and the skeletal muscles, such as sleep, stimulation of the cutaneous

nerve endings for heat, excessive muscular activity, as well as the

factors that increase the skeletal neuromuscular tonus such as
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stimulation of the cold nerve endings of the skin, moderate mus-

cular activity, seeing and smelling palatable food, etc. These

factors and conditions have been tested both on man and on dogs.

Some of these conditions probably involve both chemical and

nervous factors. Muscular activity may augment the gastric

hunger activity by increasing the vagus tonus as well as by chemi-

cal changes in the blood. The same may apply to stimulation of

the cold nerve endings of the skin. However, it is probable that

if these conditions cause increase in the vagus tonus rellexly this

response is more prompt than that induced by the changes in the

blood following the increase or decrease in body metabolism due

to stimulation. It is generally recognized that exercise, cold cli-

mate, and cold baths increase appetite and hunger. It does not

follow that these conditions actually augment the gastric hunger

contractions. The increase in hunger and appetite may be only

apparent, that is, a condition of increased excitability of parts of

the central nervous system, so that the afferent impulses that give

rise to the sensations of hunger and appetite produce a greater

central effect. If the gastric hunger contractions are actually

increased, this may be due to changes in the blood rather than to

increased vagus tonus.

It is well known that exposure of the skin to cold (as by bath-

ing in ice water) may induce contracture or "cramps" of the

digestive tract. This is especially the case during the height of

gastric digestion. These cramps or contractures may be the

result of circulatory disturbances or of changes in the blood rather

than a direct reflex effect. Central processes are also able to

induce contraction of the large intestine and the rectum, as shown

by involuntary defecation in cases of great anxiety or fear.

From the point of view of biological adaptation we might expect

the vago-gastric tonus to be directly affected by voluntary mus-

cular activity and by exposure to cold, since both conditions

involve increased oxidation and consequently increased need of

food.

Experimental Procedure

Dogs. — Dogs with simple gastric fistulas were trained to run

in a treadmill. When trained to run without much urging or
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interference, records were taken of the contractions of the empty
stomach so as to determine (i) whether muscular activity induces

hunger contractions in the quiescent stomach, and (2) whether

muscular activity augments the hunger contractions of an active

stomach.

The hunger contractions of the stomachs of dogs were recorded

for 2 to 4 hours, after a day's fast, the dogs being taken direct from

the kennel without being exercised. On other days the same dogs

were taken out for a 4 to 6 mile brisk walk before the 2 to 4 hour

recording period.

Records of the gastric hunger contractions were taken with the

dog lying quietly in the lap of an assistant. Then the body of the

dog was surrounded with an ice pack, or the dog placed directly

^S^^rt^f"^-"

X
A B

Figure 1. Tracing from the empty stomach of the dog. Bromoform manometer.
A, dog standing in treadmill, stomach showing Tjpe I hunger contractions, .^t

.r, the dog begins to run in the mill with the result that gastric hunger contrac-

tions are promptly inhibited. The running was kept up for 60 minutes. B,
record from stomach of the same dog 45 minutes after he ceased running, showing
increased gastric tonus and Type III hunger contractions.

on a slab of ice. After some training the dogs do not appear

much disturbed by the ice pack or the slab of ice. The ice pack

was applied with the stomach quiescent as well as in hunger

activity.

All of the above procedures were used on normal dogs and on

dogs with the splanchnic nerves sectioned on both sides, in order

to have the tonus fibres of the vagi unopposed by the splanchnic

inhibitory influence.

Man. — The tests were made on the author, on Mr. V. (the

gastric fistula case), and on three assistants (J. H. L., S. J. O.,

A. M. P.).
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Records were taken of the gastric tonus and hunger contrac-

tions with the man standing, and walking or running in place.

Tests were also made after muscular exercise (playing tennis,

walking 6 to 12 miles).

The influence of exposure to cold on the gastric hunger me-

chanism was tested in the following way. (i) While records of the

gastric tonus and hunger contractions were being taken, the man,

stripped of his clothes, was subjected to cold or warm showers for

varying periods. The cold showers were at times sufficiently cold

or prolonged to cause intense shivering. (2) The man stripped of

his clothes in a cold room was covered up on a couch so as to feel

comfortably warm. At the desired moment in the gastric activity,

that is, during a period of quiescence or in the midst of a period

of hunger contractions, the covers were removed and the cold air

of the room set in motion by a fan placed close to the person.

This brought on shivering in a few minutes. (3) The man arose

at 7 A. M. and, without the usual cold bath and breakfast, pro-

ceeded to the laboratory and records of the gastric tonus and

hunger contractions were taken from 8 to 12 a.m. These served

as controls. On other days the man arose at 6 a. m., took a cold

bath (this was prolonged until the discomfort became very severe),

followed by a brisk walk, when records were taken from 8 to 12

A. M.

Results on Dogs

1. Effects of running in treadmill. —^The initial effect on gastric

tonus and hunger contractions of running in the mill is always in

the direction of inhibition — usually complete inhibition, and if the

dog is started running in the midst of a period of gastric quiescence

there is no evidence of increased gastric tonus or beginning hunger

contractions. If the dog is made to run at high speed the inhibi-

tion persists during the entire period even if the running is kept

up for one to two hours. When the dogs ran at rather high speed

for an hour or more the gastric inhibition usually persisted from

20 to 40 minutes after the dogs stopped running. The return of

gastric tonus and hunger contractions in such cases is very gradual.

But frequently when the gastric tonus finally recovered after a

running period it was higher than before the dogs began to run.
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Thus a dog showing Type I or II hunger contractions when he

started to run in the mill may show an increased tonus and Type
III hunger contractions 30 minutes after he stopped running, while

the running period itself was accompanied by complete gastric

inhibition. If the dog runs only moderately fast in the mill the

gastric tonus and hunger contractions reappear during the running

period, or come on during the running, in case the dog is started

when the empty stomach is quiescent. A typical tracing showing

this gastric hunger inhibition synchronous with running with sub-

sequent recovery to greater gastric tonus is reproduced in Figure i.

These facts indicate that the carnivorous animal in pursuit of

its prey must be urged on by something else than the pangs of

hunger, as these are inhibited by the chase.

2. Effects of 4-6 mile walk. — Eight tests (with a corresponding

number of controls) on two dogs failed to show any marked effect

of a 4 to 6 mile walk on the gastric hunger contractions either in

the way of increase or decrease, the records being taken during

the two hours following the walk. These walks certainly caused

no depression of the dog's hunger contractions. But the dog that

showed Type II contractions in the control usually showed Type

II contractions after the walk with no definite increase either in

rate or intensity. This should be noted, however, that after these

walks both dogs showed greater restlessness than when taken from

the kennels directly to the laboratory. They were not so easily

quieted in the lap of the assistant. This rather restless condition

of the dogs may have counteracted any augmentation of gastric

hunger contraction due to the walk, as restlessness from any cause

tends in the dog to inhibit the hunger contractions.

3. The effect of intense stimulation of the cutaneous nerve

endings for the sensation of cold. — When a dog is lying quietly

and comfortably in the lap of an assistant, surrounding the dog

with an ice pack or placing him directly on a slab of ice leads to

struggling and restlessness. After a number of repetitions of these

procedures most dogs become so accustomed to it that they pay

little or no attention to the change and show no restlessness or

struggling. If the dog is disturbed or struggles when placed on

a slab of ice or surrounded by an ice pack there always follows a

temporary inhibition of gastric tonus and hunger contractions.
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But this does not indicate the initial or primary effect of stimula-

tion of the cutaneous nerve endings for cold, because the same

type of inhibition is induced by restlessness or struggle for any

cause. After the dog is trained to these procedures strong stimu-

lation of the cutaneous nerve endings for cold by the ice pack, by

placing the dog on a slab of ice, or by turning on an electric fan

in a cold room after uncovering the dog, has no immediate effect

on the gastric tonus and hunger contractions. There is usually an

Figure 2. Tracings from the empty stomach of dogs. Bromoform manometer. A,
dog covered with an ice pack for 30 minutes and shivering. Stomach shows Type
III hunger contractions. At x, the ice pack is removed, and the stomach promptly
passes into Type II hunger contractions. B, at x the dog was placed on a slab

of ice. Showing no immediate effect on the gastric hunger contractions, despite

the shivering of the dog.

increase in the intra-abdominal pressure owing to the increased

tonus of the abdominal muscles. If the ice pack is applied during

a period of gastric quiescence there is no immediate increase in

gastric tonus or initiation of the hunger contractions, even though

the dog starts to shiver violently in a few minutes. If the ice

pack is applied during the hunger contractions, these contractions

do not change appreciably either in rate or strength, at least for

some time. This is true even when the dog shivers considerably.

It would thus seem that the vagus centres governing the gastric
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tonus are not directly affected by even very strong stimulation of

the cutaneous nerve endings for cold.

In several instances the continued application of the ice pack

(30 to 40 minutes) and in consequence continued shivering lead

to a gradually increased gastric tonus and the appearance of Type

III hunger contractions. These may be due to changes in the

blood as a result of increased oxidation, or they may appear from

causes not connected with the stimulation of the cold nerve

endings. Such change in the hunger contractions is not infrequent

in dogs, even when they are lying undisturbed and comfortable

in the lap of an assistant.

In two cases the Type III hunger contractions changed to

Type II on removal of the ice pack (Figure 2A). The change

X
Figure 3. Tracing from the empty stomach of dog with section of splanchnic nerves

on both sides. At x the dog is surrounded by an ice pack. Sliowing no efifect

on the hunger contraction although the ice pack caused the dog to shiver.

came on promptly on removing the ice pack. I am inclined to

attribute this change to some shifting of the position of the

stomach or shifting of the position of the balloon in the stomach

as the result of the removal of the pressure of the ice pack over

the abdomen, rather than as a reflex effect.

It is conceivable that the stimulation of the cold nerve endings

in the skin does influence the vago-gastric tonus centres, but the

stimulation acts equally on the gastric inhibitory mechanism via

the splanchnic nerves so that the net result on the empty stomach

is nil. This possibility is cleared up by the tests on dogs with

section of both splanchnic nerves. Tests were made on two dogs

on which this operation had been performed. The results were

practically identical with those on normal dogs. The ice pack

neither decreased nor increased the gastric hunger contractions
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(Figure 3). It is therefore clear that the nervous impulses that

give rise to the sensation of cold and induce increased neuro-muscu-

lar tonus in general have no direct action on the vago-gastric tonus

centres.

Results on Man

1. The direct effect of muscular exercise. —^ Standing or walking

in place has no elTect on the gastric tonus or hunger contrac-

tions. But running in place promptly inhibits the hunger con-

tractions (Figure 4). The degree and duration of the inhibition

is on the whole directly proportional to the speed of the running.

X

Figure 4. Tracing from the empty stomach of man (A. J. C.) in standing position.

Beginning of a hunger period. At x the man began running, with the result that

the hunger contractions were promptly inhibited.

In some cases walking seemed to prolong a hunger period without

changing the rate or intensity of the individual contractions. In

no case did walking or running induce hunger contractions in the

quiescent stomach. The results on man are thus identical with

the results on dogs. In both species rapid running is accompanied

by inhibition of the gastric tonus and hunger contractions. In

the case of the dog running in the treadmill, one cannot be sure

that the exercise is strictly voluntary and enjoyable. The inhibi-

tion may therefore be due to certain emotional states (anxiety,

discomfort, mild anger or fear). This possibility is eliminated by

the tests on man. In the men the conditions of the emotions when

running in place were not different from that when standing or
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walking in place. In no case was the running carried to the point

of respiratory, cardiac, or muscular distress.

2. The after effects of muscular exercise.— Moderate exercise

in the form of playing tennis or walking four to eight miles was

taken in the afternoon. Xo supper was taken, and the motor

condition of the empty stomach was recorded from 8 to 12 p. m.

The tracings obtained on the days specific exercise was taken

show on the whole greater gastric hunger activity than the con-

trols. The periods of quiescence become shorter. This tends to

make the gastric hunger contractions more or less continuous, and

there appears to be some increase in the rate of the contractions.

A typical experiment (S. J. O.) may be cited in the way of

illustration.

Record oj control day. — Lunch 1:30 p.m. Xo special exercise.

Xo supper. Period of observation 8 to 12 p.m.

8 to ID P.M. Stomach practically quiescent.

10 to 10: 40. Strong hunger contractions ending in tetanus.

10: 40 to 11: 35. Stomach quiescent.

11:35 to 12:05. Moderate hunger contractions ending in tetanus.

Record of exercise day. — Lunch i : 30 p.m. Xo supper, tennis 4 to

5 p.m.; walking 6 to 7 p.m. Period of observation 8 to 12 p.m.

8: 15 to 9: 50. Practically continuous hunger contraction ending

in strong tetanus.

9: 50 to 10: 20. Stomach quiescent.

10:201011:40. Strong hunger contractions ending in tetanus.

Total duration of hunger periods from \ Control day; 70 minutes.

8 to 12 P.M. ^Exercise day; 190 minutes.

In some instances there was no marked difference between

records of the control and the exercise days. This is to be ex-

pected since the activity of the gastric hunger mechanism depends

in part on factors not understood or controlled. Exercise that

brings on a degree of fatigue bordering on exhaustion seems to

depress the gastric hunger mechanism. But our experiments on

this point are as yet too few to permit a final conclusion.

3. The direct effect of stimulation of the cold nerve endings

of the skin.— The immediate elTcct of stimulation of the cold nerve

endings of the skin by ice pack, alcohol bath, cold shower bath, or
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cooled air is inhibition of the gastric tonus and hunger contractions

(Figure 5), and the degree of inhibition is proportional to the in-

tensity of the stimulation. In no instance did we observe an

initial increase in gastric tonus and hunger contractions. When
the stimulation is continued the inhibitory effects gradually dimin-

ish even though the man shivers intensely from the cold. In this

way the gastric hunger contractions may return to their normal

rate, intensity and regularity, while the man is shivering and jerk-

X X'

Figure 5. Tracing from the empty stomach of man (A. J. C.) in the midst of a period

of hunger contractions. The man was stripped and covered up with blankets

in a cold room (20° C). At .r the covers were removed and a fan close to the man
started. Shivering began at .r'. Showing a temporar>' but partial inhibition of

the hunger contractions.

ing like a dog in mild parathyroid tetany. It may be noted in

this connection that mild, and in some instances fairly severe,

parathyroid tetany in dogs does not appreciably influence the gas-

tric hunger contractions.^

Intense stimulation of the heat nerve endings of the skin (hot

shower) produces practically the same initial inhibition as the

corresponding stimulation of the cold nerve endings.

While it is true that on prolonged stimulation of the cold nerve

endings of the skin during a period of gastric hunger contractions,

the inhibitory effects gradually disappear so that the contractions

reappear in their normal intensity, these contractions are always

felt as weaker than the normal, or may not be felt at all. Evi-

dently the intense sensation of cold dominates consciousness to

the exclusion of the gastric hunger pangs.

It is well known that strong stimulation of the cold nerve

' Carlson: This journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 397.
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endings of the skin causes a reflex increase of tonus of the urinary

bladder. In several instances we started these stomach tests on

the men at a time when their bladder was known to contain

50 to 200 cc. of urine. This permitted us to compare the reflex

effect of cold on the stomach and on the bladder tonus without a

balloon in the bladder. When the cold stimulation began during

a period of gastric quiescence and was continued long enough to

induce intense shivering a strong desire to micturate soon developed

while there was no evidence of increased gastric tonus. Prolonged

cold stimulation may produce so great tonus of the bladder that

micturition cannot voluntarilv be inhibited. The tonus centres

]
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4. The after effect of stimulation of the cold nerve endings

of the skin.-— All of the tests in this group were made on one man
(A. J. C.)- A prolonged cold bath 6 to 7 a. m. followed by a brisk

walk nearly always resulted in increased hunger activity of the

stomach as recorded for the period 8 to 12 a. M. (Figure 6).

The temperature of the water varied from 5° C to 15° C. The
subject remained in the water as long as was deemed safe (10 to

20 minutes), despite discomfort and pain. Water at this tempera-

ture soon brings on shivering, contracture and at times severe

headache, and it requires much vigorous exercise to restore the

feeling of warmth. Rubbing the skin (rough towel) seems to be

of no aid.

A typical experiment may be cited in illustration.

Control record. — No bath or breakfast. Observation period 8 to

12 A.M.

8: 50 to 10. 26 fairly strong hunger contractions; no tetanus.

11: 00 to 11: 45. 22 fairly strong hunger contractions; no tetanus.

Gastric tonus on the average 5 cm. Bromoform.

Test period. — 6 to 6: 15 a.m. cold bath (temp, of water 10° C).

No breakfast. Observation period 8 to 12 a.m.

8 to 9. 32 strong contractions; no tetanus.

9:45 to 10: 25. 23 fairly strong contractions; no tetanus.

11:15 to 11:45. 19 strong contractions ending in tetanus.

Gastric tonus on the average 8 cm. Bromoform.

Control period. -^ ^^ hunger contractions; no tetanus.

Test period. — 74 hunger contractions; tetanus.

Under ordinary conditions the periods of gastric hunger con-

tractions of the author do not end in tetanus, but the hunger

tetanus appears after 3 to 4 days' complete starvation.^ Fifteen

to thirty minutes' intense stimulation of the cold nerve endings

thus seem to bring about a condition similar to prolonged starva-

tion. This is in harmony with the observation of Lusk that such

stimulation quickly renders the liver free from glycogen.- This

effect of cold on the gastric hunger mechanism is obviously an in-

direct one, or through changes in the blood, and not a direct reflex

from the skin.

1 Carlson: This journal, 1914, xxxiii, p. 95.

2 Lusk: This journal, 191 1, xxviii, p. 427.
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Lusk has shown that intense cold leads to quicker and more

complete oxidation of the body glycogen than prolonged starva-

tion. And it is interesting to note that the same stimulus causes

not only an increase in the gastric hunger contractions, but also an

even greater increase in the subjective hunger and appetite sensa-

tions, probably owing to an increased excitabiUty of the central

nervous system. The increased desire to eat after a cold bath, in

the case of the healthy individual, is a universal experience. I

have investigated this matter in the case of young children, with

whom habit or intelligence cannot be assigned as the cause for

seeking food after a cold bath. It was found that young children

react in the same way as adults.

5. The gastric hunger contractions during sleep. — During

sleep there is decreased activity of the central nervous system in

general, decreased tonus of the skeletal muscles, decreased tonus of

the musculature of the blood vessels, at least in certain parts of

the vascular system, decreased tonus of the urinary bladder, etc.;

in short, a lowered activity of all the neuro-muscular mechanisms

so far investigated. One might have expected that in so far as

the tonus of the empty stomach depends on a central influence by

way of the vagi, the gastric tonus and hunger contractions should

be diminished during sleep. But instead of being depressed in

sleep the hunger contractions continue with the same vigor as

during the waking state, and in many instances with increased

vigor. This has been established both for man and dog and is

reported in previous communications.^ We have nothing new to

add on this point, except the mere confirmation of the facts already

published. It is referred to in this connection because of its bear-

ing on the question before us, the control of the vago-gastric tonus

mechanism. The increase in the gastric hunger contractions during

sleep may be due to elimination of all inhibitory impulses via the

splanchnic nerves. But the absence of depression certainly indi-

cates that the vago-gastric tonus mechanism, at least in man and

dog, occupies a unique position in the organism, a degree of

independence of afferent impulses (exteroceptors) and central

processes not known in the case of any other neuro-muscular

apparatus.

' Carlson: This journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 369; 1914, xxxiii, p. 95.
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6. The efifect of cerebral states (emotional states, Intellectual

processes). -It has been shown in previous communications that

in the dog the nervous processes of joy, fear, anger, eagerness

(from food), attention, etc., cause temporary inhibition of the

gastric hunger contractions. This inhibition takes place by way

of the splanchnic nerves, not by a depression of the vagus tonus.

This, again, points to an unusual independence of the vago-gastric

tonus apparatus.

In man, intellectual processes (attention, reading, figuring,

arguing) have no distinct influence on the course of the hunger

periods. Actual anxiety causes temporary inhibition (probably

through the splanchnics). We have not been in position to make

observations on the effects of actual anger, fear and joy, but there

is no reason to believe that these processes act diff"erently in man
from that in the dog. In man we have paid particular attention

to the eff'ects of seeing and smelHng palatable food, as it seemed a

priori reasonable that the impulses generated by these stimuli

might make more intimate connection with the vago-gastric tonus

apparatus. Extensive experiments on Mr. V. and a number of

tests on the author seem to show that this is not the case. These

stimuli neither initiate nor augment the gastric tonus and hunger

contractions; so far as they influence them at all, it is in the

direction of inhibition. One of the tests on the author might be

given. Before beginning the five days' starvation period, our

colleague. Dr. Luckhardt, was asked to bring in, unknown to the

author, a tray of choice food in the midst of a hunger period.

The arrangements being made, the matter was dismissed from the

author's thoughts.

One o'clock on the morning of the fourth starvation day the

subject was asleep and the record showed the midst of a period of

vigorous and regular hunger contractions. He was awakened to

behold Dr. Luckhardt and the assistant enjoying a feast of porter-

house steak with onions, German fried potatoes, and a tomato

salad. The tray with edibles was placed not more than four

inches from the subject's face and the delicious odor of the food

filled his nostrils. He felt the hunger pangs as unusually intense,

and there was considerable salivation. However, the gastric

hunger contractions were not increased either in rate or intensity.
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In a few minutes, on the contrary, the hunger contractions became

weaker and the intervals between them greater, and the period

terminated by this gradual depression much sooner than it prob-

ably would have done in the absence of the dinner scene. This was

undoubtedly due to local acid inhibition from copious secretion of

appetite gastric juice.

Our data on normal men and dogs seem incapable of any other

interpretation than that the vago-gastric tonus apparatus so far

as it concerns the empty stomach occupies a unique and physiolog-

ically isolated position, in the way of nervous control, while the

inhibitory apparatus via the splanchnic nerves is readily influenced

by central and reflex processes. We feel, however, that these

observations must be extended to other groups of vertebrates as.

well as to such pathological cases in man in wjjich there are indi-

cations of abnormalities of the vago-gastric tonus, before final

explanations are attempted or speculation indulged in as to the

usefulness of this physiological isolation.

This evidence for the physiological isolation of the hunger

mechanism in the way of positive central control is of interest in

connection with the view that the cravings of hunger and appetite

are subjective and largely a matter of habit, and that the perio-

dicity or intensity of these cravings may be altered almost at the

will of the individual. Chittenden ^ states this view as follows.

"The so-called cravings of appetite are largely artificial and mainly

the result of habit. Anyone with a httle persistence can change

his or her habits of life, change the whole order of cravings,

thereby indicating that the latter are essentially artificial and have

no necessary connection with the welfare or needs of the body.

The man who for some reason deems it advisable to adopt two

meals a day in place of three or four, at first experiences a certain

amount of discomfort, but eventually the new habit becomes a

part of the daily routine, and the man's life moves forward as

before, with perfect comfort and without a suggestion of craving,

or a pang of hunger."

Our studies of the hunger mechanism seem to show that the

above view is essentially wrong. In the normal individual the

gastric hunger periods begin as soon as the stomach is empty and

1 CmTTENDEN: The Nutrition' of Man, New York, 1907, p. 164.
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continue (in the absence of inhibitory processes) as long as the

stomach is empty, irrespective of the time of day or night, and

without reference to the time the individual is accustomed to eat.

In individuals accustomed to the usual three meals in daytime and

to sleep during the night, the gastric hunger periods are more

frequent and usually more vigorous during the night (in sleep)

than during the day, provided, of course, the stomach is empty.

In the normal individual the empty stomach exhibits periodic

hunger activity, and there is no evidence to show that this primary

automotism of the empty stomach is in the least influenced by

eating one or by eating five meals a day. The basis for the view

that the time of appearance of the "cravings of hunger'' can be

changed at will is probably to be sought in the fact that the

milder hunger contractions do not enter consciousness as pangs

of hunger if the individual's attention is directed into other chan-

nels. They are felt as hunger pangs if the individual's attention is

directed towards food and eating. The attention is thus directed,

consciously or sub-consciously, about the time the individual is

accustomed to eat. The periodicity of this subjective attention to

the milder hunger cravings can probably be altered by training.

But this applies only to relatively mild pangs of hunger. The

more severe ''cravings of hunger" caused by the gastric hunger

tetanus rise above the limen of consciousness, except in deep sleep

or under conditions of cerebral process involving intense interest.

When an individual who is used to eat three times a day turns to a

regime of one meal a day, the quantity of food ingested in that one

meal is much greater than that at any one of the three meals a day

regime. The emptying of the stomach and the appearance of the

pangs of hunger are correspondingly delayed. The view that

prompt appearance and the persistence of the gastric hunger

activity in the empty stomach have no relation to the actual

need of the individual for food cannot be seriously maintained for

the normal animal.

Summary

I. Moderate muscular activity (walking) has no direct influence

on the gastric hunger mechanism. Intense muscular activity

(running) inhibits the hunger mechanism in direct proportion
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to the intensity and duration of the exercise. Feeble hunger

contractions may continue during moderate running. There ap-

pears to be some increase in the gastric tonus and hunger con-

tractions as an after effect of moderate exercise.

2. Stimulation of the cold nerve endings of the skin does not

afifect the vago-gastric tonus apparatus. If the stimulation is of

sufficient intensity it induces (especially in man) a temporary

inhibition of the gastric hunger contractions via the splanchnic

nerves. A similar inhibition is induced by strong stimulation of

the cutaneous nerve endings for warmth. There is a distinct

increase in the gastric tonus and hunger contractions as an after

effect of prolonged and intense stimulation of the cold nerve

endings of the skin.

3. The vago-gastric tonus mechanism is not influenced by the

condition of sleep, except in the way of augmentation, owing to

the elimination of all inhibitory processes via the splanchnic

nerves.

4. The vago-gastric tonus mechanism is not affected by intel-

lectual processes or emotional states, except in so far as these

cause inhibition of the gastric tonus and hunger contractions via

the splanchnic nerves.

5. It is clear from the above that in normal individuals (man,

dog) the vago-gastric tonus apparatus, at least so far as it con-

cerns the empty stomach, is physiologically isolated from the

exteroceptors and from many, if not all, central processes, while

the splanchnic inhibitory apparatus is readily accessible to these

processes. The biological signiticance of this exceptional and

unique isolation of the tonus apparatus of the hunger mechanism

probably lies in the importance of the hunger mechanism being

regulated on its positive side primarily by the state of nutrition,

that is, through the blood, rather than by the fleeting changes in

the nervous system.
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ELLIOTT'S final demonstration of the intimate relationship

subsisting between epinephrin and the sympathetic nervous

system ^ has seemed to many physiologists largely to have solved

the problem of the functional significance of the adrenal glands.

The fact that injecting epinephrin is exactly equivalent to a general

stimulation of the sympathetic system and the common supposition

that an animal after removal of its adrenals dies in a condition of

vasomotor failure at least strongly suggest that the paramount

function of these glands is to maintain tonus in the sympathetic

system. This hypothesis may be designated the "tonus theory."

It supposes that the adrenals constantly pour into the blood

stream epinephrin in suflicient amount to keep the sympathetic

system in a condition of partial stimulation.

A number of facts may be mentioned, however, which seem to

disprove the theory. Blood pressure which is directly under sym-

pathetic control may be taken as a criterion of sympathetic func-

tioning. Experiments have shown that epinephrin at a sufficiently

slow rate can be introduced continuously into a vein without pro-

ducing any demonstrable effect.^ If the rate is increased to an

effective degree the result supposedly is either an increment of the

influence of the epinephrin normally derived from the animal's

own glands or else, if that has been in abeyance, of the appearance

of the normal physiologic epinephrin effect. But the first apparent

' Elliott: Journal of Physiology, 1905, xxxii, p. 401.

2 HosKiNS and McClure: Archives of Internal Medicine, 191 2, x, p.

343-
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result of such injections is a depression of vascular tonus. ^ This

is Elliott's ''paradoxical reaction." - Whether, however, this be

the paradox, is merely a matter of orientation; the pressor effect

of larger doses might equally well be so designated. As a matter

of fact a reversal of reaction as the acting quantity of epinephrin

is increased seems characteristic. Such reversals have been ob-

served in case of intestinal peristalsis,^ uterine contractions/ pul-

monary circulation^ and general blood pressured It is the effects

observed with the higher dilutions that are probably to be re-

garded as normal.

Another fact mihtating against the "tonus" theory is that sud-

den ligation of the adrenal circulation under conditions whereby

nothing else is affected has absolutely no influence upon blood

pressure until the lapse of a period far greater than that required

for the destruction of any accumulated epinephrin that might

have been present. The matter has been conclusively determined

both in anaesthetized and in conscious animals.^ If the theory were

true a fall of pressure exactly commensurate with the preceding

tonic influence would necessarily occur immediately after the

ligatures were placed.

Possibly most significant is the fact that the injection of any

quantity of epinephrin adequate to exert a minimal "tonic" in-

fluence upon blood pressure gives rise to conditions incompatible

with ordinary existence. In dogs, such quantities produce com-

plete paralysis of the gastrointestinal tract.' In rabbits also this

' MooRE and Purington: Archiv fiir die gesamte Physiologic, iqooj

Ixxxi, p. 483. HosKiNS and McClure: Archives of Internal Medicine, 1912,

X, P- 353- Cannon and Lyman: This journal, 1913, xxxi, p. 376.

2 Elliott: Journal of Physiolog>% 1912, Ixiv, p. 402.

^ HosKiNS: This journal, 191 2, xxix, p. 363.

* Stewart: Journal of Experimental Medicine, 191 2, xv, p. 547.

5 Desbouis et Langlois: Comptes rendus de la Societe de Biologie,

1912, Ixxii, p. 674.

* HosKiNS and McClure: This journal, 1912, xxx, p. 192. Kahn:
Archiv fiir die gesamte Physiologie, 191 1, cxl, p. 216. Trendelenburg, W:
Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, 1914, Ixiii, p. 155.

' HosKiNS and McClure: This journal, 1912, xxxi, p. 59.
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is true of some individuals.' Moreover, during such injections a

condition of glycosuria arises before a pressor efTect appears.

-

Attractive as the tonus theory is, such data render it no longer

tenable. But the fact remains, — adrenal extirpation is fatal and

the linal symptoms are supposed to include a primary failure of

functions under sympathetic control, — notably of blood pressure.

Elliott ^ has offered the suggestion that adrenal deficiency results,

not necessarily in the loss of any tonic stimulant, but of a sub-

stance necessary for the maintenance of sympathetic irritability;

that is, that epinephrin is of importance in the metabolism of the

sympathetic system or more particularly of the myoneural "recep-

tive substance." There is nothing in the available evidence which

disproves the suggestion.

Another hypothesis equally capable of explaining the results of

adrenal extirpation has been made by Hoskins and McClure,'* —
namely that the adrenals in some way directly promote the meta-

bohsm of the muscular tissues. In the absence of the glands

myasthenia develops. This asthenia, if it included the circulatory

apparatus, would lead to low blood pressure. The negative phase

of the hypothesis is equally tenable, that is, that the adrenals

destroy some substance which interferes with muscular metaboUsm.

In this form the suggestion is an old one.

Elliott's suggestion is amenable to experimental investigation.

If adrenal destruction results in an interference with sympathetic

functioning the fact should be easily demonstrable. Accordingly

the experiments herein reported were undertaken.

At first thought, an animal in a late stage of fatal adrenal defi-

ciency might seem to ofifer the most favorable conditions for de-

termining the matter. But such can scarcely be the case. An
animal in the final stages is simply moribund and can afTord little

definite evidence as to how it became so. The classic description

of the effects of adrenal extirpation is not at all significant. It is

nothing more than the description of an animal dying from any

* Trexdelexburg, p., und Fleischhauer, K: Zeitschrift fiir die gesamte

experimentelle Medizin, 1913, I, p. 393.

2 Gramexitzki: Biochemische Zeitschrift, 1912, xlvi, p. 186.

' Elliott: Journal of Physiology, 1904, xxxi, p. xx.

* HosKixs and McClure: This journal, 1912, xxx, p. 195.
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non-irritative slowly cumulative cause; muscular weakness, sub-

normal temperature, feeble respiration and pulse, low blood pres-

sure —• none of these are at all characteristic and any or all might

be secondary efifects. More significant are the conditions when
the animal is first reacting to the operation. Primary efifects alone

are then in evidence. Our studies were made, therefore, mostly

on earlier stages, from two to six hours after removal of the glands.

In one instance, however, an interval of nine hours elapsed and

one animal under urethane anaesthesia was kept under continuous

observation from the time of operation until death, about ten

hours later.

Various means of investigating the condition of the sympathetic

system were contemplated but only three were found necessary.

These are stimulation of afferent nerves, and injections of "adrena-

lin" and of nicotin. Blood pressure was used as a criterion of

sympathetic conditions and by these three means conclusive evi-

dence as to the conditions of the vasomotor reflex arc were secured

before and after adrenal destruction. As a matter of fact the

epinephrin, as the final results showed, might have been omitted,

but this fact was not foreseen. We made observations in each

case also with pituitrin but these added nothing significant to the

evidence and are not reported.

In all the experiments dogs were used. The plan of procedure

in most cases was to make a preliminary study of vasomotor

conditions, remove the adrenals, and after the animal began to

react to adrenal deficiency, make a second investigation of the

vasomotor system. In some instances the removal of the adrenals,

immediately preceded the first determination. Under ether anaes-

thesia the animals were prepared for recording blood pressure.

Into a femoral artery was inserted a Hall reservoir cannula ^

which was filled with 10% sodium citrate solution and connected

directly with a recording mercury manometer. Into the contiguous

vein was tied a large-bore cannula which was connected by rubber

tube with a reservoir of 0.8 per cent sodium chloride solution

suspended at a height of two feet. The effects of nicotin and of

adrenalin vary materially according to the speed at which they are

' The Hall cannula is an ordinary glass arterial cannula in which is blown

a 20 CO. reservoir.
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introduced. To secure uniformity in this regard the following

technique was employed: The substance was injected by a hypo-

dermic syringe into the rubber tube just above the venous cannula.

Its entrance into the cannula was prevented by a clip. Immedi-

ately then before diffusion occurred the clip was released and the

drug instantaneously flushed into the vein. Previous investigation

had shown that this technique gives results at different times

which are comparable.^

In the leg not used for the cannulas a crural nerve was laid

bare for stimulation. For this the nerve was simply picked up on

platinum electrodes. In order to obviate local injury of the axones

and the effects of variabihty of contact at different times, the

electrodes during the time of stimulation were moved back and

forth over a segment about two centimeters long. A strength of

current was employed just sufficient to give a definite pressor

response. The same strength of course was used in all experi-

ments in any given animal. By these means blood pressure records

were obtained showing the initial degree of vasomotor tonus and

of vasomotor irritability. They gave an index also of the strength

and rapidity of the heart beat. Some knowledge of respiratory

conditions could be deduced from the respiratory waves of the

pressure curves. At the conclusion of the determinations the

vessels were tied off and the incisions in the legs closed with

sutures. In the interim between experiments the animals were

kept lightly under the influence of morphine. In the succeeding

determinations the same blood vessels and nerves and the same

cannulas were used as at first.

That complete hgation of the adrenal glands is equivalent to

their actual extirpation has been shown by Mossou and Le Play ^

and confirmed by Allen. '^ Animals die with the same symptoms
after either procedure. Ligation has the material advantage that

it can be carried out in ten minutes and with a minimal degree of

shock. We decided, therefore, to use this method of creating

adrenal deficiency. In order to be certain of the absolute isolation

' HosKiNS and Wheelon: This journal, 1914, xxxiv, p. 82.

2 Mossou et Le Play: Comptes rendus de la Societe de Biologic, 1909,

p. 36, p. 83.

3 Allen: Glycosuria and Diabetes: Boston, 1913, p. 863.
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of the glands two ligatures were introduced together under each.

One ligature was then tied tightly at the mesial, the other at the

lateral side. All possible connection with the rest of the body was

thereby destroyed. Our actual results show that diffusion from

the isolated organs is not a factor. The animals promptly de-

veloped the characteristic signs of deficiency just as after actual

extirpation.

Figure i shows the reactions of dog 51 to 0.4 cc. of 1:20,000

solution of ''adrenalin'' before and after adrenal ligation. The

A B

Figure 1. Dog 51. (a) 1:45 p.m. Reaction to 0.4 cc. adrenalin, 1:20000. (b)

5:58 P.M. Reaction to same quantity adrenalin. Time, 5 sec. Adrenals ligated

2: 10 P.M.

first record (a) was secured at 1:45 p.m. At 2:10 the adrenals

were ligated.. The animal recovered promptly from the anaesthetic

but showed some evidence of shock. It remained more quiet than

a dog which had been merely under either for the same length of

time. Ultimately, however, it got up and walked about. At

5:58, about four hours after the first determinations, the reaction

to 0.4 cc. of adrenalin was again taken. The blood pressure was

found but slightly lower than in the initial case. The reaction to

adrenahn was approximately the same. The most notable dift'er-

ence in the two records is in the amplitude of pulse. The heart
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beat has become strikingly weaker than before the adrenals were

removed.

Figure 2 shows somewhat simihir concHtions in another animah

The interval between the determinations was 4^ hours. The

reaction to adrenahn was slightly increased above normal. The

record shows the decrease in respiratory waves that was charac-

teristic of all the experiments.

Figure 3 shows three similar determinations but all made after

adrenal ligation. The intervals are approximately |, 6^ and 9

hours after the glands were tied off. The animal at the time of

A B

Figure 2. Dog 47. (a) 11:00 a.m. Reaction to 0.4 c.c. adrenalin, 1:20000. {b)

4: 30 P.M. Reaction to same quantity adrenalin. Time, 5 sec. Adrenals ligated

10:35. A.M.

the last determination was nearly moribund. It had shown ex-

treme muscular weakness throughout the latter part of the experi-

ment. The records show a persistence of vasomotor tonus and of

irritability to adrenalin with the same marked weakening of the

heart as in the preceding cases. It is difficult to understand how
even with the greatest possible vasomotor efficiency the pressure
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of the last determination could have been maintained with a heart

too weak to cause an appreciable pulse wave. Figures i, 2 and 3

show that there is httle or no loss of vasomotor tonus or of irrita-

biHty of the myoneural ''receptive substance"" even in an animal

showing evidence of extreme adrenal deficiency.

Figure 4 shows the reaction of dog Xo. 50 to 0.8 cc. of 1:2000

nicotin shortly after adrenal ligation and again 4 hours after.

It shows the same weakening of heart beat and respiration as in the

preceding records and an augmented irritability to nicotin. If, as

A B C

Figure 3. Dog 49. (<;) 10:45 a.m. Reaction to 0.4 cc. adrenalin, 1:20000. {b)

4: 58 P.M. Reaction to same quantity adrenalin, (c) 7: 05 p.m. Reaction to same
quantity adrenalin. Time, 5 sec. .Adrenals ligated 10: 20 a.m.

Langley states,^ the stimulating effect of nicotin is chiefly upon

the sympathetic ganglion cells, the observation would indicate

that adrenal extirpation results in an augmented irritabiUty of the

peripheral sympathetic system. A similar result was noted in

other but not all cases. In one instance it was true to a much

greater degree. Even though such augmented irritability were

characteristic in all cases it might often be masked by the con-

comitant cardiac weakness.

Figure 5 shows the reaction to nicotin persisting in a nearly

moribund animal, nine hours after ligation of the adrenals. Con-

sidering the cardiac weakness the extent of reaction is remarkable.

It would indicate that there is certainly no loss of sympathetic

irritability involved in the symptom complex of adrenal deficiency.

' Langley and Dickason: Journal of Physiology, 1890, xi, p. 297.
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Figure 6 shows the reaction of dog No. 49 to sensory stimula-

tion a half hour and nine hours after adrenal ligation. The stimu-

lus was a Faradic current applied as previously described. The

secondary coil was in the same position in each case, a distance of

8 cm. from the primary, — and the primary current was the same,

— one drv cell. The observation indicates that the whole vaso-

.\ B

Figure 4. Dog 50. (a) 11:27 a.m. Reaction to 0.8 c.c._ nicotin, 1:2000. {b)

3:36 P.M. Reaction to same quantity nicotin. Time, 5 sec. Adrenals ligated

11: 05 A.M.

motor arc retains its function at a time when adrenal deficiency

has reached an extreme degree.

The results of the series as a whole were consistent and con-

vincing. At a time when the animal showed clearly the character-

istic muscular weakness of adrenal deficiency amounting almost to

complete paralysis of the hind limbs the vasomotor system was

not in the least impaired. As the condition progressed the heart

beats became remarkably weak, but a significant lowering of blood

pressure did not appear until a late stage. This fact shows that

some sort of compensatory reaction must have occurred. That

this reaction is an augmented sympathetic irritabihty is specifically

indicated by several nicotin experiments. The lowered blood

pressure that finally developed is to be ascribed to primary cardiac

failure.
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The results obviously show also that the smooth muscle of the

arterioles and capillaries does not share in the general myasthenia.

This fact which was quite unexpected made the solution of our

problem easier than we had hoped.

That shock is not a factor in our experiments is shown by the

fact that the results — as in Figures i and 3 — were the same

A B

FiGUKE 5. Dog 49. (a) 10:40 a.m. Reaction to

7 . 03 P.M. Reaction to same quantity nicotine.

10:20 A.M.

0.8 c.c. nicotin, 1 : 2000. (h)

Time, 5 sec. Adrenals ligated

whether the initial determination preceded or followed ligation of

the adrenals.

One fact was noted, the significance of which is not clear. In

most instances the effects of the nicotin and the adrenalin injec-

tions persisted notably longer after ligation of the adrenals than

before. Figures i and 3 show characteristic instances. Our data

do not indicate whether this persistence is to be ascribed to a de-

layed destruction of the drugs, to a change in the reacting tissues

or merely to a slowed circulation whereby the reacting tissues are

longer exposed to the stimulating substance. The records as a

whole indicate that the effect is not to be ascribed to improved

heart action.

In view of the importance that has been ascribed to the adrenal

as a "hypertensive" gland the literature shows a surprising dearth
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of exact perlincnt information. Wc have found but two accounts of

preceding experimental investigations such as that herein reported.

ElHott has stated in an abstract report that cats in a moribund

condition after adrenal extirpation no longer react to nicotin.

Gautrelet and Thomas^ in 1909 reported in a short "comptes

rendus" article the results of another investigation of sympathetic

irritability after adrenal extirpation. They reached a conclusion

^;.te^;/^Wv^%,

v^^ ^

A B

Figure 6. Dog 49. (a) 10:50 a.m. Faradic stimulation Crural nerve. (6) 5:06

P.M. Stimulation same nerve with same strength current. Adrenals ligated

10: 20 .A.M. Time, 5 sec.

directly opposed to ours. Their results in brief are as follows:

Faradic stimulation of the cervical sympathetic nerve on one side

gave a mydriasis with the secondary coil of the inductorium at 10

cm. Five hours after adrenal extirpation a similar stimulation of

the cervical trunk on the other side gave a mydriasis only when the

secondary coil was at 7 cm. Similarly stimulation of afferent

nerves or of the splanchnic trunk when the animal was under the

influence of adrenal deficiency failed to affect blood pressure al-

though the splanchnics had been proven irritable during the course

of the operations upon the adrenals. They noted also in a rabbit

a congestion of the ear which was influenced neither by heat nor

' Gautrelet et Thomas: Comptes rendus de la Societe de Biologic

1909, p. 388.
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by cold. They concluded, therefore, that within five hours after

adrenal extirpation in both dogs and rabbits the sympathetic

nervous system undergoes a loss of irritability. Their results

obviously did not show whether the depression was in the nervous

elements or in the effector mechanisms. The unfortunate brevity

of their report renders a critical consideration of the work im-

possible. In the light of our experiments it can only be conjec-

tured that their animals as well as ElHott's may have been so

nearly moribund as to be incapable of giving any definite informa-

tion. We have pointed out in a preceding paragraph the desira-

bility of studying the problem in animals that have not yet reached

such an extreme stage. It is to be noted that in dogs, as occurred

in one of our own experiments, the animal may succumb within

six hours of the extirpation.^

Schwartz - has made certain incidental observations that might

be interpreted as bearing upon the problem under discussion.

He has found that rats deprived of their adrenals although sur-

viving in apparent good health, within two or three days acquire

an augmented sensitiveness to epinephrin. The case of one animal

is described particularly: Six weeks after cpinephrectomy the

animal was given subcutaneously 0.2 mg. of the drug, — a dose

which in normal rats is ineffective. It developed extreme restless-

ness and dyspnea. It ran about the cage frothing at the mouth

and with blood coming from the nostrils. Examination after

death showed punctiform ecchymoses in all the serous membranes

and extreme edema of the lungs, indicating vascular hypertension

as the cause of death. The observation so far as it goes accords

with our finding of increased sympathetic irritability.

Battelli,^ in 1902, in a study of adrenal extirpation in which

circulatory conditions were particularly under observation found

sudden arrest of the heart to be the characteristic cause of death.

This finding agrees with ours that cardiac weakness is a primary

result of adrenal destruction.

At first thought our results might seem to accord with previous

reports postulating a specific relationship between epinephrin and

1 Gradinescu: Archiv fiir die gesamte Physiologic, 1913, clii, p. 203.

2 Schwartz: Ibid., 1910, cxxiv, p. 281.

' Battelli: Comptes rendus de la Societe de Biologic, 1902, p. 1138.
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striated muscle. Researches in Cannon's laboratory ^ have re-

cently shown that a temporary improvement in the reactions of a

fatigued muscle undoubtedly follows the injection or discharge of

epinephrin. A simple explanation for our observations would be

that adrenal extirpation simply reduces the quantity of circulating

epinephrin below the minimal amount necessary to maintain mus-

cular metaboHsm. Several facts, however, oppose such a theory:

In the xirst place if epinephrin deficiency were the significant factor

it could easily be compensated for by continuous intravenous in-

fusion of the drug. But Battelli has shown that such procedure is

absolutely futile. The survival time is either not at all affected or

else is actually shortened. Gradinescu - in more recent experi-

ments has found that occasional epinephrin injections prolong life

somewhat but exert no more than a temporary benefit. The

animals invariably die in any case. That there is such a thing as

normally circulating epinephrin is pure assumption. That adrenal

discharge occurs as a result of various unusual conditions there

is no doubt,^ but there exist no reliable determinations of an

epinephrin content of blood collected under normal conditions.

Epinephrin in detectable amount does not exist in arterial blood

collected from a quiet animal by cardiac puncture.

Moreover, what direct evidence there is indicates that it is the

loss of cortical, not chromaffin tissue that leads to the fatal issue

of adrenal extirpation. Biedl's experiments upon selachians are

well known.'' Compensatory hypertrophy of adrenal fragments

has often led to survival of an animal after extirpation of the glands,

but in such cases it is the cortical tissue alone that hypertrophies.

Weed '' has recently reported a crucial experiment upon the point.

In an animal which had been preserved by a surviving adrenal

fragment ligatures were so placed that the circulation of the corti-

cal part was destroyed, but the chromaffin moiety left unaltered.

The animal promptly died. The greater liability to muscular

1 Caxxon and Nice: This journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 44. Gruber, Ibid.,

1914, xxxiii, p. 335.

= Gr-Adinescu: loc. cit.

' Caxxox: This journal, 1914, xxxiii, p. 356.

Biedl: Irinere Sekretion. Berlin, 1913.

* Weed: \'erbal communication before ihe American Society of Experi-

mental Pathologists, Dec. 30, 1913.
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fatigue after epinephrectomy observed by Albanese^ and by Boinet-

is equally explicable on either hypothesis. Dessy and Grandis' ^

report that application of epinephrin has a long-continued sustain-

ing effect upon frog muscle one of us ^ has been unable to confirm.

Moreover, the characteristic syndrome of Addison's disease may
develop in patients in whom the cortical tissue alone is affected.^

On the whole, therefore, it seems most likely that the brief benefi-

cial effect of epinephrin upon striated muscle is but a part of its

emergency function and that the characteristic myasthenia follow-

ing adrenal extirpation is due to cortical deficiency.

Summary and Conclusions

1. Complete ligation of both adrenal glands of dogs at a single

operation causes within 4 to 6 hours characteristic weakness of

the skeletal muscles, — including those of respiration.

2. The weakness is shared to a marked degree by the cardiac

muscle.

3. At a time when cardiac weakness is strongly in evidence

blood pressure remains at or near its initial height.

4. A compensatory activity of the vasomotor system therefore

occurs.

5. Vasomotor responses to Faradic stimulation of the crural

nerve persist. The vasomotor reactions to adrenalin also persist

undiminished. The reactions to nicotin are often somewhat

exaggerated as compared with preliminary observations with the

same dosages.

6. The vasomotor system therefore as well as the vascular

musculature are unimpaired at a time when marked asthenia of

skeletal and cardiac muscle has developed.

7. This asthenia is sufficient alone to account for the final fatal

results of adrenal extirpation.

8. We find no evidence, therefore, that the sympathetic system

suffers primarily in any degree from adrenal extirpation.

^Albaxese: Archives italiennes de Biologie. 1892, xvii, p. 243.

2 Boinet: Comptes rendus de la Societe de Biologie, 1895, xlvii, pp. 273, 498.

' Dessy et Grandis; Archives italiennes de Biologie, 1904. xli. p. 2 it,.

* HosKixs: Experiments not hitherto reported.

' Lowy: Deutsches Archiv fiir klinische Medizin, 1913, ex, p. 373.
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The Effect of Pulsation on Filtration

THE effects of vibration on living protoplasm and on colloids

have been pointed out by various investigators and cur-

sorily reviewed in this journal.^

Erlanger and Hooker,^ and later Hooker,^ pointed out the rela-

tion of pulse pressure to renal secretion. More recently I * have

studied the relation of pulse pressure to renal secretion in the in-

tact kidneys of the dog, by modifying the pulse pressure normally

existing in that animal. With the methods employed for changing

the pulse pressure no appreciable change in the volume flow of

blood through the kidneys was noted. Therefore, the changes in

urinary secretion accompanying changes in pulse pressure were

ascribed to some specific effect of pulsation itself.

In the experiments cited, pulsation had a marked effect upon

the rate of secretion and upon the urea, sodium chloride, and

albumin content of the urine. As a rule the rate of secretion and

the urea and sodium chloride content of the urine were greater

during the periods of pulsatile than during the periods of constant

pressure. In a few experiments in which albumin appeared in

the urine the amount secreted was greater during the periods of

constant than pulsatile pressure.

Whether comparable results might not be produced under more

artificial conditions seemed an interesting and important question.

1 Gesell: This journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 70.

2 Erlanger and Hooker: Johns Hopkins Hospital Reports, 1904, xii, p.

346.

' Hooker: This journal, 1910, xxvii, p. 24.

* Gesell: loc. cit.
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Therefore, various solutions were filtered through different kinds

of membranes in the hope that some light might be thrown upon

the effect of pulsation upon secretion.

The apparatus employed is shown diagrammatically in figures

I, 2 and 3.

The high pressure filtration apparatus consists of pieces i, 2, 3,

Figure 1

4 and 5 in Figure i. See also Figure 3. The membrane employed

is placed on number 5, a thin aluminum ring, and the whole

placed upon a supporting perforated disc, number 4. The disc,

in turn, is placed in number 2, where it rests securely upon ridge

K' . Rubber washers are then placed over the membrane. Num-
ber I fits into number 2. Number 3 fits over ridge E of number
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I, and adjustable arms J of number 2 fit into notches H^. This

arrangement serves to bring the circular edge of number i down

securely on to the washers over the membrane. O' is a four-blade

stirring wheel attached to a shaft passing through the packing

box, Q, and is run at high speed

by a motor belted with pulley O.

P is a cufT fitted to the movable

shaft; thus the distance between

the stirrer and the membrane can

be adjusted. F is a large tube

through which the pressure upon

the membrane is transmitted. 5

is a smaller tube used for filling

the apparatus with the filtrans

and to record later the pressures

prevaiHng in the filtrans.

Pressures of 15-760 mm. Hg
were employed. City water

pressure was used as the source of

pressure. In order to maintain

this at a constant level the

arrangement shown in Figure 2

was employed. A^ is a high glass

tube containing mercury and P a graduated glass tube immersed

in the mercury and connected by pressure tubing to hydrant, 5.

Pressure exerted through tubes T and U was regulated by simply

raising or lowering tube P. The hydrant was then opened until

a fairly brisk stream of water issued from the immersed end of

tube P. The excess of water required to produce the desired

pressure was drained from reservoir, Q, through tube R.

To convert the constant pressure prevailing in either tube T
or U into a pulsatile pressure, the arrangement shown in Figure

3 was employed. The heavy filtering apparatus was put together

as described. A glass cylinder E was firmly connected by a rubber

stopper to the tube F. The top of the cylinder contained another

rubber stopper through which passed a stopcock. A, and the

right-angle arm of a large calibre T tube, B. A soft rubber tissue

bag containing a couple of drops of Hg was tied tightly about the

Figure 2
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right-angle arm protruding into the glass cyhnder. The tubes K
and F were connected with the constant head of pressure. Into

K was fitted a rotating stopcock, by means of which constant

pressure was converted into pulsatile pressure. F is used to de-

liver constant pressure. W^ is a Hiirthle manometer and Z a tube

connected with the source of filtrans — both in connection with the

filtering chamber through the tube 5. The chamber was filled

Figure 3

with filtrans by opening cocks A and Z. Cocks A and Z are

closed when the cylinder, £, and the manometer system are filled

to the exclusion of all air bubbles. The apparatus was then ready

for filtration.

If constant pressure is desired clamp G'- is closed and clamps

G^ and J opened and adjusted to produce any desired pressure.

With G^ open, the water rushes into the rubber bag, D, and exerts

its pressure from the inside of the bag without mixing with the

filtrans. As filtration proceeds the space made by lost filtrans is
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occupied by water in the bag, and may occupy a large portion of

glass chamber, E. The filtrans can then be renewed by momen-

tarily closing chimp G^ and expressing the water in the rubber bag

by admitting fresh filtrans through Z.

If pulsatile pressure is required clamp G^ is closed, G- opened,

and the rotation stopcock, M, set in action by motor and pulley.

Cock M is so constructed that communication between the filtrans

and constant head of pressure is rnade and broken very abruptly

so as to effectually produce sudden pressure changes. When cock

M opens the pressure in D, and therefore in £, suddenly becomes

approximately equal to the source of pressure in A'. On closure

of the stopcock the small amount of water which has accumulated

in D, due to a certain amount of give in the apparatus, escapes

through tube // and lowers the pressure in E. The clamp, /,

regulates the amount of fluid escaping from tube 11 and therefore

the fall in pressure during the period of closure of the stopcock,

M. With tube, H, wide open systolic pressure can be made to

rise to 760 mm. Hg and the diastolic pressure fall to zero. Grad-

ually closing clamp, /, — diastolic pressure is rapidly raised,

systolic pressure slowly raised, so that the pulse pressure gradually

decreases to zero with the clamp entirely closed.

The rate of pulsation is regulated by the speed of the motor.

If stirring is required a belt is slipped into pulley 0. The pressure

prevailing in the filtration chamber is recorded by means of the

Hiirthlc manometer, W , the rate of filtration by drops, as it falls

from the glass funnel U, onto the drop recorder V. X. Time is

recorded in seconds by /.

Figure 4 is a record of pulsatile pressure produced by the

method described.

In the experiments, alternating periods of constant and pulsa-

tile pressure were used. At the outset, it is of importance to de-

cide what constant pressure should be employed. If filtration is

more rapid during pulsatile pressure than during constant mean
pressure, pulsation might be considered as having some effect.

The criticism might be raised that the greatest amount of filtration

occurred only at systoUc pressure, and therefore any experiment

in which mean pressure was used as constant pressure would not

be acceptable. But in the experiments performed the rate of
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filtration did not change abruptly when a certain pressure was

reached, but roughly varied with the magnitude of the pressure.

During pulsatile pressure there is, with every pulsation, a long period

of relatively low pressure, and a short period of relatively high

pressure. During the long period, filtration is slower than during

the short period. The mean pressure which divides these periods

i-IGLRE -4

should, therefore, give a pressure which acting through the dura-

tion of a pulsation should be as effective as the combination of a

period of low and high pressure prevaiHng in the pulsation, —
provided pulsation itself has no effect upon filtration.

TABLE I

FiLTRANS.— 2% NaCl.
Membrane.— Heavy, coarse, loose mesh paper.

No Stirring.

Interval
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of heavy coarse loose mesh paper, i cm. in diameter, as membrane.

Constant and mean pressure of the pulsatile pressure were each

135 cm. of HjO.

During pulsatile pressure filtration was rapid, but fell to less

than half the rate during the following period of constant pressure.

On the return of pulsatile pressure filtration increased, not reaching

the initial rate, but exceeding that of the preceding period of

constant pressure. During the last period of constant pressure

there was again a marked falling off of filtration.

An important point to be noted in this table, which also holds

for most of the experiments performed, is that as the experiment

progresses filtration gradually diminishes in rate — least, however,

during the periods of pulsatile pressure. That is, during periods

of pulsatile pressure the membrane tends to recover its original

permeabiUty.

TABLE II

FiLTRANS.— Defibrinated dog's blood 400 c.c.

7% NaCl 1200 c.c.

Membrane.— S.S. Gehartete F.P. No. 575.

No Stirring.

Pressure.— Mean pressure (80 mm. Hg) throughout experiment.

nterval
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noted that the greatest decrease occurred during the periods of

constant pressure.

TABLE III

FiLTRAXS.— Defibrinated dog's blood 800 c.c.

Ringer's solution 1200 c.c.

Urea 10 g.

Membrane.— Heav>', coarse, loose mesh paper as in 1.

No Stirring.

Pressure.— Mean pressure (80 mm. Hg) throughout experiment.

Interv
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ments the formation of the slimy layer was considerably prevented.

It was noted that the rate of tiltration did not decrease as rapidly

during the progress of the experiment as in the cases in which stir-

ring was not employed.

TABLE IV

FiLTRANS.— Egg white 25 c.c.

Ringer's solution 5(X) c.c.

Membr.-\ne.— \.y/c cclloidin membrane.
SirRRING.

Pressure.— Systolic pressure (40 cm. Hg) used as constant pressure.

erval
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In number 3, during constant systolic pressure, plus stirring, filtra-

tion was not any faster than during the preceding period of pulsa-

tile pressure, plus stirring. During period number 3 of constant

pressure the rate of filtration gradually diminished, while in the

preceding period of pulsatile pressure the rate increased.

TABLE V

FiLTRAXS.— Egg. white 25 c.c.

Ringer's solution 500 c.c.

Membrane.— 1% glacial acetic collodium membrane.
Stirring.

Pressure.— Systolic pressure (40 cm. Hg) used as constant pressure.

Interval
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Table VI gives results of ftltering through the dried peritoneum

of the dog, a mixture of calcium caseinate in Ringer's solution

slightly alkaline to phenolphthalein. Alternating periods of con-

stant and pulsatile pressure with constant stirring were employed.

A pressure somewhat above mean pressure was used as constant

pressure. As in most experiments there was a tendency of the

rate of filtration to decrease with the progress of the experiment,

but in this experiment that tendency was not very marked. In

fact in two instances, periods 3 and 5, of pulsatile pressure the

rate of filtration was more rapid than in the respective preceding

periods of constant pressure.

Changes in the Nature of the Filtrate

A number of experiments were performed to determine whether

there were any qualitative differences in the filtrate passing through

the membrane during periods of constant and pulsatile pressure.

In all of these experiments the rotary stirrer was run continuously

at high speed, and alternating periods of constant and pulsatile

pressure used as before. As constant pressures mean and dias-

tolic pressure of the pulsatile pressure were employed.

Berlin blue, calcium caseinate, egg albumin, defibrinated dog's

blood and milk, diluted with o.cf/'c sodium chloride or Ringer's

solution, were filtered through collodium membranes and dog's

peritoneum.

Such diffusible substances as urea and sodium chloride, with the

methods employed for their detection in the filtrate, showed no

quantitative relation to constant and pulsatile pressure.

Only in a few experiments did there seem to be a definite rela-

tion between the amount of colloids in the filtrate and the type

of pressure employed during filtration. When a mixture of Berlin

blue and a 1% sodium chloride solution was filtered through a

collodium membrane there was no evident relation between the

amount of blue in the filtrate and the type of filtration pressure

employed.

Casein, in whole milk, diluted with Ringer's solution, filtered

through a collodium membrane slightly permeable to casein, also

showed no relation between the amount of casein in the filtrate and

the type of filtration pressure employed.
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The same results were obtained on filtering a 3% solution of

calcium caseinate in Ringer's solution slightly alkaline to phenol-

phthalein, through the dried peritoneum of the dog. The filtrate

on standing, however, showed a fiocculent precipitation of casein.

In the filtrate of pulsatile pressures the precipitation was coarser

and occurred more rapidly. Furthermore, the reaction of the

filtrans on passing through the membrane was evidently changed

— for the filtrate from constant and pulsatile pressure was

whiter than the filtrans, but less white from the periods of constant

pressure than from the periods of pulsatile pressure. Nothing

definite concerning these results can be stated. Further experi-

ments are necessary.

Filtration of egg albumin through coUodium membranes showed

no quantitative relation to the type of filtration pressure employed.

Neither did defibrinated dog's blood, diluted with Ringer's solu-

tion, when filtered through coUodium membranes show any relation

between the amount of albumin filtered and the type of filtration

pressure.

In three experiments, however, in which a mixture of defi-

brinated dog's blood and Ringer's solution was filtered through the

dried peritoneum of the dog, with the methods employed for the

detection of globuHn and albumin, there seemed to be a definite

relation between the amount of globulin in the filtrate and the

kind of pressure employed. Albumin was tested for and showed

no relation to the type of pressure. The tests for globulin gave a

cloudier solution with filtrates obtained during periods of constant

than during periods of pulsatile pressure. Of these three experi-

ments — diastolic pressure was used as the constant pressure in

two, and mean pressure as constant pressure in the other. Even

though higher pressures prevailed during the periods of pulsatile

pressure, less globuKn was forced through the membrane than

during periods of relatively lower constant pressure.

Theoretical Coxsiderations

Concerning the causal relationship of the changes in the nature

of the filtrate accompanying changes from constant to pulsatile

pressure, nothing definite can be offered.
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The first thing that comes to mind is that either the pores in

the membrane are larger during constant pressure than during

pulsatile pressure, allowing the passage of colloidal particles through

the membrane, or that the colloidal particles are larger during pul-

satile pressure than during constant pressure, and therefore cannot

pass through the membrane.

The first view does not seem tenable, for, if the pores of the

membrane were larger during periods of constant pressure than

during periods of pulsatile pressure, the rate of filtration should

also be more rapid. This, however, was not the case.

The latter view would seem the more probable explanation:

that is, the effect of pulsation may be due to the formation of

molecular aggregates, too large to pass the pores of the membrane.

Whether this formation of molecular aggregates would most hkely

occur at the surface membrane (junction between the filtrans and

peritoneum) or throughout the filtrans, by agglutination of parti-

cles that may be brought into more intimate contact by pulsation,

is hard to say.

In this regard the work of Ramsden is significant. Ramsden ^

studied the effect of shaking upon a solution of egg albumin. A
clear solution, he found, becomes turbid with the production of

fine coagulated strands of albumin which are no longer soluble in

the medium. More recently - he has extended his experiments

to other solutions and suspensions. He found, "that quite apart

from evaporation, solid or highly viscous coatings are spontaneously

and more or less rapidly formed upon the free surfaces of all pro-

teid solutions; that similar coatings of soHd or highly viscous

matter occurs on the free surfaces of a large number of non-proteid

colloid solutions and fine suspensions, and of a few apparently

crystalloid solutions, and that they are formed also at the inter-

faces of solutions which without being of high viscosity are capable

of persistent emulsion."

Ramsden found, "that by simple mechanical means adapted

to produce heaping up of surface membranes, large masses of solids

(mechanical surface aggregates) can be separated from all pro-

1 Ramsden: Mann's Chemistry of Proteins, p. 275.

2 Ramsden: Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 1904, xxii.
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teid solutions and from a large number of colloid solutions and

suspensions."

Winkelblech ^ also demonstrated the formation of surface mem-
branes between solutions of gelatin, egg albumin and other solutes

and benzene.

Such surface membranes also form at the junction of a sohd and

a liquid. In the experiments cited in this paper the peritoneum

might be considered the solid, and the blood the liquid. At the

junction of the peritoneum and the blood there might be formed,

by the concentration of colloids, a thick surface membrane. If

no "means adapted to produce heaping up of surface membranes"

are used, for instance, if constant pressure is employed for filtra-

tion, the formation of larger mechanical surface aggregates will not

be encouraged. Therefore, if the particles on the membrane are

smaller than the pores of the peritoneum, the colloid should be

found in the filtrate.

Pulsation, however, is favorable to the formation of molecular

aggregates, and, theoretically, should heap up the surface membrane

with the formation of molecular aggregates, possibly large enough

to prevent their passage through the peritoneum. This explana-

tion of passage of colloids through the peritoneum requires changes

in the filtrans only at the surface membrane, namely, the junction

of filtrans and peritoneum, and therefore the process must not

necessarily be reversible, or at least not quickly reversible.

Another possible explanation is that pulsation might favor the

agglutination of the suspended colloidal particles, not only at

the surface membrane, but throughout the filtrans. If this be the

case, the process must be rather quickly reversible, for the difference

in passage of colloids through the peritoneum during constant and

pulsatile pressures can be demonstrated repeatedly in the use of

one and the same sample of filtrans. So far the apparatus re-

quired for the investigation of this point has not been available.

Other less definite suggestions might be offered, but at present

the formation of molecular aggregates seems most likely.

' Wixkelblech: Zeitschrift ftir angewandte Chemic, 1906, p. 1953.
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The Rate of Filtration during Constant and Pulsatile

Pressure

In considering the effect of pulsation on the rate of filtration,

there are three possible factors to keep in mind: i. The size of

the pores of the membrane; 2. The size of the colloidal particles

to be filtered; and 3. The nature of the surface membrane, that

is. the junction between the filtrans and filter. The possibly greater

effect of a sudden impact in driving smaller particles through a

membrane should also be kept in mind.

1. Size of pores. This may be considered from two aspects:

(a) During pulsatile pressure the high pressure momentarily ob-

taining at the maximum level might stretch the membrane and so

increase the size of the pores. This does not seem very probable

for two reasons. One is, that rather thick and strong membranes

were used, and they were supported on a perforated plate with

circular holes one half mm. in diameter. It seems that a very

great force would be necessary to stretch the membranes over such

a small orifice. The part of the membrane supported is consider-

ably greater than that unsupported. The compression of the sup-

ported membrane, therefore, might more than counteract any

stretching over the unsupported areas.

Another thing which speaks against the stretching of the pores

by the pressure obtaining during the height of the pulsatile pres-

sure is that no more colloids are found in the filtrate during

pulsatile pressure than constant pressure, indeed, in a few experi-

ments, less have been found. It is possible, however, that there

may be a balance between the amount of stretching of the pores

and the relative increase in size of the molecular aggregates over

that of the original suspended colloidal particles.

{h) During constant pressure the membrane may be com-

pressed and, therefore, the size of its pores decreased.

Bechhold ^ points out the importance of the elasticity of the

membrane for the difference in rate of filtration which he noted on

filtration under constant pressure and slow intermittent pressure

(not a true pulsatile pressure) in which the pressure was more or

less slowly elevated and maintained for 15 minutes, and then again

1 Bechhold: " Gedenkbock — Van Bemmelen," 1910.
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released for the same time. Bechhold suggests that on increase of

pressure, the membrane is compressed and the filtrans in the mem-

brane is pressed to the farther side as filtrate. On the release of

pressure the membrane due to its elasticity comes back to its normal

size and Hke a sponge sucks itself full of filtrans again. According

to Bechhold. intermittent pressure does not destroy the elasticity

of the membrane nearly as much as a constant pressure. With

the constant pressure the membrane is compressed and the pores

necessarily diminished in size.

2. Simple stirring of filtrans. The formation of a rather tena-

cious membrane on the upper surface of the filter, and its slowing

effect on the rate of filtration has been mentioned, also the pre-

vention to a great extent of the formation of this membrane by the

continuous use of the rotary stirrer. Stirring had a very marked

effect upon filtration during periods of pulsatile as well as of con-

stant pressure. Without stirring, pulsation had a very marked

effect upon the rate of filtration and undoubtedly this was due

largely to prevention of the accumulation of colloids at the filter.

But even with vigorous stirring, pulsation seems to have an

accelerating eft'ect upon the rate of filtration. Whether this effect

is simply additive to the effect of stirring — that is, produces more

effective stirring, is hard to say. If the enhancing effect of pulsa-

tion is that of stirring, it is probably stirring of a different nature

than that produced by the rotary stirrer, namely stirring by

impact.

3. Impact. The velocity imparted to particles of the filtrans

at the site of the membrane may be of some importance in helping

their passage through the membrane during periods of pulsatile

pressure. The fact that larger particles, as the colloids, which

have a relatively high inertia, are found in different proportion in

filtrates from periods of constant and pulsatile pressure, might

support this view.

4. That pulsation might exert an enhancing eft'ect by breaking

up of the surface membrane (the junction of the filter and filtrans)

which spans the pores or larger irregularities of the membrane is

another possibility.

5. Keeping colloids in coarse suspension. Upon the assumption

that pulsation favors the formation of molecular aggregates, either
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at the filter or throughout the hltrans, the pulsation might favor

filtration by keeping the colloids in coarse enough suspension to

retard their entrance into the membrane and thereby diminish the

clogging effects of these colloids.

Summary

A method is described for filtration with alternating periods of

constant and pulsatile pressure.

Numerous solutions were filtered through a variety of mem-
branes under constant and pulsatile pressure — with and without

stirring, to determine whether pulsation had any effect: (i) Upon
the rate of filtration; (2) upon the nature of the filtrate.

Rate of filtration. In experiments in which the rotary stirrer

was not employed, pulsation favored filtration.

Stirring in itself had a very marked enhancing effect upon the

rate of filtration, during periods of constant as well as pulsatile

pressure.

With continuous stirring, filtration during periods of pulsatile

pressure was more rapid than during periods of constant mean
pressure.

In a few experiments in w^hich constant stirring was employed,

filtration during periods of a constant pressure at the systoHc level

was not any faster than during periods of pulsatile pressure.

Nature of the filtrate. With the methods for the detection of

such diffusible substances as sodium chloride and urea — the

amount found in the filtrate bore no relation to constant or pulsa-

tile pressure.

With the methods used for the detection of colloids in the

filtrate globuHn (dog's defibrinated blood) alone seemed to show a

relation to the type of filtration pressure employed — more glo-

buUn passing the membrane during periods of constant than during

periods of pulsatile pressure.
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Historical Introduction.

THE theory that the hfe-processes in women follow a rhythmi-

cal wave-like movement, was suggested first by Dr. Mary

Jacobi ^ in 1876. Her observations on the pulse, temperature,

blood-pressure and muscular strength have been repeated and

extended by a number of other workers and. in general, the conclu-

sions have been that the highest point in all of these processes is

reached from two to three days before the onset of the menstrual

period, that they sink to the lowest point at its close, gradually

rising to normal during the intermenstrual interval.

Much of the literature on this subject has been reviewed by

Zuntz," 1906, and by Hansen,^ iQii- so that, with the exception of

the observations on blood-pressure, I shall refer only briefly to it.

Variations in muscular strength during the menstrual period

have been studied by Jacobi,^ Ott,^ Bossi,^ Mandl and Biirger.*^

These have, in general, shown a decline corresponding to that of

the other life-processes observed.

Although a number of metabolism experiments have been made

on pregnant women, von Schroder's ' furnishes the only rehable

study of those menstruating. In three subjects he found a reten-

tion of nitrogen immediately before and during the menstrual

period. It is an interesting fact that, in dogs, during the prooes-

trum, Murlin ^ has obtained a corresponding change. Blair Bell ^

records a diminution in the calcium content of the blood. Zuntz ^

states that the minimal exchange of energy is not altered, for the

oxygen intake and the carbon dioxide output show no periodic

variations.
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Changes in temperature during menstruation have been more

extensively observed than the changes in any of the other hfe-

processes. Beginning with Retabeau's '" work in 1870, investigations

have followed by Jacobi,^ Goodman," Stephenson,^-' Reinl,'^ Ott,"*

Giles, ^' Vicarelli.'^ Mandl and Burger,'' Riebold,^^ Van de Velde/'

Zuntz,'- etc. The most thorough study is that of Hansen^ in 1913,

in which are given temperature curves not only for menstruating

women but for normal pregnancy, confmement and lactation. In

these a striking similarity is shown between the temperature curves

of a man, of a girl before puberty and of a woman after the meno-

pause as well as of women from whom the ovaries have been

removed. Mandl and Burger ^ have reported cases in which the

wave form persists, though the removal of the uterus (the ovaries

remaining intact) occasioned a cessation of the menses. \'an de

Velde '" has observed the wave form in a case of vicarious men-

struation. There seems then to be no doubt that there is a pre-

menstrual rise in temperature, a menstrual and postmenstrual fall,

followed by a return to normal, the average differences rarely

amounting to more than a degree.

For respiration and pulse rate the curves follow those for

temperature, but the wave form is less marked — according to

Jacobi,^ Ott,^ Mandl and Burger ^ and Zuntz.- Zuntz, who counted

the pulse under minimum conditions, reports that during men-

struation it is one to four beats below the premenstrual rate; the

relation between the postmenstrual and the menstrual as well as

that between the inter- and premenstrual w^as, variable.

Blood-pressure observations were made by Jacobi,^ at various

intervals, on six normal subjects, through three menstrual periods,

using Mohamed's sphygmograph. She does not indicate whether

the tracings were taken under similar conditions. Her results

show a minimum tension in the radial artery from one to four

days after the cessation of the menses and a gradual return to a

maximum seven to eight days before the next onset; occasionally,

however, not until the first day of the flow. Stephenson,^- report-

ing on four cases, found the arterial tension as measured by sphyg-

mographic tracings — somewhat higher six to seven days before

the menstrual period than on the day or two preceding. Ott,^

with Basch's sphygmomanometer, obtained a fall in thirteen out
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of fourteen cases; during the flow the pressure was almost con-

stantly below the average, rising to normal again after the cessa-

tion. In 1897, Giles ^^ studiecj seven patients admitted to the

hospital for "trifling conditions,'' his records covering in all nine

menstrual phases. Using the Dudgeon sphygmograph. he found

the blood-pressure highest on the first two days of the period and

on the day preceding, lower during the remainder of the epoch,

rising again after the cessation. Wiessner ^^ reported, in a brief

note, observations made with the Riva-Rocci sphygmomanometer.

He recorded the lowest pressure at the height of menstruation and

a return to normal three to four days after the flow had ceased.

The number of cases is not stated. Mosher,^^ using the Mosso

instrument, recorded "under uniform conditions" the pressure in

nine normal women. In some cases the records have extended

over a period of forty-nine days. Most frequently she obtained a

fall before the beginning of the menses, "the maximal fall being

coincident with the onset," with a gradual return to normal by

the time of cessation.

Mandl and Biirger.^ 1904. studied two normal cases for fifty-

one and fifty-three days. They employed the Gartner tonometer

and found the average normal pressure to be from no to 120,

rising to 150 immediately before the beginning of the menses and

falling to 90 at the onset. In cases in which the uterus had

been removed, they found the usual periodic rise and fall, while

if the operation had included the ovaries also, the typical wave

form was absent.

The most recent work, reported very briefly by Bogdanovics,^"

1 9 ID, includes observations made with the Riva-Rocci sphygmoma-

nometer, employing the Reckhnghausen broad arm band. He
obtained both the systolic and diastolic pressures and estimated

the pulse pressure on two hundred and fifty persons, including some

women who were pregnant and others who were ill. The number

of normal women is not stated. In normal women, however, he

reported a premenstrual rise of blood-pressure and a gradual

decHne after the onset of the menstruation. The maximum pres-

sure fluctuated between 95 and no mm., the minimum varied

from 36 to 52 mm. and the pulse pressure averaged 58 mm.
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Observations and Discussion

My own observations, which I desire to report in this paper,

were begun about two and a half years ago, in order to determine

whether the periodic rhythm in blood-pressure is altered if regular

exercise is taken during the menstrual phase as well as throughout

the other phases of the cycle. It was necessary to secure daily

records for each individual in order to be assured of the periodic

TABLE I

General Data Regarding Subjects

Subject
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normal health and all were in the habit of continuing their regular

college duties during the menstrual phase. The college students

frequently did not even interrupt their regular gymnasium exercise

requirement of three hours weekly.

On the basis of the conditions under which observations were

made, I shall separate the individuals into three groups. The

TABLE II

AvER.\GES OF Group I

Phase
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after breakfast, and in the afternoon between four and six.

In the morning the building was reasonably quiet, in the after-

noon there was, at times, a good deal of noise because of the

proximity of the gymnasium. Every elYort was made to secure

identical conditions of quiet and repose in the subjects before

observations were attempted. Since the records were continued

TABLE III

Averages ov Grotp II

Phase
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to exercise. The subjects were four residents of this hall. The

morning hour v/as from 8:15 to 9 and the evening 7:45 to 8:15.

In order to eliminate the possible interference of meals and to

have conditions as nearly as possible at a minimum, the blood-

pressure determinations were made on a third group of three

before they arose in the morning, between six and seven o'clock.

TABLE IV

Averages of Group III

Phase
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The Tycos sphygmomanometer and the auscultatory method were

used for both pressures. I checked this instrument frequently by

a mercury manometer and found it constant and accurate. A

70

mm

30

mm

Chart I

lulse KaLe

Hi^pi

Figure I. Curves plotted from daily observ-ations of pulse rate and

blood-pressure made on A of group III, before she arose in the

morning. The auscultation method with the Tycos sphygmomano-

meter was employed for the blood-pressure determinations. The
menstrual periods are represented by the cross-hatched lines. See

discussion on page 10, tables IV and VIII.

few weeks after these observations were discontinued, a second

series was made under similar conditions on A and C of this group.

On A, who was recUning, the Tycos was again used, but on C, who

was sitting, the Erlanger instrument was employed.
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Temperature records were obtained for groups I and II, taken

by mouth, and for C of group III by rectum. The pulse was

counted for one minute in groups

I and III and in addition records

of rectal temperature and of

pulse rate were obtained, under

minimum conditions, from two

members of group I and for

one of group III, the observa-

tions extending over periods of

from 70 to 96 days.

The following results may
be noted:

1. The temperature curves

of groups I and II and the

pulse curves of group I tend to

follow the periodic rhythm in-

dicated by numerous workers.

This, however, is more obvious

in those cases in which records

were taken under minimum
conditions (tables IV and Vb,

chart II). The rectal tempera-

ture is, without doubt, more

accurate than that taken by

mouth. On one subject ob-

servations were likewise made

on the rate of respiration and

although these cover only forty

days, in this case at least, there

is an apparent rhythm.

2. The blood-pressure de-

terminations in the eleven cases

studied have varied in dura-

tion from thirty-nine to ninety-

six days. They have covered

in all twenty-five complete menstrual epochs and thirty periods.

The numbers given in the charts were obtained by averaging all

Figure 2. Curves plotted from daily obser-

vations of rectal temperature, pulse rate

and blood-pressure made on C of group

III. Temperature and pulse taken before

the subject arose in the morning, blood-

pressure determinations immediately after-

ward but with subject in sitting posture.

Erlanger instrument employed. The men-
strual periods are represented by the cross-

hatched lines. See discussion on page 10,

tables IV and VIII.
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the records of the respective phases for each hidividuaK thus

securing a more accurate picture of the real values. The length

of the pre- and postmenstrual phases, as I have taken them,

depend upon the duration of the menstrual periods. That is,

I have made the three periods equal and then considered the

remaining days of the cycle as belonging to the intermenstrual

interval. The data for two cases, I D and II D, are omitted

since the former presented a marked case of amenorrhea and

no
mm

80

mm

36

mm

^
Oifstolic Ke

Chart in

M\/'^ V

lulse rrpssure

da n 21 31 41

Figure 3. Curves plotted from daily observations of blood-pressure

made on .4 of group I, between 4 and 6 p.m., subject in sitting

posture. Erlanger instrument employed. The menstrual periods

are represented by the cross-hatched lines. See discussion on

page 10, tables II, \', and VI.

will be discussed in a later paper along with similar cases of

irregular recurrences. In the record of II D there are a number

of breaks so that it can hardly be considered a fair case. It should,

however, be mentioned that neither gave any indication of a peri-

odic rhythm.

With one exception the blood-pressure curves of all subjects

fail to show a rhythmical movement. In fact as great variations

may be observed during the intermenstrual phase as between the

premenstrual and the menstrual. I feel confident that if the

menstrual periods were not indicated on the charts (prepared

from the records of each subject), one could not locate them with

any degree of certainty.
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In the exceptional case, A of group III (chart I, table IV) the

systolic and pulse pressures undoubtedly show a rise two to three

days before the onset of the period, then a gradual decline which

continues throughout the menstrual and postmenstrual epochs.

I desire to call special attention to the fact that the pressures at

these times are not lower, sometimes not as low as those observed

TABLE V

Group I, C

(a) Averages of mouth temperature and pulse rate taken at the same time as the blood-pressutg

records of chart I

Phase
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C of group III (chart II, table IV) shows, undoubtedly, a

periodic rhythm in the temperature variations and possibly in

the pulse rate, but no such periodicity can be detected in the blood-

pressure curves.

In A of group I the objection may be raised that conditions

were not sufficiently constant to give the normal record in blood-

pressure, but on comparing pulse and temperature records taken

at this time (table Vj with others taken in the morning before

TABLE VI

Grovp I. Menstrual Records Above of Below those of Other Phases

Phase
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Reviewing the entire series of observations, including those

already discussed, it is evident that there are menstrual epochs

in which all three pressures fell below the intermenstrual pressure,

but the average differences are slight and on the other hand there

are epochs in which they rose above the normal. If the averages

for each phase be examined (tables II, III, IV) it will be seen that

TABLE VII

Grolt II. ^Menstrual Records Above or Below those of Other Phases

Phase
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cases I to 2 mm. lower than the inlermen.slrual. If ihe product of

the pulse pressure by the pulse rate be considered, it is found to

be remarkably constant for each individual.

It is diflicult to compare my blood-pressure findings with those

of other workers, since they have not tabulated their results and

only two have plotted them as curves (Stephenson and Mandl

TABLE VIII

Group III. Menstrual Records Abo\k or Below those of Other Phases

Phase
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eleven subjects. Yet it is of great interest that records taken

over long periods, with the most approved of modern sphygmo-

manometers, give little support to the results hitherto generally

accepted.

Various theories have been brought forward to explain the

diminution in temperature which undoubtedly occurs. Zuntz -

concludes that, since his experiments indicate no change in heat

production, there must be an increase in the heat given out. He
suggests that this may be due to a change in the innervation of the

blood-vessels; also that the profuse sweating, which he says occurs

in many women during menstruation, may play a role in the tem-

perature reduction. The results of my blood-pressure observations

do not give much support to the innervation hypothesis, while in

regard to the profuse sweating, such a condition did not occur in

any of my subjects and seems to be a phenomenon unknown or

unnoticed by normal women. According to Hansen,^ the reduc-

tion may be explained on the basis of the decrease in protein

metabolism. Dr. F. G. Benedict, of the nutrition laboratory (in

a letter to the writer), regards a constantly lower pulse, when taken

under minimum conditions, as a clearer proof of lower heat pro-

duction than a mere falling temperature. One might regard the

diminished pulse rate, where it occurs, as of greater significance

than the fall in temperature.

Granted that lowering in pulse rate, temperature, and blood-

pressure occur during the menstrual and postmenstrual periods,

should much significance be attached to a diminution in pulse

rate of from two to three beats, to temperature variations rarely

greater than one degree, and to blood-pressure changes averaging

from two to five millimeters? Certainly one would suppose that

in a healthy individual a normal periodic function should not be

accompanied by a marked depression in all of the life-processes

and a generally lowered efficiency so emphasized by numerous

writers. If there is a compensation for the loss of blood by the

retention of nitrogen (Murlin),^ then it would seem that there

should be a compensation in the cardiovascular system and this is

indicated in the tendency of the blood-pressure to show such slight

variations.
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Summary

In the study reported, observations made on the pulse and

temperature of women support the usually accepted theory of a

rhythmical movement in the life-processes; the highest point is

reached from three to four days before the menses, the lowest

point about three days after their cessation. With one exception,

blood-pressure records of the systolic, diastolic and pulse pressures

made on eleven women gave such irregular results that they

cannot be regarded as supporting the wave-theory.

My results, as far as they go, seem to indicate that there has

been a tendency to overemphasize the inefficiency of women

during the menstrual period.

It is a pleasure to express my appreciation of the encourage-

ment and helpful suggestions received, during the progress of this

work, from Dr. Lilian Welsh and from Dr. Donald R. Hooker.

I wish also to thank the latter for the use of one of the Erlanger

sphygmomanometers from his laboratory.

I am greatly indebted to my students and to the other women,

subjects of the observations, for their intelligent interest and

hearty cooperation in the work. One of the group, JNliss ]\Iarion

Janney, has prepared the charts.
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IN a recent communication from this laboratory dealing with the

thresholds for certain vasomotor reflexes/ the point was made

that in the ordinary experimental use of faradic stimuli shocks of

undue intensity are frequently employed, particularly with curarized

animals, in which obvious signs of excessive stimulation are not

afforded. In connection with a discussion of the extent to which

the use of very strong stimuli is justified the question was raised

(p. 225) as to whether curare might not have so depressing an

influence on vasomotor activity as to require powerful stimulation

to overcome it. The present paper is a report of the results of our

studies of this point.

The admirable investigations of Sollmann and Pilcher - have

shown that qualitatively the vasomotor mechanism is not seriously

modified by ordinary doses of curare, except for a transient periph-

eral block. These authors did not consider the question of a

possible quantitative effect of the drug, since they employed maxi-

mal stimuli throughout their work.

Method. — Our experiments wxre performed upon cats, narco-

tized with ether. In these experiments we used continuous ether-

ization, carried on thus: two ordinary lamp wicks were inserted in

a small bottle of ether with about 5 cm. of each projecting. This

bottle was then placed within a larger, wide-mouthed bottle pro-

vided with inlet and outlet tubes as in the ordinary ether bottle.

By adjusting the exposure of wick a rate of ether evaporation just

sufi&cient to maintain the desired degree of anaesthetization was

readily obtained. With this method we had very uniform results.

' A^Iartix and Lacey: This journal, 1914, xxxiii, p. 212.

^ SoLLMAN and Pilcher: This journal, 1910, xxvi, p. 233.
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•

We administered curare by injection into the femoral vein.

Our etherized cats were quite resistant to the drug. Thirty mg.

per kilo body weight were regularly used, and often did not induce

complete irresponsiveness to strong peripheral sciatic stimulation,

although spontaneous breathing was abohshed. For artificial

respiration we used an air blast interrupted by a motor-driven

valve.

We observed, as did Sollmann and Pilcher,^ a marked and

immediate fall of blood pressure following the injection of curare.

Perhaps on account of our heavier doses, or because we used cats

instead of dogs, the blood pressure was slower in returning to a

persistent level than in their experiments. We also noted a dif-

ference from their results in that the persistent level after curare

was lower than the original level, whereas in their animals it was

usually higher.

We investigated the effect of curare upon the thresholds for

blood-pressure drop and blood-pressure rise from central stimula-

tion of the sciatic and saphenous nerves in the hind leg and of

various branches of the brachial nerve in the front leg. We
studied also the effect of the same drug on the thresholds for mild

depression and profound depression from central stimulation of the

combined vago-depressor trunk.

-

Thresholds were measured in Z units. ^ The rate of stimulation

varied between 8 and 15 per second.

Results. — Table I contains a summary of our results with

sensory nerves other than the vagus. This table indicates a

moderate lowering of the sensitiveness of the vasoconstrictor

centre by curare, but not in our opinion a sufficient lowering

either to invalidate the use of curare in vasomotor experiments, nor

to justify the use of stimuli of supraphysiological intensity.

The experiments on central stimulation of the vago-depressor

resulted as follows: the threshold for mild depression without

curare (9 experiments) averaged 10 Z units; with curare (8 ex-

' SoLLMAN and Pilcher: loc. cit., p. 239.

' Martin and Stiles: This journal, 1914, xxxiii, p. xxxvi; and xxxiv, p.

106.

^ Martin: The measurement of induction shocks, Xew York, 1912, p.

73. Also Martin and Lacey: loc. cit.
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periments) 13 Z units. The threshold for profound depression

(more than 24 per cent) without curare averaged for 10 experi-

ments 245 Z units; with curare (9 experiments) 240 Z units.

These results, even more clearly than those with other sensory

nerves, show how slight is the influence of curare on the vasomotor

centres. Although there appears to be no change of the threshold

for profound depression by curare, certain facts that have come out

in connection with this study suggest that the drug may have a

detinite elifect on the vasoconstrictor centre.

TABLE I

The Influence of Curare on the Thresholds for Reflex Blood-pressure

Change. Z Units
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qualitative differences between the mild and profound types of

pressure-drop.^ These were first noted by Bayliss.-

Quantitatively we find that the mild type in uncurarized

animals is rarely associated with an extent of drop exceeding 14

or 15 per cent, and that the profound type is rarely less than 20

to 24 per cent. In twelve experiments without curare including

97 mild depressions and 25 profound ones, there were only seven

whose extent was between 14 and 20 per cent, whereas in nine

experiments with curare, including 59 mild depressions and 25

profound ones, there were 13 with extent between 14 and 20 per

cent.

TABLE II

ExPERiiiEXT OF November 25, 1913

The Gradation of Reflex Blood-Pressure Drop in Curarized Animals Con-
trasted WITH THE Abrupt Change of Ch.aracter From Mild to Profound

Pressure Drop in Uncurarized Animals From Central Stimulation

OF the Vagus Xerve

Without cunirc
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the full, mild effect was reached at 5 Z units a 25-fold multiplica-

tion of the stimulus to 127 units brought about no noteworthy-

increase in the extent of response, and that after that point was

passed a 50 per cent increase in stimulation strength caused a

response two and one-half times as great as the last one, this

marking the region of transition from the mild to the profound

type of depression. After the administration of curare, on the

other hand, the response shows a definite tendency to increase as

the strength of stimulus increases. A possible explanation of this

effect of curare may be that it impairs the coherence of the vaso-

constrictor centre, causing it to respond to sensory stimulation more

or less piecemeal instead of as a unit. In the particular experi-

ment cited in Table II there appeared likewise a definite increase

of sensitiveness after curare. Our experience as a whole does not

suggest that this latter is a necessary or characteristic effect.

Conclusion. — Our results may be summarized in the state-

ments (i) that the thresholds for vasomotor reflexes are not, as a

rule, markedly affected by curare; and (2) that the vasoconstrictor

centre shows signs of impairment of unity under the influence of

the drug, causing it under certain circumstances to exhibit grada-

tions of response not usual in uncurarized animals.
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MANY methods have been devised for determining coagulation

time. The description of these methods is unnecessary in

this paper, for they have been considered critically in two com-

paratively recent reviews, one by Addis, ^ the other by Morawitz.^

With different methods the coagulation time of blood (at 20°) has

been set down as ranging from approximately 5 minutes (Addis)

to 20 minutes (Morawitz and Bierich). This great discrepancy

shows that there is no definite "coagulation time" quite independ-

ent of the method used, i.e., the conditions peculiar to any coagu-

lometer are likely to affect the time of clotting. Since to drawn

blood any instrument is a foreign body, all that is required of an

instrument is that the conditions of its use shall be constant.

The conditions defined by Addis as being essential for accurate

estimation of coagulation time are as follows:

1. The blood must always be obtained under the same condi-

tions.

2. Estimates must all be made at the same temperature.

3. The blood must always come in contact with the same

amount and kind of foreign material.

1 A preliminary report of these experiments was presented at the meeting

of the American Physiological Society, Dec. 29, 1913. See Proceedings, This

journal, 1914, xxxiii, p. xxxviii; also p. 372.

^ Addis: Quarterly journal of experimental physiology, 1908, i, p. 305.

' Morawitz: Abderhalden's Handbuch der biochemischen Arbeits-

methoden, 1911, v, pp. 235-252.
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4. The end point must be clear and definite and must always

indicate the same degree of coagulation.'

Besides conforming to these four conditions it seemed to us

that the ideal instrument should also yield a permanent objective

record, made by the blood itself. The form of coagulometer finally

employed is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure i. It consists

essentially of a light aluminum lever - with the long arm nearly

counterpoised by a weight W . The long arm is prevented from

falling by a support 5, and is prevented from rising by a horizontal

Figure 1. Diagram of the graphic coagulometer. The cannula at the right rested in a
water bath not shown in this diagram. For further description see text.

I-

right-angled rod reaching over the lever at R^ and fixed into the

block B which turns on the axis A. Into the same block is fixed

the vertical rod R-. When this rod is moved from the post P^,

against which it is held by the weight of the horizontal rod R^,

towards the other post P'-, the check on the long arm of the lever

is Kfted, and, if the short arm is heavier, the long arm will then

rise.

The cannula C, into which the blood is received, is 2 cm. in

total length and slightly more than 2 mm. in internal diameter.

It is attached by a short piece of rubber tubing to the tapered

glass tube T, 5 cm. long and 5 mm. in internal diameter. The
upper end of this tube is surrounded by another piece of rubber

w^hich supports the tube when it is slid into the U-shaped support

U, fixed directly below the end of the short arm of the lever.

1 Addis: loc. cit., p. 314.

= The "heart lever" made by the Harvard Apparatus Company.
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By drawing the cannulas from a single piece of glass tubing

and by making the distance from shoulder to upper end about 12

mm., receptacles of fairly uniform capacity are assured. All the

dimensions, the reach of the rubber connection over the top of the

cannula (2-3 mm.), the distance of the upper rubber ring from

the lower end of the glass chamber (4 cm.), etc. — were as nearly

standard as possible.

A copper wire D, 8 cm. long and 0.6 mm. in diameter, bent

above into a hook, and below into a small ring slightly less than

2 mm. in diameter, is hung in a depression at the end of the short

arm of the lever. The small ring then rests in the upper part of

the cannula (see Figure i). The weight of the copper wire makes

the short arm of the lever heavier than the long arm by 30 mgm.,

when the delicate writing point is moving over a lightly smoked

drum. Half a dozen of these standard wires were needed.

The precautions taken to fulfill the conditions stated above as

essential for accurate determination of the coagulation time, were

as follows:

1. Drawing the blood. — The blood was taken from the femoral

artery. The artery (usually the right) was laid bare in the groin

and freed from surrounding tissue. A narrow artery clip with

each limb enclosed in soft rubber tubing, and with its Spring

e.xerting gentle pressure, was placed on the artery immediately

below the deep femoral branch, thus allowing no blood to stagnate

above the clip. Between the clip and a ligature applied about

1.5 cm. below, an opening was made. The blood was carefully

milked out of the vessel between a blunt dissector moved beneath,

and a small forceps, twisted into a pinch of absorbent cotton,

moved above.

The cannula, cleaned in water, alcohol, and ether, was set in

the rubber connection of the glass tube; the point of the cannula

was then lubricated with vasehne, and slipped into the artery.

The pressure of the clip on the artery was next very slightly re-

leased and blood was allowed to flow into the cannula up to the

lower border of the rubber connection. Only a good-sized drop of

blood was needed. Sometimes the blood ran one or two milli-

meters above or below, but without appreciably changing the

result. Since the clip was situated on the femoral immediately
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below a branch in which the circulation persisted, the blood received

in the cannula was always Jresh jrom the moving stream. As soon as

the clip gripped the artery again, the cannula was shpped out.

A helper then promptly milked the vessel in the manner described

above, and covered it with a pad of absorbent cotton, smeared

with vaseUne, to prevent drying. Thereby blood was not per-

mitted to stagnate; and when a new sample was to be taken, the

vessel was clean and ready for use.

The tip of the cannula was at once plugged by plunging it into

a flat mound of plasticine about 3 mm. high. It was drawn off

sidewise lest the plasticine plug be pulled out again. One of the

copper wires D w^as now slid into the tube and cannula, the

tube slipped into the U-support, and the wire lifted and hung

on the lever. This procedure, from the moment blood began

to flow until the wire was hung, consumed usually about 20

seconds.

2. Uniform temperature.— Under the U-support was placed a

large water bath, in which the cannula and the tapering part of

the tube were submerged. A thermometer was fixed to the U-

support so that the bulb came near the cannula in the bath. The

water was kept within a degree of 25° C. This temperature w^as

chosen for several reasons: (a) The cannula has room temperature

and rapidly cools the small volume of blood that enters it. To

heat blood and cannula to body temperature would take time.

A bath near room temperature, therefore, seems preferable to one

near body temperature, {b) The test of clotting was conveniently

made at intervals of a half-minute, and if the clotting process were

hastened by higher temperatures, this interval would become

relatively less exact, (c) A temperature of 25° C. rather than

lower was selected because, as Dale and Laidlaw ^ have shown, the

coagulation time is much slower for a given change in temperature

below 25° than for the same change above. And with slowing of

the process the end point, when the determination depends on

supporting a weight, is less likely to be sharp, {d) The researches

undertaken with use of this coagulometer were concerned with

factors hastening the process. For that reason and for reason {b),

^ Dale and Laidlaw: Journal of pathology and bacteriology, 191 2, xvi,

P- 359-
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a long rather than a short coagulation time for normal conditions

Was desirable.

3. Uniformity in the amount and kind of contact with foreign

surface. — The capacity of the cannulas was fairly uniform, as

stated above; the amount received in them was fairly constant;

and the wire hanging in the blood presented approximately the

same surface in different observations.

A further condition for insuring consistent treatment of the

blood in different cases was that of making the tests for coagula-

tion always at the same intervals. Below the writing point of the

lever was set an electromagnetic signal E which recorded half-

minutes. At the moment a record was made by the signal (see

first signal mark, Figure 2), the clip on the artery was opened,

the blood taken, and the process thus begun. In about 20

seconds the cannula was suspended in the water bath, and the

wire was hanging on the lever. At the next record by the signal

and at every subsequent record the vertical rod R- was pushed

with the index finger from post P* to post P- and allowed to move

back.^ This motion was uniform and lasted about one second.

The check R^ on the long arm of the lever was thus raised, and as

the wire sank in the blood the writing point rose, recording that

coagulation had not taken place (see Figure 2).

4. Definite end-point. — As soon as the blood clotted, the

weight of 30 mgm. was supported, and the failure of the lever to

rise to the former height in the regular time allowed recorded that

the change had occurred.

Very rarely the swing of the lever would be checked for a

moment and would then begin to move rapidly, indicating that a

strand of fibrin had formed but not sufficiently strong to support

the weight, and that when the strand broke, the weight quickly

sank in the blood. When this occurred the next record almost

always was the short line, which signified that the weight was well

supported.

A very shght strand of fibrin was able to prevent the weight

1 By applying a T-shaped wire to the axis of the second hand of a

clock, and bending outward at right angles the ends of the top of the T, it

is possible to have the vertical rod R- shifted automatically at half-minute

intervals. This method was not used extensively in our experiments.
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from dropping, though at different times the

amount of support differed, as shown by the

varying length of the hnal lines (cf. first and

last series. Figure 2). These variations are

probably a rough indication of the degree of

coagulation. In our experiments, however,

the length of the final line was disregarded,

and merely the fact that the lever failed to

swing through its usual distance was taken

as evidence of a clot, and the consequent

short record was taken as the end point.

As soon as this end point was registered,

the tube, wire and cannula were lifted out

of the bath; the cannula was then separated

from the tube and pulled away from the wire.

The clot was thus disclosed, confirming the

graphic record.

The method, at least when used at half-

minute intervals, did not reveal in all in-

stances the same degree of clotting. Usually,

when the process was very rapid, the re-

vealed clot was a thick jelly; whereas, when

the process was slow, a strand of fibrin or

at most a small amount of jelly was found.

This difference in the degree of coagulation

introduced, of course, an element of inexact-

ness. In our experiments, however, this in-

exactness was unfavorable to the result we

were seeking for, i.e., the acceleration of the

process — because the jelly is a later stage

than the fibrin strand; and since we never-

theless obtained good evidence of acceleration,

we did not in these experiments attempt to

determine more accurately difterences in the

stage of the clotting process.

Cleaning of apparatus. — After the wire

was removed from the tube, the clot attached

to its ring-tip was carefully brushed away
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under cool running water. Under the running water, also, a

trimmed feather was introduced into the cannula and the tube to

push out the plasticine and to wash out the blood. Wire, cannula

and tube were then dropped into a beaker receiving running hot

water (about 80° C) and there allowed to remain for about five

minutes. On removal from this the parts were shaken free from

water, passed through 95 per cent alcohol and again shaken free,

passed through ether and let dry.

By having a half-dozen cannulas and wires of standard size,

it was possible to save trouble by cleaning a number at one time.

Not infrequently the first few samples of blood taken from

an animal showed rapid or somewhat irregular rates of clotting.

Some causes for these initial variations will be presented in follow-

ing papers. The fairly uniform rate of clotting in any individual

after the initial stage, varied in 21 different animals from an aver-

age of 3 to an average of 10.6 minutes, with a combined average

of 5.9 minutes. The conditions for these variations among indi-

viduals have not been wholly determined.

The method here described has been employed not only to

determine the coagulation time of cat's blood, but also that of

human blood taken repeatedly through the skin at the base of the

thumb nail. The skin was washed in soap and water, and rinsed

in alcohol and ether before each test and then punctured with a

sharp, well-pointed, three-cornered needle. The drop of blood that

appeared on the skin was drawn into the cannula, and then the

procedure was that above described. Following are figures ob-

tained on one occasion:

Coagulation time Variations from the average

5.5 minutes -|- 0.6 minutes

5 " -fO.l

4.5 " - 0.4

4.5 " -0.4 "

5_ " +0.1

Average 4.9 minutes Average error ± 0.3 minutes

Per cent average error = 6.

Doubtless if the lever were moved more frequently than every

half-minute the average error would be reduced.
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IN 1903, while tracing in dogs the course of adrenaUn hyper-

glycaemia, Vosburgh and Richards first noted that simultane-

ously with the increase of blood sugar there occurred more rapid

coagulation of the blood. In some cases the diminution was as

much as four-fifths the coagulation time of the control. Since

this result was obtained by painting adrenalin on the pancreas,

as well as by intraperitoneal injection, they concluded that "the

phenomenon appears to be due to the application of adrenaUn to

the pancreas." ^ Six years later during a study of the eft'ect of

adrenaUn on internal hemorrhage, Wiggers examined incidentally

the evidence presented by Vosburgh and Richards, and after many
tests on five dogs found "never the slightest indication that adren-

alin, either when injected or added to the blood, appreciably

hastened the coagulation process."^ In 1911, von den Velden

reported that adrenalin (about 0.007 ^ng. per kilo) decreased the

coagulation time in man about one-half — an efifect appearing 11

minutes after administration by mouth, and 85 minutes after

subcutaneous injection. He affirmed also, but without describing

the conditions or giving figures, that adrenaUn decreases coagula-

tion time in vitro. He did not attribute the coagulative effect of

adrenaUn in patients to this direct action on the blood, however,

but to vasoconstriction disturbing the normal circulation and

1 Vosburgh and Richards: This journal, 1903, ix, p. 39.
"^ Wiggers: Archives of internal medicine, 1909, iii, p. 152.
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thereby the normal equihbrium between blood and tissue. In

consequence, the tissue juices with their coagulative properties

enter the blood, so he assumes. In support of this theory he offers

his observation that coagulation time is decreased after the nasal

mucosa has been rendereti anemic by adrenalin pledgets.^ Von

den Velden's claim for adrenalin given by mouth was subjected

to a single test on man by Dale and Laidlaw, but their result was

completely negative." -

The importance of Vosburgh and Richard's observation, the

thoroughly discordant testimony of later investigators, as well as

the meager and incidental nature of all the evidence that has

been adduced either for or against the acceleration of clotting

by adrenalin, made desirable a further study of this matter. In

doing so we have employed cats as subjects. Usually they were

quickly decerebrated under ether, and then continuance of the

drug became unnecessary. Body temperature was maintained by

means of an electric heating pad. Respiration proceeded normally

except in a few instances (in which, presumably, there was hemor-

rhage into the medulla) when artificial respiration had to be given.

The drawing of blood and the recording of coagulation were ac-

complished by methods already described.^ The adrenahn used

was that prepared by Parke, Davis and Co.; it was injected either

subcutancously or intravenously.

The effects of subcutaneous injections. — The first observations

were of this class.

Oct. 27. A cat weighing about 3 k. was given 3 c.c. adrenalin i: 1000,

i.e., I mg. per kilo, under the skin. The animal, in this instance,

was kept in uniform ether anaesthesia. Following is a record

showing when blood was taken, and the coagulation time in each

instance:

1 VoN DEN \'eldex: Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift, 1911, Iviii,

p. 187.

2 Dale and Laidlaw: Journal of pathology and bacteriology, 1912, xvi,

p. 362.

' Cannon and Mendenhall: This journal, 1914, xxxiv, p. 225.
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We did not attempt to find the minimal subcutaneous dose

which would shorten clotting. A dose of 0.0 1 mg. per kilo, how-

ever, has proved effective, as shown by the following figures:

Feb. 3. 11.34— 10 minutes

.45— 9

.50 to .52 " Adrenalin, 2.8 c.c, 1 : 100,-

000, injected under skin of

groin in cat weighing 2.8 k.

.55— 10 minutes

12.06— 7

.14— 4

.19— 5.5

.31— 6

.37— 7

.45— 9

As will be shown later, the dose in this instance was ten times the

minimal effective intravenous dose. On the basis of these figures,

less than a milligram of adrenahn given subcutaneously would be

necessary to shorten clotting to a marked degree in a man of aver-

age weight (70 kg).

Not many observations were made by us on the eft'ects of

adrenahn administered subcutaneously. The amount of adrenalin

reaching the vascular system and the rate of its entrance into the

blood could be so much more accurately controlled by intravenous

than by subcutaneous introduction that most of our attention was

devoted to the latter method.

The effect of intravenous injections. — In this procedure a glass

cannula was fastened in one of the external jugular veins, and

filled with the same solution as that to be injected. A short rubber

tube was attached and tightly clamped close to the glass. Later,

for the injection, the syringe needle was inserted through the

rubber and into the fluid in the cannula, the clip on the vein was

removed, and the injection made.

The solutions employed intravenously were adrenalin i: 10,000.

1:50,000, and 1:100,000 in distilled water.
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The smallest amount which produced any change in clotting

time was o.i c.c. of 1:100,000, in a cat weighting 2 kg., a dose of

0.0005 mg. per kilo. Four tests previous to the injection averaged

5 minutes, and none was shorter than 4 minutes. Immediately

after the injection the time was 2 minutes, but at the next test

the effect had disappeared. Doubling the dose in the same cat

— i.e., giving 0.2 c.c. (o.ooi mg. per kilo) —shortened the coagu-

lation time for about 40 minutes:

Dec. 23. 10.30— 4 minutes
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In these instances the animals were decerebrated. For de-

cerebrate cats, the least amount of adrenalin, intravenously, needed

to produce shortening of coagulation time is approximately 0.00

1

mg. per kilo.

In the above cases rapid clotting was manifest directly after

minute doses. Larger doses, however, may produce primarily not

faster clotting but slower, and that may be followed in turn by a

much shorter coagulation time. The figures below present such an

instance:

Nov. 25.
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greatly retard coagulation that the animals may be said to be

haemophilic' These two instances show that on coagulation

large doses have the contrary effect to small, just as has been

shown to be true for intestinal and arterial smooth muscle.

-

In a few experiments the brain and the cord to midthorax were

destroyed through the orbit. Artificial respiration then maintained

the animal in uniform condition. Under these circumstances,

adrenalin intravenously had more lasting effects than when given

to the usual decerebrate animals with intact cord. Figure 3 illus-

trates such a case. For 30 minutes before injection the clotting

time averaged 5.4 minutes. Then, about 10 minutes after i c.c.

B
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The explanation of this persistent rapid clotting in animals with

spinal cord pithed is not yet clear.

As indicarted in Figures i, 2 and 3, the records of coagulation

show oscillations. Some of these ups and downs are, of course,

within the limits of error of the method, but in our experience they

have occurred so characteristically after injection of adrenalin,

and so often have appeared in a rough rhythm, that they have

given the impression of being real accompaniments of faster clot-

ting. It may be that two factors are operating, one tending to

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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tissue juices resulting from vasoconstriction. The least amount of

adrenalin which produces markedly faster clotting in the cat,

however, is o.ooi mg. per kilo. It has been shown that this

amount when injected slowly, as in the present experiments,

results in brief vasodilation rather than vasoconstriction.' Von

den Velden's explanation can therefore not be apphed to these

experiments.

He has claimed, furthermore, that adrenalin added to blood

in vitro makes it clot more rapidly, but, as already noted, he gives

no account of the conditions of his experiments and no figures.

It is impossible, therefore, to criticise them. His claim, however,

is contrary to Wigger's earher observations - that blood with added

adrenalin coagulates no more quickly than blood with an equal

amount of added physiological salt solution. Also contrary to

this claim are the following two experiments, (i) Ligatures are

tied around the aorta and inferior vena cava immediately above

the diaphragm, and thus the circulation is confined almost com-

pletely to the anterior part of the animal. Indeed, since the

posterior part ceases to function in the absence of blood supply,

the preparation may be called an ''anterior animal." When such

a preparation is made and 0.5 c.c. adrenalin 1:100.000 (half the

usual dose because, roughly, half an animal) is injected slowly into

one of the jugulars, coagulation is not shortened. Whereas for a

half-hour before the injection the clotting time averaged 4.6

minutes, for an hour thereafter the average was 5.3 minutes —
a prolongation which may have been due, not to any influence of

adrenalin, but to failure of the blood to circulate through the

intestines and liver.^ In another experiment after the gastro-

intestinal canal and liver had been removed from the ani-

mal, the average time for coagulation during 25 minutes before

injecting adrenalin (0.23 c.c. 1:100,000 in an animal weighing

originally 2.3 kg.) was 5.5 minutes, and during 40 minutes after

the injection it was 6.8 minutes, with no case shorter than 6 min-

utes. In the absence of circulation through the abdominal viscera,

' Cannox and Lyman: loc. cit., p. 3S1.

- WiGGERS: loc. cit., p. 152.

' See Pawlow: Archiv fur Physiologic, 1887, p. 458. Bohr: Central-

blatt fiir Physiologic, 1888, ii, p. 263. Meek: This journal, 191 2, xxx, p. 173.
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therefore, adrenalin fails to shorten the clotting time. (2) The

cannulas are filled with adrenalin, 1:1000, and emptied just before

being introduced into the artery. The small amount of adre-

nalin left on the walls is thus automatically mixed with the

drawn blood. Alternate observations with these cannulas wet by

adrenalin and with the usual dry cannulas show no noteworthy

distinction:

Feb. 19. 2.21 — 6.0 minutes, with usual cannula

.30— 6.5

.36— 6.5 " "
adrenalin cannula

.49— 6.0

.56— 7.0 " " usual cannula

3.04— 6.0 " " adrenalin cannula

The results of these experiments have made it impossible for us to

concede either of von den Velden's claims, i.e.. that clotting occurs

faster because adrenahn is added to the blood or because adrenahn,

by producing vasoconstriction, causes tissues to exude coagulant

juices.

Vosburgh and Richards found that coagulation became more

rapid as the blood sugar increased. Conceivably faster clotting

might result from this higher percentage of blood sugar. Against

this assumption, however, is the fact that clotting is greatly accele-

rated by o.ooi mg. per kilo, much less than the dose necessary to

increase the sugar content of the blood. ^ And furthermore, when

dextrose (3 c.c. of a 10 per cent solution) is added to the blood

of an anterior animal, making the blood sugar roughly 0.3 per

cent, the coagulation time is not markedly reduced. Adrenahn

appears to act, therefore, in some other way than by increasing

blood sugar.

Since adrenalin makes the blood clot much faster than normally

in the intact animal, and fails to have this effect when the circula-

tion is confined to the anterior animal, inference is justified that

in the small doses here employed adrenalin produces its remark-

able efifects, not directly on the blood itself, nor through changes

1 Cannon: This journal, 1914, -x.xxiii, p. 396.
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in the extensive neuromuscular, bony, or surface tissues of the

body, but through some organ in the abdomen.

That exclusion of the liver from the bodily economy by liga-

ture of its vessels or by phosphorus poisoning/ will result in great

lengthening of the coagulation time has been clearly shown. The

liver, therefore, seems to furnish continuously to the blood a factor

in the clotting process which is being continuously destroyed in

the body. It is not unlikely that adrenalin makes the blood clot

more rapidly by stimulating the hver to discharge this factor in

greater abundance. But proof for this suggestion has not yet

been established.

Summary

Adrenalin injected in small doses intravenously (o.ooi mg. per

kilo) and in larger doses subcutaneously, will shorten coagulation

time to one-half or one-third the former duration.

The prompt shortening of the process after small doses is

changed after larger doses (about 0.03 mg. per kilo) to a lengthen-

ing and later a shortening, or to a lengthening alone.

The effect of adrenalin on the clotting time is not associated

with any corresponding effect on arterial pressure.

If the blood is confined anterior to the diaphragm, or if the

intestines and liver are removed, adrenahn in small doses does not

cause rapid clotting.

The addition of small amounts of adrenalin to drawn blood

does not hasten clotting.

Increase of dextrose in the blood to 0.3 or 0.4 per cent does

not cause the rapid clotting seen after adrenalin injection.

The explanation is suggested that adrenalin accelerates the

clotting process by stimulating the liver (and intestines?) to greater

activity in discharging some factor or factors in coagulation.

^ See Meek: loc. cit., p. 170. Also WmppLE and Hurwitz: Journal of

experimental medicine, 191 1, xiii, p. 136.
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IN a previous paper in this series evidence was presented that the

intravenous injection of minute amounts of adrenaHn hastens

the clotting of blood. ^ The amounts used did not vary much above

or below the amounts discharged by the adrenal glands after brief

stimulation of the splanchnic nerves, as determined by Osgood in

this laboratory,- and may therefore be regarded as physiological.

Since injected adrenalin is capable of shortening the coagulation

time, might not the increased secretion of the adrenals resulting

from splanchnic stimulation likewise have that effect? The answer

to that question was the object of the experiments here recorded.

The blood was taken and its coagulation was recorded graph-

ically in the manner previously described.'' In some instances

the cats were etherized, in others they were anaesthetized with

urethane, or were decerebrated. The splanchnic nerves always

were stimulated after being cut away from connection with the

spinal cord. Sometimes the nerves were isolated unilaterally in

the abdomen; sometimes, in order to avoid manipulation of

abdominal viscera, they were isolated in the thorax and stimulated

singly or together. A tetanizing current was used, barely percepti-

ble on the tongue and too weak to cause by spreading any con-

traction of skeletal muscles.

1 Cannon and Gr-AY: This journal, 1914, xxxiv, p. 235.

^ See Cannon, This journal, 1914, xxxiii, p. 369.

' See Cannon and ^Mendenhall: This journal, 1914, xxxiv, p. 225.
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coagulation time show the prompt effect of

splanchnic stimulation

:

3.36— 7 minutes

.46— 6

4.02 to .05 Stim. left spl. in abdomen

.08— 4 minutes

.10— 3'

.18— 3.5

.23— 6.5 "

In Figure 2 is presented the original record of

the shortening of coagulation after stimulation of

the left splanchnic nerve (Nov. 8), in a cat with

brain pithed.

In the foregoing instances the coagulation time

was reduced after splanchnic stimulation to less

than half what it was before. The reduction was

not always so pronounced.^

Nov. 7. A cat maintained in uniform ether anaes-

thesia with artificial respiration had the following

changes in the clotting time of its blood as the

result of stimulating the left splanchnic nerve in

the thorax:

3.40— 5 minutes

.45 — 5

.51 — 5.5

.58 to 4.00 Stim. left spl.

4.01 — 4.5 "

.06—3.5

4.11 — 4 minutes

.16— 3.5

.21 — 4

.26— 4.5

.31 — 5

.36— 6.5

In this case the average for about 15 minutes

before stimulation was slightly over 5 minutes, and

for 25 minutes thereafter it was four minutes.

^ This animal had just passed through a period of ex-

citement with rapid clotting (see Cannon and Menden-
HALL: This journal, 1914, xxxiv, p. 258.).
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In all cases thus far the period of shortened coagulation lasted

from 10 to 30 minutes. In other cases, however, the effect was

seen only in a single observation. If this had occurred only

once after splanchnic stimulation, it might be attributed to acci-

dent, but it was not an infrequent result, e.g.:

Oct. 28. A cat was etherized and decerebrated and the splanchnic nerves

were isolated in the thorax. Following are two instances of brief

shortening of coagulation after splanchnic stimulation:

3.36— 4.5 minutes

.42— 4.5

.47 to .49 Spl. stim.

.51 — 4.5 minutes

.57— 2

4.01— 4

4.07— 4.5 minutes

.12— 5.5

.19 to .22 Spl. stim.

.23— 3.5 minutes

.27— 4

.33— 5

In the foregoing instance it is noteworthy that the degree of

acceleration is not so great after the second stimulation of the

splanchnics as it was after the first. This reduction of effect as

the nerves were repeatedly stimulated was frequently noted. The

following case presents another illustration:

Nov. 12. A cat was etherized (2.35 p.m.) and piqure was performed

(3.12) upon it. The operation was without effect. The loss or

lessening of effectiveness on second stimulation of the left splanchnic

nerves is to be compared with the persistence of effectiveness on

the right side:

3.40— 4.5 minutes

.45— 4.5

.54 to .56 Stim. left spl. in abd.

4.00— 3 minutes

.05— 2

.10—5.5

.16—5

.22 to .27 Stim. left spl. in abd.

.30— 4 minutes

.34— 4

3.39— 4 minutes

.44— 4

.48— 4

.55 to .57 Stim. right spl.

.59— 3 minutes

5.02— 2.5

.07— 3

.11 — 3

.15— 5.5

.22— 5.5

The experiments above recorded show that stimulation of the

splanchnic nerves results immediately, or after a brief period, in a
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shortening of the coagulation time of the blood — an effect which

in different animals varies in duration and intensity, and dimin-

ishes as the stimulation is repeated. The next question is whether

this effect is produced through the adrenal glands.

The effect of splanchnic stimulation with and without the

adrenal glands.— The manner in which splanchnic stimulation

produces its effects is indicated in the following experiments:

Nov. 28, A cat was etherized and pithed through the orbit to the mid-

thorax. The blood vessels of the left adrenal gland ^^ere then

quickly tied and the gland removed. The readings for a half

hour before the left splanchnic nerve was stimulated averaged 7

minutes, then, —
4.38 to 40 Stim. left spl. (glandless)

.42— 7 minutes

.50— 7

5.02 to .04 Stim. right spl.

.06— 4 minutes

.10—7 "

.18—7

.26—7

Dec. 4. A cat was etherized and pithed through the orbit to the neck

region. The right and left splanchnic nerves were tied and cut in

the thorax. The left adrenal gland was then carefully removed.

These operations consumed about a half-hour. The following

records show the effect of stimulating the left and right splanchnic

nerves:

4.10— 5 minutes 5.14— 6 minutes

.16— 4.5 " .23 to .25 Stim. right spl.

.25 to .28 Stim. left spl. (glandless) .26— 6 minutes

.30— 4.5 minutes -S^— 4.5

.35— 4.5 " • .38— 3.5

.40—7.5 " .43— 4.5

.49 to .51 Stim. right spl. .49— 5

.55— 4.5 minutes .55— 6

5.00— 2.5
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The results in this experiment are represented graphically in

Figure 3.

Elliott has presented evidence that in the cat the splanchnic

innervation of the adrenals is not crossed, so that if the gland is

removed on one side stimulation of the nerves on that side causes

no discharge from the opposite gland. ^ As the above experiments

clearly show, splanchnic stimulation on the glandless side results

in no shortening of the coagulation time; whereas, in the same

Figure 3. Results of stimulating the left splanchnic nerves, 4.25— 28, after removal of

the left adrenal gland, and of stimulating the right splanchnic nerves, 4.49— .51 and
5.23— .25, with right adrenal gland present.

animals, stimulation of the nerves on the other side (still connected

with the adrenal gland) produces a sharp hastening of the clotting

process.

The splanchnics innervate the intestines and liver even though

the adrenal gland is removed. The foregoing experiments indicate

that the nerve impulses delivered to these organs do not influence

them in any direct manner to accelerate the speed of coagulation.

Indeed in one of the experiments (Dec. 4, p. 247) a high reading

about ten minutes after splanchnic stimulation on the glandless side

suggests the possibiHty of an opposite effect. Direct stimulation

1 Elliott: Journal of physiology, 191 2, xliv, p. 405.
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of the hepatic nerves on one occasion was followed by a change of

the clotting time from 4.5, 5, 4.5, 4.5 minutes during 25 minutes

before stimulation to 4.5, 7, and 6 minutes during 20 minutes after

stimulation.

Since with the adrenals present stimulation of hepatic nerves

induces glycogenolysis and quick increase of blood sugar/ just as

splanchnic stimulation does, the failure of the blood to clot faster

after stimulation of the hepatic nerves confirms the evidence al-

ready offered that faster clotting in hyperadrenahnaemia is not

due to hyperglycaemia.'

The liver and intestines cannot be made to shorten clotting

time by stimulation of their nerves, but, as has already been

shown, neither can adrenaHn act by itself to hasten the clotting

process.^ Apparently the effect is produced by cooperation be-

tween the adrenals and the liver (and possibly also the intestines).

Somewhat similar cooperation is noted in the organization of sugar

metabolism; splanchnic stimulation in the absence of the adrenal

glands does not increase blood sugar/ and in the absence of the

liver adrenalin is without influence.^

The variations of effect noted after splanchnic stimulation can

be accounted for by variations in the adrenalin content of the

glands. Elliott reports that animals newly brought into strange

surroundings may have a considerably reduced amount of adrenalin

in their adrenals.^ The animals used in our experiments had been

for varying lengths of time in an animal house in which barking

dogs were also kept, and were therefore subject to influences which

would be hkely to discharge the glands.

1 Macleod: Diabetes: its Pathological Physiology, London, 1913, pp.

68-72.

2 See Cannon and Gray: This journal, 1914, xxxiv, p. 241.

' See Cannon and Gray: loc. cit., p. 240.

* Gautrelet and Thomas: Comptes rendus de la Societe de Biologic,

1909, Ixvii, p. 233.

* Bang: Der Blutzucker, Wiesbaden, 1913, p. 87.

* Elliott: loc. cit., p. 379.
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Summary

Stimulation of the splanchnic nerves results immediately, or

after a brief delay, in shortening of the coagulation time of blood.

The degree and the duration of the effect varies, — clotting not

uncommonly takes less than half the time it took before stimula-

tion, and this period of rapid clotting may last from 10 to 30

minutes.

The stimulation usually produces less marked effects as it is

repeated.

If the adrenal gland is removed on one side, splanchnic stimu-

lation on that side does not shorten the clotting time; whereas

splanchnic stimulation on the other side is still effective. The

faster clotting is therefore due to increased adrenal discharge.

Since stimulation of nerves supplying the liver and intestines

does not hasten clotting, and since increase of adrenaUn has no

effect in the absence of the liver and intestines, the shortened

clotting after splanchnic stimulation is accounted for by the action

of adrenal discharge on the liver (and intestines?).

The variations in the effects in different animals can be ac-

counted for by variations in the adrenalin content of the adrenal

glands in confined animals.
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IN the preceding paper of this series evidence was given to prove

that stimulation of splanchnic nerves, with accompanying

increase of adrenal secretion, results in more rapid clotting of

blood. Recent experiments have shown that certain conditions —
such as pain and emotional excitement — likely to arise in the

natural life of organisms and known to be attended by nervous

discharges over splanchnic courses, are also attended by increased

secretion of adrenalin into the blood. ^ Does the adrenalin thus

liberated have any effect on the rate of coagulation? The observa-

tions here recorded were made in order to obtain an answer to that

question.

The effect of "painful" stimulation.— In experiments on the

action of stimuli which in the unanaesthetized animal would cause

pain, faradic stimulation of a large nerve trunk (the stump of the

cut sciatic), and operation under light anaesthesia, were the methods

used to affect the afferent nerves. Elliott found that repeated

excitation of the sciatic nerve was especially efficient in exhausting

the adrenal glands of their adrenalin content, and also that this

reflex persisted after removal of the cerebral hemispheres.^ It was

to be expected, therefore, that with well-stored glands, sciatic

stimulation, even in the decerebrate animal, would call forth an

amount of adrenal secretion which would decidedly hasten clotting.

The following case illustrates such a result:

1 Cannon: This journal, 1914, xxxiii, p. 357.

-Elliott: Journal of physiology, 1912, xliv, pp. 406, 407.
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Dec. 12. A cat was anaesthetized with ether at 3.45, and the left sciatic

nerve was bared. Decerebration was completed at 3.57. The

clptting time of the blood began to be tested six minutes later:

4.03— 4 minutes

.08— 3.5

.13— 3.5

.18— 4.5

.23 to .25 Stim. left sciatic

.26— 2.5 minutes

.29— 3.5

.34— 4.0

.40—5.0

4.45 to .50 Stim. left sciatic

.Si— 2.5 minutes

.57— 7

5.06—7.5

.15 to .17 Stim. left sciatic

.17 — 4 minutes

.22 — 4.5

.27— 5.5

.36—5.5

.46—7

The results obtained in this case, which were similar to results

in other cases, are represented graphically in Figure i. The

4:00 :10 .Hi :30 :40 :50 5:00 :10 :iU :aO ;4U

Figure 1. Three shortenings of coagulation time after stimulation of the left sciatic

nerve, at 4.23— .25, at 4.45— 50 (stronger), and at 5.15 — .17.

coagulation time was becoming gradually more prolonged, but each

excitation of the sciatic nerve was followed by a marked shorten-
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ing. The strength of stimulation was not determined with exact-

ness, but it is worthy of note that the current used in first and

third stimulations was weaker than could be felt on the tongue,

whereas that used in the second was considerably stronger, though

it did not produce reflex spasms.

Mere tying of the nerve is capable of producing a marked

shortening of coagulation, as the following figures show:

Oct. 21. 10.57 Cat under ether and urethane given

11.11 — 8.5 minutes

.23— 8.5

.32 to .35 Left sciatic bared and tied

.37— 1.5 minutes

.41 — 5.5

.50—7

12.02 — 8.5

Stimulation of the crural nerve had similar effects, reducing the

clotting time in one instance from a succession of 3, 3, and 3.5

minutes to 1.5 minutes shortly after the application of the cur-

rent, with a return to 3.5 minutes at the next test.

Operative procedures performed under light anaesthesia, or

reduction of anaesthesia soon after operation, resulted in a

remarkable shortening of the coagulation time:

Nov. 8. A cat was etherized and tracheotomized. The abdomen was

then opened, and a ligature was drawn around the hepatic nerves.

The operation was completed at 2.25. At 2.50 the etherization

became light and the rate of clotting began to be faster:

2.50— 6 minutes .15— 3.5 minutes

3.00—5.5 " .20— 4.5

.10—3.5 " .30—7.5

Nov. II. A female cat, very quiet, was placed in the holder at 1.55.

The animal was not excited. At 2.10 etherization was begun; the

animal was then tracheotomized, and the femoral artery was
exposed.
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2.21 — 4.5 niinulcs

.26— 4.5 " Anaesthesia lessened

.32— 3.5 '

" "
light

.35— Abdomen opened

.47— 1.5 minutes

.52—1

.55— Ligature passed around hepatic nerves

.57-— 1.5 minutes .Anaesthesia light; corneal reflex present

3.02— 3

.07— 3 " Some hepatic nerves cut

.12— 4.5 " Rest of hepatic nerves cut

.22— 5

The results of this experiment are shown graphically in

Figure 2.

Nov. 13. A cat was etherized at 1.55, tracheotomized, and the femoral

artery laid bare. As soon as these preparations were completed,

the ether was removed and anaesthesia became light. The blood

clotted thus:

2.08— 6 minutes,

.15 — 4
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give pain in the unanaesthetized animal, result, therefore, in

faster clotting. It is worthy of note that after decerebration clot-

ting apparently occurred no faster because the abdomen had been

opened, although in the decerebrate state etherization was sus-

pended. The mechanism for reflex control of the adrenals may

not be higher than the corpora quadrigemina, as Elliott has shown,

but the discharge from the glands seems to be more certain to

occur when the cerebrum is pres-

ent and is permitted even slightly

to operate.

The effect of emotional excite-

ment. — Reference has already

been made to the emotional

secretion of the adrenal glands.

In their emotional reaction to

being bound cats dilTer widely:

some, especially young males,

become furious; others, especially

elderly females, take the experi-

ence quite calmly. This difference

of attitude was used with positive

results in experiments on emo-

tional glycosuria, 1 and it seemed possible, therefore, to use it

to test the efl"ect of emotions on blood-clotting. To plan formal

experiments for that purpose was not necessary, because in the

ordinary course of the researches here reported, the difference

in effects on the blood between the violent rage of vigorous

young males and the quiet complacency of old females was

early noted. Indeed the rapid clotting which accompanied ex-

citement not infrequently made necessary an annoying wait

till slower clotting would permit the use of experimental methods

for shortening the process.

The animals used on November ii and 13 (see pp. 253, 254) are

examples of calm acceptance of being placed on the holder, and

furthermore these animals were anaesthetized without much dis-

turbance. As the figures indicate, from the first the clotting

occurred at about the average rate.

1 See Cannon, Shohl, and Wright: This journal, 191 1, xxix. p. 280.

2:iO •.Ml

Figure 2. Shortening of coagulation time

during an operation under Hght anaes-

thesia. At 2.35 the abdomen was

opened, at 2.55 a ligature was passed

around the hepatic nerves.
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In sharp contrast to these figures arc those obtained when a

vigorous animal is angered:

Oct. 30. A very vigorous cat was placed on the holder at 9.08. It at

once became stormy, snarling, hissing, biting, and lashing its big

tail. At 9.12 etherizing was begun and that intensified the excite-

ment. By 9.15 the femoral artery was tied. The clotting time

of the blood for an hour after the ether was first given was as follows:

9.18— 0.5 minute 9.43— 1.0 minute
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etherization was started. The hairs on the tail were erect. The

clotting was as follows:

2.25— 1.0 minute .31 — 4.5 minutes

.27— 0.5 " .37— 3.5

.28— 2.0 " .47— 4.5

It seems probable that in this case, because of the cat's being

caged near dogs, the adrenals were well-nigh exhausted previous to

this experiment, and that the emotional flare-up practically dis-

charged the glands, for repeated attempts later to reproduce the

initial rapid clotting by stimulation of the splanchnic nerves was

without result.

Evidence presented in previous papers of this series makes

wholly probable the correctness of the inference that the faster

coagulation which follows emotional excitement is due to adrenal

discharge from splanchnic stimulation. In this relation the effect

of severance of the splanchnics on emotional acceleration of the

clotting process is of interest. The following cases are illustrative:

Oct. 29. A cat was left on the holder for 10 minutes while the femoral

artery was uncovered under local anaesthesia. The blood removed

was clotted in a half-minute. The animal was much excited.

It was now quickly etherized and the brain pithed forward from

the neck. The tests resulted as follows:

10.51 — 1.0 minute

.53— 05.

.55— 0.5

.57— 0.5

11.07— Cut left splanchnic

.12— " riRht si)lanchnic

.21 — 3.5 minutes

.26— 3.5

The original record of this case is given in Figure 3.

Nov. 5. A cat was etherized at 2.35. At 2.39 artificial respiration by

tracheal cannula was begun^ the air passing through an ether bottle.

The clotting occurred thus:
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2.53— 1.5 minutes

.57—1.5

3.05—1.5

.15—1.5

.25 — Both s])!. cut and tied in thorax

.35— 4.5 minutes

.55— 4.5

Figure 3. About two-thirds original size. Record of rapid clotting (less than a half-

minute) after emotional excitement. At 11.07 the left, at 11.12 the right splanchnic

ner\'es were cut; the clotting then required 3.5 minutes. The marks below the time

record indicate the moments when the samples were drawn.

Nov. 7. A cat was etherized under excitement and with tail-hairs erect,

at 1.55. At 2.13 the animal was showing refle.xes. The figures

show the course of the experiment:

2.15— 1.5 minutes

.21 — 1.0

.26—1.0

.31— 1.0

.36—1.0

.41 — 1.0

.46— 2.0

.51 — 2.0

3.06— 2.0 minutes

.11 — 2.5

.26— Cut left spl. in thorax

.35

—

" right sj)!. in thorax

.40— 5.0 minutes

.45— 5.0

.51 — 5.5 "

In this instance the subsequent stimulation of the splanchnic

nerves resulted again in faster clotting — a reduction from 5.5

minutes to 3.5 minutes.^ The results from this experiment are

shown graphically in Figure 4.

' See Cann'ON and Mendenhall: This journal, 1914, xxxiv, p. 245, ex-

periment on Nov. 7.
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Discussion

The data presented in this paper show that such stimulation

as in the unanaesthetized animal would cause pain, and also such

emotions as fear and rage, are capable of greatly shortening the

coagulation time of blood. These results are quite in harmony

with the evidence previously offered that injected adrenalin and

«:I0 -.in ;30 :40 :50 a:00 :I0 :iO :;(0 :40 :50

Figure 4. Rapid clotting after emotional excitement, with slowing of the process when
the splanchnic nerves were cut in thorax (the left at vS.26, the right at i.i^).

secretion from the adrenal glands induced by splanchnic stimula-

tion hasten clotting, for, as already stated, painful stimulation and

emotional excitement also evoke activity of the adrenals.

In a previous paper the increase of blood sugar and the secre-

tion of adrenalin in pain and the major emotions were interpreted

as biological adaptations to conditions Ukely to involve, in wild

life, pain and great emotion — i.e., the necessities of struggle,

fighting or flight. The sugar would then serve the muscular

energies, the adrenalin would aid in distributing blood to organs

critically involved in the struggle, and would also abolish or

minimize the effects of fatigue.^ The more rapid clotting of

blood in pain and emotional excitement may also be regarded as

an adaptive process, useful to the organism. The importance of

conserving the blood needs no argument. The effect of local in-

jury in favoring the formation of a clot to seal the opened vessels

1 See Cannon: This journal, 1914, xxxiii, p. 372.
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is obviously adaptive in protecting the organism against hemor-

rhage. The injury that causes opening of blood vessels, however,

is, if extensive, likely also to produce pain. And, as shown above,

conditions producing pain increase adrenal secretion and hasten

coagulation. Thus injury would be made less dangerous as an

occasion for serious hemorrhage by two effects which the injury

itself produces in the body, — the local effect on clotting at the

region of injury and the general effect on the speed of clotting

wrought by reflex secretion of adrenalin.^

The strong emotions, as fear and anger, are reasonably regarded

as the concomitants of bodily changes which may be of utmost

service in subsequent action. These bodily changes are so much

like those which occur in pain and tierce struggle that, as early

writers on evolution suggested, the emotions may be considered as

foreshadowing the suffering and intensity of actual strife. On this

general basis, therefore, the bodily alterations attending violent

emotional states would, as organic preparations for fighting and

possible injury, naturally involve the effects which pain itself

would produce. And rapid clotting, like increased blood sugar,

increased adrenalin, and an adapted circulation, would be favorable

to the preservation of the organism that could best effect it.-

' The conditions under which pain and danger from hemorrhage occur

together in civilization are not so frequent as to permit a ready testing on

man of the ideas here propounded. It is possible that the pain of childbirth

is such as to lead to adrenal discharge (the increase of blood-sugar during

parturition is indicative of that), and thus to favor rapid clotting at a time

when that may be important.

2 There is evidence that asphyxia causes increased secretion of adrenalin

(see Cannon: This journal, 1914, x.xxiii, p. 357), and often in the course of

these investigations we have noted that when respiration became impaired

and the blood turned dark, clotting was faster. In a few observations, how-

ever, in which a formal attempt was made to determ.ine the influence of

asphyxia on clotting, the results were not always positive — due probably

to the use of animals which had been kept for some time in conditions likely

to discharge the adrenal glands.

Stewart (Journal of experimental medicine, 191 2, xv, p. 547) and Hoskins

and McPeek (Journal of the American Medical Association, 1913, Ix, p. 1778)

have reported that direct massage of the adrenal glands causes an increased

secretion of adrenalin. The increase, according to the latter authors, is slight.

Mr. Horace Gray and ]\Ir. C. A. L. Binger have tried in this laboratory the
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Summary

Stimulation of afferent nerves (sciatic, crural), or major opera-

tions under light anaesthesia, markedly shorten the coagulation

time of blood.

Emotional excitement is the occasion for very rapid clotting

(sometimes in less than a half-minute), which becomes slow (three

to five minutes) when the splanchnic nerves are cut.

Pain and strong emotions have been proved to evoke secretion

of the adrenal glands; and adrenalin hastens clotting. Rapid

coagulation may reasonably be considered, therefore, as another

instance of adaptive reaction serviceable to the organism in the

injury which may accompany pain or which may follow the strug-

gle that fear or rage may occasion.

possibility pf influencing the coagulation of blood by massage of the adrenals.

In one instance the clotting time was 5.5 minutes in four successive tests

before massage. After massage it fell to an average of 4.6, for forty minutes.

Then the glands were manipulated again, and the eight tests taken thereafter

were as follows: 3.5, 4.5, 4, 4, 3.5, 4.5, 3.5, 4. In another instance massage

of the glands reduced the time, after a brief prolongation, from an average of

6.1 minutes to an average of 4.7 minutes, with six tests in each group. In

other cases the tests were not so favorable. Massage of the liver was without

clear effect.
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IN the further development of the physiology of internal secre-

tion a clean-cut knowledge of the relation of the various

endosecretory organs to the sympathetic nervous system seems

particularly desirable. In the hope of throwing additional light

upon the subject a series of researches of which this is the third has

been undertaken in this laboratory.^

There are to be found in the literature but few observations

bearing upon the relation of the parathyroid glands to the sympa-

thetic system. Falta and Kahn - in 191 2 studied the effects of

parathyroid extirpation in a dog. Both parathyroids were re-

moved on one side leaving the thyroid lobe. On the other side the

thyroid lobe with the two parath}roids was removed. Later blood

pressure was recorded and the reaction to epinephrin in various

dilutions determined. A depression was observed with quantities

of the drug which in the normal animal give a pressor efifect. The
significance of the observation is not clear. It is interpreted by

Falta and Kahn as indicating an increased sympathetic irritability,

In view of the fact, however, that the first reaction of a dog to

^ HoSKiNS and Wheelox: This Journal, iqi4, xxxiii, pp. 8i, 172.

* Falta and Kahx: Zeitschrift fiir klinische Medicin, 191 2, Ixxiv, p. 108.
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ascending dosages of epine])lirin is depression and that this reaction

was relatively late in appearing, their results would seem rather to

indicate a lowering of sympathetic irritability following parathy-

roidectomy. In the same article Falta and Kahn report also the

results of a series of studies of cases of clinical tetany. In these

the patients characteristically showed an augmented irritabihty to

epinephrin as judged by increase of blood pressure or pulse rate.

In the absence of definite proof that the tetanies observed were due

to parathyroid deficiency their findings are not conclusive as re-

gards the subject of this paper. An increased sensitiveness to

pilocarpin was also observed. It was concluded, therefore, that in

parathyroid deficiency there is an augmented irritability of the

whole autonomic system.

Lately there have been published from Carlson's laboratory

several papers which deal with parathyroid deficiency. In 191

2

Carlson ^ concluded from a study of the activities of the digestive

tract that parathyroid extirpation causes both in the cat and in

the dog a depression of the sympathetic system. .\1though in the

final stages of tetany in his cats a marked depression of the motor

function of the stomach and intestines was observed, in most

instances the animals in this respect were normal. In dogs, how-

ever, both the motor and secretory activities deviated in the direc-

tion of depression. On the face of it the evidence would seem

to indicate an overactivity of the splanchnic sympathetics, but

Carlson interprets it otherwise. Salivation was noted as a common
symptom, but this was ascribed to bulbar autonomic rather than

sympathetic influences. Other observations were recorded upon

mydriasis, sweating, bladder tonus, defecation and parturition,

some of which suggest abnormal sympathetic activity, but which as

a whole were regarded as indicating sympathetic depression. In a

later paper Carlson ^ records that during attacks of tetany after

thyro-parathyroidectomy there is a marked loss of gastric muscular

tonicity; during the interim between attacks the tonus returns to

normal. Similarly Keeton ^ has found a depression of gastric secre-

tion, a decreased hydrogen ion and probably decreased pepsin out-

* Carlson: This Journal. 1Q12, xxx, p. 309.
^ Carlson: Ibid.. 1Q13. xxxii, p. 398.

» Kef.ton: Ibid., 1914, xxxiii, p. 25
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put which appears as parathyroid tetany develops. Stoland ^ has

noted a depression of bile and of pancreatic juice under similar

conditions. These observations, all of which suggest excessive

s^-mpathetic functioning, are interpreted in harmony with Carlson's

first conclusions as due to other causes.

In our experiments blood pressure was used exclusively as a

criterion of sympathetic conditions. The comparative irritability

of the sympathetic system before and after parathyroid destruction

was determined by injecting fixed quantities of nicotin and of

"adrenalin." To test the condition of the muscular tissues in-

volved pituitrin was also used in several cases. In all the experi-

ments dogs were employed. The technique in general was the

same as that of the preceding investigations of the series. The

animals were anesthetized with ether. Then with aseptic precau-

tions a reservoir cannula was inserted into a femoral artery for

taking blood-pressure records and a simple large-bore cannula into

the corresponding vein for the injecting of fluids. The standard

doses of drugs employed were usually adrenahn 0.5 c.c. and i.o c.c.

1:50,000 dilution, nicotin 0.5 c.c. and i.o c.c. i; 2,000 and pituitrin

0.1 c.c. In case an animal was small or showed unusual irrita-

bility the dosage was correspondingly diminished. With a view to

its subsequent use the reaction to i gm. of calcium lactate given

intravenously was also determined. The condition of the vaso-

motor system having been established, the opened blood vessels

were tied off' and the incision closed and sutured.

Immediately preceding or following the blood-pressure determina-

tions the thyroid glands were exposed by bringing them out through

a median incision. An attempt was then made to identify all four

parathryoid glands. In several cases the attempts were successful.

All the glands found were destroyed by cautery. In case both

glands were found on one side only, the thyroid of the opposite

side was removed with its capsule so as to include both parathy-

roids. In other instances where only posterior parathyroids were

found these were cauterized and the anterior half of each thyroid

removed so as to include the anterior parathyroids. Asher and

Rodt - have concluded that thyroid secretion exerts a considerable

1 Stoland: Ibid., 1914, xxxiii, p. 283.

* Asher unci Rodt: Centralblatt fiir Physiologic, 191 2, xxvi, p. 223.
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effect upon the sympiithetic system. In nearl\- all cases, therefore,

care was taken to leave sufiicient th}roici tissue for normal func-

tioning, but in two animals complete removal of all demonstrable

thyroid and parathyroid tissue was made. Aseptic technique of

course was employed. The incisions were closed and the animals

kept from one to live da\s.

Blood j)ressures and the reactions to "adrenalin."" nicotin. and

j-)ituitrin were then taken with the same dosages as before, using the

blood vessels of the other hind leg corresponding to those used in the

first determinations. In case a third determination was made the

cannulas were inserted in one or the other of the femoral vessels proxi-

mal to the former incision. In several instances i gm. of calcium

lactate was given intravenously and the drug injections repeated.

In only one case (No. 62) in which the animals survived (aside

from one nearly moribund of hemorrhage) did we fail to get clear

evidence of parathyroid deficiency. Nearly all the animals de-

veloped pronounced tetany. In one. however, the only evident sign

was an augmentation of reflexes. A light tap on the paw or hip

would result in a quick jerk of the leg. Otherwise the dog showed a

disinclination to move. In the case of the animal (No. 62) in

which no signs of parathyroid deficiency were detected an appar-

ently normal gland was found at autopsy; this therefore is not a

valid negative case. Of all the animals showing external evidence

of deficiency, only one failed to show also an augmented sympa-

thetic irritability. The blood-pressure determination was made in

this case 24 hours after the first operation. A later determination

was not made. So far as it goes this observation indicates that

augmentation of irritability develops in the sympathetic system

more slowly than in the voluntary neuromuscular apparatus.

Figure i shows the results secured with adrenalin in case of dog

No. 60. (a) shows the reaction to 0.5 c.c. i : 50,000. The parathy-

roids were then removed, (b) shows the reaction to the same quan-

tity of adrenalin two days later. One gram of calcium lactate was

given intravenously and a few minutes later the reaction (c) again

determined.

Figure 2 (a) shows the efTect in dog No. 55 of 0.5 c.c. of nico-

tin, 1:2000, before the operation and 2 (b) the eft'ect of the same

dosage two days after parathyroidectomy.
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Figure 1. (a) Reaction in normal dog to U.5 cc. ' adrenalin," 1 ;50,,000. {b) Reaction to
same dosage fn same dog 2 days after parathyroid destruction, (c) Reaction to
same dosage after 1 gm. calcium lactate intravenously. Blood pressure from
femoral arter\-.

Figure 2. (a) Reaction in normal dog to 0.5 cc. Nicotin 1:2,000. (b) Reaction in
same dog to same dosage 2 days later, after destruction of parathyroid glands.
Blood pressure from femoral artery. Time 5 sec.
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Dog No. 68 exemplified the trend of the investigation as a

whole. The protocol is as follows:

Old female eoach dog. \Vt. 8.g Kilos.

March 19, 1914, 9:50 a.m. Animal etherized. Cannulas inserted

into right femoral artery and vein.

10:15-10:35 Reactions determined to nicotin 0.3 and 0.5 c.c. 1-2000,

adrenalin 0.5 c.c, 1:50,000 (5-minute intervals).

10:40 Injected calcium lactate i gram.

10:50-11 Reactions to nicotin 0.5 c.c. 1:2000, adrenalin 0.5 c.c.

1 :5o,ooo. Reactions slightly greater than before calcium.

11:10-11:40 Four parathyroids demonstrated and cauterized. Thy-
roids slightly larger than normal, parathyroids apparently normal.

March 21, 10 .a.m. Clonic conv^ulsions observed. Animal otherwise

appeared normal.

12:00 M. Fine tremors throughout body but especially in limbs. No
clonus.

1:30 P.M. Condition same as at noon.

1:50 Etherized. Fine tremors persist. No clonus. Animal vomited

during operation of inserting cannulas.

2:06-2:20 Reactions to nicotin and adrenalin as before. Reactions

slightly increased above normal.

March 23, 2:30 p.m. Fine tremors.

March 24, 10:00 a.m. Clonic convulsions and tremors throughout

body.

1-2:30 p.m. Slight tremor, particularly in shoulder muscles. No
clonus.

2:30-3:50 Occasional clonus of different muscles, gradually becom-

ing more frequent. Reflexes in legs (mechanical stimulus) aug-

mented.

3:50 Etherized. Cannulas inserted, femoral vessels.

4:12-4:25 Reactions to nicotin 0.3 c.c, 0.5 c.c, adrenal 0.5 c.c. as

before. Reaction to nicotine markedly increased. To adrenalin

very slightly decreased.

4:26 Calcium lactate i gram.

4:30-4:55 Nicotin 0.5 c.c. at 5-minute intervals. Reaction grad-

ually decreased to 4:45 then increased nearly to previous level.

Animal killed.

Autopsy: Thyroids normal. Xo i)arathyroid tissue discoverable.

Scars of four cauterizations.
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In view of Carlson's observation that loss of gastric tonicity

occurs only during attacks of frank tetany with return approxi-

mately to normal in the interim we rather expected to tind a

parallelism between the severity of external symptoms and the

degree of vasomotor irritability. The researches as a whole, as in

case of No. 68, have given the impression that to some extent this

is true, but various exceptions were noted. No. 55, for example,

showed as great augmentation of vasomotor irritability at the third

determination when there was complete absence of clonus as in the

second when clonus was severe. No. 63, 24 hours after operation,

showed pronounced clonus and tremor with no augmentation of

vasomotor irritability, while No. 65 in an interval of freedom from

clonus and tremors after an attack of severe tetany showed aug-

mented sympathetic irritability.

The reactions to pituitrin were in general augmented at the same

time as those to nicotin and adrenalin, but usually not to the

same degree; in some instances they were greater, in some less.

As a whole, however, they indicate that the vascular musculature

itself shares to some extent in the general heightened irritability.

Similarly there was a lack of consistent parallelism between the

reactions to nicotin and to adrenalin. Sometimes one, sometimes

the other was greater. A comparison of the reactions to all three

drugs in various cases indicates that parathyroid deficiency affects

all three components of the vasomotor apparatus, — the sympa-

thetic ganglion cells, the myoneural junctions and the musculature

itself.

Keeton found that calcium injections reduce the gastric symp-

toms of parathyroid deficiency as they do the tetany. In case of

the vasomotor symptoms this also seems to some extent to be true.

A considerable experimental difficulty in determining the matter is

that calcium afltects the vasomotor mechanism in the normal animal

causing a slower, stronger heart beat and sometimes an increased,

sometimes a decreased irritability to the stimuli used.

Dog 68 showed the clearest evidence of a sedative effect of

calcium. In the normal condition the animal showed augmented

vasomotor irritability after i gram of calcium lactate given intra-

venously. After parathyroidectomy there was a gradual reduction

of irritability for fifteen or twenty minutes after the injection of
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a similar dose of calcium. After twenty minutes, however, the

irritability again began to increase and was back almost to the

original point at the end of a half hour.

We were able incidentally to conlirm Carlson's observation that

salivation is a common result of parathyroid deficiency.

Xo" difference was observed in the results of parathyroidectomy

alone and the removal of both the thyroids and parathyroids.

A possible source of error in such investigations as the foregoing

is the spontaneous changes of vasomotor irritability under the

conditions of our experiments. Several months' use of the tech-

nique, however, has given an appreciation of its liinilations and

we have no hesitancy in affirming that the increased irritability

observed after parathyroid destruction is decidedly greater than the

variability which occurs in normal animals. Moreover, the varia-

bihty is all in one direction, whereas, in normal animals, it is of

course either way, at random.

Summary and Conclusions

1. Parathyroid destruction in dogs results in a marked increase

of vasomotor irritability as shown by the reactions to nicotin,

epinephrin and pituitrin.

2. All components of the vasomotor mechanism, sympathetic

cells, myoneural junctions and musculature, seem to be affected.

The effects are of varying degree in different cases.

3. There was observed no strict parallelism between the external

symptoms of parathyroid deficiency and the degree of vasomotor

irritability.

4. Inconclusive evidence indicates that calcium injections in

some measure restore vasomotor irritability toward normal.

5. The sympathetic system offers no exception to the general

increase of irritabihty that results from parathyroid extirpation.
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I. — Introduction

THE use of variations in the concentration of sugar in the blood

as an indication of the response of the animal to experi-

mental conditions ofifers many theoretical advantages over the use

of the presence of, or variations in the amount of, sugar in the

urine. This is true, first, because changes in either direction may
be detected. While sugar is always present in the blood, it is

ordinarily present in the urine in minimal quantities only. The

urine, therefore, can ordinarily be used to show only an increase

in mobilized sugar, while the blood will show either an increase or

a decrease. Secondly, profound changes of concentration of sugar

may occur in the blood without giving rise to a detectable glyco-

suria. This may be due to the short duration of the change, or the

change may not be of sufficient magnitude to lead to the excretion

of sugar by the kidneys or it may possibly be due to a modification

of the kidneys themselves. This very sensitiveness may, however,

lead to serious difficulties in the handling of the animals before and

during any experiment which involves the estimation of sugar in the

blood. The third and most fundamental advantage lies in the inti-

mate relation which exists, on the one hand, between the blood and

the cells which are using the sugar and, on the other, between the

blood and the stores of carbohydrate.

Presumably it is the greater difficulty of technique which has

deterred many investigators from using glycaemia rather than

glycosuria, as the criterion of change in the organism. Too often

this has detracted greatly from the value of the research. Others

have recognized the more fundamental bearing of variations in the
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sugar of the blood but apparently without recognizing the great

delicacy of the mechanism with which they were working. The

result is that in many cases well-conceived experiments are largely

vitiated by inadequate or improper controls. Hirsch and Reinbach

and Roily and Opperman ' have recently called attention to the

necessity of controlling, as far as possible, every factor in experi-

ments of this nature.

The purpose of this paper is threefold: first, to determine, if

possible, a set of conditions under which the amount of sugar in

the blood of one laboratory animal, the cat, will be approximately

constant. Upon such conditions, when once estabUshed, experi-

mental conditions may be superimposed with reasonable assurance

that differences from the constant are due to the new factors;

secondly, to study the efifects of some of the common conditions to

which animals are subjected before being submitted to the experi-

mental procedures in order that those which modify the concen-

tration of sugar in the blood may be determined; and, lastly, to

study, for the same reason, a few of the experimental procedures

frequently used in experiments involving the estimation of the sugar

in the blood. Abundant evidence from the literature, as well as

my own work, shows that the most painstaking attention to all

details is demanded if trustworthy results are to be obtained.

Although, as will be seen from the above, the experiments to

be reported were not primarily planned to throw light upon the

problems of the mobilization and use of sugar by the organism, it

is thought that some of the results found may have a deep physi-

ological significance. An extended discussion of the theoretical or

possible significance of my results would, however, be out of place

at this time. The attempt is made to discover and catalogue a

few of those disturbing factors which are constantly entering into

our experiments, unbidden and frequently without our knowledge,

and which lead us to false conclusions. Many, perhaps most, of

the factors studied by me have been previously investigated for

other animals and indeed some of them for the cat. It was never-

' References to the literature cited will be found in Section V'll, arranged

alphabetically according to authors. Where more than one article is cited from

one author the particular articles to which reference is made is indicated by the

small numbers.
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theless thought desirable to correlate the results for a single animal

and by a single uniform method. In part because there has been

comparatively httle work done upon the cat, and in part for the

reasons given below, this animal was selected for the research.

Long ago Boehm and Hoffman called attention to some of the

advantages of cats for laboratory work. They mentioned especially

their cleanly habits, their uniform size and the fact that they had

found them to be more uniformly healthy than other common

animals available for estimation of the sugar of the blood. There

are, however, other and perhaps more fundamental advantages.

A large amount of work has been done on excised muscles — a

type of experiment for which the cat seems to be particularly

adapted. Notes published by Lee and by Lee and Harrold show

that some of this is directly related to the use of sugar by the

organism. Again, some authors, as Macleod and Pearce, have

sought to avoid, by decerebration, the extended use of drugs in

experiments where prolonged anesthesia is necessary. The same

results may be obtained in a more physiological manner, and with

less hemorrhage, by cerebral anaemia. Leonard Hill and Stewart

with his co-workers have shown that the dog, because of peculiar-

ities of the blood-supply to the brain, is not so well adapted for

this procedure as is the cat. Pike has confirmed Porter's state-

ments that cats are better adapted for experiments involving vaso-

motor responses than are dogs.

II. — Method of Analysis

The preparation of the animal and method of obtaining the

blood will be discussed later. Only the chemical processes in-

volved will be described here. It is not possible to estimate the

sugar by any known method in the presence of protein. Many
reagents have been used and many methods proposed for the re-

moval of the protein from blood preparatory to the determination

of sugar. In 1908 Michaelis and Rona ^ proposed the use of

colloidal iron hydroxide for this purpose. Their method has bee 1

well received and is widely used at present. Recently, however.

Lesser reports that it is not satisfactory, in the form proposed

by the authors for the blood of either frogs or turtles. In the
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limited use that 1 liavo made of the method I have found it fairly

satisfactory but have preferred the phosphotungstic acid method

described below. A method which requires but a small amount of

blood for the analysis possesses many obvious advantages. Be-

cause of this the method recently described by Lewis and Benedict

or the micro-chemical methods of Bang or of Michaelis will prove

of great value to both the clinician and the experimentalist, pro-

%ide(l thai they give the same satisfactory results in other hands

that have been rejx)rted for them by their authors. Dehn and

Hartman are now j)ublishing a series of researches in which they

are developing a method for the use of i)icric acid as the oxidizing

agent in sugar determinations. Because of the greater delicacy

claimed for it the picric acid method may supplant the use of cop-

per for this purpose. The method which I have used is very

similar to the one used by Pfeffer for the removal of j^roteins from

bacterial cultures prior to the determination of sugar. Reid and,

more recently, Oppler have described methods for removing the

protein from blood by this reagent.

In my own method the blood was drawn directly from the

blood-vessels into a beaker weighed with sufficient i per cent am-

monium oxalate to make the final concentration of oxalate in the

blood about 0.25 per cent. The beaker was constantly shaken while

the blood was being drawn. The second weighing was made at once.

Any blood on the sides of the beaker was then washed down with

distilled water and about 300 cc. of water added. This was done

for the double purpose of preventing glycolysis, as suggested by

Rona and DobUn, and of breaking down the corpuscles so that any

sugar contained within them might be freed. This was suggested

by the work of A. Loeb, Rona and Michaelis,- Rona and Takahashi

and others. As soon as the laking appeared complete the solution

was washed into a 500 cc. volumetric flask, which was then filled to

the mark with distilled water. It was then divided into two equal

portions with the aid of a 250 cc. flask, and each portion was washed

into a precipitation jar. About 1.2 cc. of a freshly prepared 10

per cent solution of phosphotungstic acid was then added for each

gram of blood taken. This addition was made slowly from a

dropping funnel while the mixture was being stirred with a mechan-

ical stirrer. About twenty minutes was allowed for this precipita-
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tion, but, thanks to the dropping funnels and the stirrers, did not

consume much time on the part of the operator. The result was

a brown or chocolate colored precipitate, from which a limpid

filtrate rapidly separated, that gave none of the common protein

reactions. After the precipitation was complete, each portion was

washed into a 500 cc. flask, which was then filled to the mark, and

filtered through an ordinary filter without suction. An aliquot part

of about 350 cc. was taken for analysis.

The phosphotungstic acid was removed by the addition of 25

cc. of a saturated solution of barium hydroxide. After this addition,

the mixture was allowed to stand for a time at room temperature.

It must not be heated at this point, nor should it be allowed to

stand much longer than is necessary to complete the reaction.

The completion of the reaction was determined by the addition of

a few drops of the barium solution to a few cubic centimeters of

the clear supernatant fluid. When the reaction was complete it

was again filtered and the precipitate was well washed with water.

This filtrate was rendered just acid to litmus with sulphuric acid

to precipitate the excess of barium, and the barium sulphate was

removed by filtration. The final filtrate was evaporated to about

50 cc. in a Jena evaporating dish, and the sugar was estimated by

the "Uniform method for sugar analysis" described by Munsen
and Walker. Calculations were made from the tables given in

Bulletin 107, Edition of 191 2, of the Bureau of Chemistry, United

States Department of Agriculture. The Bulletin, in addition to

the table, contains a brief description of the method.

The accurate control of the estimation of sugar in blood or

other solutions containing protein is very diflicult. The present

method was controlled as follows. A sample of blood was prepared

as described above, except that a known quantity of glucose was

added to one of the two portions just before the precipitation was

begun. From this time on the estimation was completed in the

usual manner. Evidently the amount of sugar recovered from the

portion to which the addition was made, less the amount added,

should be equal to that recovered from the other portion. Refer-

ence to Table i will show that this was the case within the hmits

of error permissible for work of this type. This method presupposes

that the added sugar exists in the blood in the same condition as
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that naturally present — a presumption which is by no means

proved. For this reason, even though the results are satisfactory,

one cannot be sure that all of the sugar has been recovered.

The degree to which results obtained by any one method are

consistent, one with another, gives another means of judging of the

accuracy of the method. The reader will have to be the judge of

the way in which the present method responds to this test after

having studied the tables submitted — especially Table 5.

Rona and Michaelis ^ have compared different methods for the

removal of protein from blood and have found a variation in the

amount of sugar recovered after the use of the several methods.

This, they beheve, is because the glucose does not all exist in the

blood in simple solution. There is no present need for postulating

the exact condition of the sugar, since any aggregation of the car-

bohydrate molecules or any combination of them with either pro-

tein or lipoid might easily interfere with the complete recovery of

the dextrose by any of the methods available.

Some authors, notably Arthus, and Rosenfeld and Asher, have

sought to show, by dialysis, that the sugar exists in the blood in

simple solution. Consideration of the law of mass action, however,

reveals the limitations of this method of attack. The equilibrium

is at once destroyed by the removal of any portion of the sugar

which may be in true solution. The disturbed condition will bring

about a continuous dissolution of any loose combinations present

so long as the removal occurs. In this way it is conceivable that a

great deal of sugar may be removed by dialysis which did not

originally exist in free solution.

From these considerations it follows that before the work of

different authors or the results obtained by different methods may
be compared, a factor of comparison must be estabhshed. That is,

the amount of sugar recoverable from the same blood by each of

the methods, under the same conditions, must be found, and the

resulting ratios considered in making comparisons.

If it is true that the form in which the sugar is present in the

blood influences the amount recoverable by the different methods,

it follows that the amount recoverable by one and the same method

may be expected to vary with the variation of the condition of the

sugar or of any of its combinations which occurs as a result of
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experimental procedures. J'hus, the dilliculty of interpretation of

results all of which are obtained by the same method is also in-

creased. We have at present no means of knowing that the sugar

exists in the blood in the same state under different experimental

conditions to which the animal has been exposed. Thus a rise or

fall in recoverable sugar following any experimental change to which

the animal may have been subjected, may be due to a change in

the condition of the sugar in the blood with no variation in the

absolute amount.

These possibilities of misinterpretation must be kept in mind in

studying the following results.

III. — The Effect of Some of the Preliminary Conditions

UPON THE C0NCENTR.A.T10N OF Sugar in the Blood

Under this head will come only those factors which, apart from

the actual experimental conditions, interfere with the concentration

of sugar.

The changes in environment undergone by an animal on enter-

ing the laboratory cannot be presumed to be without influence

upon the point in question. Hence, if uniform results are to be

expected, sufficient time must be allowed for all of the animals to

establish themselves in equihbrium with their new surroundings.

Of the many factors that might play a part in bringing about varia-

tions, two seemed especially liable to do this. These were, first,

the changes in the character of the diet and feeding habits, and,

secondly, the mental excitement incident to the new conditions.

Time must be allowed the animals to establish themselves upon

their new diet and to become accustomed to their new environ-

ment. Of the two, very probably the latter is the more productive

of variations. A week seemed none too long a time to allow to the

animals for this purpose, and hence was taken as the minimum
limit in the usual routine. The few animals which were killed

after a shorter period in the laboratory will be specially mentioned

in the tables.

In Table 2 it is shown that the physical condition may be a

disturbing factor. Here it is seen that the concentration of sugar

may be high, as in numbers 58. 74 and 106, or be in essential
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harmony with that of normal animals as shown by numbers 60

and 61; again in one case, number 95. which had apparently been

running for a long time, the concentration was low. From this it

is evident that one of the conditions for concordant results is the

rigid exclusion of all animals which are not, so far as can be de-

termined, in good health. While, as was shown above, a certain

minimal stay in the laboratory should be allowed all animals before

the sample is taken, too long a preparatory period is not desirable.

The animals in general do not do as well in confinement as when

free, and become especially liable to infection. For this reason,

too, in experiments of long duration great care must be taken to

protect the animal from all forms of infection and other influences

which, aside from the purely experimental conditions, might lead

to a changed physical condition.

The length of the period intervening between the last feeding

and the collection of the blood may be an important factor.

Bang and others have fed animals varying amounts of different

carbohydrates in solution, and have followed the resulting changes

in the concentration of sugar in the blood. Boe agrees with Bang
that the hyperglycaemia induced in rabbits by this means has

disappeared by the end of the third hour. Fischer and Wishart

report a return to normal, in dogs which have ingested fifty grams

of glucose in solution, by the end of the second hour. There is no

doubt but that such experiments are of great value in determining

the changes in glycaemia which take place under the conditions of

the experiment. However, conclusions as to the conditions follow-

ing an ordinary meal must be drawn with caution, since the time

relations following the ingestion of protein and fat, or of these with

starch, are not necessarily the same. This is true not only because
of the different quantities of carbohydrate taken into the body
under the different conditions, but also because of the difference

in rates of absorption dependent upon the necessity for digestion

in the usual meal and the interference arising from the other
elements of the meal. In any case, it was thought best to allow
sufficient time for any passing disturbance to disappear. With
two exceptions the animals were allowed to live from sixteen to

twenty-four hours after the last meal before the sample of blood
was taken. In a number of cases the alimentarv canals were
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examined and found empty as far as the ileocoecal valve. Each
of the two exceptions noted above were killed three hours after a

meal, one of meat, the other of bread and meat. The one which

had received meat alone, number 77, yielded 0.066 per cent sugar,

which is, as will be seen by comparing with Table 5, in approximate

agreement with the standard. The other cat, number 76, yielded

a concentration of 0.086 per cent. This should, of course, be com-

pared with the results shown in Table 4. When this is done it is

seen that it is well within the limits of variation. Hence no signifi-

cance can be attached to the variation in a single experiment from

the average — 0.078 per cent — which is found for the correspond-

ing series.

There seems to be some difference of opinion with regard to the

effect of the character of the diet. Seehg finds less disturbance of

the concentration of sugar in the blood of dogs given ether when

the diet has consisted of bread for several days than when it has

consisted largely of meat. As this point is of so much importance

to the experimentahst, some attention was given to it. A diet

consisting only of bread was found to be impractical for cats, so

that they were given stale bread and cooked beef hearts, approxi-

mately pound for pound, together with the water in which the

hearts were cooked. Even on this diet the animals did not do so

well and were more subject to respiratory infection than those

receiving the diet to be described later. It was not usually possi-

ble to keep them in a satisfactory condition on this diet for a

longer time than two weeks. Aside from this, or perhaps because

of it, a constancy of results for the quantity of sugar in the blood

could not be obtained which approached that with the other diet.

The results obtained are summarized in Table 4. It will be noticed

that the variation between the extremes — 0.056 per cent and

0.104 per cent — is equal to 86 per cent of the smaller number and

that 83 per cent vary from the average of the series by more than

10 per cent. Evidently this is not a satisfactory diet where a

constant concentration of sugar is the end sought.

The other diet was cooked beef hearts with the bread omitted.

This was found to be more satisfactory. While, as seen from Table

5, the extreme variation is between 0.096 per cent and 0.056 per

cent and is thus almost as great as the variation of the previous
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scries, only 25 per cent of thr animals \ary from the mean by more

than 10 per cent. Cf. Tahle q.

Why the average for the animals allowed carbohydrate food in

addition to the nieat should be higher than that for those given

meat alone, is a question difficult of answer. According to the

ideas generally held, the character of the food is immaterial beyond

the first few hours after the meal. Further, if the difference is due

directly to the differences of diet, one would not look for the ex-

treme variations which were found. There are other possibilities,

however. Reference to Table 2 shows that animals with some types

of infection seem to have a relatively higher content of sugar than

the standard animals. As above noted, animals fed on the bread

and meat diet are more prone to infection, and it is possible that

in some cases incipient disease was overlooked. Again these ani-

mals were more restless and quarrelsome than those on the meat

diet, and this would tend toward higher results. Rose thinks that

carbohydrate feeding does not materially increase the amount of

sugar in the blood of rabbits. It is, though, well to note in this

connection that the rabbit is a herbivore, and as such may have

better provision for handUng carbohydrates than the cat, which is

by nature a strict carnivore. One experiment reported by Roily

and Opperman ' indicates that it is immaterial whether the protein

given to the dog is derived from animal or \egctable sources.

Jacobsen's - results are also of interest here.

It has long been known that the more intense emotions are a

frequent cause of glycosuria. This was early spoken of by Rayer

and somewhat later by Frerichs. Recently Cannon and some of

his co-workers have laid especial stress upon this form of glyco-

suria; and have shown that for cats at least it is of purely psycho-

logical origin. Pavy ' speaks of the necessity for "tranquillity"

on the part of the animal while the sample is being drawn, and

Eckhard emphasizes the fact that rabbits must not be tied in the

holder for work involving glycosuria. Naunym very early reported

an increased amount of sugar in the blood of animals which had

been bound. Among the later writers Jacobsen.' Hirsch and

Reinbach and Loewy and Rosenberg ^ have discussed in detail

many of the difficulties in the way of the use of rabbits for experi-

ments of this type. Presumably this difficulty lies, in large part at
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least, in the nervous disposition of these animals and their prone-

ness to excitement. Roily and Opperman'^'' discard them as

entirely unsuited for such work. Seelig finds no glycosuria in one

dog which had been bound for two and one-half hours. Roily and

Opperman ^ also think that dogs may be safely used for such ex-

periments, while Loewy and Rosenberg on the other hand find the

concentration of sugar in the blood of both dogs and of rabbits

increased by sensory stimulation, though, it is true, the increase in

the dogs was not so marked.

Boehm and Hoffmann first demonstrated glycosuria in cats as a

result of binding them on a holder and so called it ''Fesselung

Diabetes." This result has been interpreted as being due to

various factors, as mental excitement, loss of heat, and muscular

exertion. It has been shown in Cannon's laboratory that the first

factor alone is sufficient. He therefore suggests the term "emo-

tional glycosuria." The general fact that hyperglycaemia and

frequently glycosuria follow excitement in all laboratory animals,

with the possible exception of the dog. and in man is widely ac-

cepted. The only reason for adding to the already extended

literature of the subject is to find to what extent the handling of

an animal which is necessary for obtaining a sample of blood or in

preparing it for an experiment may disturb the standard conditions.

In my experiments, all animals in which excitement was evident

were discarded, except as noted in the tables. A few in which

excitement was evident were killed, and the results proved the

necessity of Pavy's rule of complete tranquillity if consistent find-

ings are desired. Two animals, numbers 108 and no, were held,

as if given ether by a cone, though ether was not actually given in

either case. A third was placed in a bell jar for about the length

of time that would have been required for etherization, had ether

been given. Others were subjected to other conditions which are

apt to occur in the laboratory and which produced shght excite-

ment, as indicated by crying or otherwise. The results, with a

brief description of the conditions in each case, are given in Table

3. It will be seen that in every case there is a noticeable rise in

the amount of sugar contained in the blood. These results show

that the animal must be. as Pavy says, tranquil, not alone at the

time that the sample is drawn, but for some time before. From
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what has been said, it will be seen that those experiments in the

past in which the blood has been drawn from an artery or vein

without anesthetics have a very doubtful \alue, since it is hardly

probable that an animal will undergo such an operation and remain

in perfect tranquillity. The necessary restraint is of itself sufh-

cient to influence the results as indicated by animals number 108

and no. Of the disturbing eff"ect of anesthetics more will be said

later. There remains then only the possibility of rapidly killing

the animal with the least possible excitement and the rapid with-

drawal of the sample of blood after death. This was long ago

appreciated by Pavy, who killed his animals by pithing with a

Bernard needle and then collected the blood from the heart or

from the thoracic cavity after severing the large blood vessels.

Sudden decapitation and collection of the blood from the severed

neck vessels seemed to offer some advantages over Pavy's method,

and was used throughout the present work. The interval during

which the animal was held before decapitation seldom exceeded

three seconds, while about fifteen to twenty seconds more were

required for the collection of the blood. As a further precaution

against excitement, an attendant, from whom the animals were

accustomed to receive food, brought them to the laboratory and

assisted throughout the preparation of the animal and the collec-

tion of the blood.

That the amount of blood drawn relative to the total amount in

the body may affect the concentration of sugar in the sample seems

to have been overlooked by previous investigators. In studying

this relationship a number of standard experiments were tabulated

in the order of the increasing amounts of blood drawn, when this

was expressed in grams per kilo of body weight. It w-as then

found that the respective concentrations of sugar were arranged in

the reverse order: that is, the more blood drawn per kilo of body
weight, the lower is its concentration of sugar. This is wholly

independent of the actual amount of blood drawn, as is shown

below. The phenomenon is somewhat surprising since we know
that hemorrhage under certain conditions causes hyperglycaemia.

The relationship of which we are speaking, however, is not to be

confused with the so-called ''hemorrhage hyperglycaemia" as

that term is commonly used.
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In the curve shown in figure i the data are derived from Table

5. Unfortunately the body weights of the animals used in the

earlier experiments were not recorded, hence these experiments are

not available for our present use. The amounts of blood drawn

0.100
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of blood drawn per kilo of body weight, and y the concentrations

of sugar in the blood, a and b are constants whose values have

not been exactly determined, but which approximate 133 and

0.084 respectively.

If this relationship between the amount of blood drawn and its

concentration of sugar is constant from one animal to another, and

if the above formula is its true expression, ^^ is a constant in the

equation y = b (x' — x) / a -\- y'; where a and b have the values as-

signed to them above, x' and y' represent respectively the amount

of blood drawn per kilo of body weight and its concentration of

sugar in any particular experiment, x may have any arbitrary

value. Under these circumstances y represents the concentration

which would have been found had x grams of blood per kilo of

body weight been drawn. This calculation has been made for a

number of the experiments, x being taken as equal to 30. The
results, when recorded in the tables, are found in the column headed

values calculated for 30 grams per kilo body weight. Since there

have not been enough estimations made to warrant the assignment

of exact values to a and b, the optimum position of the curve was

ascertained by trial and the values were found mechanically after

having plotted the results on coordinate paper as for figure i . The
results for the standard animals, calculated in the manner just

described, are given in Table 5, column 10. A comparison of

columns 7 and 10 of this table shows, first, that the mean for the

series has not been modified; secondly, that the difference between

the highest and the lowest results for the eleven animals compared

is greatly reduced. Again the number of individuals which vary

from the mean by more than 10 per cent is reduced from 4 to i, or

from 36 per cent to 9 per cent of the whole number of animals

compared. Thus it will be seen that in general the calculated

values approach still closer to a constant than do those derived

directly from the analysis.

In order to test this relationship still further the blood was

drawn from four animals in a series of samples in each of which the

sugar was determined. The results obtained confirm those ob-

tained by the former method and are given in Table 6. A study of

this table reveals that in every case, with the exception of the third

sample in experiment 95. the concentration of sugar in any sample
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in the scries is lower than for any sample in the same series pre-

viously drawn. These results do, however, indicate that the curve

representing the relation is not a straight line, but that it falls

more rapidly at first than it does later.

It was suggested that this relationshij) is due only to an error

in analytical technique and so is of no physiological significance.

For instance, it might be that a greater percentage of the sugar is

recovered when only small amounts of blood are used. While it is

true that such an error might lead to somewhat similar results, the

TABLE 4

The Effect of a Diet of Bre^m) and Meat upon the Concentration of
Sugar ix the Blood of Cats

Xo.
of

Exp.
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hide the relationship found rather than to simulate it. Secondly, the

effect is the same whether the variation in the amount of blood per

kilo of body weight is brought about by drawing different amounts

of blood from animals of approximately the same weight or by draw-

ing the same amounts of blood from animals of different weights.

Compare experiments 59 with 91, and 69 with 89 in Table 5.

TABLE 5

The Coxcentratiox of Sugar in Cat's Blood under the Conditions which
Were Selected as Standard

No.
of
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Thirdly, it the figures given in Table 6 are compared, it will be

seen that the progressive decrease in concentration is entirely inde-

pendent of the absolute amount of blood drawn.

No exi)eriments have yet been made to determine the physio-

logical significance of this decrease in the concentration of sugar

w'hen a larger proportion of the total blood is drawn at one time.

The most plausible explanation which occurs to me is that it is

due to the leaching of the tissue fluids into the blood vessels which

occurs during severe hemorrhage. P^vidence as to whether such

a leaching does occur could be obtained by making simultaneous

estimations of the sugar and the hemoglobin in the blood. Varia-

tions of the viscosity of the blood might also be used to throw light

upon this question. Professor Burton-Opitz has found that blood

drawn 25 to 30 minutes after a severe hemorrhage has a lower

viscosity than that drawn before the hemorrhage. More than this,

he assures me ^ that from his experience he would exj)ect that the

last of a large amount of blood drawn at one time would have a

noticeably lower viscosity than would the first portions. This

harmonizes directly with the theory advanced above.

Increased concentrations caused by the usual methods of with-

drawal of blood have without doubt been the reason why the eft'ect of

the relative amount of hemorrhage upon the concentration of sugar

in the blood has been so long overlooked. Factors are introduced by

these methods which cause a greater or less discharge of the stores

of glycogen, and so any small diminution in the concentrations of

sugar in the blood is hidden. Pavy's method of collection should

give the same results as mine, provided all the blood which has

flowed from the vessels up to the time of collection is analyzed.

However. I have been unable to find all of the necessary data in

any of his tables. Schenck reports a very small difi'erence between

the first and second of two consecutive samples. In two experi-

ments, the concentration of sugar in the second sample was less

than in the first, and in one experiment, greater. Anderson, in

two different experiments, finds almost the same concentration of

sugar in each of three consecutive samples of blood. The later

samples have, however, a slightly greater concentration of sugar

than the earlier ones. Pavy ^ reports an increased amount of

' Personal communication.
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sugar in the later samples of bullock's blood whether the animals

were killed by the Jewish or by the pole-axe method. In none of

the above were the samples so obtained that the discharge of stored

glycogen would have been prevented.

Though probably sex of itself has no influence upon the concen-

tration of sugar in the blood (cf. Bang), it is quite possible that

the greater excitability of the male cats which Cannon ^ has found

to exist may operate through the mechanism for emotional glyco-

suria to simulate such an influence. If this were true, it would be

especially noticeable in experiments which involve much handling

of the animal or its confinement in apparatus. While for animals

kept under standard conditions I have found the mean for females

sUghtly higher than that for males, the difference is small. More-

over, the nature of the individual variations. Tables 4 and 5, make

one hesitate to attach any significance to this sHght difference. It

is quite possible that the results would have been otherwise for a

series of animals confined in some apparatus, as a respiration

chamber, for a period of time. The only evidence that I have on

this is drawn from two animals which were confined in a small

cage and exposed to a lowered temperature for a period of two

hours. A small female cat, number 92. Table 3. resented the treat-

ment and yielded a concentration of 0.149 per cent of sugar, while a

large male, number 93, was apparently tranquil throughout the

period, and yielded a result even lower than usual, 0.049 per cent.

It seems to me that the stress should be laid upon the nature of

the particular individual, rather than in bhndly choosing animals

of either sex. The sex of almost all the animals used is indicated

in the tables. The results for some of the longer series are sum-

marized in Table 7.

It is very doubtful whether there is any direct relationship

between the body weight of the animal and the concentration of

sugar in the blood, provided that the animals used are otherwise

comparable. It must be borne in mind that variations in weight

may be brought about by an abnormal physical condition, e.g.,

tuberculosis, and conversely these variations may be used as a

means of detecting such abnormal conditions. A study of Tables

4 and 5 or of Table 8, in which the results bearing upon this point

are summarized, reveals the fact that if the animals are divided
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into two series, those heavier than the mean and those hghter

than the mean, the average concentration of sugar in the blood of

the former is slightly higher than in the latter. This difference is,

however, shght, and a study of the individual variations indicate

that there is no direct relationship between body weight and the

concentration of sugar in the blood.

TABLE 8

Showing the Independence of Body Weight and the Concentration of
Sugar in the Blood of Healthy Cats

Gm. per cent for heaviest animal in

series

Gm. per cent for lightest animal in

series

Average body \vt. for series k. .

\Vt. of animal with most sugar

Wt. of animal with least sugar

Meat fed Gm.
sugar

ot Bread and meat
Gm. % of sugar

Actual

Gm. per cent sugar for those heavier
than mean

Gm. per cent sugar for those lighter

than mean

.C74

.056

2.93

32S

2.00

.076

.066

Calculated
to 30 gm.

Actual
Calculated

I

to 30 gm.

.071

.064

2.93

3.25

3.05

.071

.068

.105

.100

.056

2.77

2.98

2.50

.085

.072

.102

i .104

1 .056

2.77

2.50

2.50

.083

.073

IV. — The Content of Sugar in the Blood of Standard

Animals

Before an interpretation of experimental work may be legiti-

mately attempted, a standard must be fixed as a basis for compari-

son. It must, however, be clearly kept in mind that such a

standard is no more normal than many other values which might

be obtained. One of the most striking characteristics of almost all

of the pubhshed tables showing the concentration of sugar in the

blood is not the constancy which we have been led to expect, but

a variation within rather wide limits.
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One of our criteria of life is the ability of the organism to re-

spond to changes in the environment. That is, in any environ-

ment, the organism tends to reach a condition of equilibrium and is

successful in Hfe in so far as it is successful in maintaining itself in

equilibrium with its constantly changing environment. This has

long been recognized for externaland physical conditions, so that

one would hardly say. for example, that an animal was more

normal standing than walking, or asleep than awake. But internal,

including chemical, readjustments must occur which are just as

normal as are the more obvious physical responses. Mathews has

recently spoken of the general bearing of this class of adjustments.

Cannon - has selected the concentration of sugar in the blood of

animals undergoing emotional disturbance as a type of such read-

justment. He holds, and with reason, that there may be as much
''purpose" in this reflex as there is in the accompanying muscu-

lar response. Indeed, the increased amount of mobilized sugar

may be necessary to make the more obvious muscular response

possible.

It is then hopeless to think of finding any one value which will

be closely approximated by all normal animals. However this may
be. the more nearly we subject the animals to a standard set of

conditions before the sample of blood is obtained, the more nearly

we may expect to approach a constant value. With organisms so

complex as are the mammals, absolute constancy of the preliminary

conditions is manifestly impracticable, and so we can hardly expect

an absolutely constant value for the concentration of sugar in the

blood. Again, after having established a standard value for the

concentration of sugar under some one set of conditions, modifica-

tion of any one or more of the factors might be expected to give a

new. but none the less normal, value. Thus the addition of bread

to the diet might well give a different value than meat alone

(compare Tables 4 and 5).

The method of preliminary treatment which in my hands has

given the most constant results, together with some of the factors

which may bring about variations, has already been described.

The results are given in Table 5 (compare also the values given in

Table i). Results in the other tables are to be compared with

those in Table 5 as a standard, since the experiments have been
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made upon animals which might otherwise have been presumed to

have given similar results.

These considerations, together with the relation between the

condition of the sugar in the blood and the method of analysis,

make it obvious that at present only relative values for the con-

centration of sugar in the blood are to be expected. In order that

the results of a research may be comparable, a set of preliminary

conditions, which have been shown to give an approximately con-

stant concentration of sugar, must be selected as a standard. The
exact nature of these conditions will, presumably, be determined,

to some extent at least, by the nature of the particular research in

hand. Before the results of different researches may be properly

compared, they must be reduced to similar terms. This may be

done by a factor of comparison similar to the one described on

page 277, but which includes the preliminary conditions as well as

the method of analysis.

There seem to have been but comparatively few determinations

of the sugar in cat's blood. Boehm and Hoffmann made 26 ob-

servations on blood drawn from the carotid without anesthesia.

Their results are, as one would expect, high, varying between o.ii

per cent and 0.31 per cent. They may well be considered ex-

amples of emotional hyperglycaemia and should be compared with

my results given in Table 3, rather than with the standard results

in Table 5. Rona and Takahashi report analyses of the blood from

four cats. They too drew the blood from the carotid, but under

light narcosis. The concentrations which they found are quite

comparable in magnitude with those of Boehm and Hoffmann,

varying between 0.154 per cent and 0.355 per cent. The high

concentration here is, however, probably due to the anesthetic and

should be compared with results shown in Tables 10-12 rather than

with my standard results. Pavy ^ gives the results of six analyses

of blood taken from the heart after pithing. The values vary

between 0.068 per cent and 0.1026 per cent, with a mean of 0.088

per cent. Since the type of diet and general preliminary treat-

ment are not given, one cannot tell to what extent his results are

comparable with mine, or whether they should be compared with my
standard or with the results for cats. fed on bread and meat which

are given in Table 4. The above results are summarized in Table 9.
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Underbill publishes figures showing an increase in the concentration

of sugar in the blood of two dogs which had received ether.

The fact that the administration of ether is accompanied by
hyperglycaemia does not of itself preclude its use in experiments

of this character. If a set of conditions — of which ether is one —
can be found that meets the requirements of a standard, it would

seem that the use of ether would be legitimate. In the use of

ether, difficulty is at once encountered in getting the animal under

the influence of the drug without introducing other disturbing

factors. In Table 3 it was shown that the rigid holding of the

animal necessary in the use of the cone for this purpose is produc-

tive of a significant disturbance in the concentration of sugar in

the blood. Likewise, in the single case tried, a similar result was
obtained when the animal was confined under a bell jar. This

particular animal, however, resented the confinement. It was

found that by careful selection of individuals those could be found

which so far as one could tell were not disturbed by the brief

restraint necessary. The bell jar has the disadvantage of oft'ering

greater danger of partial asphyxiation than does the cone, and it

has been abundantly shown that asphyxia of itself is sufficient to

cause hyperglycaemia (cf. Bang). It was thought that with proper

precautions any danger of asphyxia could be avoided and that

aside from this there were fewer objections to the use of the bell

jar. Consequently in all of my experiments, where ether or

chloroform was given, the animal was put in a bell jar for the

initial stages. The animals were removed from the jar as soon as

muscular relaxation had occurred. When the anesthetic was to be

given for a longer time, this was done by means of a cone. As-

phyxia was avoided either by very rapid anesthetization in a jar of

fairly large volume or by the admission of air below the jar when
slower anesthetization was desired.

The results for animals prepared in the standard manner are

shown in Table 10. It is evident that there is no approximation to

a constant. And in addition to this the animals to which ether was

givenfor 30 minutes have a distinctly higher concentration of sugar

in their blood than those to which it was administered for only three

minutes or less. This indicates a cumulative effect of the ether,

which would still further confuse the results of the experiment.
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Seelig reports that ether gives much less trouble in this way

with dogs which have been fed on bread for some time than with

those which have been on a meat diet. Macleod also has sought

to avoid the disturbing effect of ether in the same way. The

results which I have obtained with cats fed on the bread and

meat diet described on page 281 are shown in Table 11. A compari-

son of these results with those given in the preceding table shows

that while there is still so much variation that they would be un-

satisfactory as a basis for experimental results, they are more

uniform than those obtained with the meat diet. Also the cumula-

tive effect of the ether is not so great.

A definite relation between the ease with which the equilibrium

of the mobile carbohydrates of the body is disturbed and the type

of diet given the animal would be of considerable theoretical in-

terest. Such a difference must imply a difference either in the

chemical form of the carbohydrate or in the tissues in which it is

stored. This theoretical interest, together with the opportunity

which might be offered the experimentaUst of reducing the varia-

tions to a minimum, would warrant sufficient work to establish

cither the existence or non-existence of such a relation. This is

especially true, since Seehg's results agree with those given above

in indicating the hopeful outcome of such a research.

The results given in Table 12 were obtained from animals which

were to be used by a class of medical students. These animals

were killed by decapitation as usual, but without special prepara-

tion. The first eight were anesthetized by ether in a bell jar in

the usual manner by the students. As soon as muscular relaxation

had occurred, they were removed from the jar and decapitated at

once. The last five were used for demonstration purposes and had

been under ether for periods varying from an hour to three or four

hours, during which time the operation indicated had been done.

Since these animals were primarily used for other purposes, I was

unable to record the full data. The results are, however, given in

the hope that they will prove of some value, indicative as they are

of the results which may be expected under ordinary laboratory

conditions. Chloroform does not seem to offer any advantages

over ether (Harley) and has the disadvantage of a greater toxicity.

A few experiments of my own, likewise, give no indication of any
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TABLE 12

Effect of Ether ox Concextratiox of Sugar in Blood of Cats which Have
Received no Especl\l Prepar.\tiox

No. of

Exp.
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T.\BLE 13

The Relation between Chloroform .and the Concentration of Sugar in

THE Blood of .\nimals Prepared in the Standard Mannkk

No.
of

Exp.
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might yield results which would essentially modify the situation.

Also too little is known at present of the other factors of metab-

olism during intoxication by cocaine to warrant such an attempt.

In following the progress of an experiment it is frequently

desirable to determine the changes in the concentration of the

sugar in the blood at frequent intervals. Unfortunately there is,

however, a very serious objection to this procedure. Claude

Bernard found that the concentration of sugar is increased by a

previous hemorrhage, and his finding has been repeatedly con-

firmed. Recently fairly exhaustive studies have been made by

several authors. Among others Anderson, Jacobsen, Rose and

Schenck have studied this effect in rabbits. Anderson found an

increased concentration of sugar five minutes after the hemorrhage,

but did not determine whether it was present after a still shorter

interval. The consensus of opinion is that the concentration

reaches its maximum about thirty minutes after the hemorrhage

and that it remains high from three to four hours.

Undoubtedly emotional disturbances have frequently contrib-

uted a large share to the so-called hemorrhage hyperglycaemia.

However this may be, there is no doubt that quite apart from any

disturbance due to emotion or to anesthetics, hemorrhage does

introduce a modification for which proper controls must be made.

Some authors have sought to avoid the introduction of the factor

of hemorrhage by the use of a quantity of blood so small that it

might be considered as negligible, but this so greatly increases the

probable error from analytical technique that the method has a

questionable value, at least for most methods of analysis. Further-

more the objection to repeated handling of the animal and the

consequent excitement are not met by the change in analytical

method, and demand exceptional skill on the part of the experi-

menter. The literature covering this subject is so ample and, taken

as a whole, so conclusive that it was not thought necessary to add

to it.

Changes in the concentration of the sugar in the blood may be

used as a measure of the effect of a substance which has been in-

jected into the animal. In such experiments it is usually presumed

that the effect of the injection aside from the drug is nil. My own
experiments are too few in number to allow of general conclusions.
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But in harmony with the rest of my work they indicate the neces-

sity of complete control of all factors in the experiment. Long

ago Bock and Hoffmann showed that large amounts of salt solution

caused glycosuria when injected intravenously. But while drugs

are frequently dissolved in a solution of sodium chloride for injec-

tion, the effect of the salt solution is essentially diflferent from that

obtained by Bock and Hoffmann, since usually very much smaller

amounts are injected. In my own experiments with cocaine cer-

tainly no factor was introduced which increased the concentration

of sugar enough to conceal the results due to the cocaine alone, with

the possible exception of one animal. (See Table 14.) Especial

care was taken in making these injections of cocaine to avoid excit-

ing the animal. The same care was exercised in an animal which

was injected with 5 cc. of M 8 sodium chloride. This cat was

killed five hours later, and the blood yielded a concentration of

sugar of 0.0697 P^r cent, a result almost exactly the same as the

standard. Another animal injected through an opening in a small

box in which it was confined with the same amount of sodium

chloride solution became much excited. This animal, after the

lapse of a similar interval, yielded a concentration of 0.098 per

cent — a much higher result than the standard.

Again, man}- experiments of this nature involve the confinement

of the animal within some form of apparatus. The exact results

obtained in animal calorimetry are ample evidence of the availability

of this type of research. On the other hand, great care is necessary

to avoid exciting the animal. This is illustrated in the two animals

exposed to cold as described on page 291. While they were exposed

to similar external conditions, one became very restless and yielded

a concentration of 0.149 P^r cent of sugar; the other remained

exceptionally quiet and yielded a concentration of only 0.049 P^r

cent. The nature of this experiment, together with the results,

would suggest the possibility that the unpleasant conditions in-

volved constitute at least one of the factors leading to the mobiliza-

tion of the sugar in Lusk's method of ridding the body of glycogen

by shivering.

In another experiment four cats were confined in a respiratory

chamber and subjected to a temperature of about 32° C. and a

relative humidity of about 88 per cent. The results are shown in
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Table 15. Animals were selected for these experiments which might

be expected to remain quiet throughout the experiment. No. 112

was the only one which proved disappointing in this regard. The

results show an exceptionally low average for the concentration of

sugar, and this individual is the only one of the four which reached

the level of the standard cats.

TABLE 15

The Effect of the CoxFiNENfENT of Cats ix a Warm, Moist Chamber
IPOX THE COXCKXTRATION OF SUGAR IX THE BlODI)

No.
of

Exp.
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because profound changes in glycaemia may occur in response to

conditions which do not produce glycosuria; thirdly, the blood is

in much more direct relation to the Hving cells than is the urine.

2. The cancentration of sugar in the blood as estimated by dif-

ferent methods varies. This may be due, in part at least, to the

form in which the sugar is present in the blood. It follows that

results obtained by different methods of analysis cannot properly

be compared until they have been reduced to common terms.

Also the possibility is introduced of an apparent variation in con-

centration of sugar, even when the method of estimation is constant,

which is due to a change in the form in which the sugar is present

rather than to a change in the actual amount of sugar present.

3. If consistent results are to be expected, the animals must be

uniformly healthy, and must be killed without pain or excitement.

Sex or weight, apart from correlated conditions, are probably with-

out special influence upon the concentration of sugar in the blood.

4. The normal concentration of sugar may very probably vary

with the varying environment of the animal or with changes in its

physical state. However, if the environment is uniform and if the

animals are killed while in the same physiological condition, con-

stant results should be expected. Practically such an ideal result

is not possible, but has been approached with some success.

5. The concentration of sugar in the blood decreases as the

amount of blood drawn per kilo of body weight of the animal

increases. So far sufficient data have not been obtained to es-

tablish the mathematical expression for this relation.

6. When ether or chloroform was administered, the concentra-

tion of sugar was increased considerably and varied between

rather wide limits, whether the diet consisted of meat alone, or of

bread and meat, the latter diet giving somewhat smaller variations

than the former. After either diet there was a greater concentra-

tion after the drug had been administered for thirty minutes than

after it had been administered for three minutes or less.

7. The concentration of sugar in the blood after subcutaneous

injection of cocaine is more constant than that found after inhala-

tion of ether or chloroform and is lower than that found in animals

similarly treated but to which cocaine has not been given.

8. It may be shown from the hterature that hyperglycaemia
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follows hemorrhage. From this it follows that caution must be

excrcisetl in drawing conclusions from experiments which involve

the analysis of successive samples of blood.

g. The excitement which is apt to attend hypodermic injections

or confinement in apparatus may lead to high results and conse-

quently to false conclusions, With care, however, such effects may

be avoided so that this type of experiment is permissible.
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I O determine the effect of adding calcium and j)rotein to a
-- corn ration fed the pregnant gilt upon the relati\'e size and

vigor of the offspring, a series of experiments has been conducted

at this Station. The results obtained during the year 191 2-13 will

be discussed briefly.

The gilts under observation were divided into three lots of ten

each. Lot I received whole corn grain (shelled) only, 1279.13

grams (reduced to 14 per cent moisture basis) per head daily;

Lot II whole corn grain (shelled) the same amount as Lot I, plus

calcium allowed in the form of chloride and carbonate (equivalent

to approximately 2I grams of calcium daily); and Lot III corn

grain (shelled) the same in amount as Lot I plus protein fed as

black albumen to the extent of 136.08 grams of the blood product

per head daily. This black albumen analyzed 88.24 ^ per cent

' Written April i, 1914. Preliminary Report.

- Animal Husbandry Section.

^ Chemical Section.

'' The black albumen and corn as analyzed contained in a hundred grams.

We used the black albumen because it was the best and purest form of

commercial protein on the market. We preferred the blood derivative to the

wheat gluten because of the much greater likelihood of its containing the

complete series of amino acids.

The blood albumen runs higher than corn only in protein and ash. For-

tunately the ash constituents of the corn exceed in potassium, magnesium,
and phosphorus. The blood ash excels in sodium, chlorine, calcium and

sulphur, but the possible influence of the first two, sodium and chlorine, is
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protein and contained very little of the mineral elements, being

especially low in calcium. All gilts received equal quantity of

sodium chloride daily, namely 7.26 grams per head. The daily

gains of the three groups were as follows: Lot I, 107.95; Lot 11,

154.68; Lot III, 237.23 grams.

The number of pigs farrowed per sow from these three lots was,

respectively: Lot I, average 7.88; Lot II. 7.30; and Lot III,

8.22. Here we notice, as in our previous experiments, that the

protein added to the corn ration during the breeding season in-

fluences favorably the number of young.

The weight of the total litters, as well as that of the individual

pigs, shows clearly the influence of calcium and protein respectively

upon the developing fetus. The table presented on page 314 gives

the number in htter, litter weight, and average weight per pig.

The basis is grams.

negligible because we purposely fed a sulTiciency of sodium chloride, the same

to all lots. . The calcium difference is so small as to be almost negligible.

The results presented, wherein Lots I and II are contrasted, show plainly

that calcium has some influence, and we must make some allowance for the

Protein

Ether extract

Ash (total)

Nitrogen free extract

Crude fibre

Moisture

Calcium

Phosphorus

.\lbumen
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W'kigiit of Ori'Si'KiNt.

Lot no.
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Vigor of Offsprixg

(On basis of 100 pigs farrowed)

315

Lot no.
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a greater average number of pigs per litter which would have

a tendency, other things being equal, to decrease their relative

size.

One is not surprised particularly to find that both calcium and

protein had considerable effect upon the size, vigor, and bone of the

offspring, but the fact that the coat is likewise markedly affected

is somewhat surprising. To determine the influence of the addi-

tion of the constituents above mentioned upon the quantity of

coat produced in the offspring, observation being made at farrowing

lime, the relative coat covering upon all of the new-born pigs was

carefully recorded. The table on "Coat Quantit}- of Offsj^ring"

^ CO.AT QUAXTITV OF OfFSPRIXG

(On basis of 100 pigs farrowed)

Lot no.
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The calcium addition was somewhat effectual in that the coats

produced from this lot were a bit heavier. The difference between

Lots I and II is, however, very slight. Marked effects are shown

from the protein addition where the number having very heavy

coats was increased from t^.it, to 21.62 or practically seven times

as many possessing the Very Heaviest, Densest coats where protein

is allowed as compared to where it was not. Dropping down to

the next coat quantity, namely Heavy, we find 29.03 in the check

lot as compared to 40.54 where the protein was added, or more

than 40 per cent difference. The Very Light coated pigs are

conspicuous in Lot III for their absence, thus further demonstrat-

ing the effects of protein additions in increasing the amount of

hair covering.

That the coat of swine should vary according to the feed given

is common experience. Just one month after these young gilts

were placed on the experimental rations a marked contrast in the

quantity and color of the coats was evident. The coats of hair in

the order of their length and density are from Lots III, II. I, with

II and I fairly close and III easily first. In color we have the

same order. III, II. I, with IH much the darkest. It is significant

that the coat quantity and color should be aft'ected by the ration,

— it is still more suggestive that the coats of the new-born should

correspond somewhat with those of the dams from which they were

farrowed.

What is the explanation of this difference? We know that

keratin, a simple protein of albuminoid nature, is the chief con-

stituent of hair. We find keratin in the epidermis, wool, nails,

hoofs, horns, feathers, and so on. Keratin is peculiar in that it

has a high sulphur content, the sulphur being present largely in the

form of the complex amino acid cystine.

The keratin of human hair runs as high in cystine as 13 to 14I

per cent.^ No other protein runs so high in cystine as the keratin

of human hair. Swine hair or bristles contain about 7.2 per cent

cystine. Most assuredly hair cannot be built unless the constitu-

ents of cystine are present in the feed, hence it is reasonable to

suppose that if said sulphur compound, namely the amino acid

cystine, is absent from the feed, the development of hair may be

^ Buchtala: Z. Physiol. Chem., Volume 52, page 474, 1907.
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retarded. In corn we iind approximately .171 ^ j)arts of sulphur

in 100 parts of dry matter, whereas in black albumen we have

.820 ' parts or almost five times as much, furthermore it has been

shown that of the sulphur present in zein, the protein that

comprises 58 per cent of the proteins of corn, only 35 per cent^

is present as cystine. On the other hand a large proportion of the

sulphur found in black albumen is supposedly present as cystine,

hence it is not unreasonable to assume that the addition of black

albumen furnishes the cystine, the basal constituent of hair growth.

very
dark

dark medium light

Chart 3

very
light

absent

The coat color of the offspring differs, depending upon the

dietetic treatment accorded the pregnant dam. The relative

effects of the supplements upon the color is illustrated quite clearly

in the table on the opposite page showing the number of pigs out of a

hundred farrowed classified as Very Dark, Dark, Medium, Very

Light, and Absent coat colors:

Again we see the elTects of the added black albumen in that it

increases the general coat color of the offspring. The chart showing

color distribution plainly demonstrates the differences. The hogs

which we used were Duroc Jerseys, having red coats. The coats

designated as "Very Light" refer to those of Httle color as com-

pared to the "Very Dark" coats which were of a bright cherry red.

1 Forbes: Bulletin Xo. 255, page 225, January, loi.s. Ohio Experiment

Station.

- Buchtai.a: Z. J'hysiol. Chcm., \olume 52, page 474. 1Q07.
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Coat Color of Offspring

(On basis of 100 pigs farrowed)

Lot no.
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The condition or degree of fatness of the new-born pigs is

somewhat dependent upon the feed allowed the dam during the

period of gestation. To demonstrate the effect of specific supple-

ments to corn upon the relati\-c condition of the offsj:)ring we ap-

pend herewith table showing the degree of fatness of the \arious

new-born pigs farrowed in the three lots:

COXDITIOX OF OlFSPRlNG

(On basis of 100 pigs farrowed)

Loi no.
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:a ?\n>"\\Nt. L'\^^C\t) Q^ v^^K^ C'^\^?i\^^^)<:Y?^<3viYyAfr\l^e,^J?\(}b>^^^.^

^n:^
Chart 5

with 100, Strong 80, Medium 60. Weak 40. \'ery Weak 20. and

Dead o. The Dead with o and the Very Strong with the 100

credit makes the range from Absent vigor, the lowest, to Very

Strong vigor, the highest marking. The total vigor credits are

added and the average taken with results in Lots I, II and III,

respectively, of 57.14. 60.55. ^^^ 78.11. These values may be

regarded as percentages of the maximum vigor marking, and so on.

The same general scheme was followed out in determining the

average "Coat Quantity," "Coat Color," and "Condition." The

gradations considered are identical with those on the tables and

charts previously presented.

Withal, this method gives us a tangible, definite, interpretable

average valuation quite in accord with the facts.

Uniformly the supplemental calcium and protein, respectively,

produced improvement in specific characters of the offspring.

Manifestly the influence of the complex nitrogenous organic con-

stituent protein is more marked than that of the more simple

inorganic calcium (chloride and carbonate).
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The relative influence of calcium and protein is more clearly

appreciated on examination of the following table: —

•

Comparative Influences of Calcium and Protkin Ted the Pregnant Dam
ON Developing Fetis

Character of offspring
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the strength and coat; lost vitaHty and scant hair covering are

replaced with comparative slowness.

It is vital to early development that the new-born pigs be

vigorous, otherwise they will be compelled to suckle the teats

discarded by the more active individuals in the litter. "That pig

which suckles the hind teat" is at a disadvantage, but this is the

consequence, usually, of being farrowed as the weakly member of

the Htter.

The protein in corn has been demonstrated to be deficient to a

considerable extent in some of the essential amino acids. This is

especially true of the zein which comprises practically 58 per cent

of the corn proteins, since zein does not contain in its amino acid

make-up tryptophane, lysine, and glycine. Fortunately for corn

the glutelin which furnishes most of the remaining protein is quite

complete in its amino acid constitution. However, the marked

preponderance of zein in corn lessens greatly the general efficiency

of the protein in toto. The tryptophane ^ is probably the limiting

amino acid, hence it is reasonable to assume that the addition to

the corn ration of a protein rich in tryptophane would show marked

results. We are led to believe from the work already done on the

amino acid content of blood and its derivatives that the blood albu-

men used as the source of protein in our work carries the deficient

tryptophane. Perhaps the possible deficiency of cystine in corn as

heretofore noted may be a factor, the absence of which contributes

to the general inefficiency of the corn proteins. The balancing there-

fore of the protein present in corn by making it more complete,

as well as an increase in the entire amount fed, should be a double

reason for the greater efficiency observed.

We had some difficulty in the administration of our calcium.

We first started out with calcium chloride but found that where it

accompanied protein, given in the form of black albumen, difficulty

was experienced in that the mixture seemed to have antagonistic

relations. We have supposed that this may possibly be due to

acidosis caused by the liberation of the chlorine portion of the

calcium chloride molecule, thus freeing hydrochloric acid. Along

with a high protein ration the demand for calcium would necessarily

^Osborne: "The Nutritive \'alue of the Proteins of Maize" — Science

N. S. 1913. xxxvii, page 185.
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be greater than where no extra protein was fed, hence we should

expect a greater demand for calcium under these conditions with

a correspondingly greater liberation of chlorine which would induce

acidosis. This acidosis would theoretically be largely done away

with by the feeding of a pure calcium limestone such as calcium

carbonate. We found when calcium chloride was replaced with

calcium carbonate, feeding same between meals, that the ill effects

heretofore noted were largely eliminated. Observation and trial

showed however that calcium carbonate should not be mixed with

the feeds as allowed but that it should be fed preferably between

meals. We are further investigating this problem in order to

demonstrate the best way to feed the calcium.

It is reasonable to suppose that calcium will give results when

added to the corn ration as corn is especially lacking in this im-

portant mineral element which comprises 40 per cent of the dry

ash of bone. Calcium furnishes 70 per cent of the basal elements

of bone, the remaining 29^ per cent being supplied by phosphorus

and 5 per cent by magnesium. In the normal human body there

is just about two-thirds as much calcium as nitrogen, that funda-

mental element of protein concerning which we hear so much and

upon which a maximum of emphasis is invariably placed by feeding

experts and dieticians. It is not to be gainsaid that the lack of

protein is the more conspicuous deficiency in ordinary grain diets,

— but nevertheless the calcium deserves among the mineral nutri-

ents considerably more attention than is now accorded.

Much of a conflicting nature has been said by obstetricians,

dieticians, and the laity concerning the effect of different food con-

stituents upon the development of the embryo and fetus.

The experience at the Iowa Station, involving over 2000 new-

born pigs, shows beyond all reasonable doubt that the addition of

meat to the ordinary cereal diet of pregnant swine has very marked

influence upon the size and vigor of the new-born.

All work heretofore done at the Iowa Station has plainly indi-

cated that the addition of mineral elements as well as protein to

the ration had its marked elYects upon the development of the

young in utero. We are led to believe that any feed, including

water, added to or subtracted from the ration of pregnant swine

which will tend to promote or discourage growth, thrift, and vigor
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of the dam will within reasonable limits have its effect upon the

developing fetus.

Summary

1. Corn maize is markedly deficient in calcium and quite low

in protein, the major part of which lacks certain important amino

acids.

2. The addition of calcium (allowed as chloride and carbonate)

to a fixed basal ration of corn and sodium chloride with pregnant

gilts resulted in new-born pigs having greater size, more vigor,

bigger bone, increased coat quantity, better coat color, and higher

condition.

3. The addition of a high protein feed (Black blood albumen)

resulted in the new-born pigs having greater size, more vigor,

bigger bone, increased coat quantity, better coat color and higher

condition.

4. The influence of the complex organic protein is more marked

generally than that of the more simple inorganic calcium.

5. The use of chloride as the source of calcium was not as

satisfactory as the carbonate in a high protein ration, presumably

because of the undesirable liberation of chlorine causing a possible

condition of acidosis.

6. The ration fed the pregnant mother affects in a marked de-

gree the general development of the fetus.
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IT has been shown by several investigators that the introduction

of small doses of adrenaUn into the circulatory system causes a

fall in blood pressure.^ Large doses on the other hand cause a

rise in blood pressure.^ As to the effects of adrenalin on the res-

piratory system, comparatively little work has been done. Oliver

and Schafer^ found that extracts of adrenal glands cause a shallow-

ness in the depth of respiration. Langley confirmed this result,

stating that the respiratory mechanism responds readily to the

first injection, but that succeeding injections bring forth insig-

nificant responses.'' Similar results were obtained by Badano,^

and later by Boruttan ^ and Kahn.^ All of these experimenters

used large doses of adrenalin.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the effect?

of small (physiological) doses of adrenalin on the respiratory

mechanism. In order to ensure that the doses were being given

accurately and uniformly, the effects on the blood pressure were

recorded, as well as those on respiration.

^ Moore and Purington: Archiv fiir die gcsammte physiologic, 1900,

Ixxxi, p. 483; Elliott: Journal of physiology, 1905, xxxii, p. 411; Dale:

Journal of physiology, 1905, xxxii, p. 59, 1906, xxxiv, p. 169; Cannon and

Nice: This journal, 1912, xxix, p. xxiv; Hoskins and McClure: Archives

of internal medicine, 191 2, x, p. 353; Elliott: Journal of physiology, 191 2,

xliv, p. 405.

^ For a general discussion see Vincent: Internal secretion and the duct-

less glands, London, 191 2.

^ Oliver and Schafer: Journal of physiology, 1895, xviii, p. 235.
• Langley: Journal of physiology, 1901-02, xxvii, p. 253.

^ Badano: La Clinica Medica Italiana, 1898, p. 375.
^ Boruttan: Pfliiger's Archiv, 1899, Ixxviii.

^ Kahn: Archiv fiir physiologic, 1903, p. 530.
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Methods

Cats and dogs were used in the experiments. The preparations

were made in the following way. An animal was fastened back-

downward to an animal holder and given urethane (2 gm. per

kilo of body weight) by stomach. As soon as anesthetised, a

cannula was inserted into a femoral artery, and a mercury manom-
eter attached for recording the blood pressure. A second cannula

was inserted into an external jugular vein deep down in the neck.

Through this cannula the adrenahn solution was injected.

The abdominal cavity was opened by a median incision, and

an S-shaped hook attached to the diaphragm about midway
between the central tendon and the lateral chest wall. From the

S-shaped hook a thread was passed over a pulley to a writing

lever which recorded the movements of the diaphragm on a re-

volving drum.

The movements of the chest wall were not recorded, as in a

previous series of experiments on cats it had been found by one

of us,^ either to move synchronously with the diaphragm or not

to move at all. Besides, comparative and not absolute depths of

respiration were desired.

The adrenalin used was that of Parke Davis and Co., and was

fresh. The strength of solution injected was chiefly a 1:100,000,

made by diluting the 1:1000 stock solution with distilled water

just before using. In some of the experiments, however, i :5o,ooo,

1:25,000 and even 1:1000 solutions were used. The injections,

were made into an external jugular vein at a uniform rate (0.2 c.c.

per second) by means of a small syringe having a graduated

barrel. 2

Results

The Relation of the Depth of Respiration to the Fall in

Blood Pressure

When 0.3 c.c. or sHghtly less, of a 1:100,000 adrenalin solution

was injected at a uniform rate (0.2 c.c. per second), into a cat,

1 Nice: This journal, 1914, xxxiii, p. 204.

^ See Cannon and Lyilan: This journal, 1913, xxxi, p. 376.
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and 0.6 c.c. or slightly less, at the same rate into a dog, there in-

variably resulted a fall in blood pressure and an increase in the

depth of respiration. In some cases the same results were ob-

tained with larger doses. Before this increase there usually was a

slight shallowness in the depth of respiration occurring almost

immediately after the introduction of the solution. In some ex-

periments, however, the increase in the depth was not preceded

by shallowness.

The Relation of the Depth of Respiration to the Rise in

Blood Pressure

In general 0.5 c.c, or more, of a 1:100,000 solution of adrenalin

njected into the circulatory system of a cat at a uniform rate

^w^^^Nii^^ >.-^^^%b^^
^^^^^^^^^ip.^^^^

A B

Figure 1. Cat A. In this and all following records the upper curve indicates the

blood pressure; the middle curve the contractions of the diaphragm; and the

lower line the time in half-minutes. .\t a, introduction of 0.3 cc. of 1: 100,000

adrenalin solution; at b, introduction of 0.6 cc. of 1 : 100,000 adrenalin solution.

(o.2 C.C. per second) or 1.6 c.c, or more into a dog. at the same

rate, produce a rise in blood pressure, and within limits, an in-

crease in the depth of respiration. This increase in the depth of

respiration, in a given animal, as well as the rise in blood pres-

sure is proportional to the doses of adrenahn given. Figs, i and 2.

The increases are nearly always preceded by a shallowness. The
increase may be as much as 35 per cent (Fig. 3).
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On the other hand, as Oliver and Schafer ^ reported, if very large

doses, as 0.3 c.c. of a 1:1000 solution of adrenalin or more, are

Figure 2. Cat A. Introduction of 1.2 cc. of 1 : 100,000 adrenalin solution.

injected into cats or dogs, the respiratory mechanism always re-

sponds by marked shallowness in breathing. For these large

Figure. 3. Cat. Introduction of 0.35 cc. of 1:50,000 adrenalin solution.

doses, the decrease within limits, is in direct proportion to the

dosage given and to the rise in blood pressure. In most cases the

' Oliver and Sch-jiFer: loc. cit.
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shallowness was followed, as usual, by an increase in depth. In

a few cases the respiration simply returned to normal.

Discussion of Results

The effect of adrenalin on the respiratory system seems to be

due . almost entirely to a central effect. Our results show that

physiological doses have a stimulating effect on the center. Very

large doses on the other hand have an inhibitory action on the

respiratory center. These eft'ects on respiration occur no matter

whether the blood pressure is high or low. They also take place

whether the vagi are intact or cut. By repeated doses the center

becomes fatigued and the response is lessened. This is particu-

larly true with large injections. When the breathing was irregular

in some animals, the introduction of small doses of adrenahn

made it regular.

Could the Increase in the Depth oj Respiration he due in part to

Direct Stimulation of the Diaphragm Muscle?

Considerable evidence has been brought forward to show that

adrenalin does stimulate skeletal muscle to greater activity.

Oliver and Schafer injected adrenal extract into a frog and found

that the excised muscle registered a curve of contraction about

2,^ per cent higher and 60 per cent longer than the corresponding

muscle not subjected to the action of the extract.^ Dessy and

Grandis obtained a beneficial eft'ect when adrenal extract was ap-

plied to fatigued muscle of a salamander.^ Similar results were

obtained by Panella.^ Recently evidence was brought forth by
Cannon and Nice,"* and confirmed by Gruber,^ to show that

adrenalin indirectly improves the contraction of intact skeletal

muscle in the cat by increasing the circulation through the muscle.

Gruber's experiments show that the increase occurs only above a

critical point in blood pressure, 90 to 100 mm. Hg. or above.

^ Oliver and Sch.jlfer: toe. cit.

2 Dessy and Graxdis: Archives italiennes de biologic, 1904, xli, p. 231.

' Panella: Archives italiennes de biologie, 1907, xlviii, p. 462.

* Cannon and Nice: This journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 44.

* Gruber: This journal, 1913, xxxii, p. 221.
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We have been unable to find any increase in the contraction

of isolated strips of diaphragm muscle, when the strip contracting

in Ringer's solution in response to electrical stimuli was subjected

to adrenahn.

Summary

1. The effect of adrenalin on respiration occurs synchronously

with that on the circulatory system.

2. Doses of adrenahn which cause a fall in blood pressure

eUcit an increase in the depth of respiration. This increase may
or may not be preceded by a shallowness.

3. Within limits, doses of adrenahn "which produce a rise in

blood pressure cause an increase in the depth of respiration. This

increase, again, may or may not be preceded by a shallowness.

The increase is proportional to the rise in blood pressure and to

the amount of adrenahn given.

4. Excessive doses, as Ohver and Schafer, and others have

shown, produce a marked shallowness in breathing. Within limits,

the shallowness is proportional to the effect on blood pressure and

to the amount of adrenahn given.
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IX 1772 Hcwson noted that in an animal bleeding to death the

latest blood clotted more quickly than the earliest.^ This was

confirmed in 1842 by Nasse,- and in 1857 by Briicke.^ Again in

1877 confirmation of the original observation was reported by

Cohnheim in these striking words: "In a dog bled to death by

the removal of blood from a vein in successive portions, the last

portions often coagulate almost instantaneously." *

In 1901 Milian noted that in a hemorrhage following capillary

puncture, i.e., finger or ear, the later drops had a progressively

shorter clotting time till the latest, which as got by pressure had

a quarter of the time of the earHest. From this he inferred that

the shortening was due to a local influx of tissue juices.^ Arloing

promptly pointed out that in a hemorrhage following venous punc-

ture there was the same progressive shortening, although there

could be no local influx of tissue juices.^

Again in 1904 von Weismayr remarked the shortening after

^ Hewson: An experimental inquir>^ into the properties of the blood>

Experiment xxi, London, 1772, p. 6g.

^ Wagner: Handworterbuch der Physiologic, Braunschweig, 1842, i, p. 75.

^ Brijcke: Archiv fur pathologische Anatomic und Physiologic und fiir

klinische Medizin, 1857, xii, p. 100.

• Cohnheim: Allgemeine Pathologic, 1877, p. 325; or Cohnhcim's General

Pathology, translated by McKee, London, i88q, p. 403.

5 MiLLAX: Comptes rendus Socielc dc Biologic, loot, liii, pp. 556, 576.

8 Arloing: ibid., p. 675.
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hemorrhage.^ And in 1909, Hartmann reported that the more

bloody operations were generally but not invariably followed by

decreased coagulation time. As to the causative factor he was

unwiUing to choose among diminished O2, augmented CO2, aug-

mented fibrin ferment, and augmented flow of tissue throm-

bokinase proportionate to the size of the wound. Suddenness of

the hemorrhage, however, he did define as essential to the de-

creased time, since he found like Schwab no decrease during the

gradual exsanguination observed in myomatous women.^ Two
exceptional increases in such exsanguinated patients Hartmann

viewed as due to hydration of the blood from the intestine, and

in support of this view he cited ' Terroine's repeated hemorrhages,

followed by saline injections, which showed a primary decrease

then a marked increase even to incoagulability.^

Later in 1909 von den Velden cited approvingly Nasse, Briicke,

and their inference as to the independence of coagulation time

and fibrin content.'' Neither in them nor in Cohnheim nor in

Hartmann could he find an adequate explanation, however; so

he olTered one reminiscent of them but in fact developed as an

analogy to the explanation he had previously given for decreased

clotting time after administration of halogen salts (bromides or

chlorides). The decrease that he noticed after hemorrhage fol-

lowed a loss of 19% of the circulating blood in rabbits, 8% in

man. Incidentally this decrease was more marked in blood

taken from veins than in that taken from capillaries. The
explanation that he offered was ^Magnus' observation that

small hemorrhages, i.e., up to 8 per cent, were followed by a

thickening of the blood as measured by greater specific gravity,*'

and he gave confirming observations to show that this greater

1 Schroder und Blumenfeld: Handbuch der Therapie der chronischer

Lungenschwindsucht, Leipzig, 1904, p. 328.

2 Schwab: Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift, 1906, liii, p. 2520;

and 1907, liv, p. 176.

^ Hartmann: Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift, 1909, Ivi, p. 796.

* Terroine: Comptes rendus Societe de Biologic, 1907, Ixii, p. 143.

5 R. vON DEN V'ELDen: Archiv fiir experimentelle Pathologic und Phar-

makologie, 1909, Ixi, pp. 37, 44.

« Magnus: Archiv fiir experimentelle Pathologic und Pharmakologie,

1900, xliv, p. 104.
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specific gravity occurred not only after but even during the

hemorrhage. This thickening was followed by a secondary hy-

dremia (thinning) with greater rapidity in proportion to the sud-

denness or size of the hemorrhage, as was shown by Zimmermann ^

and often since. The factor underlying this secondary hydremia

was influx of tissue juices, as shown by Regeczy in 1885.2 Hence

the analogy between von den Velden's explanation of the de-

creased clotting time accompanying this hydremia, and his earher

explanation of the decrease accompanying osmotic hydremia (pro-

duced by a few c.c. of 10 per cent sodium chloride intravenously).'

The common factor in these two analogous hydremias he accord-

ingly assumed to be that coagulating substance (Thrombokinase,

zymoplastische Substanz) long recognized as present in all tissue

juices. He admitted that his explanation of decreased time as

due to augmented thrombokinase was apparently inconsistent

with Xasse's and Briicke's independent evidence of a decrease

accompanied by diminished fibrin, but he considered them recon-

cilable.'*

An attempt to throw light on the problem from another angle,

namely localization of the factors in coagulation, led to the obser-

vations recorded below as to the effects of hemorrhage before and

after exclusion of the abdominal circulation, of the adrenals, and

of the intestines. The blood of 27 cats was studied by the method

described previously " in this series. The size of the hemorrhages

produced is stated as a percentage of the normal circulating

blood, after that has been estimated as 8 per cent of the body

weight. Secondary hemorrhages are stated similarly as percent-

ages of the original blood, not as percentages of the blood left in

circulation after the previous hemorrhage.

^ Zimmermaxn: Archiv fiir physiologische Heilkunde, 1846, v, p. 349.

2 Regeczy: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologic, 1885, xxxvii, p. 73.

5 R. VON DEN Velden: Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift, 1909, xxxv,

p. 197; Verhandlungen des Kongresses fiir innere Medizin, 1909, xxvi, p. 155.

* R. vox DEN Velden: Archiv fiir experimentelle Pathologic und Phar-

makologic, 1909, Ixi, p. 42.

* Cannon and Mendenil\ll: This journal, 1914, xxxiii, p. 225.
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Hemorrhage Decreases Clotting Time

The results arranged in Table I support Hartmann's idea that

in order to hasten clotting hemorrhage must be moderately sud-

den or severe. This seems to mean about 13 per cent of the

estimated body blood; e.g., 7 per cent makes no change, but a

second 7 per cent halves clotting time, and after it has returned

to normal it is plainly decreased by a third 7 per cent (Dec. 4);

and in other hemorrhages of 13 per cent and 12 per cent at the

start the decrease is plain (Dec. 5 and Feb. 28). A second hemor-

rhage, in other words, either may produce a decrease after an

initial hemorrhage has failed (Dec. 4), or may produce a further

decrease (Dec. 5).

Further details for the experiments summarized in Table I,

page 336, are given in Fig. i for the more typical results, and for

the less typical in protocols (Dec. 4 and Feb. 28).

10:30:40 11:00 : iO : 40 li:00 : 20 : 40 1:00 -.iO : 40 2:00 : 20 : 40

Figure 1. Record showing shortening of coagulation time after a hemorrhage (13 per

cent of the blood) at 10:59, and after a second hemorrhage (10 per cent of the blood)

at 1 1 :59. The dotted lines in this and later figures indicate the averages for the

time they cover.

Protocol (Dec. 4)

A cat weighing 2>-Z k- was etherized at 9:20 a.m., at 10:15 decere-

brated and given artificial respiration, at 10:55 the operation of pre-

paring the femoral and carotid arteries was completed, an interval

was left to allow a return to normal, after which the blood drawn at

the moments stated showed the following clotting times:

11: 26- i.o minutes 12: 00- 2.5 minutes

11:29- 1-5 " 12:02- 1.0 (?)
"

11: 35- 1.0 " 12: 10- 2.5 "

11:41- 0.5 " 12: 15- 3.5

11: 46- 3.0 " 12: 20- 3.0 "

11:52- 2.5 " 12: 25- 3.0
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T.\BLE I

Hi;M()RRHA(.ii Decreases Clottixc, Time (C.T.)

{Ill this and in lalir lubles read front left to right along one line, then along the next line.

This procedure will in many cases shoic on the next line a new clotting time ivithoul any

new hemorrhage. This is so because a new line is used wherever the average clotting

time for any group of tests varies markedly from the preceding average; e.g., On Dec. 4,

the second hemorrhage of 7 per cent was followed by an interval of 2 minutes; in the next

y minutes j samples were taken to test, giving an average of 7.5 minutes. Marked varia-

tion from this level is seen during the next 10 minutes by j samples whose average time

was j.j minutes; hence a new line is used. Anomalous figures like ?. ? a are commented

on in footnotes to each table.)

Date
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12: 28 to 12: 29 Bled 20 c.c. from left carotid = hemorrhage of 7 per

cent of body's blood.

12: 30- 3.5 minutes

12:35- 3.0

12:40- 3.0 "

12: 48 to 12: 49 Second hemorrhage 7 per cent.

12: 50- 2.0 minutes i: 00- 3.5 minutes

12: 55- i.o
'' 1:05- 3.5

12:57- 1-5 " i: 10- 3-5

1 : 18 to 1 : 19 Third hemorrhage 7 per cent.

i: 20- 3.5 minutes i: 35- 3.0

i: 25- 2.0 '•

i: 30- 2.5 "

i: 40-

1:45- 5-0

(Blood dark)

(Blood dark;

heart stopped)

Protocol (Feb. 28)

A cat weighing 2.3 k. was etherized at 8:00 .\.m., at 8:40 decapi-

tated and given artificial respiration. At 10: 43 preparation of the

femoral artery was completed, after which the clotting times were:

10: 45- 3.0 minutes

10: 48- 4.0 "

10: 54- 6.5

11: 05- 6.0 "

11:12-5.5 "

II

II

11:30

11: 36

20- 5.0 minutes

25- 4-0 (?)
"

6.0

- c
"

11: 48 to 11: 50 Bled from femoral artery till muscular spasms =

2T) c.c. = hemorrhage of 12 per cent.

11:
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Where now can we localize the clotting factor or factors

stimulated by hemorrhage?

Hemorrhage Fails to Decrease Clotting Time after Ex-
clusion OF THE Abdominal Circulation

The earUest evidence that exclusion of the abdominal circula-

tion increases coagulation time was given in 1886 by Stolnikow

when he noted that blood circulating through heart and lungs did

not coagulate in his apparatus as might be expected. He assigned

as cause the fact that "the blood spent at most 20 seconds in the

apparatus, after which it again was given over to the restorative

influence of the vessel wall." ^ Pawlow in 1887 with similar tech-

nique noted further that the loss was gradual; i.e., blood tested

when the experiment had been going on for only 15 minutes coagu-

lated after a time, whereas blood "taken after a rather long ex-

periment into a glass vessel showed no clot though kept till

beginning decomposition." He inferred that the lungs produced

some anti-clotting factor.'-

Bohr in 1888 accepted Pawlow's experiments and inference,

and supported them by shutting off the circulation at the dia-

phragm in two dogs and finding after about 15 minutes that

carotid blood did not coagulate for twenty-four hours.'^

In 1892 Lilienfeld thought Bohr's experiments so fundamental

that he repeated them six times, and found that the time de-

creased twice and remained unchanged four times. ^ Prolongation

of his six experiments might well have shown the more usual

increase, to which the fall is only a prelude and that only some-

times (Table H c, March 9 and 11). His six findings are there-

fore quite reconcilable with ours, although we too must admit

ignorance of the factor underlying that primary fall.

In 1895 Contejean objected that "the result of Bohr's experi-

ments is hard to accord with the fact that blood from the sub-

hepatic veins is normally almost incoagulable." But he gave no

evidence. Furthermore, he repeated Bohr's experiments on dogs

* Stolxikow: Archiv fiir Physiologic, 1886, p. 10.

2 Pawlow: Archiv fiir Physiologic, 1887, p. 459.
3 Bohr: Ccntralblatt fiir Physiologic, 1888, ii, p. 263.

* Lilienfeld: Archiv fiir Physiologic, 1892, p. 152.
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and cats without success . . . ''the blood always remained coagu-

lable" . . . "the blood coagulated without considerable delay."

But in no instance did he give control evidence of clotting time

prior to the exclusion of the abdominal circulation; and in only

four instances did he give the time prior to routine experimental

peptone infusions (which of course render all subsequent clotting

times incomparable to Bohr's); these four were 6, 7, 14, and 17

minutes, which despite the lack of control do suggest some delay.

^

In general Contejean's effort was to "attribute to liver or intes-

tine a preponderant part in producing the anticoagulating factor"

which was active after peptone infusion, but he need not there-

fore have denied to liver and intestine a part in producing the

normal coagulating factor. Several organs are already known to

produce two diff'erent physiological factors.

In 1905 Xolf pointed out that although Doyon and Kareff

were able several times to observe complete incoagulability they

were obliged to sacritice many animals. Hence he concluded that

liver excision was not necessarily followed by complete incoagu-

lability. In fact he added on the basis of numerous experiments

of his own the conclusion that apart from special circumstances

the incoagulability was not observed within the two hours that

the dogs lived after liver excision. At the same time he admitted:

"Increase of clotting time was usually noticed in the samples of

blood taken after extirpation, but the clot looked normal and re-

tracted strongly." This increase was accentuated if the operation

was preceded by copious meat diet or if accompanied by portal

stasis or if followed by hemorrhage. Like Pawlow he thought the

increase gradual, and on this basis explained his failure to obtain the

entire incoagulability previously observed by Doyon and Kareff.

-

Although Xolf thought operative exclusion much more precise

than toxic exclusion, he gave references to the accordant observa-

tions of many men who found either diminished fibrin or delayed

coagulation after toxic hver injury, as by phosphorus. More ex-

tended observations of such effects were made in 191 1 by Whipple

and Hurwitz.''

^ Contejean: Archives de physiologic, 1895, xxvii, pp. 248, 251.

2 Nolf: Archives internationales de physiologic, 1905-06, iii, pp. i, 7, 8.

3 Whipple and HuRWiTZ: Journal of experimental medicine, i9ii,xiii,p. 136.
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The results arranged in Table II support (i) the inference of

several of the above investigators that exclusion of the abdominal

circulation excludes the clotting factor or factors and therefore

TABLE II

(1) Exclusion of the Abdominal Circllation (P>) Increases Clotting Time (C.T.>

(2) Subsequent Hemorrhage Xo Longer Decreases Clotting Time
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increase previously produced by exclusion. The method here used

of excluding abdominal circulation was compression (clamp or

ligature) of aorta and cava just above the diaphragm, making a

more completely "anterior animal" than that of Stolnikow, Paw-

low, Bohr, Lihenfeld, and Contejean; though less completely

anterior than that of Whipple.

Further details of the experiments summarized in Table II are

given in Fig. 2, for the more typical results, and for the less typi-

cal in a protocol (Mar. 11).

10:20 :40 11:00 : iO : 40 li: 00 : 20 : 40 1:00 : 20 : 40 2:00

Figure 2. Record showing absence of rapid clotting after hemorrhage, when the circu-

lation is confined anterior to the diaphragm. From 10:40 to 10:58 the operation of

tying the aorta and inferior cava above diaphragm was performed. At 11:58 5%
of the blood was drawn, and at 12:58 5',x again, each time with resulting respiratory

distress.

Protocol (Alar, ii)

A cat weighing 2.5 k. was etherized at 8: 55 .a.m., at 9: 15 decere-

brated, at 9: 25 artificial respiration. Hemostats were clamped on

aorta and cava just above diaphragm, removed, applied again, re-

moved again. While they were on the clotting time was lengthened,

and shortened again after their removal. The actual figures varied

much, apparently because of the shock caused by the procedure.

Hence the figures are not reproduced, except for the latter part of

the experiment, when the aorta and cava were not clamped but

ligated (at 2:31 p.m.).

2: Z2>~ 7-5 rninutes 3: 23- 7.5 minutes

2:42- 6.0 " 3:31- 8.0

2:48- 8.5 " 3:40- 7-5 "

3:12- 8.0 " 3:48- 8.5
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4: II to 4: 12 Drew ii c.c. from carotid = 11 per cent of blood cir-

culating in this anterior animal.

4: 13- S.o minutes 4: 27- 9.5 minutes

4: 21- 6.0 " 4:37 (No blood obtainable; dead)

Hemorrhage Decreases Clotting Time after Removal of

THE Adrenal Glands

Having localized the clotting factor or factors in the abdomen

we shall now attempt to make the localization more definite.

That the adrenal glands may play a part in the clotting which

follows hemorrhage was suggested by the observations that aug-

mented adrenalin percentage in the blood hastens coagulation,^

and that just such hyperadrenalinemia follows strong sensory

stimulation,- which is the usual accompaniment of trauma (acci-

dental, mihtary, surgical) and its attendant hemorrhage.

In 191 1 Trendelenburg stated that when the blood pressure

was diminished by vigorous hemorrhage (7-17 per cent), the abso-

lute amount of adrenalin secreted was maintained, i.e., there was

an absolute decrease but a percentage increase of adrenalin in

the blood.-'' On these facts he denied "regulation of diminished

blood pressure by adrenal hypersecretion." Still his evidence of

adrenal hypersecretion after hemorrhage agrees with our experi-

ence of faster clotting after hemorrhage. Incidentally it may here

be noted that his denomination of 7-17 per cent as a vigorous

hemorrhage accords remarkably with our experience that 7-14

per cent was the maximum possible, varying according to the

animal, without producing extreme air-hunger and muscular spasms.

The question now arises, are the adrenals essential to the more

rapid clotting after hemorrhage? The figures presented in Table

III show^ that even after removal of the adrenals, hemorrhage

decreases clotting time. In two instances (Feb. 18 and Mar. 2)

it was noted that removal of the adrenals was followed by faster

clotting — a result probably due to expression of adrenalin,*

^ Cannon and Gray: This journal, 19 14, xxxiv, p. 232.

2 Cannon and Mendenhall: This journal, 1914, xxxiv, p. 251.

' Trent>elenburg: Zeilschrift fiir Biologic, 1911-12, Ivii, p. 98.

* Stewart: Journal of experimental medicine, 191 2, xv,p. 547; and Hoskins

and jVIcPeek: Journal of the American iSIedical Association, 1913, Ix, p. 1778.
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which cannot be wholly obviated by even the most careful avoid-

ance of massage (by gentle handling; and by tying off the lumbo-

adrenal vein at its entrance

to the gland and at its exit,

as well as the gland pedicle

with its vessels). In neither

of these cases did the clot-

ting process after the re-

moval become slower than

before. Thus the observa-

tions here recorded show

that the adrenals are not

the sole nor even the major

factor, because after their

removal coagulation time is not lengthened.

Further details for the experiments summarized in Table III,

page 344, are given in Fig. 3 for the more typical results, and for

the less typical in protocols (Jan. 7 and Mar. 2).

Records showing shortening of coag-

ulation time after hemorrhage (13 per cent of

the blood) at 11:08, though the adrenal

glands had been prexiously (8:55-9:05) re-

moved.

Protocol (Jan. 7)

A cat weighing 2.4 k. was etherized without a struggle at 2:30

P.M., at 3:05 the adrenals were tied off (afferent and efferent lumbo-

adrenal vein and also the pedicle), at 3: 20 animal decerebrated.

3: 58- 7.0 minutes 4: 14- 4.0 minutes

4:05- 4.0 " 4: 19- 4.5
"

4: 10- 3.0
"

4: 26 Pithed cord through orbit.

4: 28- 3.5 minutes

4:33- 6.0

Artificial respiration.

4: 40- 4.0 minutes

4:51-4-5

5:03 to 5:05 Bled till air-hunger = 35 c.c. = 18 per cent of esti-

mated blood volume.

3.0 minutes 5: 45- 9.0 minutes

6:00- 7.0

6:08- 7.0

6: IS- 6.0
"

6: 21 (No blood obtainable; dead)

5:
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TABLK III

Hemorrh.'VGe After Removal of the Adrexal Glakds (R) Decreases

Clottivo Time (C.T.)
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Protocol (Mar. 2)

A cat weighing 2.1 k. was etherized at 9: 55 a.m., without a struggle,

at 10: 20 decerebrated, at 10: 35 preparation of femoral artery com-

pleted.

10: 40- 5.0 minutes

10: 47- 5.0

11:00- 5.5

II : 10- 7.0 "

1 1 : 20- 6.5 minutes

11:30- 7.0

11: 40- 7.0 "

1 1 : 45 to 12: 10 Removal of adrenals.

12: 15- 7.0 minutes

12: 23- 6.5

12:30- 5.5

12: 36- 5.0

12: 42- 4.5

12: 55- 6.0

i: 02- 7.0 minutes

i: 26- 7.5

1:34- 7.0

1:42-6.5 "

1:50- 7.0

i: 59- 6.0

2:09 to 2: II Bled from femoral artery till muscular twitching (not

till spasms) = 24 c.c. = hemorrhage 14 per cent of

circulating blood.

2: 16- 8.5 minutes 3: 08- 8.0 minutes

2: 25- 4.5

2:30- 5-5

2: 38- 4.0

2:45- 5-5

^: 52- 7-5

3:01- 6.5

3: 22- 7.5

3:30- 5-0

3:40- 6.0

3- 47~ 5-5

3: 57- 6.0

4:09- 7.5

4: 21 to 4: 22 Bled 15 c.c, no spasms resulting nor air-hunger =

hemorrhage 9 per cent.

4:25- 7.0 minutes 4:49- 7.0 minutes

4:32- 7.0 " 4: 57- 8.0

4: 40- 6.0 "

5:15 Pithed cervical cord through orbit; artificial respiration.

5:20- II.o minutes 5:46- 4.5 minutes (Blood dark;

pressure low)

5:32- 6.5 " 5: 5i~ 7.5 minutes (Blood dark;

pressure low)

5:40- 5.5 " 6:00 (Xo pressure; dead)
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Hemorrahge Decreases Clotting Time after Exclusion'

OF THE Intestines

In 1899 Mathews^ published an experiment in which tying of

the superior and inferior mesenteric arteries and the mesenteric

vein in a cat was followed by marked increase of the coagulation

time. Although Briicke stated that the shortening after hemor-

rhage was not paralleled by abundance of fibrin, and although

similarly Mathews showed convincingly that the lengthening after

exclusion of the intestine was not paralleled by absence of fibrino-

gen, still it is interesting to observe that the long-standing belief

in the parallelism between the rate of clotting and the quantity

of fibrinogen is supported by the agreement of the experiments

here reported with a note by Goodpasture earlier this year that

ligature of the intestine or cutting off half the blood to the liver

caused a marked delay in fibrinogen reproduction after complete

defibrination.-

Goodpasture quoted Bohr's and Mathews' evidence for inco-

agulabihty after exclusion of intestine, and in opposition gave

only the general statement that in his experiments "specimens

taken at frequent intervals during the perfusion have nearly

always clotted within the normal time, one to seven minutes."

It seems as if with less liberality as to the range of normal time

he might well have found a significant variation in coagulation

time, whether increase or decrease.

The results presented in Table IV support (i) both Bohr and

]\Iathews by showing that exclusion of the small and half the

large intestine increases clotting time. This increase is preceded

by no such primary decrease as occurred immediately after ad-

renalectomy, and this is as might be anticipated from the fact

that the circulation through the intestines can be easily cut off

without massage of the adrenals or other viscera. The intestine,

therefore, like the adrenal gland is a factor in clotting. But,

again like the adrenal, it is not the sole nor even the major factor,

because, as the Table further shows, hemorrhage after exclusion of

the intestines can still cause a decrease in clotting time.

^ Mathews: This journal, 1899, iii, p. 79.

* Goodpasture: This journal, 1914, xxxiii, p. 85.
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TABLE IV

(1) Excision of the Small and Half the L.\rge Intestines (E) Usually

Increases Clotting Time (C.T.)

(2) Subsequent Hemorrhage Decreases Clotting Time
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Further details for the experiments summarized in Table IV,

page 347, are given in Fig. 4 for the more typical results, and for

the less typical in protocols (Dec. 11 and Jan. 8).

10:30:40 11:00 : iO : 40 H: 00 : 20 : 40 1:00 : 20 : 40 2:00 : 20

Figure 4. Record showing lengthening of coagulation time after removal of the small

and half of the large intestine (11:12-11:25), with shortening of the coagulation time

after subsequent hemorrhage (10 per cent of the blood) at 12:46.

Protocol (Dec. ii)

A cat weighing t,.t, k. was etherized at cS: 25 a.m.; at 8:35 vessels

tied off in mesentery near intestine; at 8: 45 the small and half of

large intestine excised; at 8: 50 preparation of the femoral artery

completed; and at 8: 55 the animal was decerebrated.

9: 00- 4.5 minutes 9: 23- 4.0 minutes

9: 05- 6.0 " 9: 28- 4.0 "

9: II- 5.5 " 9:34- 4-0

9: 17- 5.0

9: 39 to 9: 40 Bled 23 c.c. = 9 per cent of total estimated blood.

9:41- 4.5 minutes (Blood dark) 10:03- 4-5 minutes

9:46- 3.0 " ( " " ) 10:08- 3.5 "

9: 50- 2.5 " ( " normal)

9: 53- 5-0

9: 58- 4.0

10: 12- 3.0

10: 15- 4.0

10: 19 to 10: 29 Tied off gastro-hepatic omentum except hepatic artery.

10: 20 Artificial respiration.

10: 30- 4.5 minutes

10:35- 4-5

10:40- 4.5
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10: 52 to 10: 53 Bled 15 c.c. = 6 per cent.

10: 55- 3.0 minutes
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As proved by an earlier paper in this series stimulation of the

adrenal glands results in more rapid clotting.^ From Trendelen-

burg's evidence, previously cited, that the percentage of adrenalin

in the blood is increased after hemorrhage it is probable that the

faster clotting which follows bleeding is due to effects on the

adrenal glands, in part. On the other hand the shortening of

coagulation time by hemorrhage after the adrenal glands have

been removed proves that they are not an essential factor in the

phenomenon.

Several earlier investigators have studied the intestine-Hver

complex. In 1888 Bohr noticed that exclusion of the intestine

and liver by tying splanchnic arteries produced after four hours

no untoward symptoms but a blood which after withdrawal

showed no clot until more than two hours had passed and even

then it was abnormal, small and soft.- In 1899 Mathews pub-

lished three experiments in which exclusion of intestine and liver

bv tying most of the splanchnic vessels was followed by marked

increase from about 2 minutes to 30; and one experiment in which

excision of the spleen and pancreas was followed by no increase.

The fibrinogen content, however, did not change, and the clot

became complete only after hours (as Hammarsten and Schmidt

had shown to occur in solutions of fibrinogen poor in ferment),

wherefore he ascribed the increase ''probably to a diminution of

librin ferment."

The experiments in which we removed the small intestine and

half the large, support the evidence adduced by several previous

workers that the intestines are probably an important agency in

providing a factor or factors favorable to blood clotting. But

they too are not essential, for after they have been thus elimi-

nated, hemorrhage still shortens the coagulation time.

The Hver is left for consideration, Its importance for coagu-

lation is well established. In 1904 Doyon and Kareff excised the

Hver in a dog whose blood coagulated in 3 minutes and joined the

portal to a subhepatic vein, i.e., cava. After this, one specimen

coagulated in 8 minutes, one in 20, and two not at all.'' They

^ Cannon and Mendenhall: This journal, 1914, xxxiv, p. 243.

2 Bohr: loc. cit.

' DoYON and Kareff: Comptes rendus Societe de Biologic, 1904, i, p. 612.
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confirmed the observation several times. ^ In 191 2 Meek found that

after an Eck fistula fibrinogen regenerated more slowly than nor-

mally,' and similarly Goodpasture noted this year that cutting off half

the blood to the fiver caused a sUght but noticeable reduction in the

rate of fibrinogen regeneration after complete defibrination.^ In two

experiments (not here detailed) we found, Hke previous observers,

that exclusion of the liver prolongs coagulation time.

On the basis of evidence given above it is probable that of

the organs in the abdomen aft"ecting the clotting time of blood

those most directly concerned with faster coagulation after hemor-

rhage are the intestines and fiver. Certainly the results we have

obtained show that the liver is capable of producing this hasten-

ing in the absence of the intestines. Our experiments have not

permitted us, however, to testify whether the fiver is or is not

more effective than the intestines in the shortening of coagula-

tion time which follows rapid withdrawal of blood from the body.

Summary

I. Hemorrhage decreases clotting time, especially if moderately

severe — 13 per cent of the circulating blood.

II. The most important coagulating factors may be localized

in the abdomen, because: (i) exclusion of the abdominal circula-

tion increases clotting time, and (2) hemorrhage after exclusion no

longer stimulates a decrease of clotting time.

III. The adrenal glands probably favor by their secretion rapid

clotting after hemorrhage, but after adrenalectomy hemorrhage

still decreases the clotting time.

IV. Exclusion of the intestines usually increases clotting time, but

after this exclusion hemorrhage can still decrease the clotting time.

V. The important role which the fiver has been proved to

play in coagulation indicates that it provides, perhaps in coopera-

tion wath the intestines and the adrenal glands, the necessary

elements to hasten clotting after extensive bleeding.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge our indebtedness to Dr. W. B.

Cannon for his advice and aid.

» Cited by Xolf: loc. cit. ^ Meek: This journal, 191 2, xxx, p. 161.

* Goodpasture: loc. cit., p. 84.
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IXTRDDUCTION

IN a preliminary note ^ we have shown that the "presssaft" from

Rhizopus nigricans contains a powerful toxin. At that time we

had not attempted to prepare the toxin in a more concentrated

form and had only ascertained that an aqueous extract from 0.045

gram of the dried mould filaments or mycelium w^as sufficient to

kill a 1.35 kilo rabbit in two minutes when the toxin was injected

intravenously.

In this paper we desire to present some further observations on

the chemical nature of this toxin, methods of obtaining a more

concentrated preparation and the results of physiological tests.

Although we believe that we have not, as yet, isolated the toxic

principle in a pure state, we have obtained preparations having a

lethal toxicity of approximately i : 275,000 parts of body weight

when injected intravenously into rabbits. Inasmuch as one of

us (G.) must of necessity abandon further work on this subject we

are presenting the results more recently obtained.
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Experimental

T. Phvsiological Tests using Extracts of the Mycelium or Aerial

Filaments

(a) Intravenous Injections.—The presence of a toxin in the

"presssaft" of Rldzopus was noticed during a series of immuniza-

tion experiments having as their aim a chemical analysis of the

cause of sex in the Mucors.- The aerial filaments of the mould

were ground with sand and the juice expressed by means of a small

beef juice press and centrifuged at high speed to remove suspended

soUds. When 2 c.c. of such an extract is injected intravenously

into the ear of a rabbit death is almost instantaneous, the animal

often expiring before the injection is complete (about 5 seconds) or

before the needle can be withdrawn from the vein. In such a case

there are no typical symptoms accompanying death, there is rarely

any struggle and only a sudden sinking of the head to one side and

a convulsive twitching of the body.

When, however, only about one tenth of this dose is given (di-

luted to 2 or 3 c.c. with physiological salt solution) the symptoms

are invarial)ly the same. A few seconds after the needle is with-

drawn the head sinks to one side and a violent convulsive spasm

follows. This may be followed by a "typical death" (see below)

or by a short rest period followed by another convulsive spasm,

depending both on the size of the dosage employed and also on

the degree of resistance possessed by the animal.^ The convulsive

spasms rarely last longer than 30 seconds while the rest period

between may be as long as 30 minutes. During the rest periods

the animal usually lies fully stretched out, the only indication of

life being its regular breathing. At the close of the linal spasm

there is usually a short rest period of 5 to 10 seconds followed by

a spasmodic cough-like movement of the diaphragm with widely

opened mouth as if gasping for breath. There are usually 8 to 10

of these cough-like movements of the diaphragm, each shorter and

more rapid than the one preceding. During this period the head

' \Vc have observed considerable individuality in these animals; in some

instances one animal would V)e killed almost instantly while with the same dosage

another animal of like weight would live for 15-20 minutes.
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is thrown backward and the chest and abdomen are distended and

turgid, so much so that only by strong pressure can the wall of

the abdomen be flexed. This reaction usually lasts 8 to 12 seconds

and is followed by a relaxation of the rigid abdomen, protruding

eyes and death. This description of a death is meant wherever a

"typical death" may be referred to later. All of these symptoms

may be shown within a period of 15 seconds from the time the

injection is made or death may be deferred for several hours. In

the latter case the behavior of the animal is usually ''normal"

until within a few minutes before death. Such a condition ac-

companies a dosage just sufficient to cause death.

When the dosage is just sub-lethal there is usually a short con-

vulsive spasm followed by a long period (24 to 48 hours) of ex-

treme lethargy, and complete recovery. In nearly all instances

tested a fall of nearly 4° in the body temperature of the rabbit

occurred during the first 12 hours after receiving the injection, and

as recovery progressed the temperature gradually rose. Since the

rabbit has no constant temperature it is impossible to determine

the significance of this factor with exactness, but it seems probable

that a fall from 102.4° to 98.5° is significant, and such a fall has

been observed in several instances.

No tolerance was observed when an animal which had received

a just sub-lethal dose was again given a similar injection after com-

plete recovery. On the contrary the symptoms were slightly more

violent than in the first injection.

When a slightly smaller dose than just sub-lethal is injected

there is usually no noticeable reaction, the animal remaining to all

appearances normal. If, however, after 30 to 60 minutes, a slight

additional quantity is injected just sufficient to raise the original

dosage within the lethal limits, there is a sudden violent reaction and

death within a few seconds or minutes.

{b) Subcutaneous Injections.— Only four experiments were made

where the "presssaft" was injected subcutaneously, but since each

of these injections gave similar results it was thought unnecessary

to prolong the investigation further. In each instance the injec-

tion was made under the skin of the back under aseptic precau-

tions. The "presssaft" was sterilized either by rapidly heating the

solution to just boiling and then cooHng quickly or else by the addi-
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tion of ether or chloroform in a sterile tube, plugging with

sterile cotton and evaporating the antiseptic under diminished

pressure.

A typical instance of the results is as follows: Rabbit No. 60,

weight 1330 grams, received subcutaneously 6.7 c.c. of the "press-

saft" at II A.M. May 21. This dosage was the equivalent of about

20 intravenous lethal doses. No results were observed during the

first 24 hours. After several days it was noticed that the skin

seemed loose and the flesh "flabby" but no other symptoms were

observed. Eight days after the injection a small purulent ulcer

was observed on the belly of the rabbit and the weight had fallen

to 1050 grams. Although the ulcer was well washed with "per-

oxide" and bound up with iodoform gauze it increased in size and

inasmuch as it showed no sign of heahng the animal was chloro-

formed 12 days after making the injection. The weight at death

was 850 grams.

This result would seem at first glance to be due to bacterial

infection at the time the injection was made, but we do not believe

this to be the case, for in numerous instances we have injected sub-

cutaneously the "presssaft" of other moulds (as well as physiologi-

cal salt solution) with far less precaution against infection and have

never had such injection followed by either lesions or by a con-

siderable loss in weight.

On examination we found that there was an open channel from

the site of the sore to the point of injection and subsequent in-

vestigation in other cases showed that the "presssaft" is not ab-

sorbed (or else that serum exudes) so that the lump formed by

the mass of Hquid under the skin gradually works down the side

of the animal until it reaches the belly. This movement of the

liquid under the skin is probably brought about by the action of

gravity, possibly combined with a corrosive action of the toxin.

After reaching the belly the mass of liquid can be distinctly felt

under the skin for 2 to 3 days, at the end of which time the skin

is eaten through from within and the ulcer begins.

ic) Administration of the Mould per Os.— Rabbits, guinea pigs,

and chickens were fed the moist mycelium or the dried and ground

mycelium and aerial filaments of Rhizopus. In only one instance

was there any noticeable effect. A guinea pig weighing 705 grams
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was fed one gram daily of the dried mould mycelium in gelatin

capsules on five consecutive days. There was a marked loss of

weight each day and at the end of the sixth day the weight had

fallen to 505 grams, showing a loss of nearly 30 per cent of the

original body weight. Unfortunately at about this time one of the

contagious diseases to which guinea pigs are subject developed in

the animal house and in the course of the next 10 days all of the

pigs had died. We are unable, therefore, to say with certainty

that this loss in weight was due to the feeding of the mould al-

though we believe that such may be the case, since the animal

was apparently perfectly normal in its actions during the feeding

experiment and also since it was one of the last of the animals

to die.

Rabbits were fed upon bread upon which a heavy culture of the

mould was growing and also upon corn meal upon which Rhizopus

had been grown for a week or more. No ill elTects of such feedings

were observed.

2, Autopsy after Death following an Intravenous Injection

Dr. O. T. Avery of the Hoagland Laboratories, Brooklyn, was

kind enough to witness the symptoms caused by an intravenous

injection of the toxin into both rabbits and guinea pigs and also

to assist in an autopsy. The only abnormal conditions apparent

were a pronounced heart block, the auricles beating about 3:1, and

a partial inflation of the lungs. Avery has investigated the effects

of the toxin prepared from the tubercle baciUi by the method of

Vaughan ^ as well as the toxic properties of the split products of

edestin ^ and he pronounced the death symptoms and the autopsy

following Rhizopus injection as being "typical" of toxins of this

type, and practically indistinguishable from an anaphylactic in-

toxication. Unless we assume that all animals are born "sensi-

tive" to Rhizopus it will be almost impossible to call the death

anaphylaxis. On the other hand the preparation of the toxin pre-

cludes any splitting of the protein molecules such as is brought

about by Vaughan's hydrolysis with alkaU. It seems possible

however that Rhizopus so utilizes the protein of the culture

medium that a spht product having toxic properties similar
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to the toxins prepared by Vaughan's method is present in the

"presssaft."

3. Attempts to Isolate the Chemical Substance Responsible for

the Toxic Action

About 5 c.c. of the ''presssaft" was evaporated to dryness

in vacuo over sulphuric acid and extracted first with warm ether

and then with warm alcohol. The ether and alcohol were evap-

orated in a dessicator and the residue taken up with physiological

salt solution and injected intravenously into a rabbit. No ill

efi'ects were observed. It was later found that the toxic principle

could be completely precipitated from its aqueous solution by the

addition of four volumes of 95 per cent alcohol. Following this

observation a concentration of the toxin was obtained by two

methods.^

Method, {a)—The mycelium of Rhizopus. grown on solid agar

medium under conditions of extreme moisture with a consequent

nearly complete suppression of sporangial formation, was stripped

^ Since preparing this paper for publication our attention has been called

to the work of Paladino-Blandini.'' Paladino-Blandini tested Rhizopus, together

with other genera, for the presence of a toxic phenol by extracting the dried

mycelium \nth 90 per cent alcohol evaporating the extract to dryness, and in-

jecting a suspension of the dried residue. In Rhizopus three injections of 0.05

grams each, spaced at an interval of half an hour, were necessary to kill a 3 ko.

rabbit. The death symptoms of the rabbit were very similar to those which

we have observed with our toxin. We have, however, injected 0.108 gram of the

alcohol soluble substances (extracted from the aerial mycelium with absolute

alcohol in a Wiley extraction apparatus) into a 1200 gram rabbit without ill

effects. It seems possible that extraction with 90 per cent alcohol may dissolve

a part of our toxin, or, which seems still more probable, that some of the toxin

formed a colloidal solution with the 90 per cent alcohol. This will occur when-

ever alcohol is added to a solution of the toxin in the absence of electrolytes.

Another possible cause of death is embolism due to the very considerable quan-

tity of insoluble lipins injected into the vein.

It is certain that Paladino-Blandini had only a small part of the toxin present

in his RJiizopus mycelium, for we have found that the alcohol soluble material

does not exceed 30 per cent of the dry weight of the fungus, therefore to obtain

0.15 gram of the alcohol soluble portion would require 0.50 gram of the dry

mycelium, the aqueous extract of which would contain sufficient toxin to kill

five*i kilo rabbits within two minutes after the injection.
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off, cleaned from agar, dried over sulphuric acid in vacuo and

powdered.^

The powdered mould in 25 gram lots was poured into 200 c.c.

of boiling water and stirred for about 30 seconds, then filtered on

a Buchner funnel with suction. This process was repeated on the

residue twice more with fresh hot water, the filtrates were united

and concentrated at 50° to 55° under a pressure of about 30 mm.
to about 200 c.c. This solution was then placed in a collodion bag

and dialysed against repeated changes of distilled water, or. since

tests showed that the water outside the bag contained no toxin,

against running water for 72 hours, using chloroform as an anti-

septic inside of the bag. The liquid in the bag was clear, straw-

colored and opalescent, it frothed quite readily and dripped fairly

viscid. This Hquid was centrifuged at high speed to remove some

flecks of solid (agar?) and was then poured into four volumes of

95 per cent alcohol. A heavy white precipitate formed at once.

The precipitate was allowed to settle in a tall cylinder, the yel-

lowish supernatant Hquid was siphoned off and the white solid

packed in a tube by centrifugation. The solid was stirred with

fresh alcohol, again packed in a centrifuge and dried over sulphuric

acid in vacuo. Yield 4.85 per cent from the 9 race and 4.60 per

cent from the d" race.^

Method, ib)—One hundred grams of the dried and ground my-

celium was stirred into 2000 c.c. of water at the room temperature

and allowed to stand with frequent stirring for two hours. The yel-

lowish liquid was then filtered by suction, the residue pressed

strongly in a large beef juice press and the liquid obtained added

to the first filtrate. Three volumes of 95 per cent alcohol were then

added to the united filtrates, yielding at once a copious white pre-

cipitate. The partially extracted mould was again stirred into

1000 c.c. of water and allowed to stand at room temperature for

18 hours, when the mixture was filtered by suction and the residue

1 That a possible slight admixture of the nutrient medium with the mycelium

has no significance so far as the toxin obtained is concerned, is shown by check

experiments with the fungus grown on oatmeal where all possibiUty of contam-

ination with the substratum was avoided by carefully cutting off for use only

the free aerial mycelium. This preparation showed a toxicity which was pos-

sibly slightly greater than that of the mycelium from agar.
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again pressed dry. This filtrate was likewise precipitated by three

volumes of alcohol, yielding a small but appreciable amount of

precipitate. The alcoholic solutions were united in a large vessel

and allowed to settle for 48 hours, the clear yellow supernatant

liquid was then siphoned off and the white solid filtered on a

Buchner funnel with suction. The sohd was air dried and dis-

solved as completely as possible in 250 c.c. of water without the

aid of heat. A considerable quantity did not dissolve (coagulated

albumen [?] or agar [?] ). The solution was then centrifuged and

the clear amber liquid poured into 1000 c.c. of alcohol. The pre-

cipitate was allowed to settle, the solution centrifuged and the

white solid dried in vacuo over sulfuric acid. This solid was pow-

dered and again dissolved in 150 c.c. of water, only a few particles

remaining undissolved. The mixture was allowed 10 stand for

12 hours, centrifuged and poured into 1000 c.c. of alcohol. A
white turbidity resulted but on standing for 24 hours no precipi-

tate settled. This was probably caused by an almost complete

removal of electrolytes from the solution, for on the addition of

two drops of a saturated solution of sodium chloride a copious curdy

precipitate was at once thrown down, leaving the supernatant

liquid perfectly clear and colorless. This precipitate was packed

in a centrifuge, dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid and powdered.

Yield, 3.58 per cent from the 9 race and 3.74 per cent from the cf

race of the mould.

4. Physiological Tests with the Concentrated Toxin

(a) The Intravenous Lethal Dose. — The data for this series

can be best expressed in the form of a table, the various prepara-

tions of the toxin being designated by (a) cf (prepared by method

[a] from the cf race of Rhizopus) (a) ?, (b) <f, and (b) 9.

(b) Subcutaneous Injection. — Only one animal was given a

subcutaneous injection of the concentrated toxin. Inasmuch as

we have found that sterilization with heat causes a loss of toxicity

(see "Chemical Properties of the Concentrated Toxin," below), the

dry powder was sterilized by placing it in a sterile vial, adding

about 5 c.c. of a mixture of ether and 95 per cent alcohol, plugging

the vial with sterile cotton and, after allowing the preparation to
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sore had as yet opened. The following day, however (five days

after the injection) there was a small ulcer at the spot where the

lump had been the previous day. The sore continued to spread

somewhat, but contrary to the experiments where the "presssaft"

was injected, a scab formed over the sore. This scab or thickened

skin area could be distinctly felt as a heavy ridge extending from

the point of injection to the spot where the skin had broken

through. Following the formation of the scab there was a decided

improvement in the condition of the animal and 13 days after the

injection the weight had risen to 1530 grams. Following this the

scab became loosened, leaving the flesh dry. There was no pus

formation observed. The animal increased in weight and the lesion

healed normally.

(c) Intraperitoneal Injection. — Two experiments were made in

which the concentrated toxin w^as injected into the peritoneal

cavity, using preparation {b) 9

Rabbit No. i weighed 1440 grams and received 1.5 c.c. of a

solution containing 0.06 gr. of the toxin, or 1:24,000 parts of body

weight. The animal appeared normal for four hours following the

injection but was found dead 12 hours later. An autopsy showed

that the lower intestine was highly inflamed and that the peri-

toneal cavity contained a considerable quantity of a yellow fluid,

the lungs were discolored with gray blotches but the other organs

were normal.

Rabbit No. 2 weighted 1625 grams and received 2.5 c.c. of a

solution containing o.io gr. of the toxin, or 1:16,250 parts of body

weight. No unusual symptoms were observed for some time with

the exception that the animal did not seem as active as usual.

Forty-eight hours later the weight had fallen to 1450 grams, the

temperature was 104°, the animal had diarrhoea and was running

at the nose and the skin of the abdomen was highly inflamed.

Ninety-six hours after the injection the animal was found dead,

wxMght 1360 grams. An autopsy showed the caecum filled with a

highly putrescent liver-colored mass, the stomach packed with food,

while the lower intestine and the rectum contained only four or

five formed feces whereas normally there is a large number. The

small intestine contained a small quantity of a thin yellow fluid

(probably bile) and was very much distended wdth gas. The gall
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bladder was three or four times normal size and the liver, otherwise

normal, was badly stained with bile. The spleen was much darker

than normal, being almost black at the median end. The lungs

were a blackish gray, badly mottled, without a trace of pink color

being apparent. There was no evidence of inflammation within

the body cavity.

{d) Intramuscular Injection. — Only one experiment was made
where the injection was given intramuscularly, and this injection

was not an intentional one. A rabbit weighing 13 10 grams was

given an injection of 5 c.c. of a solution containing 0.20 grams of

preparation {b) 9 . The intention was to give the injection intra-

peritoneally, but later developments and the autopsy showed that the

needle had not penetrated the abdominal wall and that the injec-

tion had been between the muscle plates of the abdomen. Forty-

eight hours after the injection the weight had fallen to 1180 grams,

the temperature was 104.9°, the skin of the abdomen was highly

inflamed and very tender to the touch, but no sores were observed

and the animal ate regularly. Eight days after the injection the

weight had fallen to 1045 grams and a bad purulent ulcer had

formed on the abdomen. The 'animal was chloroformed and an

autopsy performed. All of the viscera were in a normal condition

and only a slight inflammation was observed on the inner wall of

the abdomen immediately under the ulcer. In this instance, there-

fore, an intramuscular injection caused the same developments as

a subcutaneous injection, only the symptoms were somewhat more

pronounced. This may be due to the higher dosage of toxin (30

to 40 intravenous lethal doses) employed, or it may be due to the

fact that the irritation was between the muscle plates rather than

subcutaneous.

{e) Administration of the Concentrated Toxin per Os. — Only

one feeding experiment was made but the quantity of the toxin was

sufficiently large to determine whether or not the mould would be

dangerous in moderate doses.

A rabbit weight 1330 grams was fed, by means of a catheter

inserted into the stomach, 50 c.c. of a solution containing i.o grams

of preparation (6) cf — in other words 150 to 200 times the in-

travenous lethal dose. This is the equivalent of 26 to zy grams of

the dried mould mycelium and of probably 100 to 125 grams of the
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moist grouing mould. It is a far larger amount than any animal

could possibly procure at any one feeding under any natural condi-

tions. No abnormal effect has been observed to date. The weight

of the animal steadily increased, the animal weighing 1590 grams

19 days after the feeding.

From this experiment, in which we are certain that no loss of

the toxin occurred through vomiting, we conclude that, in rabbits

at least, the toxin is not absorbed from the alimentary canal, or if

absorbed it has been so changed as to produce no ill effects.

5. Chemical Properties of the Concentrated Toxin

The product obtained by either method (a) or (b) forms a yel-

lowish white powder readily soluble in water to a straw-colored

opalescent solution from which it is again precipitated by basic

lead acetate, phosphotungstic acid + HCl (without the addition

of the HCl only a white opalescence is produced), three or four

volumes of alcohol, and by mercuric chloride. Tannic acid gives

a fine white precipitate with a solution of the toxin, and Folin's

"Phenol Reagent" gives a deep indigo-blue color.

The Biuret, Xanthoprotein, Adamkiewicz's, Liebermann's and

Molisch's tests are all strongly positive, while Millon's test is posi-

tive but faint. The substance does not reduce Fehling's solution,

but after hydrolysis with acids a strong reduction takes place. The
toxicity of the solution is not altered by passing through a Berke-

felt filter, but on warming with freshly ignited animal charcoal all

of the toxin is absorbed by the charcoal and the solution is abso-

lutely non-toxic. This is still the case when the solution -f bone

black is quickly raised to just boiling and then rapidly cooled.

Digestion at 37° with pepsin in 0.2 per cent HCl for three hours

did not impair the toxicity, but a further digestion of this solution

with trypsin in a weakly alkahne medium for 18 hours (no antisep-

tic) caused a loss of about 75 per cent of its activity.

The toxicity is slowly destroyed by boiling. 0.20 grams of

preparation (b) cf was dissolved in 50 c.c. of physiological salt

solution and boiled under a reflux condenser for three hours. There

was no evidence of decomposition nor was there any precipitate

formed, but on testing the physiological activity of the solution it

was found that the lethal dose was about 1:37,000 parts of body
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weight. This would indicate the loss of about 75 per cent of the

original activity.

When, however, the toxin is boiled with N/io HCl there is a

rapid loss of activity. 0.20 grams of preparation (6) &, was boiled

under a reflux condenser with 25 c.c. of N/lo HCl for i\ hours,

25 c.c. of N/io XaOH was then added and the solution, which

now gave a strong reduction with Fehling's solution, was poured

into four volumes of 95 per cent alcohol. The white precipitate

which was thrown down was collected in a centrifuge, dried, dis-

solved in a small volume of physiological salt solution and injected

into a rabbit intravenously. The dosage was equivalent to i : 14,000

but no ill effects were observed, indicating that all or nearly all of

the toxin had been destroyed.

The possibiHty that we were dealing with a saponine was tested

by adding a strong solution of the toxin to washed blood corpuscles,

but no trace of hemolysis occurred.

Analyses

Nitrogen was determined on the different preparations in part

by Dumas' method and in part by Kjeldahl's. From the nitrogen

figures it is seen that we are not dealing with a pure compound but

with a mixture, and therefore, no further analyses were attempted.

From the figures for nitrogen and from the chemical tests to which

the toxin responds one can postulate all sorts of classifications,

such as glucoside, the split product of a protein, peptides, etc., but

we are unwilling to even venture a guess as to the chemical nature

of the toxin. That can only be determined when some method has

been devised by which the toxic principle can be obtained in a

pure condition.

Preparation (a) cf

:

0.1916 gr. gave 7.4 c.c. N at 24" and 768 mm. Nitrogen found = 4.43%.

Preparation (a) 9 :

0.2300 gr. gave 5.4 c.c. N at 22° and 768 mm., 0.4180 gr. gave 9.0 c.c. N/10
NH40H. Nitrogen found = 2.69 % and 3.01 %.

Preparation {h) cf

:

0.2554 gr. gave 10.9 c.c. N at 20.5° and 762 mm., 0.2260 gr. gave 9.6 c.c. N at 21.5°

and 768 mm. Nitrogen found = 4.88% and 4.87%.

Preparation {b) 9 :

0.2977 gr. gave 10.25 c.c. N/10 NH4OH, 0.2253 gr. gave 9.0 c.c. N at 23° and 767

mm. Nitrogen found = 4.82% and 4.54%.
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6. Evidences of a Toxin in Other Species of the Mucorineae

During a series of injections we have obtained some evidence

that there may be a small amount of a toxic substance in the

"presssaft" of other moulds, such as '' Mucor F" and Phycomyces

nitens. We have made a large number of intravenous injections of

the ''presssaft" of these species and have observed that where a non-

lethal dose is increased in an injection three to four days later death

may occur. In two sets of experiments we have lost four out of five

rabbits injected with the 9 race of Mucor V while none of the

animals receiving an equal quantity of the "presssaft" from the

<f race have died. It was also observed that whereas 2 c.c. of the

"presssaft" from the filaments of Phycomyces caused no untoward

symptoms, that an injection of 3 c.c often caused convulsions and

sometimes death. An attempt was therefore made to concentrate

the toxin from Phycomyces, if such a toxin existed.

Twenty grams of the dry aerial filaments of the cf race of

Phycomyces nitens was treated as in method {a) (page 358). The

alcohol precipitate was dark green and the powder on drying was

almost black. A solution of the dried preparation was too dark

to permit of the observation of color tests. A solution of the pow-

der did not reduce Fehhng's solution, but after acid hydrolysis a

strong reduction was observed. A yield of 2.60 per cent of the

dried product was obtained.

In physiological tests no effect was observed when an intrave-

nous injection of 1:15,000 was given. This preparation has there-

for little or no toxic properties.

'

The fact that Phycomyces gives a yield of 2.60 per cent of a

non-toxic substance by the same method that Rhizopus yields 4.60

and 4.85 per cent of a toxic substance confirms to our mind the

fact that our toxin is far from being a pure compound. By the

method of preparation glycogen, or glyco-proteins, would, if present,

be precipitated with the toxin and would account for the Mohsch's

and Fehhng's tests.

Summary

I. Rhizopus nigricans contains a powerful toxin which is water

soluble and which can be completely precipitated from its aqueous

solution by three to four volumes of 95 per cent alcohol.
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2. A solution of the toxin is non-dialyzable, gives the protein

tests as well as Molisch's test, but reduces Fehling's solution only

after a previous hydrolysis with acid. The toxin is completely

absorbed from its aqueous solution by warming with bone black,

is slowly destroyed by boiling its aqueous solution and rapidly

destroyed by boiling with N/io HCl. Peptic digestion for three

hours is without effect on the toxicity.

3. In intravenous injection into rabbits the lethal dose of our

preparations lies between 1:225,000 and 1:275,000 parts of body

weight.

4. In subcutaneous and intramuscular injections the toxin

causes the formation of purulent ulcers.

5. In intraperitoneal injections there is some evidence that

paralysis of the digestive tract ensues.

6. Administered per os in large doses there was no harmful

effect observed.

7. Inasmuch as a 2.6 per cent yield of a non-toxic substance

having similar chemical reactions can be prepared from Phycomyces

nitens, and inasmuch as the nitrogen content of our toxic prepara-

tions varies from 2.8 per cent to 4.9 per cent, we beheve that our

preparations are, in all probabiUty, highly impure, perhaps con-

taining 50 per cent or more of inactive impurities, so that the actual

intravenous lethal dose of the pure toxin is probably much higher

than has been observed, possibly near the extreme toxicity of

1 : 500,000.
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IN a recent paper ^ we have shown by using the method of

initial electric negativity to locate the origin of the heart

beat, that stimulation of the vagus nerve might remove the seat

of impulse formation from one part of the mammalian heart to

another. So far as could be determined by means of initial nega-

tivity the pacemaking function always remained in some portion

of the specialized tissue. Not only might the pacemaker migrate

from the sinus region to the auriculo-ventricular node, but as

first demonstrated by Zahn ^ it might be restricted in its location

to certain parts of the latter. This we confirmed, and in one case

we were able to convert a coronary sinus rhythm into an auriculo-

ventricular one by vagal stimulation.

The discovery that the auriculo-ventricular node need not

function as a whole but that a part may act as the seat of impulse

formation suggested at once that the sino-auricular node be in-

vestigated along similar lines. Such an investigation, however, was

brought to mind not only by this previous work on auriculo-

ventricular rhythm but also by certain curves we had obtained on

comparing various parts of the sulcus terminahs with each other.

^ The preceding papers of this series have appeared in Heart, 1914, v,

Nos. 2 and 3.

2 Meek and Eyster: Heart, 1914, v. No. 3.

' Zahn: Archiv fur die gesammte Physiologic, 1913, cli, p. 247.
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Usually an electrode could be placed on a point which histological

examinations had taught us was near the head of the node with

assurance that this point would precede all others along the sulcus

terminalis in negativ-ity. At times, however, the area of initial

negativity was lower than expected. A possible explanation was

that the node was not functioning as a whole but that in these

cases the lower part was acting as pacemaker. Experiments test-

ing this idea seemed of value not only of themselves but for the

light they might throw on the mechanism of vagus action and on

the gradual shortening of the As-Vs interval which is often ob-

served during the appearance and disappearance of auriculo-

ventricular rhythm.

There is no experimental evidence which shows how small an

amount of automatic tissue may function as pacemaker. The
sinus node is, however, of considerable size and a division into

functional parts seems quite possible. According to careful measure-

ments by Lewis, Oppenheimer and Oppenheimer ^ the sinus node

in 7 dogs averaged 13.7 mm. in length and 2 mm. in width. Koch ^

found the node 7 mm. long in a rabbit's heart. In 4 dogs' hearts

examined histologically by ourselves the nodes averaged a trifle

over 15 mm. in length. The sinus node is then of sufficient size

to allow an analysis into parts by the electrical method of initial

negativity.

Experimental Methods

In our first series of experiments the upper, middle and lower

parts of the sinus node were compared with each other by means

of the string galvanometer before, during and after periods of

vagal stimulation. Non-polarizable electrodes were used which

were attached to the heart with pieces of woollen yarn, the latter

being stitched to the epicardium by a fine thread. This means

of attachment insured a constant contact during all parts of the

cardiac cycle. With suitable keys any of the points to be studied

could be connected through the galvanometer and a photographic

record of the movement of the string made on bromide paper

with a long roll photographing apparatus. Precedence in activity

^ Lewis, Oppenheimer and Oppenheimer: Heart, 1910-11, ii, p. 147.

2 Koch: Medizinische Klinik, 191 2, viii, p. 108.
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was then determined by the direction of the auricular wave. To

identify this wave the mechanical contraction of the auricle was

also recorded by air transmission to a Marey tambour.

Although these experiments were positive, showing that during

vagal stimulation the lower part of the sinus node might precede

the upper in activity, it was felt that the results were not con-

clusive evidence of the shift of the pacemaker within the sinus

node itself, since the beats at this time might have been arising

in the auriculo-ventricular node, a condition which might show the

lower part of the sinus node negative before the upper. To meet

this objection it seemed necessary to compare the upper part of

the sinus node with the lower, and the sinus node with the auriculo-

ventricular node simultaneously. With the aid of two galvanom-

eters this has now been done and it is these experiments that

we wish to report at this time.

As mentioned before, three non-polarizable electrodes were

placed as well as could be judged on the upper, middle and lower

parts of the sinus node. To reach the auriculo-ventricular node a

long curved glass electrode was passed down the external jugular

vein and its end adjusted against the auricular septum just above

the middle tricuspid valve. The middle sinus and auriculo-

ventricular electrodes were now connected through the first gal-

vanometer and the upper and lower sinus electrodes through the

second. The electrodes were so connected that upstroke on the

photographic curve in each case represented primary activity of

the first member of the couple compared. In order to identify

positively the auricular wave the mechanical contraction of the

right auricle was recorded by means of air transmission. A signal

to show the beginning and end of procedures and time in one-

fifth seconds were also registered on the records. All the above

were recorded on a single record, bromide paper of 12 cm. width

being employed for this purpose.

Dogs were used in all experiments. The animals were mor-

phinized, the chest opened and the heart exposed under ether

anesthesia. The excellent artificial respiration apparatus recently

described by Gesell and Erlanger ^ was used. To this was added

an electric heating coil which was thrown into circuit by a thermo-

' Gesell and Erlanger: This journal, 1914, xxxiii, p. 2)i-
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regulator and relay. In this way the air delivered from the tank

was maintained at 55° C. and the mixture leaving the ether bottle

was kept at approximately 37° C. With this slight modification of

the Gesell-Erlanger apparatus the difficulties and inconveniences

of artificial respiration seem almost entirely overcome.

The hearts were removed after the experiment and preserved

in formalin. The position of the auriculo-ventricular electrode

was carefully noted and in the first experiments histological ex-

aminations of the sinus region were made. In all hearts examined

the position of the electrodes was either on or near enough the

part desired to justify our conclusions. In the latter experiments

the hearts have not been studied histologically but the electrodes

were placed with extreme care and judging from the fairly con-

stant position of the sinus node we feel certain they were either on

or near the ends of the sinus node.

The vagi were stimulated with tetanizing currents from a

Harvard induction coil. The most desirable strength of stimulus

was found to be one that only shghtly showed the heart. Pencils

of ice and ethyl chloride sprays were used to cool the sinus node.

Experimental Results

I. Vagal Stimulations. —'Three experiments were carried out

in which comparisons of the upper sinus region with the lower,

and of the sinus node with the auriculo-ventricular node, were

made simultaneously during vagal stimulation. Thirty records

were taken in 19 of which the right vagus was stimulated and in

II the left. The following are the most important results ob-

tained by a study of these records.

In 10 of the 30 records instances were found either of single

beats or series of beats in which the upper curve comparing sinus

and auriculo-ventricular node remained unaltered in direction,

while the lower curve comparing the upper and lower parts of the

sinus node had reversed. Fig. i illustrates a case of this kind.

In the first two cycles of this record the auricular wave of each

curve begins with an upstroke, indicating that the sinus node

preceded the auriculo-ventricular node (upper curve) and that

the upper part of the sinus node was active before the lower
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(lower curve). In the third cycle at the end of a two-second

period of left vagal stimulation the upper curve remains the same

in direction, t)ut the auricular wave of the lower curve has reversed.

This indicates that while primary activity was still in the sinus

Figure i. Simultaneous comparisons of the sinus node with the auriculo-ventricular

node (upper curve) and of the upper part of the sinus node with the lower (lower

curve). The third cycle just at the end of xa^al stimulation shows a beat arising in

the lower part of the sinus node as indicated by the reversal in direction of the

auricular wave in the lower galvanometer record.

In all figures the uppermost curve is from a tambour showing the mechanical con-

traction of the auricle, the second curve is from the string of the upper galvanometer^

the third curve is from the string of the lower or second galvanometer, the fourth curve

is from a signal showing the duration of vagal stimulation or cooling, and the fifth

curve is from a clock marking fifth seconds.

region as shown by the upper curve, the point of initial activity,

as shown by the reversal in the lower curve, had shifted from the

upper to the lower part of the sinus node. In this case the condi-

tion did not persist, for the fourth cycle shows a return of the

curves to their original forms.

In Fig. 2 is reproduced a portion of a record showing the
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return to normal after a left vagal stimulation which had lasted

three seconds. A reversal of the lower curves was produced which

consisted of 14 beats and outlasted the stimulation two and one

half seconds. The last two cycles of this series are the first two

shomng in the figure. The return of the pacemaker to the upper

Figure 2. Comparisons the same as in Fig. i. Impulse formation was shifted to the
lower part of the sinus by vagal stimulation. The reversal of the auricular wave in

the third cycle of the lower galvanometer shows the return to normal.

part of the sinus node is made evident by the third and fourth

cycles of the lower curve beginning with an upstroke. It is such

examples as these which have led us to conclude that vagal stimu-

lation may depress only a part of the sinus node, allowing another

part to take up the pacemaking function.

The ultimate automaticity of a part is determined by its rate

of discharge. If according to the hypothesis of vagal action which

will be presented later in this paper, a region of high automaticity,

the upper part of the sinus node, has been depressed by vagal

stimulation, and a region of less automaticity, the lower part of the
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sinus node, has taken on the pacemaking function, then the heart

rate should be slower. This idea is amply borne out by our

records. The second cycle in Fig. i is about .08 sec. longer than

the average. In Fig. 2 the cycles showing reversal of the lower

curve are .03 sec. longer than the normal.

Although most of the cycles occurring with the pacemaker in

the lower part of the sinus node have shown shortened As-Vs

intervals as may be seen in the third cycle of Fig. i, we have not

felt like drawing conclusions from such results since the As-Vs

interval may be greatly modified by the dromotropic influence of

the vagus. Such data we believe will be much more valuable from

experiments in which the sinus node is depressed in some way,

as by localized cooling, which would not produce a widespread

influence on conduction.

In several records we have observed during vagal stimulation

a splitting of the auricular wave in the sinus node— auriculo-

ventricular node lead. Examples of this may be seen in Figs, i

and 2. the condition disappearing in the latter record as vagal

influence ceased and the pacemaker returned to the upper part of

the sinus node. We have previously shown ^ that a sino-auricular

interval exists amounting to about .025 sec. In these curves it

seems that the sino-auricular conduction was so depressed by vagal

action that the contraction of sinus as well as auricle produced

its effect on the galvanometer. This occurrence we have noted

in previous experiments and have discussed its possible signifi-

cance in a former paper. ^ The lower record does not show the two

waves since here the two electrodes were each on sinus tissue and

the contraction of the auricle produced little or no effect.

In our experiments the left vagus was much more effective in

shifting the pacemaker to the lower part of the sinus node than

the right. In only two cases did we secure results from the right

vagus. This at first seems somewhat contradictory to the recent

work which is in favor of a relative homo-lateral distribution of

the vagi, but on closer analysis our results rather support such

conclusions. Removal of the pacemaker from one part of the

sinus node to another can only be brought about by weak vagal

stimulation. This is evident from the absence of extra systoles,

' Eyster and Meek: Archives of internal medicine, 1913, xi, p. 204.
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reversed cycles and block in all our successful records. This proper

degree of stimulation may have been easiest obtained with the

left vagus for the very reason that it sends fewer fibers to the

sinus node. Our stimulations of the right vagus were usually

strong enough to produce extra systoles and other irregularities

and consequently fewer cycles with the pacemaker removed

merely to the lower part of the sinus mode.

2. Cooling the Upper Part of the Sinus Node with Ice and

Ethyl Chloride. — It seemed to us that if it was the depressant

action of the vagus on the upper part of the sinus node which

allowed the lower part of the node to express its automaticity by

assuming the pacemaking function, then any procedure which would

depress the upper part of the node ought to give similar results.

Experiments were therefore planned in which the upper part of

the sulcus terminalis was cooled with ice or ethyl chloride sprays.

Seven such experiments were carried out in each of which long

series of reversals were obtained indicating that the pacemaker

had shifted to a lower part of the sinus node.

In Figs. 3 and 4 may be seen the removal of the pacemaker to

the lower part of the sinus node and its return as portrayed by

the electrical curves. A pencil of ice was applied to the upper

part of the sulcus terminalis two seconds before the beginning of

Fig. 3. The sixth cycle of the figure shows a reversal of the

auricular wave in the lower curve. Between Fig. 3 and Fig. 4

a space amounting to four and one half seconds of the record and

including 10 cycles with reversed auricular waves has been omitted.

In the fourth cycle of Fig. 4 the auricular wave of the lower curve

begins wdth an upward stroke, showing the return of initial activity

to the upper part of the sinus node.

This shifting in the point of negativity we have secured re-

peatedly in each of the seven experiments by cooling either with

ice or ethyl chloride. That the response was due to some specific

effect on the upper part of the node was proved in each experi-

ment by cooling the lower part of the sulcus terminalis. This

procedure was invariably ineffective. On freezing the entire sinus

node with ethyl chloride auriculo-ventricular rhythm appeared.

In these experiments as in the previous ones concerned with

vagal stimulation, the descent of the pacemaker to a lower part of
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the sinus node was always marked by a lengthened cardiac cycle.

This is best seen in Fig. 4 where the shortening of the cycles as

the pacemaker returns is easily noted. The length of cycle during

the time in which the auricular wave was reversed equalled .458

sec. This shortened down to .411 sec. as the pacemaker migrated

upward.

AAMJ^S
Figure 3. Effect of cooling the upper part of the sinus node for three seconds with a

pencil of ice. The reduction and final reversal of the auricular wave in the lower

galvanometer curve indicates the assumption of the pacemaking function by the

lower part of the sinus node.

Another point of great interest was the shortening, of the

As-Vs interval which occurred as the pacemaker moved downward.

This may be most clearly seen in Fig. 3. The As-Vs interval of

the first two cycles equals .102 sec. while in the last cycle of the

figure the interval has become reduced,to .091 sec. This reduction

though slight has been constant. Its significance will be discussed

in the next section.
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3. Injection of KCl. — On the basis of Howell's ^ theory that

vagal inhibition is due to a liberation of K ions in the automatic

tissues it seemed that a migration of the pacemaker from the

upper part of the sinus node might be expected if an amount of

KCl just sufficient to depress this part could be injected into the

blood stream. This was accordingly tried in three experiments

n/'/X^ ,^'/x^;'^v^i

Figure 4. Tliis is a lontinualiun of Fig. 3 taken four and one hall .-tinnds later. As
the efifect of the cooling wears ofT the auricular wave of the lower galvanometer
reverses, indicating the resumption of the pacemaking function by the head of the

sinus node. Throughout all records the direction of the auricular wave in the upper
galvanometer has remained unchanged, showing that at all times the seat of primary
activity was in the sinus region.

and in a fourth the sulcus terminalis was painted with 5 and 10

per cent KCl solution.

In two of the experiments following injections of KCl there

was a reversal of the lower curve showing that the pacemaker had

left the upper part of the sinus node. In the first of these cases

the condition was brought on by an intravenous injection of 6 c.c.

1 Howell and Duke: This journal, 1908, xxi, p. 51.
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of a 5 per cent KCl solution in i| minutes. This had, however,

been preceded shortly before by an injection of 4 c.c. In this ex-

periment the tracings did not return to normal and investigation

showed that a coronary sinus rhythm had been produced. This

might be readily explained on the basis that the dose of KCl was

large enough to paralyze the entire sinus node. In another experi-

ment following an injection of 10 c.c. of a 5 per cent KCl solution

in 1 1 minutes there was a shifting of the pacemaker from the

upper to the lower part of the sinus node as shown by reversal of

the lower curve and the absence of any change in the upper.

The curves later returned to normal.

Although these experiments are few in number they show that

in KCl we have another means of depressing the upper part of

the sinus node with the assumption of impulse formation in some

lower part. This elective depressant action would seem to lend

support to Howell's theory of vagus inhibition.

Discussion

Most of the recent physiological work has emphasized the part

played by the specialized tissue of the heart in the initiation and

conduction of excitation. Our own work has shown that with the

heart in situ beats arising outside of the specialized tissue are

extremely infrequent, if they occur at all. By electrical methods

we have found in agreement with Ganter and Zahn ^ and Zahn ^

that if the sinus node as a whole is destroyed, depressed or isolated

some lower part of the specialized tissue at once takes on the pace-

making function. Strong vagal stimulation was found to be an

effective means of depressing the entire sinus node and producing

auriculo-ventricular beats. In the present paper we have shown

that with weak vagal stimulation or other means of moderate de-

pression such as local cold, the seat of impulse formation may
migrate from the upper to the lower part of the sinus node.

Following the principle long ago laid down by Gaskell and

Engelmann and so often insisted on by Hering, that the most

^ Ganter and Zahn: Archiv fiir die gesammle Physiologic, 191 2, cxlv,

P- 335-

2 Zahn: Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologic, 1913, cli, p. 247.
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automatic part of the heart is the pacemaker at that given mo-

ment, our experiments detailed above have led us to the following

conception of the action of the specialized tissue and the vagal

mechanism of the heart. The speciahzed tissue of the heart

exhibits from above downward progressively diminishing degrees

of automaticity. When the dominant rhythm of the heart arises

from the highest parts of this system the rate is maximal, other

conditions remaining constant, and when it arises from the lowest

parts the rate is minimal. Intermediate rates result from some

part between these assuming the role of pacemaker. Each part

of the speciahzed tissue has of course its own maximum and

minimum rate, the exact rate at which it functions at any time

depending on nervous influences, temperature and other factors

affecting it. It is this maximum which is highest for the upper

part of the specialized tissue, that is the sinus node, and which

decreases progressively downward.

Those fibers of the vagus that influence the rate of the heart,

the chronotropic libers, arc distributed to the specialized tissue

comprising the sino-auricular and auriculo-ventricular nodes and

their branches. The specific function of the chronotropic fibers of

the vagus is to depress automaticity in the specialized tissue.

The mass of innervation, that is to say the number of fibers dis-

tributed to any region, is an important factor in determining the

amount of effect produced on this region when the vagus trunk is

stimulated. With weak stimulation of the vagus only those regions

would be affected which receive a proportionately large number of

fibers. With stronger stimulation the effect might spread to other

regions of specialized tissue receiving a less profuse chronotropic

innervation. The greater number of vagus chronotropic fibers are

distributed to the most automatic part of the sino-auricular node,

that part which normally acts as pacemaker for the whole heart.

Other parts of the sinus node, with a smaller degree of inherent

rhythmicity, receive relatively fewer chronotropic fibers. The

auriculo-ventricular node and its connections, representing that

part of the speciahzed system which has a relatively lower degree

of automaticity, receives a still smaller number of chronotropic

vagus fibers.

Light vagal stimulation, as in stimulation of the vagus trunk
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with a weak electrical current, will affect to an appreciable degree

only that part of the sino-auricular node which possesses the

highest degree of automaticity. The automaticity of this part will

be depressed until it is lower than that of some other portion of

the node and the latter will at once assume the control of the

heart rhythm, or in other words, become the pacemaker. The net

result is a slowing of the whole heart.

To give a concrete example one may suppose that there are

two points within the sino-auricular node, A and B, which have

difTerent degrees of automaticity, such that A is able to excite

excitations at the rate of say 100 to 70 beats per minute, while

B can initiate impulses as a result of its inherent automaticity

only at rates between say 80 and 50 per minute. Unless there is

still a third region which has a higher rate of discharge, A will

dominate all other regions and will act as pacemaker for the whole

heart at a rate somewhere between 100 and 80. If now the vagus

is stimulated, and if this nerve due to more profuse distribution of

its fibers to A has a greater influence on this region than on B,

then the automaticity of A may be so reduced that its power to

discharge impulses will fall below that of B, say to 70 or 75 per

minute, B not being markedly depressed since it has a less profuse

vagal innervation, will now be the most automatic part of the heart

and will at once assume the role of pacemaker for the whole heart.

Change in rate is due first to depression of A and second to a

change in the seat of impulse formation from a point of higher to

lower automaticity.

Still stronger stimulation of the vagus may now depress the

power of B and the pacemaking function will then be assumed by

a third region of still lower automaticity. In this way it may be

understood how a stronger and stronger stimulus may cause a

progressive reduction in heart rate accompanied by a migration

downwards of the pacemaker. If finally the stimulation of the

vagus becomes sufficiently strong so that even the lower parts of

the specialized tissue with their poor innervation are depressed, all

impulse formation may cease and we have for a time a complete

vagal inhibition of the heart.

We are aware that there have been intimations of some such

conception of the automatic tissues of the heart and of vagal action
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as that presented above, but we do not believe it has been previ-

ously presented in a complete form and certainly it has never been

supported by the physiological evidence now at hand. This theory

of the specialized tissues in the heart and of vagal action has

support in and has been deduced from the following experimental

facts.

1. As shown in the present paper slight degrees of vagal stimu-

lation may cause the pacemaker to migrate from the upper to the

lower part of the sinus node. This change is always accompanied

by a slight slowing in rate.

2. Other depressing agents such as ice and ethyl chloride when
applied to the upper part of the node cause the seat of impulse

formation to remove to lower parts of the node.

3. If the sinus node be subjected to extremes of vagal stimula-

tion or cooling with ice and ethyl chloride, or if the node be in-

jured, destroyed, or isolated by crushing, cutting or the application

of drugs, the pacemaker of the heart migrates temporarily or

permanently to lower parts of the specialized tissue, usually the

auriculo-ventricular node.

4. Flack ^ has shown that there is a profuse supply of chrono-

tropic fibers to the sino-auricular node, greater than to other parts

of the heart.

5. In auriculo-ventricular rhythm, in which the pacemaker re-

sides in the auriculo-ventricular node, the chronotropic action of

the vagus is very much reduced.

The shortening of the As-Vs interval observed in our experi-

ments when the lower part of the sinus node became pacemaker

seems to us of considerable interest. The gradual shortening of

this interval, sometimes seen as auriculo-ventricular rhythm appears

or disappears, has always been a difficult thing to understand.

We have recently ventured to suggest that such variations of the

As-Vs interval were in large measure associated with a shifting of

the physical location of the pacemaker. The data now at hand

seems to substantiate that view.

We have previously shown ^ that conduction from the sinus

' Flack: Journal of physiology, 1910-11, xli, p. 64.

2 Eyster and Meek: Heart, 1914, v, p. 119.
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node to the auriculo-ventricular node cannot be by way of the

auricle. The path to the auricle is probably a diffuse one directly

across the sulcus terminalis while the path to the auriculo-ventricu-

lar node is a linear one, just how well circumscribed we are not

able at present to say. As the seat of impulse formation passes

downward the time of access to the ventricle shortens and that to

the auricle remains the same or lengthens. Since it is now known

that the lower part of the sinus node and the auricular portion of

the auriculo-ventricular node may act as pacemaker, the gradual

shortening of the As-Vs interval may well be explained in large

part at least by the migration of the pacemaker through these

regions.

On the hypothesis that the specialized tissue of the heart is the

seat of all automatism and conduction, then any point to which

the pacemaker is forced should lie in this system. The migration

of the seat of impulse formation from the head of the sinus node

first to a lower part of the node thus becomes very suggestive.

If there is a definite path between the sinus node and the auriculo-

ventricular node, then this new seat of impulse formation should

be in it. If there is a special path from the higher auricular parts

to the lower, it seems that it must pass through the lower part of

the sulcus terminaHs. If the connection between the sinus node and

the auriculo-ventricular node is diffuse, then the migration of the

pacemaker to the lower part of the sinus node has no interest so

far- as a circumscribed path of conduction is concerned.

Summary

With the aid of two string galvanometers, one comparing the

upper wdth the lower part of the sinus node and the other com-

paring the sinus node with the auriculo-ventricular node, it has

been shown that by means of vagal stimulation, cooling of the

upper part of the sinus node or injection of potassium chloride,

the point of initial negativity may be made to shift from the upper

to the lower part of the sinus node. This has been interpreted as

showing that during these procedures the pacemaker of the dog's

heart may move from the upper to the lower part of the sinus

node.
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During the time that the seat of impulse formation resides in

a lower part of the sinus node there is a lengthening of the cardiac

cycle and a shortening of the As-Vs interval.

On the basis of work presented in this paper and others of the

series, a theory has been presented which correlates our experi-

mental results on the automatic and vagal mechanisms of the

vertebrate heart. It is believed that the specialized tissues of the

heart exhibit from above downward progressively diminishing

degrees of automaticity. \'agal chronotropic innervation of the

specialized tissue also diminishes from above downwards. The

most automatic portion of the specialized tissue acts as pacemaker

for the heart. The function of the chronotropic fibers is to depress

this automaticity. When the automaticity of the pacemaker is

reduced below that of a lower part the latter assumes dominance

and becomes pacemaker. In this way the vagus, if the stimuli

are properly graded, may cause the pacemaker to descend from the

upper part of the sinus node where it resides normally, to the lower

part of the sinus node, and finally even to the auriculo-ventricular

node.
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I. Introduction

PARKER AND METCALF (06) demonstrated the effect of

salt solutions, and Hurwitz ('10) of acids, on earthworms.

At Prof. G. H. Parker's suggestion I attempted to determine the

effect of hydroxides on earthworms.

The worms were immersed in solutions of hydroxides. They

withdrew from it when possible. This phenomenon can be re-

garded as a physiological reaction to a stimulus; there are nerves

in the epidermis whose stimulation results in the contraction of

muscles. The animal can also be considered as one whose cellular

tissue is composed of proteins in colloidal solution. The environ-

ment can be regarded as solutions which are dissociated into posi-

tive basic ions and negative hydroxyl ions. It is this latter point

of view that I adopt for the purposes of the present work. The

problem then becomes the mechanism of protoplasmic stimulation

by electrolytes.

Under the conditions of the experiment the worms withdrew

from all solutions. The different ions effect the specific nerve

endings, quantitatively not qualitatively. The hydroxides of

sodium and potassium were compared as to their relative intensity

as a source of stimulation; the hydroxyl ions and basic ions were

compared as to which was the greater factor in producing the

effect. Several of the factors involved were investigated, —
namely: a non-stimulating solution in which to keep the worms,

the effect of distilled water, and that of temperature. In order

to improve the conditions of the experiment a new method was

devised for submitting the worms to the solution.
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The results obtained in the investigation were subjected to an

analysis of the physicochemical factors involved. The conclusion

derived is that stimulation is dependent on the specific nature of

the ion, probably through the electrical action it produces.

II. Method

The method first used was that described by Parker and

Metcalf ('06, p. 56). The worms tested in these experiments were

Allolobophora foetida. They were obtained from a large manure

heap in Cambridge where they could be found all through the

winter. At first they were collected fresh every few days. Later

this was found unnecessary, for they could be kept for an indefinite

time in the laboratory in jars containing manure.

A worm was prepared for the test by being rinsed in a little

tap water to remove the dirt. Through the posterior region a

silk thread was passed. The worm was then placed in a small,

wide-mouthed jar which contained filter paper and a little water.

This was so inclined that the worm could crawl in or out of the

water. When ready for use the worm was removed from the jar

by means of the thread, care being used not to let it touch the

sides. It was suspended on the end of a lever arm like a bucket

in a well. When it had become extended, it was lowered into the

solution to be tested, as far as the anterior edge of the clitellum.

As it touched the solution a stop-watch was started and when it

withdrew from the solution the watch was stopped. The worm
was then taken ofif, dipped in tap water, and returned to its jar.

The time of immersion was recorded and called the reaction-time.

The solutions were taken so that each worm was used first in some

one solution and then was dipped in every other solution before it

was again exposed to the first solution. The object of this proce-

dure was to prevent the worm from being exposed exclusively to

one solution, and hence to permit direct comparisons. Every

worm was first in some one solution. This was meant to eradicate

the possibihty of the first immersion influencing the subsequent

trials. Averages of eight or more readings were taken to obviate

the error of individual results.

The solutions used were made up from the purest obtainable
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sodium and potassium hydroxide sticks (Merck). The stock solu-

tions, from which the others were made as needed, were in semi-

normal concentrations. These were titrated against semi-normal

oxalic acid with phenolphthalein and methyl-orange as indicators.

The former registers only the hydroxy 1 ions; the latter, total

alkalinity.

Phenolphthalein

:

Methyl-orange

:

NaOH .97 ^ 1.28 ^

KOH .85 ^ 1.21 y

III. Some Factors in the Reaction

Variation in Reaction Time. Even when all the conditions are

as nearly uniform as can be obtained, there is a great difference in

the reaction of these animals. Even with the same solution on

the same day the individual differences may amount to over one

hundred per cent in the duration of the reaction. Not only is this

true, but as Towle ('04) has found for paramoecium also, animals

change in reaction from day to day and with the seasons. The

condition of breeding may also be a factor, according to Towle

(04). The size of the worm is of some importance; the larger the

worm, the quicker it reacts. In this work, worms of about the

same size were therefore selected. These and many other condi-

tions which could not be analyzed must surely affect the reaction.

Number of Reactions. Even when used as a direct comparison

between solutions, the factor of fatigue enters. In order to de-

termine for how many trials a single worm could be used, eight

worms were subjected to forty trials each. At the end of that

time they were beginning to show fatigue. The reaction-time was

lengthening. They seemed to be stimulated but pulled themselves

out of the solutions with difficulty. Hence, worms should not be

used for many reactions; better not abov^e twenty-four, for after

this the reaction-time lengthens.

Stimulation by Distilled Water. Although worms can live in

water for days, they withdraw rapidly from it if possible (see Table

II). So the fact that thev can maintain hfe does not mean that
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water is not stimulating, as Towle ('04) and others have said.

The following work was suggested by that of G. Bullot ('04),

He speaks of the toxicity of pure distilled water and says this is

ordinarily due to the dissolved copper salts. He determined, how-

ever, that very pure water which he distilled several times, using

Jena glass, quartz, and platinum stills, continued to have a toxic

effect on Gammarus. The distilled water supply available for my
work was kept in copper vats. Some distilled water was redistilled

carefully, using Jena glass stills, one containing potassium per-

manganate and the other sulphuric acid. The water was collected

through block tin condensers, received in clean Jena flasks and

used the same day. It was compared with ordinary tap water

and ordinary distilled water (see Table I). The tap water was

less stimulating than the distilled water and slightly more stimu-

lating than the redistilled water.

TABLE I

Average Re.\ction-time in Seconds of a Series of E.\rthworms, for Eight

Trials each, to T.a.p, Distilled, and Redistilled Water. Dec. 17

Number of

the worm
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TABLE II

Ax^ERAGE Reaction-time in Seconds por Eight Trials each of a Series of

Earthworms Td a Solution of Potassium Hydroxide and Water. Feb. 26

Number of

the worm
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temperature alTects both the irritability and velocity of conduction

of nerves. In general, the rule of Van't Hoff may be applied;

i.e., that for every ten degrees rise in temperature, the velocity

of reaction increases from one to two fold for physical processes

and from two to three fold for chemical reactions.

Experiments in which the temperatures were varied indicated

a marked effect which was constant and important. The results

are shown in Table III and plotted in Figure i.

TABLE III

Average Reaction-time in Seconds of a Series of Earthworms, for Eight

Trials each, to Sodium Hydroxide 77^ at Varying Temperatures

XuniliL-r ol

the worm
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III
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The effect of NaOH is shown in Table IV, graphically plotted

in Figure 2. The results show that with varying concentration of

sodium hydroxide employed, the stimulus depends directly on the

amount of the base present. The effect of KOH is shown in Table

V, and in Figure 3. The results with potassium hydroxide are

practically identical with those found for sodium hydroxide. These

reactions were repeated a number of times and the cases selected

are typical ones. So the conclusion can be drawn that for these

T.\BLE IV

A\t:r.age Re.-\ctiox-timt:s ix SECO>rDS of a Series of Earthworms, for Eight Tri/Vls

EACH, TO Varying Coxcentr.-\tioxs of Sodium Hydroxide. Feb. 18, 25° C.

Xumber of

the worm
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Concentration:
350 400 450

Figure 2. Effect of Sodium Hydroxide (plotted from Table IV)

seconds.

500

Reaction time in

Concentration:

FiGtTRE 3. Effect of Potassium Hydroxide (plotted from Table V).

in seconds.

500

Reaction time
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That this is not true for all concentrations has already been

pointed out when it was shown that the worms withdrew more

quickly from water than from dilute solutions. Beyond a dilution

greater than the reaction-times shorten till the eflfect of pure° looo

water is met. There is a point of dilution at which the hydroxide

which is present retards the reaction-time as compared with pure

water. This means that there is more than one factor involved.

Since it was known that sodium and potassium hydroxide

(within the limits of the dilutions used) were both stimulating in

proportion to the amount of base present, it was necessary to have

a direct comparison between the two solutions of the same strength

to determine their relative effects. The procedure was as in

previous cases, except that the different basic solutions were used

instead of varying concentrations of the same base. The two

solutions were not of quite the same strength, due to differences

in the stock solutions, but this difficulty was overcome by inter-

polating the true value from the curve obtained from plotting the

values of different concentrations. (This is justifiable from the

uniformity of results.)

The hydroxides of sodium and potassium in the same concen-

trations are compared in Tables VI and VII. This shows that

the reactions are very nearly equal.

The reaction-time is somewhat shorter with sodium than with

potassium hydroxide.

NaOH^^

^O«400

^-O«300

^°^^

= 93%

= 99%

m . . . .

At — the KOH is more dissociated than NaOH and hence
300

should be more stimulating (see page 28) if the stimulation is

due only to the hydroxyl ions, but as Parker and Metcalf ('06, p.

58) showed that sodium ions are more stimulating than potassium

ions, it may be deduced that the eft'ect was due mainly to the
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TABLE VI

Reaction-tqies in Seconds of a Series of Eartetworms, for Eight Trla.ls each,

m
to Sodium Hydroxide tt— and Potassium Hydroxide

25° C.

May 14 and 16.

Number of

the worm
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V. New Method

The desire to test more clearly the relative effects of the kat-

ions, as well as to get a more constant series of readings, led to the

devising of a new method, which I have called the fence method.

Many other schemes were tried, but the plan finally adapted

was to divide a rectangular glass tray (such as is used in photog-

raphy) into two compartments by a paraf^ine partition a quarter

of an inch wide. A notch about three-quarters of an inch long

and reaching to within half an inch of the bottom was cut out of

this partition. Such' a notched fence may obviously vary in three

ways, — first in height, second in length, and third in thickness.

Care must be taken that the notch is not cut too deep, or there

will not be enough liquid on either side to cover the worms. If it

is not deep enough they cannot reach the bottom easily. It was

found that the best Uning for the bottom was a paraffine coating.

By this procedure the solutions on the two sides of the fence do

not mix; they do not even wet the walls.

The worms were not threaded as in the former method, but

were simply picked up with a moist toothpick. They were so

placed that the clitellum rested on the partition fence, the anterior

end in one solution and the posterior in the other. Care must

be taken to have the source of light at right angles to the long

axis of the dish, for the worms are negatively phototropic.

Under such circumstances a worm can do one of several things:

it can stay where it was put; it can enter a solution; it can with-

draw from it. If it does the last, it can use a swinging motion

like that of an elephant's trunk, or a muscular retraction like a

collapsing accordion. It may make all of these movements.

Time was recorded as in the previous work. In this series of

reactions, in all cases, the head was placed in the hydroxide

solution.

This method necessitated but little handhng of the worms and

therefore they were in a more normal state. Their response is a

more natural one, for instead of lifting themselves out of a solu-

tion, they crawl out. Loeb ('05, pp. 453 and 479) admitted that

his method of determining toxicity was faulty, because it depended

on a negative factor, — the cessation of irritabihty. This proce-
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dure gives positive results. Further, it gives a direct comparison

between any two solutions.

Fresh solutions were made up before trying this method, so as

to avoid the use of the correction factor.

Methyl-orange:
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TABLE IX

Average Reaction-times in Seconds of a Series of Earthworms, for Eight Trials

EACH, for Withdrawing from NaOH — and KOH — into Water.

AND May 21. 18» C.

May 3.

Number of

the worm
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against a solution of NaOH . If the solutions depended for

their stimulating property on the sodium, they would be equal.

In every case the worms withdrew into the solution containing

the NaCl; not only that, but faster than into water alone. In

other words, the salt solution was less stimulating than water.

Hence, the stimulation is due principally to the hydroxyl ion.

VI. Consideration

The experimental evidence in this investigation points to the

fact that NaOH and KOH in dilute solutions are stimulating

mainly through the hydroxyl ion and are about equally stimulating

for Allolobophora foetida. It remains to consider what can be

deduced from this and whether the theories suggested by other

investigators can be appUed to explain the phenomena.

The reaction is more complicated than it seems at first. It is

probably mainly the result of direct stimulation of the sensory

mechanism in the epithelium. This leads to a motor reflex caus-

ing the animal to withdraw from the stimulating solution. There

may be some effect due to the fact that the skin acts as an imper-

fect semi-permeable membrane.

The hydroxides used were sodium and potassium. These bases

when in solution dissociate into Na -f and K -\- basic ions, and

OH — hydroxyl ions. The degree of ionization is nearly the same

for each. The ionization increases with the dilution and is meas-

ured by the specific conductivity. This increase is slightly greater

for sodium than for potassium, though the latter is actually more

dissociated. The percentage dissociated at is 91.5 per cent

for NaOH and 95.0 per cent for KOH; at -_— it is 93.0 per cent

for NaOH and 95.8 per cent for KOH. Increase in temperature

also increases ionization. At this dilution it is only a fraction of

a per cent per degree, but slightly larger for NaOH than for KOH.
Hence the conditions of the experiment make the ionization very

nearly equal. The difference is slightly in favor of greater ioniza-

tion for KOH, so that in equal concentrations there would be a
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slightly larger number of OH ions in the potassium hydroxide

than in the sodium hydroxide solution.

The action of the hydroxyl ion must next be considered. The

fact that OH is a strong protoplasmic stimulant has been shown

by Loeb ('05, p. 480). It can be tasted in solutions of .006 gr.

ions per Uter (Hober, '11). Kahlenberg ('98) says OH is sapid at

— while NO3 must be as concentrated as — to be tasted. Al-
400 f>

kahes increase the absorption of water under all conditions (Loeb,

'05, p. 516). It also acts as a strong lytic for protoplasm (Lillie,

'06). The following is a classification of anions from several

widely divergent points of view:

Swelling Br, CI, CO3, NO3, CH3, COO, SO4, C4H4O6, PO4 (Fischer)

Swelling SO4, CI, NO3, Br, I, CNS, BrOa, OH (LiUie)

Antiprecipitating effect .

.

SO4, PO4, CI, NO3, Br, I, CNS (Pauli)

Taste SO4, NO3, Br, I, BrOa, OH (Kahlenberg)

In all these cases the order is almost identical for sweUing,

antiprecipitating and tasting. The OH group is the most effective.

There have been many theories as to the way in which these

solutions stimulate. Braeuning ('04) said that stimulation in the

m
frog depends on the diffusion coefficient. KOH = 1.68 and

NaOH = I.I 2. Our reactions were so similar that this can-
200

not be important.

Loeb ('05, p. 475) maintained that the toxicity is dependent on

the migration velocity. K = 64, Na = 23, OH = 173. Hence,

NaOH 196 ^^ . . ^ 1 u r
^^^^^ = — • This IS not borne out bv the facts.
KOH 237

The osmotic pressure has often been declared to be the cause

of stimulation. Loeb's ('05, p. 470) work showed that muscles

swelled in hypotonic solutions and shrank in hypertonic ones for

the first hour. This increases more rapidly than it ought in hypo-

tonic solutions and decreases more slowly than it ought in hyper-

tonic ones. However, isosmotic chlorides of Li, K, Rb, Cs, Mg,

Ca, Sr and Ba all have the same effect, so that osmotic pressure

must have some effect. Overton showed that plasmolysis in

plants did not follow osmotic pressure, and Greeley (04) showed
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that ionic eflfects prevail over the osmotic effects. Loeb ('05, p.

511) also showed that under certain conditions the osmotic law

was not true, for he found that even in a 2.8 per cent salt solution,

at the end of eighteen hours, a muscle which had decreased in

weight at first, afterward weighed more than normal. He showed

further that there was a specific ionic effect KCl 0.7 per cent, caus-

ing a 45 per cent increase in eighteen hours, and CaCl 0.7 per cent

a 20 per cent decrease for the same time, —^ whereas in LiCl 0.7

per cent the muscle remained constant. This is also evident from

a consideration of the reactions obtained by Parker and Metcalf

('06, p. 58) and those in this paper. If the reaction were depend-

ent on osmotic pressure, regardless of the actual length of time,

the longest reaction in each solution would be in the same con-

m m
centration. For KCl this occurs at — ; for KOH at -— •
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Animal tissue is not an ideal semipermeable membrane.

There must be some diffusion. Loeb ('08) has said that in hyper-

tonic solutions, water goes one way and ions the other. This

would imply, if the action were selective, a condition similar to

that of the red blood corpuscles. Lillie ('10, '11) has shown that

stimulation causes a change in the permeabihty of the membranes,

so that pigment will diffuse into the solution. This he has called

the "sensitizing effect." This runs in the same order as other

protoplasmic effects (see page 29), except that he says OH, H and

some other non-ionic compounds form irreversible reactions, whereas

the anion effects are reversible. If this sensitizing effect were so, the

reactions would show a shortening. In fact, we have often noticed

that the first reaction is followed by shorter ones for the first few

reactions. Then the reactions become constant. Hence the OH
cannot destroy the cell membrane in the solutions used. Fischer

('10) has doubted whether there is any membrane, permeable or

semipermeable, around the cell. He says it is merely a matter

of ions on colloids as influenced by absorption.

Pauli ('07) has shown beautifully the effect of ions on the

coagulations of protein, and on the electric charge. Anions are

anti-coagulators and electronegative. They act as antitoxins to

the kations. Greeley ('04), LilUe ('iia, 'iib), Mathews ('04a,

'04b, '05), and Sutherland ('06) have apphed these principles to
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biological problems with excellent results. They conclude that

stimulation is dependent on the action current produced by elec-

tric charges of the sum of the acting ions. The present work is

in agreement with such conclusions.

In this paper an attempt has been made to analyze only one

of the factors involved; that is, the cause of the specific effect of

the electrolytes as a stimulant. At least two other aspects of the

problem present themselves: first, why should certain solutions

be non-stimulating? and, second, why should water be more

stimulating than dilute solutions containing irritating ions? As

far as the electrolytes are concerned there seems to be no doubt

that in solutions of hydroxides the effect of the basic ion is of

relatively httle importance and the solutions are stimulating

approximately in proportion to their hydroxyl ion concentration.

VII. Summary

1. Individual dung worms vary in their reaction-time.

2. The average reaction-time varies on different days.

3. Distilled water is more stimulating than redistilled water or

tap water.

4. Water is more stimulating than dilute solutions.

5. Worms can be well handled in a "physiological dung

solution."

6. Temperature is an important factor; the higher the tempera-

ture the faster the reaction.

7. The "fence method " gave more accurate results than the sus-

pension method.

8. Hydroxides are stimulating in proportion to their hydroxyl

ions.
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Introduction

AMONG certain facts which are difficult to reconcile with the

physical theory of nerve conduction, the relation of oxygen

to the state of excitabihty is the most important one. In spite of

many contrary findings, the facts indicating a dependence of irri-

tabihty on oxygen in general are now accumulating. Critical

studies made by Verworn and his school not only support the idea

that irritabiUty is primarily a chemical phenomenon, but also

clearly point out some of the fundamental errors which were

involved in the earlier work, and were responsible for the

present discrepancy.^

Under the direction of Professor A. P. Mathews, Tashiro has

demonstrated not only that all living nerves give off CO2, but also

that their metaboHsm increases on stimulation.^ To demonstrate

a further relation between the state of irritabiUty and the meta-

bolic activity of the nerve, we have already reported the facts

that nerves stimulated by very weak concentrations of an anaes-

thetic produce more CO2 than normally, but when anaesthetized

by a higher concentration, which produces a reversible loss of

irritability, their CO2 production is greatly depressed.^ Whether

the different rate of the nerve metaboHsm is the cause or effect

of the change in the state of excitabihty, it is certain that an

^ Verworn: Irritability, Yale University Press, 1913, pp. 102, 182.

2 Tashiro: This journal, 19 13, xxxii, p. 107.

* Ihid., 1914 xxxiii, p. xxxviii.
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active metabolism in the nerve fiber is a fact and the incorrect

assumption of an absence of metabolism can no longer be used by

the physical school to support their argument.

It is known from the investigations of Verworn and his col-

leagues that the irritability of nerves is dependent on oxygen;

since it has been shown by Tashiro that a very close relation exists

between irritability and the power of increasing CO2 on stimula-

tion, it was very important to determine whether lack of oxygen,

which thus lowers irritability, would inhibit or diminish the CO2

production on stimulation, and whether the CO) of resting nerves

will be diminished in a hydrogen atmosphere.

Methods and Material

Hydrogen was used in place of air, no particular reason being

attached to its use in preference to nitrogen except that of con-

venience. The gas, furnished by Eimer and Amend, was pre-

pared by the electrolysis of distilled water. It was washed through

permanganate, distilled water, and alkaline pyrogallate, and col-

lected by displacement in a large carboy, over a 20 per cent caustic

solution, so that every trace of CO2 might be removed. The gas

was further tested for freedom from CO2 in each experiment with

the biometer. This carboy of hydrogen was used in place of

CO2— free air, and with it the apparatus was filled in exactly the

same manner as described elsewhere.^

The claw nerve of the Spider Crab was selected on account of

our fairly extensive knowledge of its metabolic rate. The nerve

is isolated in the manner already mentioned, quickly weighed,

and allowed to respire in the apparatus, usually for ten minutes

in this gas, and its CO2 production is quantitatively estimated.

The apparatus used exclusively in these experiments was the bio-

meter (apparatus II), with which amounts of CO2 as small as

.000,0001 gm. can be measured.

CO2 Production from the Resting Nerve in Hydrogen

It appears from this table that in a medium deficient in oxy-

gen the claw nerve of Spider Crab gives off less CO2 than in the

' Tashiro: loc. cit., p. 139.
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atmosphere. This may mean one of three things, — CO2 pro-

duction is diminished, (i) because of lack of oxygen, or (2) on

account of the effect of hydrogen, or by i and 2 combined. This

important point could be decided by substituting in place of hydro-

gen other inert gases, such as nitrogen. It is to be regretted that

we could not perform these experiments because of the lack of

facilities at Woods Hole. A variety of facts, however, lead to the

inference that it is not due to the effect of the hydrogen. The

inertness of hydrogen, which the physiologist experiences in the

case of the nerve and other tissues in general, strongly supports

our contention that the lowering of the CO2 output in hydrogen

is not due to the presence of hydrogen, but results from the lack

of oxygen.

Just what the COo production in hydrogen represents is a

matter for further experiment. Two factors may be responsible;

either diffusion of already formed COo fixed in the nerve, or its

production as a regular end product of metabolism going on

anaerobically. In the case of the muscle, where CO2 is produced

continuously in hydrogen, and often is increased temporarily

at the outset, the gas is believed to be formed in part by the de-

composition of bicarbonate in the tissue, on account of the forma-

tion of lactic acid which begins as soon as oxygen is taken away.

That the CO2 in our experiment must be the expression of a

certain phase of metabolic activity which continues to exist with-

out oxygen even in aerobic tissue is not a matter of reckless

speculation. The possible mechanism of metabolic activity in the

nerve fiber has been considered by Tashiro ^ somewhat as Vernon

has suggested in the case of other tissues. He has shown by the

action of drugs the possibility of two more or less independent

phases of metaboHsm, one the formation of an organic peroxide

between the tissue and oxygen, and the other the decomposition

of this peroxide by peroxidase.

From results recently obtained on stimulation of the respira-

tory center by "oxygen want," Gasser and Loevenhart came to

a somewhat similar conclusion.^ They divide the oxidative process

1 Loc. cit., p. 135.

^ Gasser and Lovenhart: Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental

Therapeutics, 1914, v, p. 272.
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into two phases; one an "activity process" having to do with

functional activity, which does not require free oxygen, the other

a "recovery process" which consists of the storing up of potential

energy and the removal of products of activity, which requires

fixation of oxygen by the cell.

Accordingly we may look upon the CO2 production in hydrogen

as a sort of expression of half of the normal metabolism. This

mechanism probably will persist long after functional activity has

ceased. For not only in hydrogen, but also in conditions of nar-

cosis we have shown that the nerve nevertheless continues to give

off CO2 although in greatly diminished amounts during loss of

excitabihty.^

COo Production from "Stimulated" Nerves in Hydrogen

In addition to many physiological facts brought forth by Ver-

worn and his school, Haberlandt has observed that the sciatic

nerve of the Frog, at 14° to iq° C. takes up oxygen, — 33.4 to

41.7 c.cm. per gm. per hour. Furthermore, when this nerve is

excited the intake of oxygen is increased.- Buijtendijk found a

similar fact for the cranial nerve of certain fishes, in which the

oxygen intake is increased by electrical stimulation.* That oxygen

is involved in such stimulation of some nerves, at least, seems to

be fairly definitely estabhshed. ]Mathews found that salts either

would not stimulate a nerve, or their power of stimulation was

greatly reduced, if the nerve remained in the body for a time after

death, or if the nerve were brought into the salt solution in an

atmosphere of hydrogen.

By the preceding it has been shown that CO2 production is

reduced in the resting nerve in hydrogen, and this reduction,

^ How long such a process can go on without oxygen must depend on the

rate of metabolism and the presence of some mechanism to remove the toxic

by-products of such metabolism. We show elsewhere that tissues which can

stay active in an oxygen-free atmosphere for any length of lime have a compara-

tively low rate of metabolism, even in the air. See "CO2 production in gangli-

onated cord of limulus heart," now in press.

- Haberlandt: Archive fiir Physiologie, 191 1, p. 419.

3 Buijtendijk: Koninklijk. Akademie van Wetenschappen, Amsterdam, afd.

xix, pp. 615^621.
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judging from the e\ddence cited, ought to be accompanied by a

diminution of irritabihty. The next question to be attacked was

whether there would be an increase of CO2 output by a nerve

electrically stimulated in hydrogen. For this purpose also the

claw nerve of the Spider Crab was chosen. Stimulation was

efiFected by an induction coil in a manner similar to that described

in earher papers, using approximately the same strength of cur-

rent as in air.

TABLE III

COMPARATR-E RaTES OF COj PrODICTIOX IN THE XeR\-E WITH ANT) WITHOUT
Oxygen'

Nerve
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Frohlich ^ found that when a sciatic nerve of a frog is deprived

of atmospheric oxygen its irritability, measured by the threshold

of stimulation, for muscle contraction, decreases more and more,

until after the lapse of some hours the stimulation required is so

strong as to approach the region of the "stromschleifengrcze."

If such is the case, the claw nerve also to which is applied such a

weak current may be not in reality stimulated. On the other hand

Thorner,- taking the action current as an index, found that a nerve

continuously stimulated in an atmosphere deficient in oxygen is

quickly exhausted. It is remarkable that the action current in

nitrogen falls to two-thirds of its original value within the first ten

minutes. Fatigue of the nerve by continuous stimulation during

the first few minutes of our experiments with hydrogen may be

brought about.

^

Whatever interpretation we take, and as a matter of fact both

factors may doubtless enter in here, the fact that there is no de-

cided increase of COo on a weak electrical stimulation in hydrogen

points inevitably to the view that oxygen is a primary factor 'in the

excitability of the nerve, as well as in the conductance of the nerve

impulse.

Discussion

The evidence set forth here that in the absence of oxygen the

claw nerve of the Spider Crab has a far lower COo output than

in air, and that the application of a weak current, which stimu-

lated the nerve in air and more than doubled its CO2 output, fails

under these conditions to give any decided increase is further

proof for the argument that the primary basis of protoplasmic irri-

tabiUty must be a chemical one, as is contended by Mathews, Ver-

worn and others. So far there exist no decided evidence against

this metaboHc basis of irritabihty, except the lack of heat produc-

tion in the case of stimulated nerves so carefully studied by A. V.

Hill.^ This fact, however, we shall later have opportunity to con-

^ Quoted from Verworn's Irritability, p. 102; see Zeitschrift f. allgem.

Physiologie, 1904, Bd. III.

2 Ibid., p. 185; see Ibid., 1908, Bd. VIII.

^ Unfortunately we could not test this point on account of lack of time and

accommodation in Woods Hole.

* A. V. Hill: Journal of physiology, 191 2, xliii, p. 433.
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sider. The fact remains that there is perfect parallelHsm between

the state of excitabihty and the COo output, to which the follow-

ing experimental facts, brought out by studies on the CO2 produc-

tion of nerves under various conditions, bear evidence:

I. All irritable tissues give off CO2, resting nerves being no

exception.

2. When irritable tissue is stimulated, this CO2 production is

increased.

3. When a nerve is treated with weak concentrations of anaes-

thetics, which are known to stimulate or increase irritability, the

CO2 production is likewise increased.

4. When the nerve is treated with higher concentrations, in

which reversible loss of irritability takes place, CO2 production is

diminished.

5. In an oxygen-free medium the claw nerve of the Spider Crab

shows an exceedingly low CO2 output.^

6. "Stimulation" by a weak electric current in any oxygen-free

medium fails to produce any marked increase in CO2.

Our results on CO2 production in hydrogen depend on experi-

ments with the Spider Crab nerve only, and are not of themselves

sufficient to permit generahzation, but they are at least sufficient

to indicate that oxygen is primarily concerned with metabolism in

the nerve, and they are in harmony with the view that the real

basis of irritability may be a chemical one.

We take great pleasure in acknowledging here our indebtedness

to Professor A. P. Mathews, under whose direction a series of in-

vestigations regarding gaseous exchange in nerve systems has been

undertaken, of which series this paper is one.

^ Some physiologists have called to my attention the possibility that CO2

production in an isolated new fiber is not a physiological expression, but rather

is due to tissue destruction accompanying death; and the increase of CO2 on

stimulation may be due to an acceleration of the death process. The decrease

of CO2 production in oxygen free medium, together with perfect parallelism

between CO2 production and general state of excitability of normal nerve in

situ under the similar conditions, should be sufficient evidences against such an

argument. For the general consideration on the nature of survival respiration

of a tissue, we refer to Fletcher works: Journal of physiology, 1898-9, xxiii,

p. 10.
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THE state of excitation travels in the form of a wave along the

irritable element at a rate which is well known to vary

greatly from tissue to tissue and from organism to organism.

We find, however, when we examine any particular conducting

tissue, that the rate of conduction resembles the other physiological

properties of the tissue in having a specific character of its own,

and that when temperature and other external conditions are

constant its value does not vary widely from a certain definite

mean. This rate shows no appreciable correlation with ionic or

other diffusion-velocities, nor with the transmission-velocities of

mechanical, thermal, or electrical influences. It is, however,

greatly influenced by changes of temperature, the temperature-

coefficient being approximately that of chemical reaction-velocities,

and also by changes in the composition of the medium — being

retarded, for instance, by anaesthetics. It appears, therefore, that

some chemical process or processes must play an important part

in the transmission of excitation from one region of an irritable

element to another. Any general theory of the nature of the

physiological conduction-process must take into account all of the

above peculiarities and cannot be based on conditions observed in

a single irritable tissue alone. A broadly comparative considera-

tion is most likely to lead to theoretical conceptions that will be

valid in all cases. Hitherto the nature and conditions of physio-

logical conduction have been investigated chiefly in nerve; but the

problem is a general one and in no sense peculiar to this tissue.
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It is clear that in any irritable element that responds as a whole to

a local stimulus the process initiated at the point of stimulus must

spread over the entire element. The manner in which this spread

takes place and the conditions determining its velocity in any

special instance are the subjects of discussion in the present paper.

The comparative observations on the rate of conduction are

most complete for nerve. There are also numerous measurements

for striated and heart muscle and fewer for smooth muscle and

other tissues. In nerve the velocity of the impulse is greatest in

warm-blooded vertebrates, where it may exceed a hundred meters

per second, and slowest in sessile animals like mollusca, where it is

often no more than a few centimeters per second. Certain general

physiological correlations are highly significant. We find through-

out the animal kingdom a direct relation between the quickness of

muscular response and the velocity of propagation of impulses

along the conducting elements.^ The biological advantage of this

is perhaps not so obvious as would appear at first sight; it would

seem that what is needed for quickness of motor response is quick-

ness of muscular contraction rather than quickness of nerve con-

duction, provided this is adequate; yet it is apparently a general

rule that where muscular contraction is rapid nerve conduction is

also rapid and vice versa; i.e., in any animal rapidity of response is

a characteristic of the whole neuromuscular apparatus and not

only of certain separate elements. This general fact indicates that

there is some condition common to both conducting and contractile

elements which determines at the same time both quickness of

response and quickness of conduction.

Rapid response implies brevity of latent period and rapid rise

of the excitation-state to its maximum. In nerve the only tangible

index of the local nerve-process is the electrical variation; the rate

at which this variation rises at any point of the nerve from zero

to its maximum is a measure of the velocity of the local nervous

disturbance. Now the rate of rise of the action-current shows a

close parallelism with the velocity of conduction, as the examples

about to be cited will illustrate. That the bioelectric process

should show this relation to a process of apparently quite different

^ Carlson: American Journal of Physiology, 1904, x, p. 401; 1906, xv,

p. 136.
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nature, the propagation of the excitation-wave, suggests the exist-

ence of a direct interdependence, i.e., that the electrical variation

as such is the essential change on which the conduction depends.

This view was in fact favored by Du Bois-Reymond, Hermann,

Kiihne, and other early students of the bioelectric phenomena.^

There is, however, the possible alternative that some other

undcrlving process determines both the electrical variation and the

transmission of the impulse; the electrical variation would on this

view be merely an index of the underlying physiological change

and might be of no special importance in itself. Such a view

appears more consistent with the obvious fact that the propagation

of the excitation-wave is readily blocked by conditions that have

no influence on electrical conduction, such as ligaturing or locally

narcotizing the nerve. On the other hand, the transmission of the

state of excitation from one irritable tissue to another by means of

the action-current of the first is an equally familiar phenomenon,

occurring with perfect constancy under appropriate conditions, and

affording direct proof that this kind of transmission is at least

possible. Whether or not it is the normal method of transmission

of excitation from point to point along the nerve or muscle-fibre is

the qfuestion which I propose to discuss in the present paper.

The existence of blocking eft'ects of the kind just cited is not

necessarily inconsistent with this hypothesis, as I shall attempt to

show later; ^ it is quite possible, for instance, that electrical effects

at the site of the block may interfere with or compensate those

that form the basis of the transmission. I shall first review the

facts that indicate a dependence of transmission on the bioelectric

variations of the active elements, and shall afterwards con.sider the

possible manner in which this transmission may take place.

First, with regard to the parallelism between the velocity of the

electrical variation and the velocity of conduction in various

irritable tissues. The following table summarizes a large number of

observations made by dift'erent investigators under different condi-

^ Du Bois-Reymoxd: Gesammelte Abhandlungen zur allgemeinen ]Muskel-

und Nervenphysik, \'ol. ii, p. 698; cf. p. 733. Hermann: cJ. Handbuch, Vol.

I, p. 256; Vol. 2, i, p. 193. KiJHNE: cf. Croonian Lecture: Proceedings of

the Royal Society, 1888, Vol. xliv, p. 446; Zeitschrift fiir Biologic, xxiv, p. 383.

' See page 440.
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ism,^- but without attempting an analysis of its exact significance.

Such an analysis is evidently necessary to any complete consider-

ation of the nature of the processes of stimulation and conduction,

and I shall accordingly attempt it in what follows.

It is possible to explain this correlation in two essentially dif-

ferent ways. First, it may be supposed that the rate of the rise

and subsidence of the electrical variation at any point of the

conducting tissue is simply an index of the time which the excita-

tion-wave takes to pass that point. This view regards the electri-

cal variation as a mere accompaniment or sign of an underlying

process which is transmitted in the form of a wave along the tissue.

Obviously the more rapidly this wave passes a given point the more

rapidly the associated bioelectric process will rise to its maximum
and subside at that point. On the other hand, it is possible that

the electrical variation is itself the essential feature of the excita-

tion-process, and constitutes that functional component of the

local process which directly excites the adjoining regions of the

tissue to activity; if so, its rate of development must determine

the rate at which excitation is transmitted from the active region

of the tissue to those adjoining. This possibility has been hitherto

largely disregarded; it is, however, consistent with all that we

know of the conditions of stimulation, and recently the evidence

in its favor has greatly increased. As I shall attempt to show

below, this view accounts satisfactorily both for the transmission

of the excitation-wave, and for the wide variation in the rate of

this transmission in different tissues.

It should be pointed out that according to this view not only

the rate of development or time of rise of the local electrical

variation but also its total amphtude (or voltage) is a factor in

determining the rate of conduction. This amphtude is, however,

the less variable of the two factors; and hence the correlation

between the propagation-velocity of the excitation-wave and the

rate of development of the action-current is much more clearly

evident than that between propagation-velocity and amplitude.

But in some cases, as in Koike's observations with narcotized

nerves cited above, the chief factor in reducing the propagation-

^"^ Garten: Winterstein's Handbuch, loc. cit.; Frohlich: loc. cit.; Lucas:

loc. cit.
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velocity appears to be the decreased range of the variation rather

than the decreased duration of its rise. This period is not greatly

shortened in the experiments of Koike, while the height of the

action-current curve is reduced to two-thirds or less of its normal

value. In the majority of instances, however, the rate at which

the variation rises to its maximum is apparently the essential or

preponderant factor in determining the rate of conduction.

As already said, this correlation is readily intelligible if the

transmission of the excitation-wave is a direct consequence of the

electrical variation as such. If we suppose that for transmission

of excitation from the already active region of the nerve to an

inactive region 2 centimeters {e.g.) distant the existence of a certain

minimal potential-difference between active and inactive regions

is required, e.g. 20 millivolts, then the more rapidly this potential-

difiference is attained the more rapid will be the transmission.

Now in point of fact a current between platinum electrodes 2

centimeters apart differing in potential by 20 millivolts or even

less is amply sufficient to excite a sensitive nerve. If we assume

that the voltage of the action current is 30 milUvolts, then the

current flowing along the nerve between these two electrodes is

approximately equal to that flowing between a region. A, already

active (and therefore negative) and an inactive region, B, 3 centi-

meters distant. If this action-current, at the instant when it

reaches its maximum, causes excitation at this distant point B,

and the resulting negative variation there reaches its maximum in

.001 second, a second excitation-impulse will be transmitted from

B to a point 3 centimeters further along the nerve in the same

time, .001 second. Three centimeters in .001 second is in fact

the approximate velocity of the nerve impulse in frog's nerve at

20°. It thus appears possible that the velocity of propagation is

a function (i) of the rapidity with which the excited region under-

goes its electrical variation,

—

i.e., assumes externally a certain

negative potential relatively to the unexcited regions, and (2) of

the maximal distance along which the current passing between

this temporarily negative region and the as yet unexcited (positive)

regions of the nerve can make itself felt as a stimulus. This

distance will depend on a number of variable conditions, — the

amplitude of the electrical variation, the electrical resistance of
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the tissue, its threshold of stimulation, the rate of rise of the

stimulating current to its full intensity, the electrical condition

of the nerve in the intermediate region. According to this hypoth-

esis, in the time t (in seconds) after stimulation there would be

electrical stimulation of the nerve at a point B, 5 centimeters

distant from the already active region A; point B would then

become after the same interval the source of stimulation for a

third point, C, s centimeters beyond, and this process would

continue. The velocity of propagation in centimeters per second

would then be measured by the quotient 5/7, where / is the time

between stimulation and the attainment of a certain critical point

in the action-current curve, and s the maximal distance at which

the current between active and as yet inactive regions just suffices

to stimulate.

It will be noted that this view takes no account of the differ-

ences in the intensity of the electrical stimulus imparted by the

action-current to the nerve at different distances from the active

region. There is, however, strong evidence that the intensity of

the electrical stimulus is a matter of indifference in the stimulation

of a normal nerve, provided the stimulus reaches the threshold

value: i.e., that the "all-or-none" law applies to the normal nerve

fibre.
^'' Hence any stimulus that excites at all will call forth a

response of full intensity. The maximal distance from the active

region at which the branch of the action-current causes excitation

is thus the only one to be considered. For transmission of the

above conceived kind it is in fact essential that the " all-or-none

"

law should apply at all points of the nerve. Under other condi-

tions the impulse would inevitably die out,^^ as in fact appears to

be the case in a narcotized stretch of nerve. It appears highly

probable that the " all-or-none " form of local response is indis-

pensable to any tissue whose activity depends on conduction of the

excitation-state to some distance from the point of stimulation.

33 C/. Gotch: Journal of Physiology, 1912, xxviii, p. 395; Veszi: Zeitschrift

f. allgemeine Physiologic, 1912, xiii, p. 321; Adrian: Journal of Physiology,

1 9 13, xlv, p. 321; LoDHOLZ: Zeitschrift fiir allgemeine Physiologic, 1913, xv,

p. 269.

^^ Compare my discussion of the mechanism of transmission in my former

paper on the present subject: American Journal of Physiology, 1911, vol. xxviii,

pp. 217 seq.
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On the present view, therefore, normal physiological stimulation

is identical with electrical stimulation, and the spread of the ex-

citation-state depends directly upon the bioelectric variation

accompanying the local stimulation, the velocity of this spread

being a function (i) of the sensitivity and electrical conductivity

of the tissue and (2) of the ampHtude and time-relations of the

bioelectric variation. Numerous biological facts are in harmony

with this hypothesis besides those already cited, and I shall now

proceed to review briefly what seem to be the most significant of

these.

It has been known since the work of Matteucci and Du Bois-

Reymond that the electrical variation accompanying the activity

of one irritable tissue can stimulate another tissue. An active

frog's muscle can thus stimulate another muscle or a nerve; the

action-current of the ventricular beat can stimulate a sensitive

nerve muscle preparation, and so on. There are limits to the possi-

bilities of this kind of excitation; ordinarily an active nerve does

not stimulate a muscle, and the action-current of smooth muscle

wdll not stimulate a nerve. Apparently there is needed a certain

correspondence between the time-relations of the electrical varia-

tion in the stimulating tissue, and the time-factor of electrical

excitation in the responding tissue. The rise of the electrical

variation in the one tissue may be too gradual to stimulate another

tissue which requires a rapid rate of change in the stimulating

current; or its duration may be too brief, even though its rate of

development and intensity may be sufficient. Thus the electrical

variation of the frog's ventricle may stimulate a nerve ^^ (especially

one cooled so as to prolong its time-factor of excitation), but that

of the nerve is too brief to stimulate this kind of muscle. There

is thus here a certain relation of irreciprocality in the transmission,

'^ KiJHNE found the action-current of the turtle's heart {Testudo grcBca)

incapable of stimulating a very sensitive frog's nerve, though able to excite the

curarized frog's sartorius. On the other hand, the action-current of the rabbit's

heart proved very efTective as a stimulus to frog's nerve. Kiihne rightly as-

cribes the difference to the difference in the time-relations ("zeitliche Verlauf ")

of the action-currents of the two hearts. Similarly with the failure of the

action-current of smooth muscle to stimulate nerve. Cf. Kuhne: Untersu-

chungen aus dem physiologischen Institut der Universitat Heidelberg, 1879,

Bd. iii, pp. 55, 87 seq.
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•— which suggests a possible basis for the irreciprocality of conduc-

tion between motor and sensory nerve-cells in the reflex arc.^^

Under appropriate conditions the transmission of the excita-

tion-state from one irritable element to another by means of the

former's action-current takes place with perfect constancy. Now
conduction means simply the excitation of one region of a continu-

ous element by some process occurring in the adjoining active

region; and we must therefore examine more closely the possibility

that the electrical variation is the essential change that causes this

excitation. The action-current is the onlyknown change accompanying

excitation in nerve which is competent to stimulate an adjoining

stretch of nerve, and it is known that under certain conditions

one nerve may in fact be stimulated by the action-current of an-

other.^^ There is also good evidence that the character and in-

tensity of the local excitation-process undergo no essential change

as it passes along nerve or muscle fibres. At the point of external

stimulation the process has the same characteristics as in regions

that enter into activity by "conduction" from adjoining excited

regions. ^^ It is clear that the local excitation-process includes some

functional component which acts as stimulus on adjoining regions

and produces there the same effect as does the external stimulus.

That this component is the electrical variation is indicated not

only by the above general considerations but by various facts of

comparative physiology to be partly cited below.

Before citing these facts it seems desirable to consider the

^® The action current of a rapidly responding tissue (or cell) may not last

long enough to stimulate a slowly responding tissue; while that of a slowly

responding tissue is always sufficient, as regards mere duration, to stimulate the

rapidly responding; the slowly rising is less effective than the rapidly rising

action-current only if its rate of rise is so gradual that the requisite current-

strength is not attained within the characteristic time-period of the responding

tissue. Similar considerations of course apply to the interactions between

adjacent cells. See below, p. 439.

" Hering: Sitzungsberichte d. Akad. Wiss. Wien, math-natutw. Kl.,

1882, Vol. Ixxxv, 3te Abth. p. 237; v. Uexkull: Zeitschrift fur Biologic, 1894,

XXX, p. 184^. CJ. also Biedermann: Electrophysiology, English translation.

Vol. 2, pp. 264 seq.

^^ Cf. Lucas: Journal of Physiology, 1906, xxxiv, p. 51; BRAiiA\T:LL and

Lucas: ibid., 1911, xlii, p. 495. The propagated disturbance is associated

with a refractory period similar in all respects to that at the site of stimulation.
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alternative hypothesis that some chemical or ''molecular" change

forms the direct basis of transmission. This hypothesis appears

to be a favorite with many physiologists, but it has the disad-

vantages both of being vague in itself and of having no satisfactory

analogues in inorganic processes. The rapid transmission of chemi-

cal effects, as in an explosion, is seen on closer analysis to be a

secondary consequence of the transmission of local changes of

temperature or pressure, or both combined. In a train of gun-

powder, for instance, the rate of transmission depends mainly on

the rate of conduction of heat between the ignited and the adjoin-

ing unignited areas, combustion beginning when the temperature

reaches the ignition-point. In other explosions additional factors

enter: e.g., the mechanical shock resulting from the local reaction,

and the development of pressures which are transmitted with high

velocity; such transmission may be much more rapid than that

depending on local rise of temperature alone. ^^ It is obvious that

in such a tissue as nerve, where mechanical and thermal changes

are absent or insignificant, these factors cannot enter. The only

other known local process that can serve as a basis for the trans-

mission is the electrical one. It is significant that in the cases of

chemical action at a distance" described by Ostwald ^° the basis

of transmission is electrical; this is also the case in the spread of

the catalytic action over the surface of the mercury in the rhythmi-

cal hydrogen peroxide catalysis of Bredig; according to Antropoff,^^

this transmission is due to electrolytic action at the boundary of

the surface-film of mercury peroxidate; this action automatically

dissolves the film at that region, and the process thus initiated

then spreads over the entire surface. I have already pointed out

some of the many remarkable analogies between this process and

'' The high velocity of the explosion-wave in guncotton, gases confined in

tubes (where it may exceed 2000 meters per second), etc., is due to the develop-

ment and rapid transmission of high pressures, with accompanying generation

of heat. Cf. Will: Zeitschrift fiir Elektrochcmie, 1906, xii, p. 558. Also

Nernst's Theoretical Chemistry and Mellor's Chemical Statics and Dynamics
for a more general account of explosive action.

^^ Ostwald: "Chemische Fernwirkung": Zeitschrift fiir physikalische

Chemie, 1891, ix, p. 540.

*^ Antropoff: Zeitschrift fiir physikalische Chemie, 1907, Ixii, p. 513.
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the processes of physiological excitation and conduction.'*- The

progressive dissolution of the film of peroxidate covering the

mercury is a good instance of that kind of chemical action which

depends on conditions essentially characteristic of surfaces. The

potential-difference between the film-covered mercury-surface and

the adjoining peroxide solution differs from that between the free

metallic surface and the solution by ca. 0.12 volts; hence when the

free mercury surface is exposed — e.g., by local mechanical rupture

of the film — a current flows between these two regions, which

exerts electrolytic action and reduces the film to the condition of

metallic mercury. Such an eft"ect necessarily spreads, at a rate

depending on the velocity of the chemical or electrolytic process

by which the film is locally removed (or sufficiently altered).

Similarly the potential-difference between the hving cell and its

surrounding medium depends on the characteristics of the proto-

plasmic surface-film; and when this is altered locally — e.g., when

its permeability is increased — the potential-diff"erence at that

point is also altered and a current flows between the altered and

the unaltered regions. This current, on the present hypothesis, is

the condition of propagation of the surface-change that determines

excitation. The processes on which the propagation depends are

thus closely similar as regards determining conditions in the two

cases, although the comparison must of course not be pushed too

far into detail."*^

In addition to the experimental facts already cited, there is

much general biological evidence that the transmission of excitation

in many other living tissues and cells is due to the electrical

variations of the active elements. One muscle may be stimulated

by the action-current of another; for such transmission contact or

close proximity of the tissues is necessary, but not direct con-

tinuity of irritable elements.'*'* Transmission of excitation from

^- Cf. American Journal of Physiology: 1909, xxiv, p. 18.

^ Du Bois-Reymond concluded — from the fact that electrical stimulation

is a polar phenomenon — that the primary effect in stimulation is an electroly-

sis. Cf.: Untersuchungen iiber thierische Electricitat, vol. ii, p. 387: "Gal-

vanische Reizung ist uns nichts mehr als die erste Stufe der Elektrolyse eines

Nerven." Compare the suggestion made below, p. 444.
** Cf. Kuhxe: Croonian Lecture, loc. cit. p. 446: "Two (curarized) muscles

. . . need only be pressed together transversely over a narrow area to make a
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cell to cell without any organic continuity is in fact a widespread

phenomenon, and one difficult to explain except as the result of

electrical excitation by the action-current. There is the case of

transmission from neurone to neurone across the synapses; but

disagreement still exists as to whether the interlacing dendrites are

continuous or not, so that this instance might be regarded as

equivocal. The propagation of waves of increased activity over

the surface of a ciliated epithelium is perhaps a better instance;

increased cihary activity in one area excites adjoining areas to

increased activity, so that a certain synchrony tends to be pre-

served between neighboring cells. If ciliary activity, like other

forms of contractility, is due to variations of electrical polarization

at the surfaces of the contractile elements,"^^ an action-current must

accompany each ciliary stroke, and its stimulating influence will

be transmitted through the medium for some distance. Some
observations which I made at Naples a number of years ago,^^ on

the swimming-plates of the ctenophore ^Mc/^am, support this view:

the successive plates of a single row beat in order, so that waves

of movement continually run along the row from the aboral to the

oral end; if a strip is cut from the body of the animal, containing

a row of plates together with a portion of the underlying jelly,

and the piece of tissue is left for some hours in sea-water, the mass

of jelly contracts and rounds off, and frequently in such a way that

the opposite ends of the row are brought within a few millimeters

of each other. The rounded portion of jelly is then encircled by
a row of still active plates. When this condition is reached it

frequently happens that the wave of ciliary movement is trans-

mitted across the interval between the opposite ends of the row,

so that the movement continues to travel round and round the

ring of tissue in the same direction, often for hours at a time.

single muscle of them of double length in which the stimulation and contraction

are propagated from one end to the other. Since the transference from one

muscle to the other is done away with as soon as we bring the finest gutta percha

between the muscles as an insulator, or gold leaf as a secondary circuit, the first

muscle must have excited the second electrically."

*'"

Cf. my paper on the conditions of activity of the ctenophore swimming
plate, in American Journal of Physiology, 1908, xxi, p. 214 seq.

^* Briefly reported in the Year-Book of the Carnegie Institution, No. 4,

1905, p. 282.
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The interval across which the stimulus may thus be transmitted

may be half a centimeter or more. The time is too short for

regeneration of a special conducting tissue (supposing this to exist)

;

the exciting influence is evidently transmitted through the sea-

water and jelly; and nothing but an electrical influence is known

to act in this manner. Another striking instance of transmission

of excitation without organic continuity between the active ele-

ments is furnished by the spermatozoa of certain marine animals,

especially of the annehd Nereis. The spermatozoa of Nereis, if

collected in watch-glasses, gather together into numerous small

groups or aggregations shortly after shedding from the body of

the animal. After standing for a few minutes such an aggregation

settles down into a layer, and it is then found that the separate

spermatozoa forming this layer exhibit a marked tendency to beat

in unison with one another; a regular and synchronous beating

thus becomes established, the whole group of cells resembling in

this respect a cihated epithelium; and waves of accelerated move-

ment are transmitted from cell to cell just as in such an epithe-

Uum.^^ It is difficult to conceive of any influences other than the

electrical which can cause these cells thus to transmit their rate of

movement to one another; if, however, each stroke of a flagellum

is accompanied by an action-current whose influence extends for a

short distance through the surrounding sea-water and is sufficient

to stimulate neighboring spermatozoa, the phenomenon becomes

at once intelhgible.

The facts just cited afford evidence that the excitation can be

transmitted from one irritable element to another through the

surrounding medium independently of any organic connection

between the elements. The media of irritable tissues, however,

characteristically contain salts, and the withdrawal of these is

well known to arrest activity in many cases, especially in muscle

^^ F. R. Lillie: Journal of Experimental Zoology, 1913, xiv, p. 523.

There is also evidence that adjacent blastomeres undergoing mitosis influence

one another, so that a certain synchrony tends to be maintained, which

disappears when the cells are separated. Cf. M. Sorokixa: "Uber Syn-

chronismus der Zelltheilungen," Archiv f. Entwicklungsmechanik, 1912, xxxv,

p. 30. If cell-division is accompanied by changes in the electrical polar-

ization of the cell-surface, such transmission is readily explained in the present

hypothesis.
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and nerve, — tissues in which it is essential that the local disturb-

ance should be propagated for some distance if the irritable element

is to react as a whole. Briinings has attributed part of the action

of sugar solutions in temporarily depriving muscle and nerve of

their normal properties to a lowering of the electrical conductivity

of the media; ^^ if the propagation of the excitation-impulse depends

on this condition, it is easy to see why irritability is temporarily

lost in solutions of non-conductors. Under normal conditions the

electrical variation which accompanies activity may be conducted

for a considerable distance through the medium with an intensity

sufficient for stimulation. The precise degree to which this is

possible depends on the electrical conductivity of the medium as

well as on several other factors, chief of which are the sensitivity

of the irritable elements to electrical stimulation, and the intensity

and time-relations of the electrical variation. When electrical

conductivity is lowered to a sufficient degree, transmission of

excitation is no longer possible.

The idea that organic continuity is necessary for the trans-

mission of excitation is derived more especially from the conditions

in nerve, where the conducting elements are typically continuous,

and where severing this continuity prevents the passage of the

impulse. But that transmission is possible without this continuity

is sufficiently clear from the facts already cited. There are, how-

ever, advantages in continuity of the kind shown by nerve-fibres

if the conduction is to be rapid. The presence of cross-partitions

at intervals would decrease the electrical conductivity of the

tissue in the longitudinal direction and thus lessen the distance

along which the local electrical effect could be transmitted with an

intensity sufficient for excitation. According to Hermann the

electrical resistance of frog's nerve in the direction across the

fibres {i.e., with partitions — or surface-films — interposed) is five

times as great as in the lengthwise direction. ^^ There is in fact

^* Cf. Brunings: Archiv f. d. gesammte Physiologic, 1907, cxvii, p. 418.

" Hermann: Archiv f. d. gesammte Physiologic, 1872, v, p. 223. The

same is true of muscle. In dead muscle and nerve this difference disappears

or is greatly diminished. Hermann refers the resistance to the presence of

polarizable elements or membranes in the tissues; this polarizability largely

disappears on the death of the tissue. Polarizability, as we now know, is a

function of semi-permeability, which is lost at death.
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a marked decrease in the velocity of conduction of the nerve-

impulse between different neurones, a condition quite possibly due

in part to the interposition of the relatively impermeable and

hence non-conducting surface-films of the adjoining synapses.

We have now to consider the question: are the characteristics

of the local electrical variation {e.g., in nerve) such that excitation

through its means of an inactive region of nerve situated at some

distance from the active region (of at least 2 or 3 centimeters) is

possible? In order that an electric current traversing an irritable

tissue may cause excitation it must have a certain minimal strength,

a certain minimal duration of flow, and a certain minimal rate of

change of intensity. We have therefore to inquire whether that

portion of the action-current which traverses the nerve at the

above distance from the immediate site of activity has these

characteristics.

First, with regard to the intensity of the current flowing be-

tween excited and unexcited regions. The usual law relating cur-

rent-strength to voltage and resistance will apply. The intensity

of the current between excited and inactive regions will thus de-

crease as the distance between the two regions increases, being at

any point inversely proportional to the electrical resistance between

that point and the excited region.^" The current will thus be

strong near the site of activity, decreasing as the distance from this

increases; there will thus be a distance beyond which it will be

inefl'ective as a stimulus. The question to be answered is: what

is this maximal distance? The problem can only be approached

indirectly. The following considerations seem to point the way
to an approximate solution. The electromotive force of the action-

current of nerve is approximately equal to that of the demarca-

tion-current {ca. 0.03 volt in frog's nerve). Now the length

of the stretch of nerve by traversing which the demarcation-

current can actually cause excitation may be very considerable, in

favorable cases 2 centimeters or more."^^ This is shown by the well-

^° This resistance will in a cylindrical nerve be directly proportional to the

distance.

^' Hering obtained twitches with a distance of 25 millimeters between the

clay pads across w'hich the nerve lay. The nerve current was closed by means

of a vessel containing salt solution brought up from below. Cf. Hering: Sit-
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known experiment where the resistance of the external portion of

the demarcation-current circuit is suddenly decreased or increased

by connecting cross-section and longitudinal surface by a wire or

(in Du Bois-Reymond's arrangement) a bridge of filter paper or

clay soaked in salt-solution. In this experiment what is really done

is suddenly and greatly to change the resistance in the external

part of the circuit through which the nerve-current is flowing;

this of course is equivalent to suddenly increasing or decreasing

the flow at all points of the circuit; so that the effect of suddenly

applying or withdrawing the external conductor is really that of

cross-circuiting or the reverse, i.e., is the same as if the demarca-

tion-current were to be suddenly closed or opened. The maximal

distance which may separate the points of contact at cut and

longitudinal surfaces without annulling the stimulating action of

the demarcation-current may thus be regarded as closely corre-

sponding with the maximal distance along which the demarcation-

current could make itself felt as stimulus if it were suddenly to

come into existence or disappear. Now the normal effect of

excitation is to produce rapidly a local negativity like that at the

cut surface; the electrical effects at neighboring regions of the

nerve must therefore be the same as in the case just considered.

Hence we infer that the action-current, on its sudden local appear-

ance following stimulation, itself stimulates electrically the nerve

at a distance from the locus of excitation at least equal to the

maximal distance through which the demarcation-current may
stimulate in the above experiment, — i.e., from 2 to 3 centimeters.

In the intact animal the maximal distance through which the

stimulating action extends is probably greater than this, since in the

excised nerve the conditions are necessarily more or less abnor-

mal, and local potential-differences at the cut ends of side branches

or at points of injury will give rise to minor demarcation-currents

which will interfere with and partially compensate the action-

current, thus decreasing its stimulating effect. It is well known
that in the experiment where the nerve is stimulated by its own
demarcation-current as the result of being dropped suddenly on

another conducting surface (a piece of tissue or a pad of clay

zungsberichte d. kais. Akad. Wiss. Wien, malh.-naturw. Kl., 1882, Ixxxy,

Abth. 3, p. 240.
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moistened with salt-solution), it is highly important that the

latter should be "isoelectric," since otherwise interferences arise

which impair the success of the experiment. In the above experi-

ment with the demarcation-current the external conditions are

always more or less unfavorable to stimulation by weak currents,

and we may infer that in the intact animal the action-current,

when it arises at any point in the nerve, exerts a stimulating effect

at a greater distance from this point than the maximal distance

separating the electrodes in Du Bois-Reymond's experiment.

How much greater is difficult to say on a priori grounds, and any

direct experimental determination seems impracticable.

Another indirect method of attacking the present problem is to

determine the maximal distance that may separate electrodes

having the same potential-difference as that between active and

inactive regions (20 to 30 millivolts in nerve) without preventing

stimulation; i.e., to determine the potential-difference between

electrodes a known distance apart when the current has an inten-

sity just sufficient for stimulation. We may in fact regard excited

region and unexcited region as two areas of different potential

united by a conductor. The current flowing between these regions,

if sufficient in intensity and duration, will excite the nerve along

the line of flow. The stimulating effect will be the same as if the

two regions were electrodes differing in potential by a certain

degree.

Recently I have made a large number of determinations of the

least potential-difference required for stimulating the frog's sciatic

nerve through platinum electrodes separated by a stretch of nerve

varying from i to 2 centimeters in length. These experiments

have shown that while the sensitivity of the nerve to electrical

stimulation varies considerably in different nerve-muscle prepara-

tions, yet in sensitive nerves currents of 10 to 15 millivolts P.D.

frequently cause well-marked stimulation with the electrodes 15

or 20 millimeters apart, and not infrequently stimulation occurs

with much weaker currents.

The following is an instance of an experiment with a somewhat

more than usually sensitive pair of nerves. The electrodes were

platinum wires of. about 0.3 mm. diameter; these were connected

through a rocking key or pole-changer to the zero post and slider
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of an Oslwald meter-wire rheocord. The rocking key was also

connected with a Weston millivolt meter, so that (in the absence

of the cross wires) the E.M.F. of the current supplying the elec-

trodes could be read off directly by turning the rocker. The

rheocord was connected with a single Edison normal cell. The

nerve was suspended between electrodes 15 millimeters apart.

The following figures give the potential difference (millivolts

between the electrodes) of the weakest current that caused definite

contraction of the leg or foot muscles on make or break of the

current. Both sciatic nerves of the frog {Rana virescens) were

used with both ascending and descending currents.

Direction of current Voltage of weakest current

Nerve 1 Descending 10 mv. (stimulation at make, not at break)

" Ascending 13 mv. (stimulation at break, not at make)

Nerve 2 Descending 9 mv. (stimulation at make only)

" Ascending 10 mv. (stimulation at break only)

The following is a record of a similar experiment with a less

sensitive pair of nerves.

Direction of current Voltage of weakest current

Nerve 1 Descending 22 mv. (stimulation at make only)

" Ascending 28 mv. (stimulation"at break only)

Nerve 2 Descending 20 mv. (stimulation at make only)

" Ascending 22 mv. (stimulation at break only)

Preparations are not infrequently more sensitive than either of

the above, and occasionally stimulation occurs with a P.D. of only

5 or 6 millivolts. This extreme sensitivity is most frequently met

after the nerve has been exposed to the air for a time and has

begun slightly to dry. Usually such marked increase of irrita-

biUty is followed by spontaneous twitching of the muscle; bathing

the nerve in Ringer's solution then arrests the twitching.

With the electrodes 2 centimeters apart the minimal voltage is

somewhat higher, but is frequently so low as 10 to 15 millivolts,

and in some cases I have obtained stimulation with 8 millivolts.
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It has been my experience that the make and the break of these

weak constant currents are almost equally effective as stimuli.

All that appears to be needed is the rapid establishment of a cer-

tain minimal potential-gradient along the nerve. The above

observations show that this gradient may be so low as 10 millivolts

in 2 centimeters, which is the same as 30 millivolts (the approxi-

mate variation of potential in the action-current) in 6 centimeters.

It might possibly be objected that the nerve was in a hypersensi-

tive condition in these experiments, or that the observed stimula-

tion was really the result of a summation of the effects of the

external current and of local nerve-currents due to drying or

injury. Observation shows, however, that the voltage of the

minimal exciting current tends toward an approximately constant

lower limit when the electrodes are a definite distance apart, —
a fact indicating the existence of a definite threshold-intensity for

a current traversing the nerve. This intensity is not greater than

that of a current flowing between two regions of a nerve several

centimeters apart differing in potential by 20 or 30 millivolts, the

approximate E.M.F. of the action-current of frog's nerve.

We conclude that the current flowing between excited and

unexcited regions of a normal frog's motor nerve is sufficiently

intense at a distance at least 2^ or 3 centimeters from the excited

region to cause stimulation at that point.

The question of whether its duration is sufficient may readily

be answered, since we have recent accurate determinations by

Lapicque and Lucas of the least effective duration of currents of

different strengths, — ranging from the weakest currents that will

excite with any duration of flow, to currents whose least effective

duration is a small fraction of that of the weakest exciting current.

Within the range of conditions to which Nernst's rule applies, the

current-strength required for stimulation varies approximately

inversely as the square root of the duration. From this it is

evident that a current of briefer duration than the rising phase of

the action-current {ca. o.ooi second at 20°) may stimulate a nerve

if its intensity is sufficient. The question is, whether the current

flowing between the region already active and an inactive region

2 or 3 centimeters distant is sufficiently intense to stimulate with

a duration not greater than that of the rising phase of the action-
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current. Lapicque has shown that the minimal current that will

stimulate a nerve with infinite duration of flow requires for stimu-

lation a duration not much greater than that of the rising i)hase of

the action-current; and in order to stimulate with a duration not

greater than this {i.e., ca. .001 sec.) the intensity needs to be

increased to only a relatively slight degree (respectively 33 per

cent and 50 per cent for the two experiments at 24.5° and 18°

which he cites). ^- This general rule holds true not only of nerve

but of other irritable tissues, and probably of irritable tissues in

general.^^ The time occupied by the rising phase of the action-

current is in fact closely similar to the time during which a current

of threshold-intensity requires to flow in order to stimulate. This

time is characteristic for any irritable tissue, and constitutes what

Lapicque calls the chronological factor in electrical excitation.^^

It varies from tissue to tissue in a manner which shows close

parallelism with the characteristic time-relations of the bioelectric

variation, its exact duration in any tissue being closely similar to

— though apparently usually somewhat greater than — that of

the rising phase of the electrical variation.^^ It is thus clear that

the action-current lasts quite sufficiently long to stimulate the

adjoining areas of the irritable tissue at a distance not much less

than the maximal distance at wdiich (on the above estimate) its

intensity is suthcient.

In order to simpKfy our conception of the conditions as much

as possible, let us regard the region actually undergoing excitation

as stationary; it is evident that the electrical effect at any point

^2 C/. Lapicque: Journale cle physiologic normale et pathologique, 1907,

ix, p. 628; ibid., 1908, X, p. 599. The conditions are the same at lower tem-

peratures; here, of course, the duration of the action-current is proportion-

ately prolonged.

^ Cf. the observations of Lucas on the frog's sartorius, Journal of Phys-

iology, 1908, xxxvii, p. 475, and of Lucas and Mines on the sciatic and sar-

torius of the toad, ibid., 1907, xxxvi, p. 334.

^ Cf. Lapicque: Journale de physiologic, 1908, x, p. 601.

^^
Cf. Lapicque, loc. cit.; also Cf. Lucas: Journal of Physiology, 1910,

xxxix, p. 461. According to Lucas the normal rate of change characteristic of

the excitatory process in a particular tissue is what determines its time-factor

of electrical stimulation. Hence this is brief in rapidly reacting tissues like

nerve, etc.
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beyond this active area will vary in intensity during the time

occupied by the entire negative variation at the excited region,

and that it will have the requisite intensity for stimulation at that

point during only part of the time occupied by the whole variation.

If we consider the intensity alone, it is clear that the effect will

"reach" farthest — i.e., will be sufficient at a certain distant point

as regards mere intensity — when the action-current curve is at

its apex; but the duration of the branch of the action-current

traversing this most distant point will probably be insufficient for

excitation. There will, however, be an intermediate point or

region where the current is just intense enough and lasts just long

enough to stimulate; this region will then at once become the site

of a new excitation-process which will produce similar eft'ects at an

equidistant point beyond. If the distance of this point from the

excitation-area is 5 centimeters, and the time required for the

local excitation-process to reach the required stage for excitation

at this point is t seconds, the state of excitation will be propagated

with the velocity s/t centimeters per second. With 5 = 3 centi-

meters and / = .ooi second, the propagation-velocity will be 30

meters per second.

Naturally the progress of the excitation-wave is continuous

and does not occur on a succession of leaps, as the above simpHfied

manner of conceiving the phenomenon would seem to imply.

This apparent impHcation, however, merely results from a neglect

to consider the processes at other than the two points S, considered

as the stimulating point of the nerve, and R, considered as the

responding point. Needless to say, the region actually undergoing

the changes accompanying excitation occupies a considerable

length of the nerve {ca. 30 mm. in a single impulse). The actual

process would be better described as follows: travehng in advance

of the region already active, AB, there is a region B C as yet

inactive but through which a branch of the action-current is flow-

ing; at a certain critical distance B R beyond the active region

this current will have the intensity, duration, and rate of develop-

ment necessary to stimulate the nerve at that point (R). The
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greater this critical distance, and the more rapid the local excitation-

process, the more rai)i(l will be the rate of propagation.

It is necessary also to consider whether the rate of change of

this branch of current is sufficient for excitation. The action-

current does not appear suddenly, but rises continuously to a

maximum and subsides at a rate that varies characteristically from

tissue to tissue. Any stimulating current must not only have a

sufficient intensity and duration, but must rise to its stimulating

value with sufficient rapidity. The rate of change of the action-

current in nerve is, however, actually such that its stimulating

efficiency is Httle if any less than it would be if the current were

to rise to its maximum instantaneously. This is shown by Lucas'

experiments in the sciatic nerve of the toad, which show that a

current which takes .03 seconds to rise to its maximum requires

to be only about 20 per cent stronger than an instantaneous

current of the same stimulating value.^® Although the time-

factor of excitation in the frog's nerve is somewhat shorter than

in the toad's nerve, there is no doubt that a current rising to its

maximum in a period 20 to 30 times briefer would have essentially

the same effect as an instantaneous current. The rate of change

of the stimulating current is related to that of the action-current

of the tissue in the same manner as the duration of the least

exciting current is related to that of the action-current." A tissue

with a brief time-factor of excitation requires a rapidly changing

current for stimulation, and vice versa. We conclude, therefore,

that the rate of change of the action-current in any tissue is

adequate for the stimulation of that tissue. The slowly rising elec-

trical variation of a slowly responding tissue is amply capable of

stimulating that tissue; although it may be unable to stimulate

another tissue with a more rapid rate of response.

We may summarize the foregoing briefly as follows: the facts

and considerations adduced indicate that at some distance (proba-

bly about 3 centimeters in frog's nerve) from the region already

in a state of excitation the branch of the action-current traversing

the tissue is sufficient in intensity, duration, and rate of change to

stimulate the tissue at that point and hence to initiate a new state

^ Lucas: Journal of Physiology, 1907, xxxvi, p. 253.

^'
Cf. Lapicque: loc. cit.; Lucas: loc. cit., 1908.
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of excitation; this in its turn originates a similar excitation at an

equidistant point beyond, and so on. Thus the excitation-state is

self-propagating by reason of the electrical variation by which it

is accompanied, and the rate at which this electrical variation

rises to its maximum is the chief factor in determining the velocity

of conduction.

This view accounts not only for the propagation of the excita-

tion-wave and for the varying rate of propagation in different

tissues, but also for certain other hitherto unexplained peculiarities

of irritable tissues. As already pointed out, it affords a possible

basis of explanation for irreciprocahty of conduction, if it is assumed

that the time-factors of excitation of the contiguous neurones are

sufficiently different. It also assists in explaining Carlson's

generalization that rapidly contracting muscles typically have

rapidly conducting nerves, and vice versa. ^^ In this case we have

an instance of transmission of the excitation-state from one irritable

element, the nerve, to another, the muscle. ^^ On the present

hypothesis the muscle cell is stimulated by the electrical variation

of the nerve where it branches over the surface of the muscle at

the end-plate.^° The process of transmission from element to ele-

ment is thus of the same nature as from one region of a continuous

element {e.g., nerve) to another. We have seen that for stimulation

of the adjoining inactive region it is necessary that the elec-

trical current passing between the active region A B and the inac-

tive B C should have a certain minimal intensity and duration.

The intensity is a function of the distance — i.e., electrical resist-

ance — between the two regions; the duration depends on the

duration of the local electrical variation at region A B, — or more

** Carlson: loc. cit.

*' The existence in some cases of an intermediary element, the nerve end-

plate, with a characteristic excitation-rate of its own, does not essentially alter

the conditions.

^o This view recalls the "Entladungshypothese" put forward by Krause

and KtJHNE, in 1863 and 1864 (Cf. Hermann's Handbuch, i, p. 258), and

later criticized, though accepted in a modified form, by Du Bois-Reymond.

The latter favored the view that the negative variation of the nerve directly

stimulated the muscle; this view Hermann regards as identical with his own

view (first put forward in 1872) that the electrical variation is the basis of

propagation.
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precisely on the duration of that portion of it which has reached a

sufficient intensity to affect region B C. If this duration is in-

sufficient, region B C will not be affected and the impulse will fail

to be propagated. The same considerations apply to transmission

of excitation between separate irritable elements. The action-

current of the exciting element must have a duration sufficient to

enable it to excite the responding element; it must also rise to its

maximum with sufficient rapidity. Now rapid nerve-conduction

means rapid local electrical variation, i.e., brief duration of the

current-strength requisite for stimulation. Only a rapidly respond-

ing muscle can thus be stimulated by the action-current of a

rapidly conducting nerve; in the case of a slowly responding muscle

the duration of the action-current of such a nerve would be

insufiicient to cause excitation. Similarly a slowly conducting

nerve is unable to impart the requisite stimulus to a rapidly

responding muscle, because the electrical variation in such a nerve,

even if sufficiently intense, rises to its maximum too gradually to

stimulate a tissue with a brief time-factor of excitation, although

it might well be capable of stimulating one with a slower rate of

response. ^^ The correlation between the velocity of conduction

and the velocity of contraction is thus not to be regarded simply

as an adaptive arrangement which aims at securing quickness of

reaction by shortening the total time of response, but as essentially

an expression of the general validity of the fundamental laws of

electrical excitation, namely, that the stimulating {i.e., polarizing)

current must have a certain minimal duration and a certain mini-

mal rate of development as well as a certain intensity. A slowly

conducting nerve is by its very nature one whose action-current is

unable to stimulate a rapidly responding tissue, and vice versa.^^

The chief objection to the present hypothesis seems to me to

be that transmission may be blocked by local narcotization, or by

mechanical constriction or local injury which affects only a short

stretch of nerve. Such local alteration of course leaves electrical

" Compare with the examples of failure of secondary excitation quoted above

from KuHNE p. 424.

^^Conceivably, of course, intermediaries — "transformers" — might exist

which would render such transmission possible, but this possibility need not be

considered here.
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conductivity unimpaired. The conditions of many of these block-

ing effects are, however, imperfectly understood at present, and it

does not appear that their existence is necessarily incompatible

with the present view. In the case of ligature, severing, or the

local application of a poison, there is local injury; this involves

the production of demarcation-currents extending in both directions

from the region of injury for some distance through the adjoining

tissue; these currents not only exert electrotonic influence, but

they may directly compensate the action-current of an approach-

ing excitation-wave and so prevent its effect from extending beyond

the point of injury. ^^ The reversible blocking action of narcotics

is more difficult to explain. The narcotized region must, however,

have a certain length. Recent experiment shows that the extinc-

tion of the excitation-wave on entering a narcotized area is not an

immediate, but a more or less gradual process. The excitation-

wave may pass such a region if the latter is not too long.®^ Its

length may, however, be considerably less than the 2 or 3 centi-

meters across which the electrical impulse from an active region is

above supposed to be effective. It is possible here also that

demarcation-currents interfere with the action-current and prevent

its transmission across the narcotized area. I shall not attempt to

discuss this difficulty further at present. The possibility that the

^ It is known that pricking the His bundle so as to injure directly only a

few fibres may completely block for a time the impulse from auricles to ven-

tricles. For instances cf. Erlanger and Blackmann: Heart, 1910, i, pp. 211,

214, 217. Similarly, partly cutting across a bridge of muscle (sufficiently wide

to conduct regularly) connecting two portions of the turtle's ventricle may
cause complete temporary block. This disappears in time on bathing in Rin-

ger's solution. Then a further injury at or near the original cut will restore the

block. (Observations of Dr. W. E. Carrey; similar observations are con-

tained in his article on fibrillation in the American Journal of Physiology, 1914,

xxxiii, p. 397.) Some influence due to the injury of adjoining elements pre-

vents the transmission of impulses along the uninjured elements. Carrey has

also expressed the view that changes in potential at the site of block form a chief

factor in the production of this effect (public lecture delivered at Woods Hole,

July, 1913).

" Cf. Adrian: Journal of Physiology, 1912, xlv, p. 389. Also the papers

of Frohlich (Zeitschrift f. allg. Physiol. 1904, iii, p. 148) and others, showing a

progressive decrease of impulses in narcotized regions or others conducting with

a "decrement."
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action-current is the actual normal basis of transmission, even in

nerve, seems on the whole strongly favored by the facts and

considerations cited above. That there are difficulties in extending

this view in detail to special cases of transmission it would be

useless to deny. But it is only by definitely formulating an

hypothesis and tracing its consequences that we can decide as to

its adequacy or inadequacy. Criticism and further research both

are necessary before a final decision can be reached.

It is evident that according to the point of view urged in this

paper the problem of physiological conduction ceases to be a

special problem, and becomes a subordinate part of the general

problem of stimulation, — more specifically of electrical stimula-

tion. The idea that conduction and excitation are two separate

and independently variable properties of an irritable tissue has

shown itself inconsistent with the course of recent research and is

now very generally rejected.^^ Why the electrical current should

stimulate is the essential problem. The view that electrical stimu-

lation is an expression or consequence of the production of an elec-

trical polarization at the surfaces of the irritable elements was

frequently urged by Hermann ,^^ and has been placed on a firm

footing by the work of Nernst and his successors. A further

important step was made when Briinings ^'' first pointed out what

seems to be the essential implication of the law of polar stimulation,

that the necessary antecedent for stimulation is a depolarization

of the plasma membrane, i.e., a polarization-efTect in the inverse

direction to the pre-existing or physiological polarization and

hence having the effect of partly compensating this. The electrical

current thus stimulates when it suddenly decreases the physiological

polarization to a certain critical degree. To do this it must act

for a certain time and rise to its maximum with sufficient velocity.

*^ Cf. Frohlich: loc. cU.; also the discussion by Lucas: Croonian Lecture,

loc. cit.; and Verworn: "Irritability," Yale University Press, 1913, chap. vi.

^ Cf. Hermaxx: Handbuch, Vol. ii, i, p. 193 and elsewhere.

^^ Cf. Brunings: Archiv f. d. gesammte Physiologie, 1903, c, p. 367. Her-

mann entertained similar views: viz., that in nerve the stimulating action had

its seat at the boundary of axis cylinder and sheath, and that a fibre is stimu-

lated when the positive polarization of its longitudinal surface is decreased or

its negative increased (loc. cit., p. 193).
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The essential question thus becomes: why should a shght decrease

in the electrical polarization of the plasma membrane cause stimu-

lation? Evidence from many sides indicates that during stimula-

tion the plasma membrane temporarily loses its semi-permeability ;

^^

and since shght depolarization results in stimulation, the inference

seems justified that the normal resting permeability of the mem-

brane depends on its electrical polarization.^^ The view that the

permeability of the plasma membrane is a function of the electrical

polarization has also been independently urged by several other

investigators.''' The nature of the relation between the electrical

polarization and the other properties of the membrane is still uncer-

tain. During the normal resting condition of the irritable element

the membrane appears to retain its semi-permeabihty unaltered;

a sudden depolarization results in a change which has the effect

of temporarily altering both its osmotic and its electromotor

properties. Stimulation is apparently an expression or consequence

of this change. At present the evidence indicates (i) that the

change in permeabihty associated with stimulation is not a direct

effect due to merely physical changes in the protoplasmic surface-

layer, but is the consequence of a chemical reaction which alters

the character of the surface-film and temporarily deprives it of

its normal semi-permeable and electromotor properties, and (2)

that this chemical process may in a highly irritable tissue like nerve

be initiated by any shght local decrease in polarization provided

the change is sufficiently rapid. That the process which is im-

mediately initiated or released by the polarization-change is a

chemical one is indicated both by the high temperature-coefficient

of the stimulation-process, and by the wide variation which its

^* I have summarized and discussed this evidence in various places: Cf.

American Journal of Physiology, 1909, xxiv, p. 14; 191 1, xxviii, p. 197; Science,

1909, p. 245; Biological Bulletin, 1909, xvii, p. 188.

" Cf. American Journal of Physiology, 1908, xxii, p. 79; Biological Bulle-

tin, loc. cit.

^" Cf. Girard: Journal de physiol. et pathol. gen., 1910, xii, p. 471; W. B.

Hardy and H. W. Harvey: Proc. Roy. Soc, Ser. B. 1911, Ixxxiv, p. 217;

Hober: Physikalische Chemie d. Zelle u. d. Gewebe (3d Ed.), 191 1, p. 308

seq.; Mines: Journal of Physiology, 1910, xl, p. 309, 191 2, xliii, p. 467; A. J.

Clark: ibid., xlvii, p. 103.
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velocity shows in dififerent tissues. ^^ The conditions suggest that

the normal polarization is what prevents certain constituents of

the surface-layer from interacting, some critical reaction being

held in check so long as the polarization has a certain value —
very much as the chemical interaction between plates and liquid

in a battery with open circuit is held in check by the polarization

at the surface of the plates. The sensitivity of highly irritable

elements to variations in the electrical polarization of their surface-

films is difficult to understand on any other hypothesis known to

me at present. ^^

Summary

1. Numerous instances are cited from the literature showing

the existence of a general parallelism between the rate at which

the action-current curve rises to its maximum in any irritable

tissue and the rate of propagation of the excitation-wave in that

tissue.

2. Various other facts are cited favoring the hypothesis that the

transmission of excitation from one region of an irritable tissue to

another is directly due to electrical excitation of the inactive region,

at some distance from the active region, by means of the portion

of the action-current flowing between the two regions.

3. On this view the rate of propagation depends on two factors:

(i) the time required for the action-current to rise to its full inten-

sity after stimulation, and (2) the maximal distance from the

active region at which the intensity and duration of the branch of

current traversing the inactive region are sufl&cient for stimulation.

^^ Estimates of the relative velocities of the excitation-process in dififerent

irritable elements are given in the paper by Lucas; Journal of Physiology, 1910,

xl, p. 225; also by Lapicque: Comptes rendus de la Societe de Biologie, 1905,

Ivii, p. 503.

^^ Changes in the polarization of the plasma membrane must involve changes

in the aggregation-state of the protoplasmic colloids {cf. my earlier paper loc.

cit., 1908), since, as is well known, colloids are sensitive to changes in the elec-

trical polarization of the colloidal particles. The possibility that the primary

change in stimulation may be one of this kind should thus also, be considered.

Undoubtedly some change in the aggregation-state of the colloids of the mem-
brane is involved in stimulation, but whether this is primary or secondary

cannot be said at present.
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If the time occupied by the rise of the action-current to the critical

stimulating point is / seconds and the maximal distance at which

it causes stimulation is 5 centimeters, the velocity of propagation

will be s/t centimeters per second.

4. In frog's nerve the distance 5 is estimated at from 2 to 3

centimeters • and the time t as .001 second (the duration of the

rising phase of the bioelectric variation at 18°); this corresponds

to a velocity of 20 to 30 meters per second at this temperature.

Increase of propagation-velocity with rise of temperature appears

to be due chiefly to the increased rate of rise of the action-current;

at 38°, with Qio = 2, it would be 80 to 120 meters per second.
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THE structure of the villi of the small intestine is such that

one would naturally infer that they possess the property of

motion. Accordingly observations were begun on the living ani-

mal to see if such is the case. The dog was selected for these

experiments.

The technique employed in performing the experiments is as

follows

:

The dog is anaesthetized with ether and the abdomen opened

in the median Hne. A loop of the small intestine is picked up and

passed through a slit in a thin board, or a slab of hard paraffin.

The intestine is opened longitudinally for a distance of two or

three inches opposite to the attachment of the mesentery and

spread out and fastened to the board by means of tacks inserted

into the board on each side of the sHt, care being taken that the

mesentery is not stretched nor pressed upon so as to interfere with

the circulation or nerve supply.

The observations are then made by means of the binocular

microscope, using a magnification of from 23 to 61 diameters. In

dogs that have been fasting from 24 to 48 hours the villi are

generally found extended, fallen over in various directions, and

covered with a mucus-Hke substance. Local application of a few

drops of any of the following solutions: — peptone, glucose, weak

alkali solutions (sodium carbonate), dog's bile, diluted, physio-

logical salt solution, or distilled water, is followed in a few seconds

by the viUi rising and beginning lashing-like movements in various

directions. Very soon a second distinct movement begins which
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consists of an alternating shortening or retraction, and extension

of various villi in the field. These movements are independent of

peristalsis. The application of hydrochloric acid, to per cent

solution, checks the movements, and the villi return to the resting

condition, i.e., fall over and soon become covered with mucus.

A 10 per cent alcohohc solution first stimulates, then depresses,

and soon stops the movements entirely. The addition of water,

or sahne solution, 0.9 per cent, restores activity and the vilH begin

movements again. Intravenous injection of nicotine (i mg. to 2

mg. per kilo) first stimulates, then depresses the movements,

particularly that of retraction and of extension. Local appHcation

of solutions that caused active movements before the injection of

the nicotine now have no effect. Atropine (i mg. per kilo, intra-

venously) stops the movements. Local apphcation of glucose,

peptone, or other solutions that stimulated previous to the use of

the atropine cause the lashing-like movement to return, but there

is no retraction and extension.

From the observations thus far made, which have been quite

constant on all animals examined, we reach the following conclu-

sions :

First. That the viUi possess distinct movements that are

independent of peristalsis.

Second. That these movements are of two kinds: (i) A
lashing movement, which may be supposed to aid in the mixing

of the intestinal contents and thus promote the action of the

digestive secretions as well as the process of absorption. This

movement is not stopped by atropine. (2) An alternating retrac-

tion and extension, a form of movement which may be of special

value in the act of absorption, particularly the absorption through

the lacteals. This movement is abolished by both nicotine and

atropine and is therefore under the control of the peripheral nerv-

ous mechanism. It may be regarded, probably, as a local reflex.

Further investigation is necessary to determine whether the

central nervous system is involved in this reflex.
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